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reviews

All matenal in Punk Planet is printed with permission from the author All opinions

expressed are souly those of the author and not those of Punk Planet magazine. For

reprint information, please contact Punk Planet and we will get you in contact with the

other, who retains all copyrights.

disclaimer

Addresses

Punk Planet

PO Box 464

Chicago, IL 60690

ads, submissions & letters

Review material accidently sent to this address

IS NOT FORWARDED to the reviews address. That means that it will

not get reviewed until it arrives, on your dime, at the reviews

address. There are only two addresses, get 'em straight.

Punk Planet Reviews

PO Box 6014

East Lansing, Ml 48826
send your reviews here

Telephone

773-784-9774
questions, ad reservations,

submission queries, whatever

773-784-9788

a fax machine for your faxing needs

Electronica

punkplanet@punkplanet.com
letters & submissions via e-mail

www.punkplanet.com

web page

NEW AD RATES
for a list of all upcoming ad deadlines, please check our

website at www.punkplanet.com.

Online advertising also available.

1/12 page (2.5 x 2.5) $20

1/6 page (2.5 x 5) $40

1/3 page long (2.5 x 10) $80

1/3 page square (5 x 5) • *$100

1/2 page (7.5 x 5) $150

Full page (7.5 x 10) *$400

call for pricing/availabiltiy on inside front & back covers.

All ads are due

December 15th

for PP42 March/April 2001

Ads not reserved will get in, but you have no say as to what issue.

Any ads received after deadline may run in the following issue.

Those are the risks ... Are you the gambling type?

the risks



O ne of the people whose face graces

our cover will be our next presi-

dent. As depressing as that is, it’s

reality. We thought it was important that

whichever way the vote goes, Punk Planet

told you about the real man behind the

media image. So we recruited the authors of

two unapologetic biographies of Gore and

Bush to tell us about who these guys really

are. The results are eye-opening.

For those of you buying this issue after

election day, meet the new boss. For those of

you lucky enough to pick it up in the weeks

before November 7*^, I hope our exposes of

A1 Gore and George W Bush help you make

the right decision.

Me? I’m voting the only way I think is

right: Nader. Take that for what you will.

Unfortunately, I can’t use this intro-

duction space to expound further about the

importance of casting a third party vote—I’ve

got business to attend to.

This issue marks the 40^ issue of Punk

Planet. Can you believe it? I sure can’t. So

much has happened over the six and a half years

we’ve been publishing, but one thing has always

stayed constant: Every two months a new issue

has come out. It’s something you’ve been able

to count on as well as something I’ve counted

on as well. But the unfortunate reality is that

over the last year or so, it has become harder

and harder to make that mark. Why? Because

we’re very slowly, yet very painfully going broke.

There are a myriad of reasons for why

our finances have been heading south, most of

them very boring. But the main reasons are an

increase in the price of printing the magazine

(mainly because of paper costs) , which has led

to a print bill almost $10,000 higher than last

years (yeesh!), while concurrently arriving at a

plateau as far as magazine sales go. In short,

our costs have been increasing while our sales

haven’t. After much soul searching, we’ve

decided that we have to increase our prices.

It’s with that background that I’m sorry

to announce that this is the last issue of

Punk Planet for sale at $ 3 - 5°* Issue #4 I

Punk Planet will cost 45 cents more at

$3.95. This small cost increase will con-

tribute greatly to helping us continue to put

out PP six times a year at the same page

length and cover our higher print costs.

Additionally, all you advertisers make

note that our ad rates will be going up again

this year. But not by a whole hell of a lot—

our ad rates are still among the lowest out

there. And to help those of you with low

budgets just trying to get your zine or label

or whatever off the ground, we’ve actually

created a new ad size, the 1/12^ page, which

is our lowest priced ad ever.

Finally, and this one is really important

for our ultimate survival, we are in the

process of finding new outlets to put Punk

Planet in. While we’re sold in all sorts of

great stores, there are still tons out there that

don’t carry us. We’re in the process right now

of finding the right people that will help us

get into those places. We’re actively looking

and I’ll let you know more when we do.

Enough boring stuff, eh? This issue also

marks the return of a couple of features that

have been missing for Punk Planet for the

last six months or so. After hiatuses, I’m glad

to announce that our fiction section and our

film reviews are back. They’re both manned

by new people: Columnist Leah Ryan has

bowed out of the columns game and is now

the fiction editor; and David Wilson, who

did an interview with filmmakerJem Cohen

for us a year or so ago and has been making,

distributing and screening independent films

for quite some time has taken over the film

reviewing duties. I’m expecting both David

and Leah to do great things in their respec-

tive sections. Thanks guys!

One last thing: I’d like to thank all of

you for sticking with us for 40 issues and

thank you in advance for helping us get to

put out 40 more.
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Lialarie records
p.o* box ]53 j posta I
rozncv pod radhostem
756 61, czech republic

lesser of two
p*o, box 3603
Oakland, ca, 9U609

usa
www*lesseroftwo.com

(payable to stove decaprio)

• cassette $1 for full
mailorder li*t

from:

nikt nic nie wie
p.o. box 53
nowy targ, 3U UlO
poland

distroa, get in touch... D.I.Y,

'UMc /J&out it!"

'A/wroJ

checks and money orders
'

payable to Oscar Rodriguez
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,

Vork, Hi \QUb-CkQ1

www.ba-record6.com

KouSax
It Had To Do With Love

Cd/Lp In Stores 9/05/00

the

Piano-esque rock combined

with 70’s style pop.

new amsterdams
never you mind

Cd/Lp In Stores 9/19/00

featuring:
Matthew Pryor

Alex Brahl
Robert Pope

and Jake Cardwell

'fffljiHfexvv arnsterdam

%

a

Heroes & Vllllains/Vagrant Records *2118 Wilshire Btvd. #361 • Santa Monica, CA 90403 / Cd: SlOppd Lp: $8ppd • listen & pre-order at www.vagrant.com
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UNSUNG ZEROS
The People Mover

UNDER THE GUN
One Nation...
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"State Of Flow” *

New From
Street Songs

For Modern Rebels
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; L ALL NEW UNRElEflSED SONGS!!!
* w

From NOFX, All, Dag Nasty (Reformed)

^ ^ A New Found Glory, Midtown
;ie strike Bigwig and much moreLUCKIE STRIKE

The Mercury Project

THE PHOBES
The Beginning or the End

THE SHARPSHOOTERS
Viva Los Guerrillas

Available Inclusively Irom Fastinusic

401 Broadway #2011 NY, NY 10013 lntp://www.fastmusie.com
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experience the split full length from the

revered new brunswick based movements
you have heard so much about:

Stormshadow and Fanshen
28 songs 28 page booklet

12" $9 or CD $11 ppd St
CD version has 20 page booklet insert

BIFOCAL MEDIA:

COMPILATIONCD
hard to find and unreleased tracks from

secret life of machines, serotonin, monochrome
the white octave, fura. crash smash explode

. stammer, the ladderback. cute
h* strike anywhere, marion

flf, legend of the overfiend
the phantom zoelle

ippVikk timinactionw tBB render useless
J|| kids with kites^K captain specky

—.

.

m chocolate kiss

fc|i^Wi|M|ii death to broadway— clubhouse, order direct for

IliMMIliiiiBiilHWr $8.00 ppd. add $3.00 for

over seas shipping

SOON....VERY SOON: braid "killing a camera" video, crash smash explode/ secret life of

machines Ip. ALSO AVAILABLE: the actuality of thought video $13 ppd. the ladderback

"honest i swear "cd $8 ppd. the whistle of the missile video $13 ppd. kerbloki cd $6 ppd.

the ladderback/ legend of the ovetfiend 7" $3 ppd.

bifocal media, po box 50106. raleigh nc. 27650- 0106. bi_focal@hotmail.com
bifocalmedia.com

Secret Service & Disney Violence split 7"

$3.50ppd gbbs:0003

A bar of soap is implanted with a razor. While

lathering up or showering, the blade will

eventually be exposed, causing a self-inflicted

slash. Not likely to be fetal, this device is a

terrorist weapon ofwarning or intimidation.

Debut full length 1 0 songs emo rock!

$ 1 Oppd gbbs:0004

Also avail:

Anchorman "still need you more than

air" 6 song cd/ep ghbs:0001 $7ppd
Greetings from Joon "Static to the home
land" 6 song cd/ep gbbs:0002 $7ppd

Good Bye Blue Skies(records)

p.o. box 1306
Tavernier, Florida

33070
ph: 305 453 9720
goodbyblue @aol.com

make checks to:

Lowell Donofrio



Uoorhees"Bookburner"6 song 7"

Pinhead Gunpowder s/t 4 song 7"

Still Available:

D4 "This Shit Is Genius" CD

7"': $3 US/ $5 World

CD: $8 US/ $10 World

U.S. Cash or MO to Jason Parker

THU RECORDS

PO BOX 18661

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

55418

DISTROBUTION:

No Idea 352-379-0502

Ebullition 805-964-6111

(/) X

s

deep elm records

cdep.$9

cross my heart

temporary contemporary cd.$12

imbroco
are you my lionkiller? cdep.$9

postpaid usa • credit-check-cash-mo • superfast service • europe/s. america add $2 • asia/australia add $3 • canada/mex add $1
get all four emo diaries compilations (53 songs) for $40 • new SAMPLER with 19 songs from 14 bands only $3 POSTPAID WORLDWIDE

post box 36939 charlotte, nc 28236 usa • (704) DE-DIRECT

order@deepelm.com • sounds, tours, news, more on website
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react "deus ex machina"
available on compact disc

includes "disturbing the souls"
seven inch and live tracks as well

ppd

react/greed split seven inch
$4 ppd

available soon:
rambo/no parade(from ashes rise, buned up bled dry, deathreat) split 7"

Distraught/Molotov Cocktail split 7"

despite 7"

13th Floor Records
po box 1502

new haven-i ct ObSll I

I .£|

iff|



prices CD $8/$10 7” $3.50/$5 (us/rest)

Ajued o oi eiqeAed

sound onsoling box gg7 berke |ey ca 94704-0687

DISTRIBUTED BY IMD
we also have buttons

New from One Percent

!

HOLDING ON 7" Kardcora punk threat
frcm Mfnnaapelis, S new fast and anoru
songs. Gursecore that gives blood

holding!;
Enemy. 53.50 US postage

paid (colored vinyl for mailorder)

0'W
*..

• ’ /-* V

NYARI "yovr jqafjor) jj
dead" 10" Gerrfiaii

qiefal k{ll}r)g q\achjr|e • Greaf lyijx ©f
iyiefal aqd hardcore * Wjfh pletyjy of eyjl

fhroWq jq • ThjJ jj a vjqyl verjjoq of fhe

CD from Alyerjaq (Ger •) $7 VS pojfage

pajd (Colored vjqyl for ipajlorder)

Also: Cadillac Blindside/Amp 1 76 split 7" 0 The Real Enemy/Holding On split 7" 0 M.l .J.
7"

Angels in the Architecture 7M 0 Lanyard 7" 0 Killsadie "e.p.#2" 7" (7"s $3.50 each)

Amp 1 76/Angels in the Arch, split CD 0 Killsadie "Half-Cocked" CD ° Silent Fall CD (CD’s

$7.00 ea.) Killsadie "Traitor" MCD 0 Angels in the Arch, "one ten" MCD (MCD's $5.50 ea.)

MVriii

A kVAt 0
/>>,
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°

Orders outside the US add $2 to your total.

For a complete catalog and stickers send a SASE to:

One Percent Records

PO Box 141048. Mpls, MN. 5541 4-1048. USA
check all our shit out at

www.visi.com/~oneprcnt

Springman
Records

Pain - Jabberjaw

(3 song 7” - $4)

And out late Dec:

(6 song CD - $6)

As heard on the

“Jabbeijaw”

commercial on the

Cartoon Network!

First 500 red vinyl!

THE WUNDER YEARS

SORRY ABOUT

iwe aJF.®yt

!I

The Wunder
Years / Sorry

About The Fire

On Behalf Of Rock

And Roll - (10

song split CD - $7)

punk/indy/emo/

genuine rock and

roll. A most

amazing record.

Amazing
Transparent

Man
Amazing

Transparent

Man - The

Measure Of All

Things -(8 song

CD - $7)

Pop-punk like

Ataris meet [hate

to say] Blink 182

| Springman Records, P.0. Box 2043,

S Cupertino, CA
95015-2043. All

prices include

postage, but extra

stamps or $ is

always super

appreciated and

earns extra free

stuff.

www.springmanrecords.com



THE MONKEYWRENCH “Electric Children" THE INSOMNIACS “Get Something Going!"

LP/CO bring on the judgement day! ES1269 LP/CO ass-shakh’ mod inlused powetl ES1272

THE MOONEY SUZUKI “People Get Ready”
LP/CO-high energy rock’n’soul redemption! ES1273

ESTRUS APESHIT ROCK CD SAMPLER VOL. 2 ONLY $53111

>
ATTN STORES: Estrus is now distributed by Touch And Go Records...call 773-388-8888

write for our FREE mind-numbing 20-
Mi psp catalog o» crap today!^ P O- Box 2125 Bellingham, WA. 98227-2125 U.S.A.

web-heads check; www.estrus.com

SOLEDAD BROTHERS LP/CD raw 2-piece FIREBALLS OF FREEDOM "Total Fucking Blowout"

trash/blues wail and howl testimonial! ES1271 LP/CD cranium meltin' sonic deconstruction! ES1265

ALSO OUT NOW: THE VON ZIPPERS “Blitzhacker” CD, THE BOBBYTEENS “Not So
Sweet’” CO, THE GIMMICKS “Honeymoons Over” LP/CO, QUADRAJETS “When The
Worlds On Fire’’ LP/CO, SUGAR SHACK “Get Oot Of My World” LP/CD, ESTRELLA 20/20
“Afro Mexicana” EP/CO IN THE WORKS: FATAL FLYING GUILLOTINES LP/CO, THE
IMMORTAL LEE COUNTY KILLERS LP/CO, MOAM? CO, THUNDERCRACK LP/CO,
PRICES: *9.50 LP's and EP’s / *12-50 CD’s (*10-00 CD ep's), *4.00 7" ppd- in U.S.A.

ON TOUR: MOONEY SUZUKI, ESTRELLA 20/20, FIREBALLS OF FREEDOM, MONKEYWRENCH..clieck website for details!

Coming Soon: Trust No One CD, Unearth CD, This Day Forward CD, Christiansen CD
PRICES: CD $1 0.00 MCD $8.00 postage paid in the U.S

P.O.Box 8693 Coral Springs, FL 33075 http://www.eulogyrecordings.com

*ORDER WITH A CREDIT CARD DIRECT FROM EULOGY! CALL: 1-B77-PUNK-XXX

01010101
010011100
100101010



The Search for Saturnalia "Four Letters"
full length CD $12ppd

The Search for Saturnalia & Egon split T $4ppd The Search for Saturnalia CDEP $8ppd
Coming Soon: We Talked About Murder CDEP & Our Own Somewhere CD

Has Anyone Ever Told You? PO Box 161702 Austin, TX 78716-1702

www.hasanyoneevertoldyou.com hasanyoneevertoldyou@yahoo.com

THE ATLANTIC MANOR
DO TOO/D.I.Y. RECORDS

“Flying well below the Indie-rock

Radar”

new cd

THE HATE WE GET GOING
Fans ofthe off-kilter sect willfind a new

Champion in The Atlantic Manor.

Midnightfield recordings and bedroom

rantings. Strange, beautiful andyes it 's

lo-fi!

CD $5.00 payable to:

DO TOO/D.I.Y. RECORDS
5013 SW 154 PLACE
MIAMI, FL 33185

Also available the CD: When I Am A Viking

on tom tfa nuMta'# JtaJM*@
JanMichaelVincentCarCrasb

a. oobrct JfHogy cdep
Ih^ctne pczz$rt)d vne^ai "frotn Oecs^fe, procfuoed by

debv^seff

ocwrFor\ measwed In razor fine© cd
scV'^Jtem fried doom eix/ge.

nas^y heavy chaos cv^. of AJabcwa

mmu 1 he sickest, . mos\ evfl hegjry „
cr\y&\, slodge me\cx "from Canadas

ro^en social vwiderbefy.

aelfite
secure online credit card ordering and more at

:

www.raqeofachilles.clara.net
sludge . doom . hardcore . grind . metal



LOOKING

DICKS
1 980- t 986

CRASH COURSE
IN CLASSIC PUNK

THE JEALOUS SOUND
SELF TITLED CDep/LP

FEATURING
Members of Knapsack, Sunday’s Best and Ten Foot Pole

For sound clips and info: www.betterlookingrecords.com

THE RE~IBBUE 8ERIES ALSO INCLUDES THEBE MUST—HAVES

:

ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES PECOPOB
BEND $1 (US FUNDS) FOR A CATALOG TO: PO. BOX 41909e, BAN FRANCISCO CA. 94141*909S USA.

WWW.ALTERNATIVETENTACLEB.COM *
I9TRUBUTED BY MOROAM

HOLIDAY
MATINEE
CD COMPILATION VOL. 2

IN STORES NOW

FEATURING NEW AND
EXCLUSIVE TRACKS BY
WHEAT, NO KNIFE, THE ALBUM
LEAF, CURSIVE, THE BUSY
SIGNALS, TIARA, THE MERCURY
PROGRAM, BRIGHT EYES, AM/FM,
TRISTEZA, SUNDAY’S BEST, THE
GOOD LIFE, THE FAINT, VUE.

FOR SOUND CUPS AND INFO:

WWW.BETTERLOOKINGRECORDS.COM
WWW.HOLIDAYMATINEE.COM

VARIOUS ARTISTS

NOT SO QUIET ON THE...

A document of the N.

California and Nevada

punk scene as it was

in 1982. Compiled by

MRR founder Tim

Yohannan. 47 bands in

84 minutes plus a 52

page booklet!

VIRUS 14 2XLP $ 12.00/CD: $12.00

THE dicks rr—

5

^-t;— the fartz

1980-1986... t Wh BECAUSE THIS WORLD STILL...

Infamous Texan punks :
' JtJ The discography of

with a retrospective these Seattle, WA.
anthology of their £ hardcore pioneers,

way too brief rock Fast, loud snotty and

history. Includes their ^ p "**4
political too. Spawned

singles, various album S||pi fSf ^ J| 133,1118 like THE

tracks and some great
* v

. w “ ACCUSSED. Fuck art,

live material. L't >¥ let’s fart!

VIRUS 200 CD: $12.00 VIRUS 218 LP $ 9.00 / CD: $12.00

AMEBIX
ARISE PLUS TWO

Finally the re-issue of this defining

crust-punk offering from the U.K.

Originally released in 1985, this

record has influenced them all, from

SEPULTURA to NEUROSIS. Contains

liner notes from PUSHEAD and THE

BARON with rare photos. Also con-

tains two never released bonus

tracks recorded in 1987!

virus 243 LP + 7” $9.00/ CD: 512.00

FALSE PROPHETS
BUND ROACHES & FAT VULTURES...

The official musical anthology of this

seminal political New York hardcore

outfit from 1980-1885. Twenty one

songs comprising over 79 minutes of

music from album tracks, demos,

comps, rare 7”’s and practices. Also

song notes, liner notes and tons of

rare photos in a huge24 page book-

let. Don’t let this pass you by!

VIRUS 244 CD: $12.00

B.G.K.

A DUTCH FEAST

The year was 1983

and the band was

BGK. Live or recorded

these punks had one

of the most furious

and intense displays

of hardcore the world

has ever seen.

VIRUS 218 2XLP $12.00|CD: $12.00



I don’t feel so

good. Perhaps it

has something to

do with the old

saying 'you are

what you eat.’ I

just spent the last

20 minutes mow-

ing down corn

chips and root beer, reading Thomas Hardy, with an old skool

mixtape blaring from my boombox. I am down with the fucked up

multi-tasking, yep. Despite my woeful belly and impending acne,

I am even able to enjoy eating a mint Aero with my left hand

while my right hand continues to scribble away in my journal.

Pretty impressive huh. Why I am stuffing my face with sugary

goodness that burns my throat is no mystery to me. It’s a crap-

pysad day and so I allow myself to gorge on crappysad food. I

don’t know what compelled me to pick a mint Aero. Didn’t the

bar used to be entirely green? They’re mostly only air bubbles

anyway. Yummy scam. Why all the junk food, caffeine and loud

music fer realz you might ask? (I realise this is normal daily living

for many of you resilient folk out there, hee hee.) Well, I don’t

have any booze in the house and right now I need some sort of

fortification here as I pen my last column for the ever-fabulous

Punk Planet. Yes mes amies, I hate to break the bad or good news

(depending on whether you dug my neurotic babbling or not) but

the time has indeed come for the Banana Powered P2K Bug to

move along me thinks. As much as I’ve loved being a part of the

magazine over the few years that I’ve done so, I do think my stay

has run a little dry. Why milk a crabby cow if the moo juice simply

ain’t a-flowing, ya know?

I’m not leaving Punk Planet with any bad feelings at all

—

quite the contrary. But sometimes it’s just your gut telling you

what your next move ought to be. And it’s not like I intend to

"fall out of the scene” entirely. You’re bound to hear grumblings

from this ol’ gal about town I’m sure. I’ll still be producing zines,

drawing comics, making music, going to shows and generally

kicking up a ruckus. My clothes may have gotten plainer and my

hair longer but I’m still lovin’ all that shit up. Regarding my bar-

rel of cultural monkey production, I’ll leave you with the detes at

the end of all this.

I’m sure that Mr. Sinker and the PP peops will have no trou-

ble filling up the space with some new rad hepcat. I’m also certain

that s/he will rock as I’ve always enjoyed the diversity and unique-

ness of the columnists’ writing. I love the hodge-podge of subject

matter that comes together for each issue. Pretty great. Makes me

feel like something of an ingrate and rather foolish for letting the

column go. Apparently it’s a little bit of a coveted gig within punk

circles, but punk points shmunk shmoints. It is work, just like

anything else, and sometimes your workload has just got to give.

Hopefully by this time next year, I’ll be off to the east coast

for grad school. Craziness. Keep your fingers crossed for me that

I get accepted into my school of choice. Coo.

Huge thank yous to Dan and Eric for recruiting me as a

Planeteer way back when. Thanks to everyone who wrote me kind

letters, sorry I’m not exactly the world’s greatest penpal, woe! But

it really was the letters that would make my day IOO% brighter.

I’ve met a lot of incredible people through the magazine (you

know who you are) and it makes me feel pretty lucky. So I give

thanks for that. Ghod, I feel like we should be diving into the

stuffing and cranberry sauce any second now. I’m rilly not this

mushy, hold on—wassaaaaap! (beep!)—but I just wanted to make

sure that my appreciation not go unnoticed, you know? And last

but not least, thank you o sassy reader for humouring my two

unstable Canadian cents worth over the years. This ride has been

better than Kool-Aid watermelon punch.

I’m gonna miss this popstand.

The usual contact detesfor the last time (sniff): Patti Kim, Box 68568, 360A

Bloor Street West, Toronto Ontario, M$S lXl Canada orfhabzine@interlog.com.

The 'fhab’ in fhabzine ’
is the acronym for my wee zine Fuzzy Heads Are Better. Ifyou

send me a couple ofdollars I will sendjou pocketsizjed goodies. Orjou can sniffmy

dirty online arse at www.interlog.com/~fhabzine. Digital doodooforjou andjou!

It’s all good. I will missjou even though I do not knowjou. Byeee!
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So the question

arises once again:

is punk culture

disintegrating?

And, more

importantly, is

this a bad thing?

Punk Planet

was originally cre-

ated when a bunch of malcontents on the "punk politics” board

(myself included) decided that Maximumrockandroll (MRR for

those of you hip enough to spell), the dominant punk 'zine of the

day (back in the Pleistocene era), was too narrow in its focus, too

dismissive of things that weren’t sufficiently "punk.” It wouldn’t

review records by certain bands, and had decreed that certain things

were "punk” and certain things were not, and that things that were

not punk were not worth discussing.

This was, at the time (40 issues of Punk Planet and several

years ago) a fairly commonplace view. People who liked "punk” were

fans of punk, and were supposed to be cynical or distrustful of any-

thing that wasn’t three chords and a cloud of dust. That period of

time, however, was a critical one for Western popular culture, and

Western popular music in particular. Nirvana had loosened the

pursestrings of major labels, which had snapped up a number of

bands that were, well, punk. These bands were introduced to a larg-

er following. Simultaneously, a number of bands that learned other

lessons from Nirvana (and precursors such as the Melvins and the

Jesus Lizard) brought sludge-rock and noise rock to the main-

stream (or at least to your corner music store). A lot of kids who
liked the Beastie Boys found they liked Bad Religion. And folks who
liked Public Enemy found that they liked Helmet.

Sometime during this period, metal heads and punks and

rap fans began to merge. Rage Against the Machine sold millions

of records. Green Day sold millions of records. KoRn sold mil-

lions of records. And a lot of the same people bought all of these

records. Ozzfest became as significant as Lollapalooza, and in

fact, Lollapalooza soon went to that great festival in the sky.

Soon, bands became very difficult to categorize. This may

seem hard to believe now, but it used to be incredibly easy to cate-

gorize bands. They were "alternative” or they were "punk” or they

were "metal” or they were ’’pop” or they were "R&B” or they were

"rap” or they were "rock.” These categories mean less and less, in

terms of the actual music being played. Different categories, how-

ever, representing their attitudes and worldview, may be in order.

Fugazi is still, in many ways, the epitome of what it means to be

"punk.” But it no longer has much to do with the music Ian

MacKaye plays, which has been influenced by everything from skro-

nk rock to world music to funk. What makes them "punk” is the way

they live their lives, the way they control their music, the way they

give back to their fans. They are not part of some vast corporate

juggernaut. They are part of a genuine, grass-roots community.

As much as it disgusts me to say it (and trust me, it does) they

have more in common with Phish than they do with Green Day.

Fugazi exists to serve its fans, not to enrich Fugazi or anyone else.

The fact that Fugazi do just fine while supporting their community

is not an affront to their fans, but a point of pride. They sell hun-

dreds of thousands of records and sell out concert halls around the

nation, and they do it without compromising their ethics.

And that’s what "punk” means today. It means working out-

side the system, to some degree, to serve your fans in an indepen-

dent fashion. In that regard, there are metal bands and rap acts

and folk singers that are more punk than the Offspring.

Being punk means two things—it means devotion to a cer-

tain style of music (initially derived from the MC5, the Stooges

and the Ramones) and devotion to a way of living your life and

dealing with others. It is in this latter manner than punk distin-

guishes itself as something more than a passing musical fad. The
real "punks” in America (MacKaye, Albini, etc) are now
approaching their third decade of making music. They are old

fucks, to put a fine point on it, and they are still irascible and

irritating and refuse to be put in the easy categories where

America’s cultural standard-bearers (large entertainment con-

glomerates) want to place them. Large record labels have no aes-

thetic anymore—only a gauge of "youth” interest in their music.
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They don’t take risks, they serve demographics. Punk attitudes

are necessary (and not punk devotion to certain very specific

musical styles) if music is going to retain any kind of vibrancy

going into the 21st century. That’s what Punk Planet has provid-

ed for the past 40 issues—an attitude.

In my opinion, it has been the right attitude.

It was New Year’s

Eve at Gilman

Street (well, I

guess it was New

Year’s Eve every-

where else, too),

1987 going into

1988. If I

remember right

(and I’m sure some know-it-all will correct me), Isocracy, Stikky

and Operation Ivy were playing.

Gilman was celebrating its first anniversary, and what a year

it had been. Thanks to having a regular place to play and hang

out, new bands had been coming out of the woodwork, but it was

still an essentially underground scene. A couple years down the

road some of the bands would be starting to get famous while the

kids who hung out there would be splintering off into different

sub-groups based on boyfriends, girlfriends, musical tastes, drug

and alcohol abuse or lack thereof, but for now it was like hanging

out in some basement or rec room with your extended family.

Right around midnight I was crouched on the side of the

stage watching either Stikky or Operation Ivy. I was just thinking

how great everything was when some enormous fat kid came flying

through the air and landed square on my back.

People jumping around and landing on each other was

nothing unusual, but because of the position I was in, I couldn’t

brace myself in time, and as 200 pounds or more of blubber

landed on me, I felt my foot being bent backwards. Suddenly

something snapped.

Fortunately it was only my big toe, not my back, but it still hurt

like hell. I kind of knew right away that it was broken, but I tried to

shrug it off. More than once I’d gotten sprained ankles or similar

injuries in the pit, and they’d always healed pretty quickly, so I told

myself that this would be the same. Why, only a few weeks earlier,

I’d landed flat on my back while trying to impress some girl with

how fast I could walk backward, and found, when I got up, that I

could barely walk.

"You’re going to have to stay off that foot for a month or

two,” people told me, and I laughed. No way was I going to stay

off my foot for more than a day or two, and sure enough, a day or

two later, it was feeling better; within a week I’d forgotten all

about it.

So I assumed it would work the same way this time, but I was

wrong. For the next few weeks I was dragging my right foot behind

me, trying to believe that the excruciating pain that started in my

big toe and spread through my entire foot and halfway up my leg

would soon get better.

I never considered going to the doctor, partly because I did-

n’t have any money to pay for it, partly because I didn’t even have

a doctor, not having been to one in years. I just kept assuming the

pain would eventually go away.

And it did, to an extent, but not completely. From then on,

my big toe pointed out instead of in, and whenever I’d walk more

than a mile or so, I’d be in minor agony. Sometimes it would

throb with sharp, stabbing pains like hell when I was just sitting

still, and though over the years, I got used to the pain to a point

where it seemed almost normal, I always felt a bit crippled.

Once in a while I’d think about that fat kid who’d landed on

me and curse him and all his descendants: his one moment of

trendy exuberance had cost me more than a decade of discomfort

and pain. But oh well, I told myself, for my age I was in pretty

good shape; I could still walk and dance and run about. I tried

acupuncture and massage and exercise, all of which helped, but

didn’t essentially alter the fact that I was a guy with a misshapen

and crippled big toe.

Well, fast forward to the summer of 2000, and there I was in

Berkeley’s Ohlone Park, playing an aberrant form of punk rock

soccer. None of the people involved were especially athletic; in

fact half of them would take every chance when the ball wasn’t,

near them to pull on a cigarette or a beer. But I was playing hard,

and when the ball landed right at my feet, I saw an opportunity to

pass it over to a teammate in front of goal.

In order to do that, I had to get my foot well under the ball

and lift it past an opponent, but on my way to doing so, some-

thing went wrong. I don’t know if my foot got caught in the grass

or the ball suddenly changed into solid iron, but as I let fly, I felt

an excruciating pain shoot through my foot, centered on, yes,

THAT big toe.

I kept on playing, increasingly aware that my foot was drag-

ging behind me like a lead weight, and trying to pretend that it

didn’t hurt like hell. Sort of an exaggerated version of what I’d

been doing for the past twelve and a half years.

I even scored two goals, something I’d never managed before,

but when the game was over, I stopped to have a look at my toe,

only to find that it had turned several delicious shades of red, blue

and purple and swollen to nearly double its normal size. I tried to

get everyone to look at it, but they turned away in disgust, except,

of course, for my four year-old nephew, who was utterly awestruck

at the spectacle.

Anesthetized by a bit (actually a good bit) of whiskey, I head-

ed down to Gilman for the American Steel gig, and had a great

old time in the pit, which was a heady mixture of new school kids,

some of whom probably weren’t even born yet when Gilman

opened, and some decidedly old school ones. At one point I
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looked up to find that I was dancing next to Jesse Michaels of

Operation Ivy fame, and wondered, "What is that old guy doing

out here in the pit with all these teenagers?” Until, of course, I

remembered that as old as Jesse had gotten over the years, I was

still 20 years older.

Right near the end of the show, somebody came crashing into

me and sent me flying into mid-air. When I came down, I landed-

no, not on my injured toe, but on my back heel, which promptly

twisted my ankle into some shape that nature never intended it to

be. The moment I hit the ground, I knew that some damage had

been done, but hey, at least it was on the same foot. So it was no big

problem limping to my bicycle and making my way home.

By now you’re probably wondering either a) if I’m going to

take up an entire column moaning about my various aches and

pains; or b) why someone my age doesn’t learn to stay the hell out

of the pit and out of soccer games. Like, haven’t I got a rocking

chair somewhere with my name on it?

But wait. You haven’t heard the whole story yet. So, yes, I’d

broken my big toe again, but in a blindingly fortunate way, i.e.,

back in the opposite direction. Yes, it still hurt, but it was a differ-

ent kind of pain, the kind of pain you can tell is going to get bet-

ter. And so it’s been: although it’s still sore, each day I get back

more flexibility, and already I can walk several miles without seri-

ous discomfort. It’s as though I’ve been given a new foot; I can

hardly walk down the street without feeling a quiet elation. Getting

my toe re-broken turns out to be one of the luckiest things that

could have happened to me on my three-month trip to America.

There was other stuff as well. My old band, the Potatomen,

resurrected itself from the ashes once more, and we started playing

hit-and-run guerrilla gigs on the sidewalks, only getting run off by

the authorities once, in hideous downtown Santa Rosa ("Yes, we

want to have a quaint little artsy-cultural district, but we don’t want

people actually hanging out in it”). Seriously. The police have

ordered that no one can stand around on the sidewalks after 8

p.m. Even the local cafe has to take its tables inside after that hour.

I suspect that Santa Rosa has more or less got its head up its ass

when it comes to grasping the concept of what big city life is sup-

posed to be about. Oh, but they’ve got plenty of lovely malls, so

who needs a street life anyway, right?

My big discovery on this outing with the Potatomen was a

rechargeable battery pack that can run a small amp for half an

hour and is small enough to carry, along with our guitars, amps

and drums, on the train or bus, so we’d no longer have to depend

on either venues or cars in order to play. We’d just show up wher-

ever we wanted and started playing on the sidewalk. Until the

police turned up, of course.

Another highlight of the summer was seeing the Weakerthans

again. Not just once, but three times, as I felt compelled to follow

them down the coast to Los Angeles. They are pure and simply

the best and most important band happening in North America

today, and I only limit it to North America because I haven’t seen

that many non-North American bands of late.

Not-so -highlights include the post-hippie landlord, com-

plete with Tassajara Zen Center” t-shirt, who’s trying to evict me,

my brother and two other people from the Berkeley house we’ve

occupied for the last couple dozen years. The real killer was when

his henchmen, aka his college-age daughter and her boyfriend,

came into my room and saw all the Lookout memorabilia (my

room was the headquarters for Lookout Records from 1990 to

1995) anA cooed, "We just want to say what great admirers we are

of all you’ve accomplished.”

I was waiting for them to say, "So there’s no way we could

dream of evicting you from your cozy rent-controlled home,” but

they didn’t. Instead, evil corporate hippie landlord dad chimed in

with, "Yeah, well shit flows downhill.” I’m still trying to puzzle

out what the hell that was supposed to mean.

Thanks to Berkeley being one of the world’s last bastions of

communism, the landlord is finding that evicting long-term ten-

ants can be a nightmare of gargantuan proportions. The last

landlord who tried gave up in despair after a year or two, but this

one seems a bit more determined. I’d almost feel sorry for him,

if I didn’t know he was hoping to throw us out in the streets and

then turn around and double or triple his money by turning the

joint into condominiums or overpriced student housing.

But I’ ve also got to be fair and acknowledge that things never

would have gotten to this point if the city of Berkeley hadn’t spent

the last 30 years trying to deny the laws of economic reality. While

the San Francisco Bay Area was turning into one of the hottest

boom towns on the planet, the crusty old radicals and neo-leftist

yuppies who run Berkeley were trying to pretend that we could

remain forever in some 1970 time warp, where everyone had a

nice little brown shingle house with tie-dyed curtains, a cute little

yard for the rugrats to play in and the pot plants to grow in, rents

forever pegged at $IOO a month.

They passed rent control laws and refused to let anyone build

new housing. Surprise, surprise, now it’s the millennium, and

unless you’ve been in your rent-controlled home since the Dark

Ages (like myself and my friends) or you’ve very, very rich, you

don’t get to live in Berkeley anymore. And because rent control

forces landlords to charge only a fraction of what apartments are

worth these days (I’ve been paying $150 a month for my room;

without rent control, it could easily fetch $800 or more), proper-

ty owners are desperately trying to get people like us out of their

buildings so they can raise the rents.

Another effect of rent control is that many landlords

stopped repairing or maintaining their buildings. Except for

work we did ourselves, our house hasn’t been repaired or painted

in 20 years. What’s more, the old landlord didn’t bother paying

property taxes, so right about the time our house was in danger of

literally falling down, it got sold off for back taxes and our new

evil landlord went to work on kicking us out.

Something similar has been happening in San Francisco,

especially in the Mission District, where many of the punks and

artist types live. After a couple decades as a colorful and diverse
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borderline slum, local yuppies and property developers couldn’t

Kelp noticing that the Mission was attractively situated right next

to downtown San Francisco and would make an excellent location

for new businesses and housing. All that was necessary was to clear

out those nasty people who were already living there.

And that’s exactly what’s been happening. Half the people I

know in San Francisco have either been evicted or threatened with

eviction. They’ve been marching in the streets with signs saying

"Stop gentrification’’ and "Leave our neighborhood alone,’’ but

as much as I sympathize with them, they’re living in la- la land.

People with shitloads of money are not going to pass up the

opportunity to live in one of San Francisco’s most diverse and

fascinating neighborhoods just because it means someone with

less money will have to move out. Even more so, real estate devel-

opers who stand to pocket millions of dollars are not going to be

too worried about preserving the character of the old Mission,

especially when through their eyes the old Mission looks primarily

like a haven for drug dealers, welfare scroungers and various

lowlifes and petty criminals.

There’s far more to the Mission than that, of course, but it

would be hard to make a case for leaving it the way it was, i.e., a

high-crime neighborhood where hard drugs are openly sold on

the streets and begging is one of the most active forms of street

life. But the real villains are neither today’s yuppies and develop-

ers nor the down-and-outers who are being forced out of the

Mission, but rather the smug, self-satisfied, sanctimonious San

Franciscans of two and three decades ago, who, like their compa-

triots in Berkeley, thought they could live forever in some drug-

addled navel-gazing haze while the whole rest of the world went

on its merry capitalist way.

You can pass all the rent control laws you want, you can limit

building heights and block new construction, but you can’t per-

manently abrogate the law of supply and demand. Thanks to the

Silicon Valley boom, literally billions of new dollars have flowed

into the Bay Area economy, and those dollars have forced house

and apartment prices up into stratospheric realms.

Couple that with a dramatic increase in population—

California’s has more than doubled since I moved there in 1968—

and you’re left with few choices: you can pave over half the state,

as Los Angeles has been trying to do, you can build more hous-

ing, which San Francisco hasn’t been letting people do, or you

can accept that popular places like San Francisco and Berkeley are

only going to be home to the rich and well-connected.

I suppose there’s one more way of going about it: you could

try the old Soviet system, where the government decides who gets

to live in what city, and sometimes I think that’s what San

Franciscans would like. I can imagine them setting up some sort

of committee which would evaluate people based on ethnicity,

economic status, and most of all, scene points. In other words, if

you’re black or Latino, if you’ve got a requisite number of pierc-

ings or you’re in a band, you get to stay. If you wear a suit and tie

or earn more than $50,000 a year, you’re out of luck.

Yes, I know it’s tempting, but it’s never going to happen, nor,

for that matter, should it. Cities thrive not just on diversity, but

also on openness and possibilities. For years, San Francisco has

been choking on its own narrow-mindedness and xenophobia,

and now it’s paying the price. Of course a good old-fashioned

depression might sort things out in the short term, bankrupting

all the newly rich dot.commers who’ve been colonizing the city,

but that would probably be a case of the cure being worse than the

disease. In the meantime, I’m clinging tenaciously to my own little

Bay Area foothold, and I wish the best of luck to the many others

who are trying to do the same.

The same sort of wishful thinking that threatens to strangle

San Francisco seems to have insinuated itself into this year’s elec-

tions. At least half the people I know are planning on voting for

Nader on the grounds that both Bush and Gore are hopelessly

corrupt. It’s a tempting thought, I’ll admit. Bush is a con-

temptible, unprincipled windbag who would take America on a

blinding and destructive dash into the past, and perhaps the best

that can be said about Gore is that he’s not nearly as bad.

But does Nader represent a bold new beginning or merely

another bout of wishful thinking? Nobody seriously suggests that

he’s going to be elected president, so his backers, whether they’ll

admit it or not, are willing to see Bush elected. Their reasons for

this fall into two categories: either they think there’s not enough

difference between Bush and Gore to matter, or they’re counting

on Bush being such a bad president that people will become radi-

calized and start working for serious change in the system.

The first idea is debatable. Certainly there’s not enough dif-

ference between Bush and Gore, and certainly Gore has been

incredibly timid about standing up for principles that really mat-

ter. However, on issues like women’s rights, the environment,

and the economy, there are significant differences, and Gore

mostly comes down on the right side. As for those who think a

bad presidency will promote positive change, I need only refer to

presidents like Nixon and Reagan, both of whom were elected

because left-wingers decided their opponents (Humphrey and

Carter) weren’t radical enough.

In both cases the leftists were hoping for a powerful opposi-

tion movement to emerge, and in both cases it didn’t happen.

The actual result was that under Nixon a couple hundred thou-

sand people, mostly Vietnamese, died in the war that Humphrey

almost certainly would have ended soon after taking office.

Reagan demolished America’s social welfare system, threw mil-

lions of people out of work, lowered wages and quadrupled the

national debt, and through all of that, the left, instead of growing

stronger, dwindled into near- insignificance, its energy consumed

in fighting mostly losing battles to hang on to some shreds of what

had been accomplished in earlier, more progressive eras.

Does this mean I’m coming out foursquare for Gore? Not

exactly. Like most of you, I’m frustrated and exasperated over the

failure of our government to address obvious problems, impending

environmental disaster being foremost among them. I’d like to
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send a message to the politicians that things have to change, and

drastically, but I m not sure how electing Bush, a retrograde imbe-

cile who’s committed to burning more oil and doing away with what

few environmental safeguards we do have, is going to help anyone.

In the same way that San Francisco frittered away much of its

beauty and charm by refusing to deal with the realities of the mod-
ern world, a vote for Nader may be a well-intentioned flight into

the realms of wishful thinking. Much of what Nader says about the

environment is just good common sense, but even if he somehow

got elected, he’d have no one in Congress to help him enact it.

When it comes to matters like foreign or fiscal policy, he’d be a

babe in the woods. To try and turn back the tide of globalization

by abolishing NAFTA and GATT might provide a certain visceral

satisfaction, but it would almost certainly plunge the world into a

depression that rivaled or surpassed that of the 1930s.

The simple fact is that we don’t always get an unlimited set of

choices. Whether it comes to the job we work at, the school we

study at, the neighborhood we live in or even the person we

marry, we have to deal with the real as well as the ideal.

Sometimes we have to go unhesitatingly for our dreams; some-

times we need the wisdom to see them for what they are: only

dreams. I haven’t yet made up my mind about who I’ll vote for,

and I’m not going to give up on my dreams. But I want to make

damn sure that the dreams I live for have at least some chance of

coming true.

No special control is

needed to make people

into pyramid builders—

ifthey see themselves as

having no choice but to

build pyramids. They’ll

build whatever they’re

told to build, whether it’s pyramids, parkinggarages, or computerprograms.

— Beyond Civilization, Daniel Quinn

In my old age I finally came to discover I have, in the diagnosis of

our culture, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) of

the Inattentive Type. How clever it all sounds when put down like

that. Basically, I have processing "deficits” which can make suc-

cessful social relations often difficult, and I have, as my university

disability counselor puts it, "an ability to see things from a broad

perspective.”

Getting diagnosed meant a lot of important things to me. I

began feverishly, and briefly, studying this so-called disorder and

was pleased to find an article published in TheJournal of the

American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 1

that calls

ADHD a disorder of adaptation. In other words, living the

lifestyle of a member of a hunter-gatherer tribe gave somebody
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with characteristics ofADHD prowess. Modern culture on the

other hand labels it a deficit because its traits do not coincide

with our lifestyle; rather, those who have ADHD have behavioral

characteristics that are undesirable and problematic for a linear,

mechanistic, technocratic lifestyle. Therefore, we medicate our

"disorders,” try behavior management and so on simply because

ADHD characteristics are easier to treat with the individual

because readapting the environment to the person with ADHD
would mean fundamentally examining what it is our culture values

and for what reasons.

Darn.

Of course, my diagnosis is psychological categorizing so that

everything fits into a neat little pocket for which to be referenced

later. I leave the importance of that process to the extent of the

benefits from my new found disability as afforded me, realizing,

of course, that when all is said and done, diagnosis means little. I

feel a bit of what maybe a woman might feel like getting a scholar-

ship—because she’s a woman. Kind of like, "Yeah, that’s cool, but

is the fundamental problem really addressed here?”

Which is why I’m so fascinated with the Sudbury Valley School

in Framingham, Mass, a school that fundamentally reconstructs the

school environment by promoting self-directed learning. Oddly

enough, I’ve had difficulty not telling people about the school

knowing full well how threatening even mentioning a school like

can be to some.

The always-brief discussion starts about like this:

Me: The Sudbury Valley School has been around for over

30 years, they’ve produced professionals, college graduates,

artists, musicians and so on—just like any other school. They have

no curricula, no grades, no mandated classes and kids are gener-

ally free to learn how it is they want to learn, with 'learning’ to be

given a broad definition. Decision-making at the school is demo-
cratic, with children and staff each having equal vote in all policy

matters. There’s schools like this springing up all over the coun-

try, even other countries.”

And the typical reply is: "Yeah, that sounds interesting, but

kids need structure.”

Or: "Yeah, that sounds interesting, but that wouldn’t work

here.”

Or: "Yeah, that sounds interesting, but that wouldn’t work

for all kids. ”

It s all too common in this kind of conversation to seemingly

validate what somebody is saying by feigning an interest in what

you purported, add an interjection, and then completely invali-

date it with statements that diametrically oppose the very idea one

is presenting. It’s a very kind way of saying: "Fuck your idea and

the horse it rode in on (because it doesn’t support my cognitive

views) .

”

And I wish it were so simple, because it is not just cognitive

dissonance that occurs when people are faced with something that

is so unlike what they’ve been taught from day one. They not only

reject it cognitively, they reject it with every ounce of their being.
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With tense minds and bodies, the notion of surrendering to

the simple idea that children, left to their own will, will find their

way in the world without someone older than them exhibiting

their control of will onto them is far too radical. Used to it from

the day they were born, people want an illusion of control in the

form of adult-constructed rules, mandates and laws. These are

often politely clustered under the portentous notion of "struc-

ture,” even when Sudbury Valley, despite its chaos in action view

of learning, is indeed structured. So often I’ve sadly observed

what I would normally consider bright and aware parents quickly

restrict the environments of their children out of what amounts

to not much else but fear.

On a deeper level, though, the idea of structure is really

about control of one onto another. Our culture, based on hier-

archies as it is, feeds itself with control, and each of us is a willful

contributor to this process.

Of course the biggest offender in the education realm is the

education system. By teaching its teachers that there is, actually, a

one right way to learn, the idea that people can learn by their own

devices is nearly outlandish. The cultural creed insists that chil-

dren must learn in "structured” environments, must be taught by

adults, must learn certain subjects, and they must not only con-

form to these standards, they must master them. When schools

fail, the response is to toughen the standards, an odd approach

considering in my formal training (I am in the process of com-

pleting a master’s degree in education), we learn that when some-

thing doesn’t work, don’t do more of the same. Do something

different. That the system itself is the problem, however, rarely

seems to cross the institutional mind.

So I find Daniel Greenberg’s idea of the Sudbury Valley

School being a "cultural restoration project”
2
aptly described.

Control, or the illusion thereof, as we enact it is a cultural con-

struct. Our bodies express it, our minds especially and, most criti-

cally, our institutions. A place like Sudbury Valley on the other

hand simply walks away from the convention to show that kids

merely need to be who they intrinsically are, not who dominant

institutions mandate they be. It’s a careful realization, it seems,

reading Free at Last: The Sudbury Valley School3
, seeing how even

the parents are often the ones most caught up in the institutional

dynamics of control. Worried about a child’s success, when one

child spent years merely fishing day in and day out, for example, a

parent grew increasingly concerned despite the fact that the child

was content as could be. It wasn’t until the child discovered com-

puters one day that the school never heard an ounce of apprehen-

sion from the parent again. The student now owns a successful

computer business.

Part of the school’s success is how they measure success. By pur-

posely ignoring the very core of our culture’s value on things being

structured and measurable, the Sudbury Valley School sees value in

a child fishing all day long for years on end. They also believe chil-

dren will move when they’re ready to move, as a natural part of

life. Sudbury’s success is graduates who have to demonstrate to

their peers why they are now ready to be a contributing member to

society. They become successful because they found within them-

selves their own measure of success, not one in which they con-

form to based on an outside perspective.

Needless to say, children with ADHD are said to have their

"symptoms” go away fairly quickly when they attend a school like

Sudbury Valley. When the ecology we live is fundamentally redi-

rected, the individual often intrinsically adapts. On the other

hand, when our ecology mandates a certain way things must be

done, the individual, one who has difficulty with the adaptation,

becomes the scourge, be they financially poor, mentally ill,

addicted, abusive or racist. Because not all can fit into a pre-

scribed system of standards, individuals get labeled as having

deficits, disorders and so on.

Take away the standards and amazing things begin to happen.

I. Jensen, P. S., Mrazek, D., Knapp, P. K., Steinberg, L.,

Pfeffer, C., Schowalter, J., & Shapiro, T. (1997). Evolution and

revolution in child psychiatry: ADHD as a disorder of adaptation.

TheJournal of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry, 36 (12), 1672-1679*

2. See Greenberg, Daniel, (2000). A Clearer View: New

Insights into the Sudbury Valley School. Available from the

Sudbury Valley School Press, 2 Winch St., Framingham, MA
01701. pp. 117-138.

3. Greenberg, Daniel, (1995). Free at Last: The Sudbury

Valley School. Available from the Sudbury Valley School Press, 2

Winch St., Framingham, MA01701.

Issue 15 ofSecond Guess is still available: $3-50 (US) ppd. to me at PO Box

3382, Reno, NV 8950J-9382. Itfeatures an interview with author Daniel

Quinn, and is only available by mail, www.secondguess.net

Thefollowing is some-

thing ofa cheater col-

umn, because it's an

edited excerptfrom a

keynote speech Igave

at Over My Head:

Feminist

Interruptions

into Privilege, a March 2000 conference organized by NYU students who hap-

pen to also operate as Riot Grrrl NYC in its most recent incarnation. There are ref-

erences toward the end to parts Tve left out in this version, since I’ve written about

them (and at more length) in earlier issues ofPunk Planet: about the uneven pol-

itics ofsex as liberation (especially in a postcolonial world), and a response to a

Punk Planet article suggesting that interracial eugenics would "correct ” the so-

called race problem in the United States. Having said that, the conclusion should

make sense. I hope.
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I want to tell several stories, besides the obvious ones with

plots and characters and climatic scenes. The first admits to a

motive. That is, it begins with my cynicism, my disappointment

and often my anger. The reasons for which follow in the second

story, which is as yet half-formed: it’s the story of writing a criti-

cal analysis of a set of communities to which I ostensibly belong—

whether riot grrrl, sex radicalism, the discipline ofwomen s stud-

ies or other sites of feminist work. The third and most obvious

story is about those communities and what gets circulated under

the sign of difference” there, and what gets to count as political

labor. This is then a cautionary tale, one full of intrigues,

promises, conflicts, and betrayals—just like any other war or more

appropriately, just like any other affair.

I want to talk about my first punk rock love, a movement that

emblazoned the letters "riot grrrl” across its bodily polemic and

emerged in the early 1990s to seize the cramped space of public femi-

nist discourse and reframe insurrection. Self-proclaimed provocateurs

and "truepunkrocksoulcrusaders” of the revolution, riot grrrl converts

called upon a collective imaginary to redesign the hostile world with the

architecture of their private/public traumas and promises of girl-love

wish-fulfillment. I was fifteen, punk rock and a junior in high school

in 1991 when I first learned how to be worse than queer.

Riot grrrl marked the not- so -generic "whitestraight-

punkboy” when it first delivered a good, swift kick to the mas-

culinist punk paradigm, right where it counted most. Riot grrrl

confronted the popular illusion of abstract punk membership

and forced punk to examine its given categories of ex-/inclusion,

to admit to the failures of punk’s dominant realpolitick impulse—

a by-product of the influence of the New Left. And while previ-

ous—and, I think, less radical—manifestations of feminist politics

in punk went the way of assertions of equality, riot grrrl made you

look. Infusing punk with a dystopian re -telling of rape, incest,

and girl-girl intimacy, early riot grrrl production—in the form of

the fanzines, the performances, and later the conventions and

workshops—re-invented an exhibitionist feminist show-and-tell

of sexual abuse and complex desire. Riot grrrl practiced an

unabashedly embodied polemic, exercising an oppositional body

politic that ruptured the foundation myth of punk egalitarianism.

Such that riot grrrl described itself as a culturally productive,

politicized counterpublic, riot grrrl was—beyond a distinctive musi-

cal styling or the mere invasion of young, mostly white women in

rock—an informal pedagogical project, a kind of punk rock "teach-

ing machine.” In fact, riot grrrl existed in and sometimes replaced

the classroom as the most meaningful context for the transmission

and production of knowledge among its body of participants.

That is, who listens to teacher when the cute pink-haired girl

next to you might argue the same thing, but with a guitar and a

fanzine in hand?

As such, riot grrrl political culture existed in a space of inti-

mate myth-making
, fusing academic and popular cultural dis-

courses to elaborate a vision of potentially utopic feminist futures.

And because it was a space of both social membership and intimate
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relations, riot grrrl generated theory that ultimately seeks psychic

resonance in everyday lives. What emerges is a very specific model

of community-building where the political and the personal are

collapsed into a "world of public intimacy,” and citizenship can

exact an emotional price.

This coupling of public testimony and private trauma is cen-

tral to contemporary North American feminist politics, and riot

grrrl was no different. The feminist movement suggestion that

the personal is political” was and is a transformative logic, one

that radically reorders marginalized grievances as legitimate revo-

lutionary agenda. Or speaking plainly, certain personal experi-

ences, like rape, were made available to reinterpretation as social

phenomena with histories and political consequences. This was

—

and is—still a radical concept that grounds politics in our everyday

lives. Such that in the process of making their bid for political

legitimacy, grrrls deploy their scars with the ultimate goal of creat-

ing an intimate, protected feminist community.

But here is where I want to reconsider what we meant when
we said community,” "safe space,” and of course, "the personal

is political,” because somewhere along the way, the utopian

impulse broke down and something dangerous happened. See,

the assumption of safety is all too often an assumption of same-

ness, and that sameness in riot grrrl—and in other feminist

spaces—depended upon a transcendent "girl love” that acknowl-

edged difference but only so far.

That is, in the process of translating the urgencies of political

realities into accessible terms of personal relevance, a fundamental

misrecognition occurs that ruptured riot grrrl’s fabrication of a

singularity of female/feminist community. It was assumed that riot

grrrl was, for once, for the first time, a level playing field for all

women involved, regardless or in spite of differences of class or

race. But what became painfully clear, for those of us in the midst

of the fray, was this: that the central issues was not one of merely

acknowledging difference,” but how and which differences were

recognized and duly engaged.

In an essay about the new "management” of race in diversi-

ty-training workshops and some classrooms, South Asian femi-

nist Chandra Mohanty writes, "The 1960s and 1970s slogan ’The

personal is political’ has been recrafted as ’The political is per-

sonal.’ In other words, all politics is collapsed into the personal

and questions of individual behaviors, attitudes, and life-style

stand in for political analysis of the social. Individual political

struggles are seen as the only relevant and legitimate form of

political struggle.”

And so at workshops held at numerous riot grrrl conventions

all over the country, race and racism proved to be the stumbling

block that most obviously—and heartbreakingly—threw the

promise of "girl love” all askew. The move to act on "the political

as personal manifested in problematic ways: racism was

addressed almost exclusively as an interpersonal dynamic of cross-

cultural miscommunication or a lack of knowledge about ’’other

cultures,” and the specific "differences” of any one woman of
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color stood in for the whole collective she is imagined to repre-

sent. Confessions were offered by white girls—they admitted to a

lack of friends of color, pledged to work on their racism to

become a better person—all of which made me, at least, feel

claustrophobic. I wasn’t sure if they wanted absolution or punish-

ment, or both, and I didn’t want to be responsible for either.

It exploded in 1995 or 1996 when in a zine called Wrecking

Ball ,
two girls conducted an interview with one another that neat-

ly "ate the Other,” to paraphrase black bell hooks, taking the

notion of ’’colonizing blackness” to new levels. Citing a possible

Ethiopian ancestor,” a white girl shared with her riot grrrl read-

ing public her decision to ’’claim” blackness. She then went on to

speak about an ”us” defined as ’’African people all over the

world,” ignoring the material privileges of being nationally and

racially hegemonic. The emphasis here on a depoliticized "love —

she invokes the Sister Sledge hit and insists "we are family”—per-

forms a kind of amnesia, disguised as something utopian, by

abandoning an analysis or engagement with structural inequalities

for a privatized, individualized solution and conservative-liberal

platitudes about family, love, and humanity.

And when we objected vigorously and loudly and repeatedly,

we met were with a stony wall of silence. (It’s worth noting that

the above white girl is still offering workshops to girl conventions

about "challenging racism” to create "true human connection.”)

These encounters—whether workshops, fanzines, or shows—

were both a psychic drain and a political failure; in speaking of race

and racism only in terms of personal and individual relevance,

questions of history and social and structural inequality were

reduced to manageable psychological scripts that too often cast girls

of color into two-dimensional roles and "social change” a matter of

behavioral and attitudinal adjustments. A friend of mine named

Bianca Ortiz used to do a zine called Mamasita and in a piece called

"educator/enemy,” she wrote:

"I am sick of being the example, the teacher, the scapegoat,

the leader, the half-Mexican girl in the group of 'allies’ who

either attempt to praise or destroy me, or both at once. I too

often find myself in these rigidly defined roles, my whole life

defined in over-simplistic terns; I am only educator or enemy.”

While there is a more thorough history of riot grrrl to be

written, I want to suggest that it was the difference of race—and to

a lesser extent class—that confounded the overdetermination of

utopian "girl love” fulfillment; that disrupted the curative impor-

tance embedded in the "neutral ” quality offemale empathy.

This was the first time I learned this lesson, but it wasn’t the last.

What I do is by necessity a "politics of repetition,” and so I

tell these stories of love and war over and over. To pull at the

thread that draws lines and makes connections between these

seemingly disparate stories, I want to make a few observations.

One, that these redemptive fantasies of "love” and sex avoid con-

fronting complicity, privilege, and those discourses of power that

are instrumental in creating these uneven conditions. They pre-

sent themselves as witnesses to, or dreams of, racially unequal

subjects merging or becoming one, communicating lovingly in

spite of the great chasm of inequality; but of course, neither

"love” nor sex are neutral qualities but fields upon which battles

for power and domination are fought.

Locating of the source of "oppression” and "change”—as girl

love, interracial breeding, radical fucking, the desire to be one

with the Other—in individuals suggests an elision between ideolog-

ical and structural understandings of power and domination and

individual, psychological understandings of power. So this is my

very, very modest suggestion; that we cannot let all the complex

and contradictory histories of love and sex, cultural production

and social movements, political work and collective memory, dis-

solve into the murk of assumptions of safety or sameness, of per-

sonal revelation at the cost of political accountability. We have to

conceive of our feminist politics as embodied and personal, but

also strategically responsible and critically, importantly public.

After all, at some point in both love and politics, a girl has

to take a few risks.

• • •

You can reach the ladies of RGNYC at Bluestocking

Bookstore, 172 Allen St., New York City, NY 10002 , the only

feminist bookstore on the island (of Manhattan, that is). The

website is http://www.bluestockings.com, and they’ve got a packed

schedule of events and an art gallery; or visit the messageboard at

http ://www. panix.com/~shanny/rgny/

.

Good (zine) reads: How To Stage A Coup edited by Helen

Luu, a compilation zine about people of color and subcultures.

E-mail Helen at missruckus@hotmail.com for information on

how you can get yourself a copy. How To Stage A Coup made

Zine of the Month in Maximumrocknroll 210, so check out the

interview. Staging Historical Theft by Athena Tan is like reading

early bell hooks—if she was a Chinese-Filipina fifteen year-old

feminist with postcolonial theory tucked into her back pocket.

Contact Athena at 5338 Amorsolo St./Dasmarinas Vill./Makati

City 122 l/Philippines/athenat@info .com
.

ph

.

As always, contact me ifyou’re so inclined. Mimi Nguyen/POB 11906/Berkeley, CA

94 yi 2 -2906/slander1 2@mindspring. com

When Punk

Planet first start-

ed, they posted a

call for submis-

sions on the net.

The post caught

my eye for a few

reasons—punk

and fiction. As a fiction writer who has associated myself with

punk since the 70s, I was excited to see a punk magazine that
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was interested in publishing fiction. PP accepted two, maybe
three of my stories. They weren’t especially "punk,” I suppose.

A story about a teenage girl on a Greyhound bus in a blizzard,

a story about a restaurant dishwasher who drinks like a fish and
has a crush on an exterminator. What’s so punk about that?

But somehow, it seemed to fit. Punk Planet was a perfect home
for my stories. I’ve never been a big fan of the precious, high-

brow world of literary magazines, and I suspect it wouldn’t be

terribly fond of me, either, though I never gave it very much of

a chance to find out. I’ve always liked the idea of writing for a

magazine that could just as likely be found in a record store as

a bookstore.

Shortly thereafter I started doing this column. I never sat

down to write it without thinking, "I’m too old and I’m not

punk enough. I swallowed that feeling and did the column any-

way. That was something like six years ago and I’m considerably

older and less punk now. But I’m still writing stories about the

same kinds of people in the same kinds of places, which may or

may not be punk. But this is why I love Punk Planet. It never

told me I wasn’t punk enough.

A "punker than thou” attitude, of course, tends to come
with the territory. I certainly had one. It seemed simpler,

then, though. It could just be how I remember it. But in rural

New York State in the late 1970s, there were not so many
degrees of punkness. That came later. No, in the beginning

there was only punk and not punk. To borrow a phrase from
the hippies, you were either on the bus or off the bus. Most of

the people I hung out with didn’t bother with fancy nail polish

or high-maintenance hairstyles. Most of us were way too broke

to afford the motorcycle jackets that became the punk uniform.

Oddly enough, it was more about what you listened to than

what you wore.

Not everybody I hung out with would call themselves

punk. Some of my friends were really into punk music, and
some were not. My boyfriend at the time was decidedly un-
punk. But that didn’t seem to matter very much. A lot of

people didn’t "get” it, and that was okay. Those people were

actually rebelling in their own way, and looking back on it

now, it doesn’t seem all that different. We were all outsiders

in one way or another. And that, ultimately, is what punk was

about for me. Certainly, it’s what attracted me to punk. I

didn t (and still don t) hang with people who feel comfort-

able and at home in the mainstream. And that was (and still

is) really the point.

It’s been great doing this column, but it’s time to move on
and make room for somebody else. If you’re a regular reader, stay

in touch and keep your eyes on the fiction page.

E-mail me at elfezg@earthlink.net Gotfiction to submit? E-mail at

fidion@punkplanet. com
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I’ve always been

the kind of per-

son who has

insisted on the

necessity of being

aware of histori-

cal coincidences

because I’ve

always found a need to rationalize my own personal struggles in

terms of the histories and the travails of others. Somehow, I’ve

always figured, if I can find a greater narrative behind my own
life’s experiences, I might be able to shed more light on what

they really mean. This doesn’t necessarily suggest that like many
progressive, political types, I have the tendency to extrapolate

greater political significance from my personal life than is really

there. What it does mean is that for ethical reasons I try and
interpret those events that I experience privately as being

embedded in a larger web of relationships and histories in

which the personal and the political, or in this case, the past

and the present, overlap.

I started to reflect upon this as I sorted through my email one

cold and rainy morning at the end of November. Sipping my cof-

fee, I petted my ex-girlfriend’s cat and hit the delete button on
hundreds of useless letters from various newsgroups that I some-
how end up of having other people subscribe me to. I only began

to hesitate when I started to see letters whose headings dealt with

the upcoming World Trade Organization demonstration in

Seattle, and parties being held in Europe to celebrate the tenth

anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall.

One email I read advertised ride shares up to the demonstra-

tions. Another informed me of an electronic music happening in

Berlin, next to the remains of the former wall. Thinking to

myself that there was something ironic about the juxtaposition of

these notes in my mailbox, I saved them, imagining these letters

to be the cyber-equivalent of a consciousness raising collage of

unintended juxtapositions that helped illuminate one another.

Somehow, they were intended to exist side by side, as though they

were an instant political art installation.

Later that week, as reports began to filter in about the growing melee in

Seatde, I couldn’t help but go back to these emails. I thought it all too telling

that on the tenth anniversary ofthe West’s triumph, free market economic

structures would be put on such public trial. The problem was that the

protests against theWTO weren’t framed in such a historical light. Indeed,

media attention on commemorations ofthe end ofthe ColdWar and its

aftermath immediately gave way to coverage ofthe violence overtaking the

World Trade Organization meeting without reference to anything else. This

troubled me, but it made perfect sense given how little historical perspective

is ever expressed inAmerican media culture, from CBS Evening News and
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60 Minutes to All Things Considered, Pacifica Radio and beyond. They’re

all infected with the same illness. It’s called a lack ofperspective.

Nonetheless I was overcome with joy at the coincidence

unfolding before me because I knew that I hadn’t missed it.

What better a way of commemorating the end of the longest

world war ever than a massive demonstration against global

capitalism? However, I couldn’t help but feel anxious about it

because the uprising was not presented in such an ironic light

by the new emerging left. The only historicization of the event

that anyone ever engaged in was to draw up the inevitable

comparisons to the street violence of the 1960s, almost as

though history had been at a standstill for nearly thirty years,

and was now, like a trauma victim suffering from repetition

compulsion, being allowed to reassert itself as a return of the

so-called repressed.

I couldn’t stop myself from reacting negatively to such com-

parisons because the revolutions that began sweeping the world

in 1989 were far more important to this generation than the

failed revolts of thirty years earlier. Why? Because the new radi-

cals were issuing a historical verdict on the world created by the

Cold War’s winners. Instead of agitating on behalf of the cre-

ation of democratic political structures, (like Eastern Europe’s

eclipsed revolutionaries once did,) those demonstrating against

the injustices of globalization were protesting against what Marx

once prophesized as being the inevitable withering away of the

state. Instead of criticizing Western imperialism like their sixties

forbears, radicals were now calling for an end to the unregulated

world markets that have emerged ever the more forcefully since

the collapse of state socialism.

However, that’s just the tip of the iceberg. The protests

against the WTO demonstrated that the activist left was in the

process of ideological realignment as well. It’s increasingly

anarchist leanings, with its emphasis on the decentralization of

revolutionary organizations and its radical anti-statism, could

only emerge in a political context in which the predominant

form of twentieth century anti-capitalism—Marxism—had been

discredited. After decades of anti-Communist purges, the evis-

ceration of the labor movement, the former Soviet Union’s jus-

tifiable bad rap and the rise of a variety of ostensibly post-anti-

capitalist ’isms’—feminism, environmentalism, and multicul-

turalism, a new consciousness of class emerged that couldn’t be

easily discredited for its complicity with totalitarianism as

socialism once was. As much as I felt nervous about its pro-

nounced distance from Marxist inspired anti-capitalisms, this

had to be done in order to resuscitate a publicly acceptable cri-

tique of free market economics. The new anarchism has to be

partially thanked for that.

Indeed, anarchism is the new radical chic, and not just

because it finds itself in the enviable position of defining the

intellectual vanguard of the new left at the right time, when it

seems like it’s the system itself that is inherently unre-

formable. Anarchism’s increasing popularity has everything to

do with the fact that it has deeper, counter-cultural roots in

American society than socialism does right now, because for

better or for worse, it’s so closely identified with the counter-

cultural mainstream, i.e. punk rock. Since the early eighties,

countless political hardcore bands, record labels and publish-

ing houses both in Europe and in America have seen it as

their mission to propagate such ideologies through their

recordings and publications. That can’t be discounted when

trying to figure out where this new explosion of anti-free

market politics is coming from.

Nonetheless, I can’t call myself much of an authority on

anarchism. I never took it all that seriously. I’ve always been

alienated by anarchism’s more superficial, fundamentalist

leanings, especially its often cited critique of technology, its

hostility towards large state structures, and the fact that I can-

not find any cultural affinity for it in my own personal history.

Having been raised in an old fashioned Labor Zionist house-

hold, I was reared with a strong faith that the state could work

correctly if it was only run by the right people who had the

right values. I can’t say that I haven’t increased my own person-

al sense that it’s possible to reform the liberal democratic state

either, particularly when non-governmental organizations like

the World Trade Organization and the IMF assume govern-

mental-like functions without necessarily declaring themselves

to be necessarily doing so.

In the absence of progressive control of governing institu-

tions of any kind—local or international, statewide or federal, the

wrong people will always rule, and they’ll always develop forms of

government which will not only be all encompassing, but also

large. My fear for the future of the left is that it will distinguish its

increasing hatred of the state from a growing sense that it’s simply

illegitimate because the wrong people always control it. Like it or

not, if we give up on it, the state’s functions will only become

increasingly privatized, i.e. assumed by unelected bodies which

are even further beyond reproach than the current system of gov-

erning structures already is.

That doesn’t mean we have to give up the struggle against

private property. Or forget the totality of radical philosophies,

which teach us that capitalism is morally illegitimate and con-

trary to the democratic political principles. What the current

revival of traditions like anarchism does mean is that we have to

recommit ourselves to the idea that the left has to study its

past, not just react to the present on its own terms, with all of

its corruption and seeming intractability. We have to help

resuscitate ideas and ideologies that never got their proper

due, like anarchism, like Marxism, in order to forge a truly

responsible revolutionary synthesis. At this point in time, any-

thing less than that will simply lead to yet another brief flower-
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ing of progressivism which scholars and intellectuals in the

future will see as just another necessary cyclical movement to

the left before returning to the mythical and life-denying

American center again.

While I don’t have much faith in this not happening, there

is much liberation to be found in the plurality of traditions of

radical thinking that have accumulated during the course of

the past hundred years. The most important value that I per-

sonally derive from last century’s left, despite its disappoint-

ments, despite its shames, is that its still possible to become
intimate with all of it, because history never makes anything

that s never been totally tried or perfectly implemented its own
private property. That’s my freedom. And it’s one I think that

we all share.

FINANCE

reportI
SAM MCPHEETERS

Blind Trust, Pie

Fraud and

Space Weiners

Smart businesses

maintain cash

reserves for

emergencies.

Businesses run by

bozos, as is mine, have scheme reserves. . .when times get tight,

previously ridiculed fundraising plots get dusted off for fresh

inspection. A few years back, for example, a lease on a cheap

and charmingly decrepit office space required that I buy one
million dollars in liability insurance (about $11 a month to

cover me in the event of a UPS driver pulling a knuckle joint on
my doorknob and suing myself and the establishment out of

existence). One afternoon, reading over the insurance docu-

ment with my lone employee, we discovered that the insurance

covered lawsuits resulting from acts of "defamation, slander,

harassment and humiliation” and came up with what is looking

more and more like a credible business plan; on videotape, I

order my employee to drop his pants, then smash him in the

face with a pie and howl with laughter. He sues, an outraged

jury awards the humiliated employee the million (after

deductible) from my insurance company and we split the win-

nings down the middle. Although the scheme would probably

result in a rate hike, it could be worth the risk. "Humiliation”

is a hard thing to disprove—in essence, my intentions would
need to be gauged, and there’s no exit port for these intentions

but whatever comes out of my mouth.

In August, GOP vice presidential candidate Dick Cheney

accepted a choice retirement package, certain points of which are

making me misty for that pie fraud scheme all over again. For

COLUMNS
services rendered to Halliburton, the Texas based oil services

company he’s served as chairman and chief exec these last five

years, Dick walks away with $20 million in stocks and cash,

instantly doubling his paper worth. A few editorials cried foul at

the general, big-picture unfairness of the payout (thousands of

employees were laid off during Cheney’s watch), but of course the

story is so legal and routine in today’s economy that it doesn’t go

far except maybe as exhibit 884^ in the ongoing, stupifyingly

obvious epic of US campaign finance corruption. But wrapped up
in Cheney’s bonus is a puzzle distantly related to my proposed

humiliation lawsuit. How would a hypothetical vice president

Cheney handle the conflict of interest? How can the man’s true

intentions be gauged?

To handicap their immense advantages in contacts and

insider information, high level public officials are bound by

strict laws when reentering the business world—usually lag

times of one to five years before starting at any company whose

interests intersect with their old post. Rules are murkier when
someone travels in reverse, from business back into govern-

ment. The "Chinese Wall”—procedures used by investment

firms to avoid illegal use of inside information—grows much
more complex in an org as large and ridiculous as the U.S.

government (statement of disclosure: I encountered the

Chinese Wall in 1988 during a very tense 37 minutes of

employment on Wall Street as a "cold caller,” a job whose

description still eludes me. My new boss took me aside and, in

hushed tones, pointed down two hallways; left for soda

machines, right for "off-limits, sensitive information that

won’t be in the Wall Street Journal until tomorrow morning” I

nodded reverently, veered left, bought my Pepsi and sprinted

in disorientation out of the building). The president and vice

president, for example, are required by law to address any con-

flicts arising from their financial holdings, usually by estab-

lishing a blind trust —someone else handles their investments

and doesn’t give them any details. If Clinton knows not that he

owns 800,000 shares of Exxon, the theory goes, the less likely

he’ll be to manipulate national policy to influence the value of

those shares (although this first family allegedly waited 6

months before setting up their own blind trust).

Bush says both candidates would set up blind trusts if

elected, which is nice because they’ll have to on account of

they’re both mega-rich. Cheney says he’ll sell his stock if he

gets elected. But not until then, which already gives us some
insight. Even issues raised on the campaign trail can theoreti-

cally affect stock prices that can affect how much money this

guy gets. Cheney’s candidacy is one of the most conflict of

interest seeped in the last half century... if you don’t count

Perot (whose company wasn’t publicly traded) or Forbes (on

the grounds of his being a mutton barely able to propel him-
self about under his own volition), we have to dig back to

Wendell Willkie’s entanglements with utility companies in
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1940. But Cheney’s pretty versed in this stuff. He s already

profited hugely off US foreign policy he himself was responsi-

ble for—grateful Saudi and Kuwaiti sheiks "saved” by then-

Defense Secretary Cheney’s prosecution of the Gulf war wel-

comed Dick with open arms on recent lobbying trips.

Halliburton, a company that was pulling in hundreds of mil-

lions before his arrival, was working in the billions by this

summer. War gave Cheney "clout,” one of the great unquan-

tifiables. How much more clout will his candidacy bring? And

Big Oil (of which Halliburton is a component, although not

an actual oil company itself) also operates with its own inter-

ests. Playing dual sides of the fence, both domestically (Cheney

lobbied for and won the $900,000,000 Kosovo cleanup con-

tract from the Clinton administration last year) and abroad

(Cheney lobbied on behalf of lifting sanctions to oil rich

"despot countries” Iran and Libya—although not on behalf of

Cuba which, after all, can only offer us sugar—and has at times

had to align himself with OPEC’s price hikes, supporting a

massive monopoly that’d be illegal under US antitrust laws) is

part of Cheney’s background. Bush W.’s main advisor Karl

Rove took $150,000 from Philip Morris while dishing up the

counsel, and Rove’s shrug-off of any apparent conflict of

interest sums the mode—Bush and Rove "never discussed it”,

case closed. Perhaps, perhaps not. We’ll never know—that’s the

beauty of conflicts of interest. In essence, Cheney’s intentions

are what needs to be gauged, and there’s no exit port for these

intentions but whatever comes out of Cheney’s mouth.

Weird questions of causality pop up. A1 Gore receives

$20,000 in royalties off a Tennessee zinc mine every year, an

amount too small to trigger a blind trust since it reflects such a

small fraction of worldwide zinc output. But if a hypothetical

President Gore invaded zinc-rich Namibia and inched US zinc

prices that much higher, would we really be able to gauge his

full intentions? Punchline: the Gores own 25 times that

amount in Occidental Petroleum stocks. Even Ralph Nader

owns over three million dollars in technology stocks, companies

whose fortunes could be deftly manipulated in a series of

lunchtime phone calls from the office he seeks (statement of

disclosure: I was fired from Nader’s NY Public Interest

Research Group in 1986 after a very tense 3 days of employ-

ment and the episode has left a hardened kernel of rage in my

heart for all time). Nader was actually accused of conflicted

interests 30 years ago when he issued a report blasting an IT&T

merger, then profited off IT&T stock he sold short two days

before the merger was approved. "Mere coincidence” he told a

reporter, which is accused corporation shorthand for Prove It.

This will be my mantra during the civil case against my alleged

acts of humiliation, and when an enraged attorney thrusts a

copy of this very column in my face I’ll huff ’ mere coinci-

dence.” Nearby, a single tear will silently roll down my humili-

ated employee’s cheek.

So, I did good.

As part of my new

plan/personal

dare unto myself

to be nice AND
helpful as much

as I have the

opportunity to—

I

was totally friendly, to strangers, this evening. I don’t know

how it happened but it did. I was stone cold lampin behind the

merch table for Har Mar and these young punx, (who were

there to see the Men’s Recovery Project, who cancelled), were

perusing the back of the club mini-avenue of DIY commerce.

Six of the Tore mentioned punx had driven from Kenosha,

Wisconsin. Their looks were all various stages of rural punk—

i.e., the best you can do with what you got, which is usually the

clothes you already had before you heard whatever changed

your life last month. Button down church shirts with "fuk

racism” written in sharpie marker and the sleeves cut off, you

know the look. They were 19 but looked I4 -I 7 f° r the most

part. You could tell all six of them were likely the lone rebels

of Kenosha, forced to run in a pack by virtue of being outcasts

in cheese country.

They were sufficiently bummed about the 4 hour drive.

Since there were no screamo-wave icons to see, I chatted them

up, telling ’em it was worth the stay for the other bands. The

pitch: "Are you a fan of R. Kelly or Jay-z? Then you will most

definitely appreciate Har Mar. It’s all booty jams. No, I m all

the way serious. I know it’s on Kill Rock Stars, but trust me,

it’s straight up R&B—with a mid-set costume change even.

What other one-man band wears a cape? How about this—I bet

you IO cents it’s the best show you’ll see all month, and cer-

tainly more fun than driving back to Kenosha.” The hard sell

left one interested party at the table. I asked him if he was

there to see Men’s Recovery because of Men’s Recovery or

because of Sam being in Born Against. Both, he says. I tell him

if he likes weird music, he should stay, because the band after

Har Mar was touted as two older ladies singing poetry with a

light up organ and drums. I asked him if ever reads Punk

Planet, he said he’s never even heard of it. "Never? Ever?!

So, I gave him the web address and information on how to get

it online, or at least so that someone will try and make sure

that you can start buying it in Kenosha. "It’s the best magazine

about punk rock ever. Yr Born Against dude even does a col-

umn. And it actually covers good music and the people are real

writers, with open minds, unlike Maximum. Maximum will

make you dumber, you should watch out. . .(mindful of my

inner-pact to be slightly less of a ummm, big mouthed bitch

and more of a share-my-world kind of bitch, is quickly put my

train back on the tracks)— If you can’t get it online, just

email me, I will send you one. It will save you from Midwestern
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hell.” So, He stayed for Har Mar and true to my promise

—

loved it and was indeed entertained and proud of it, all in

spite the annoyed, eye rolling pleas of the majority of the

Kenosha True Til Death Posse or whoever they were.

His pal (with the skunk dye job & the pants made entirely of

Chaos UK patches (he gets an A for effort, D- for execution and

choice of band), who had a particularly bad attitude, insisted I

owed him ioi because Har Mar’s special brand of smoove sexstyle

was not for him. I told him if he had an open mind and better

attitude, perhaps took a que his friend’s example, he not only

would of had a better time, but also of gotten a free magazine in

the mail from me. See, while I may be short, I’m 23, so, by virtue

of "I am older” law, I can act bossy to a 20 year old, under the

guise of distributing my "wisdom.”

Gentle Segue Into Semi-Related Tangents:

I am trying harder. Trying to transition into being a nicer,

graceful lady rather than a bossy, pissy kid (an attitude which

while is great at parties and all, I think I don’t wear it so well

anymore). This means I am also trying to mindful of that most-

heinous of steezes, being careful not to accidentally recline into

THAT fur-lined rut, you know—the old-before-yr-time, back-

in-the-day, steady-stream-of-bullshit-n’-nostalgia, hater. My
first three jobs were as a record store clerk, so trust, girl, it’s a

war I must wage in the most inner emo-self way—to not be the

prickliest of pricks, still hanging tuff after 476 years in the

indie-ground but rocking that scorched earth mentality that

everything is shit nowadayz and conducting oneself like the privi-

lege of an extensive collection of old Homestead singles some

how elevates one beyond the rest of humanity. To paraphrase the

Plastic Constellations—I slay that dragon with my sword-ass bul-

lets. I hate that shit because I came from that school of thought

for longer than I care to elucidate here. I know firsthand that

that well is shallow and it smells like ass and that if I truly wanna

stick around these parts and be true to my school, I better knock

that shit off best I can. So, after much searching—I think I have

seen the light and. . .well. . .it is third wave emo from

Pennsylvania. Oh, nooooo. Just teasing, just teasing, I

promise. . .OK, bring the beat back: I am who I am and am doing

what I am doing because some cool older punk types I was

exposed to back when I was just a baby punk showed me good

examples, opened my mind to a lot of rebel sounds and told me
the right and wrong way of doing things. Like how it is any com-

munity/surrogate family, I suppose, but I think there is some

things getting in the way I think, in the last few years, some

things that I think erode at the community. (I am only going to

touch on them, because this is a tangent a million miles wide,

which you can read about extensively in Hit it or Quit it 1 6 (out

in early 200l) ahem)). The things that I think are

currently/potentially negatively impacting our music/publish-

ing/creative punk rock monkey barrel are as such:

I. Careerism. This was brought like a plague to the under-

ground by the infusion of major label money sometime in the

treacherous mid nineties, and was an idea that, I think, was/is

inherently foreign, and anti-thetical to notion of the under-

ground. Meaning we’re not supposed to play by the other teams

rules and measure ourselves with their maggot-infested yardstick of

right/wrong/good/bad/success/failure

.

2- Faddishness in music/lack of longevity: similar as I said

in point one. I feel in my gut and see with this blazing clarity

that there exists this notion of like, if yr band/record doesn’t get

this x-amount of attention and sales and signifiers of establish-

ment attached to them then yr expected to like, go out to pas-

ture, that there is a meta-text of not only an experation date for

sounds and styles, but that this ephemeral cycle is "how it is”.

Dude... Husker Du, Black Flag—they made like what, 8 records?

Superchunk, Fugazi, Unwound, Avail—they’ve all managed

lengthy, inspiring careers on their own terms. Meanwhile, I have

a tough time naming any band in the last 5 years to manage to

make it to album three. (And I do not know if that’s because

since 1994 or so there was just this floodgate that opened, and

people everywhere started releasing their own albums, and thusly

the marketplace is a million times more competitive). I think all

this is also hand in hand with the amount of bands that have a

look/gimmick/adherence to aesthetic, which oft seems to proceed

things like ummm songwriting, and I don’t remember really see-

ing very much of that until the last 2-3 years. Musicians having

to have this trick to distinguish themselves (this means you,

cocaine n’ blowdryer, new-ro chic mongers of the entire west

coast) is a particularly sad and frequently demoralizing thing for

both audience and performer, and I feel it plays straight in to

the hands of the application of "15 minutes and 15 minutes

only” that I am ranting about here.

3. Giving away your power as a signifier of success: Many
bands I know have management, booking, publicists. Some of

them "need” them, most do not. I think a lot of younger bands

believe that having people work on your behalf is a validation—

as in "Well, we have all the machinery that Sleater-Kinney

do”—and thusly, yr that much closer to legitimate, that much
closer to "true success” and thusly THE BIG TIME/a

career/elusive fools gold of fame, etc., etc. I hear more and

more bands who refuse to put out their own records, instead

vying for a spot with an "established” label before taking any

steps on their own besides, like, playing shows in their home-
town. I think this is lazy and also totally dangerous—rather

than learning how things work and having an understanding of

what goes in the different aspects of your bands life, you have

to trust that people aren’t feeding you a line of shit and pissing

people off, on behalf of your band, in the process of "facilitat-

ing growth” in yr...uh, career.

Recently, I have watched a band that I really, really care

about, who put in years of hard work in the underground,
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with defined and reasonable success (in my opinion),

negate much of it by going very much above ground, to a

major label, in a major way. They have all the machinery in

place, in spades, which perhaps will carry them to the gold-

en, gleeming and hallowed shores of corpo-rock, some nice

bin placement at Wal-mart and perhaps, in the future,

their very own episode of Behind the Music. Much of their

fate’s in the hands of everyone but them, despite their

insistence to the contrary. And the whole times I watch

from the sidelines wondering what next? And why? (Aside

from, yeah it’s nice to maybe be able to support yrself with

your art, maybe make it out of the ghetto if you are lucky,

and you know, different strokes for different folks and if

that’s what’s really going to make them happy, more power

to them... that said). I asked myself why why why do people

do this over and over even though the freshest of the

recruits to punk rock can tell you from a mile away, that

more often then not, certain things, ie. engaging with the

mainstream, is often a recipe for TROUBLE.
I read yesterday that only 94 1% °f aH albums released

in the US last year went platinum. Only IO% sold over 10,000

copies (a fair amount on indies). Now, this aforementioned

band, their advance from the major record label, it was a good

chunk of money for any artist, really. More money than most

will ever make of art. But, I can tell you this much—It wasn’t

near what a (consistently touring) band I know who sells

30,000-some odd copies of a release on an independent label

that gives them a 50/50 profit split makes. And they make it

every year, or whenever they put out a record, not just in some

money-shot one-time injection. And for what does this afore-

mentioned bands negate their years of hard underground work

for? Some distant what-if shot in the dark, and hey, if it works

out, maybe they can get some plush white carpeted condo for

their moms and a picture of them and Eric Clapton in the

Random Notes section of Rolling Stone. I don’t care if you

sound like the punkest punk band that ever punked, I feel like

once you become part of that machinery, once you pass the

reigns from your hands to the hands of those whose job it is to

’’make things happen” at any cost, it doesn’t matter if you are a

band of people, Nikes, a case of Pepsi or adult fucking diapers,

you are a product, a construction to be consumed, a signifier

of a lifestyle, something to be projected on, and you have little

ifANY control ofANY of this (Perhaps, it’s bit murkier

and greyer than this black and white as I see it. Best believe—

I

used to see it as grey and greyer, and to mix some metaphors

here, you stick your fingers in the flame enough—you figure

out you get burned.)

I feel like maybe these things wouldn’t happen so tragically

often, and we don’t keep having to lose the good bands to the

suits and the sharks and the cell phone playas, if maybe bands

follow some examples laid down for them just a few years back.

I know I sound like some wind up Indie Rock

Dogma Patty doll, pull the string on my back and I’ll

spit at you from high atop my soap box til the four

horseman of the apocalypse ride the earth... but,

perhaps, you too, like me, often have thoughts like

"How many more Fugazis do we need for people to

get it?” or "How many more great bands do we lose

to major labels, who subsequently get dropped and

break up and all hate each other and never make

music again before people learn that that kind of

commerce and our kind of art don’t fucking mix?’’

But, perhaps, you too, like me, had yr life changed

and saved by a record a band and a show. Or like

me, every week you have a new favorite band, a new

favorite record. Or like me, this is the world you

feel safest and most part of, and this music and these

people involved in it—these people who you are

bonded to through shared record collections and

stupid haircuts and righteous ideals, all this is your

life. And this is all why all we do what we do, and

this is how we do it, and this is why you are reading

this magazine, and this is why I am writing in it, and

perhaps, that you too think this is fun and rad and

salvation and get just as bummed out as I do when

corporate doom comes and leaves a paper bag of

burning shit on the front porch of our clubhouse

for us to come and stamp out.

Second Verse

Despite the fact that it’ll be almost Xmas by the

time YOU read this—despite that it’s August as of this

writing, here’s what kicked mad summer jams:

1. Insound zine conference

2. Babysitting three baby chickens

3. Being infuriated enough by the presidential

debates that I am actually planning on voting, and vot-

ing Nader, thank you.

4. Amazing new records from Primal Scream, The

Fucking Champs, Sabado Gigante, Pedro the Lion,

Town and Country EP, Explosion, Seeing the Rapture

live and growing disco -wings, Black Dice, Getting

turned on to every proto-funk essential recording I

ever need Liquid Liquid, ESG, the first Pylon record,

Ike and Tina "Nuff Said”, Plastic Ono band, Femi

Kuti in Central Park, and my first Ebay purchases

(Dog Faced Hermans CDs!!)

5. The return of the other JH, Josh Hooten and

the birth of mixtapewebzine.com.

Email me! Mcfrenchvanilla@yahoo.com Write me on paper: po box

14624 Chicago, IL 60614
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ILawrence Arras are a punk rock trio from Chicago,

Gruff melodic vocals intelligent lyrics and an
|

Ihonest approach at making music.
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n CD- $8

iMelodic punk rock from the Chicago area in the samel
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vein as JAWBOX and early JAWBREAKER. Strong' guitar
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Records & StuffWe Sell :

123. QANDNOTU ‘NoKilINo Beep Beep’ *

I2I.BLUETIP ‘Polymer’*

120. FUGAZI ‘Instrument’ soundtrack - 18 songs**

118. ONE LAST WISH
117. LUNGFISH
80. FUGAZI
116. BLUETIP
115. LUNGFISH
113. MAKE-UP
I II SMART WENT CRAZY
110. FUGAZI ‘End Hits’

109. HAPPY GO LICKY MS SB

40. MINOR THREAT CD has every song!

14. DISCHORD 1981
*regular CD, price © / + Cassette, price©

1 2 songs from 1 986, CD
never released. ONLY

‘The Unanimous Hour’

‘Instrument’ - a film /video by Jem Cohen and

Fugazl. 1 15 min. Available InVHS & RAL video
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‘Artificial Horizon’
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‘Con Art’

©
®
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
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© Video 18.00 20.00 23.00

We acceptVisa / MC / Discover - Call (703)351-7507 or E-mail or Fax us

http://www.dischord.com e-mail: dischord@dischord.com

Stores: Let’s deal direct! Write us, or fax us at (703)351-7582
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of tears vocals and

sharp-edged rhythm

- CNIJ

pjMechangeOO. While

pasal yelping in favor

(come anomally".

- Magnet

CD GRL-014

You are tired of the web. You are bored with ^

the incessantly blinking banner ads. You are

annoyed by the endless come-ons for auction rip-

offs and unwanted airline tickets from washed up

sci-fi actors. You surf over to

SCRATCHBOMB.COM to find a site that is

dedicated to craft instead of commerce. You are

pleased by its simple, zine-like layout. You enjoy

its interviews with cool folks like Kathleen

Hanna and Guy Picciotto. You sympathize

with its rants on the state of modern everything.

You are amused by its silly little cartoons. You are

hooked. You tell your friends about. They tell their

friends about it. You send your own rants to

SCRATCHBOMB.COM You have

contributed to the impending explosion...

For more
information on how

you can spark the fuse,

surf over to scratch-

bomb.com, or e-mail us

at

jesgrewth@yahoo.com



(complex and rhythmic, graphic and beautiful, six new songs of manic hardcore. $8 ppd)

THE PARTY DOESN’T STOP THERE.... ALSO AVAILABLE:

HANGING LIKE A HEX #15 (brand new issue, full-color cover, Poison the Well,

Turmoil, All Else Failed, more, $2 ppd)

THE NATIONAL ACROBAT, “It’s Nothing Personal” 7” (Louisville spastic hardcore

phenomenons, $3 ppd)

HANGING LIKE A HEX zine #14 (Madball, Hot Water Music, Tristeza, Discordance

Axis, Time In Malta, more, $2 ppd)

SPARK LIGHTS THE FRICTION, ‘Cocaine Honeymoon” cdep (Syracuse deathrock

soldiers, $6 ppd)

201 MAPLE LN.

N. SYRACUSE, NY 13212

HANGINGHEXgHOTMAIL.COM
make checks payable

to ‘RYAN CANAVAN’,

not ‘Hex’ . thanks a

mil’ dude.
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• Good Riddance
• Home Grown
• Speedbuggy USA
• IVision

Hell Bent For Pleasure

The Erasers
Anti-Christian Animosity Cargo Mmc lac., 4901-906 Morena B!v± SD
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T
wo years ago, I got a letter from some strangers in New York, telling me they

wanted to help me out. They said that they liked my fanzine, Hit It Or Quit

It, and that they wanted to put it up on their web site in their “Zinestand.” I

told them that it was cool, and have never regretted it since.

Those strangers run a site called Insound and it has been an immense pleasure

watching this little company grow over the years into a utopian haven for fans of

independent music. During an era in which so much emphasis has been placed

on using the Internet as an alternative sales venue for otherwise unimagina-

tive music by record companies, distributors and retailers, Insound has

proven that taking a different approach pays off. What turned me on

about Insound is that while they were essentially an online record store,

they were also much more than that. Making available everything

from small fanzines and books from independent publishers to

downloadable videos, arranging chats with the smallest of bands

and, of course, selling CDs, Insound was offering itself as a portal

to underground culture in a manner that no other commercially-

oriented music web site has so far managed to do.

This summer, Insound organized a day long zine confer-

ence in NYC, complete with panels about zines, films about

zines and a zine/book supermarket, followed by a rockin'

three band bill. Afterwards, I wondered how we ever got

along without them.

I got a chance to speak with Insound founders Matt

Wishnow and Ari Sass during a calm moment in the week-

end’s festivities.

Interview by Jessica Hopper



How did Insound start?

Matt: Ari and I were friends who worked

together at Elektra Records. Ari used to

spend his days smoking in the office, throw-

ing CDs at the wall and breaking them. He

had a numbers job and I had a crappy gig in

marketing. We would have meetings and just

talk about music we liked. At that time, we

were really into garage rock. We talked about

doing something together, either a label or

a store, but not both.

Ari: This was
'

9b and '97* At the time the

only online places to buy CDs were

CDNow and Music Boulevard. When we’d

go to those sites to buy music, the front

page would feature records like the Titanic

soundtrack. It was a real turnoff, but we

had no alternatives.

Did you guys have a lot of interest at the

time in music technology and the Internet?

Matt: Totally not.

Ari: I liked the information access part of

the Internet, but otherwise no

Matt: We were just starting to hear about

bands like The Promise Ring and Hot

Water Music, and we knew we could find

out more about bands like them by going

online and discovering information about

them. We knew that there other people like

us who were interested in the same things.

It seemed to us that with little cost and few

resources we could put something together

simply based on our common interests.

Ari: We knew that people who like under-

ground music would find us, because they,

like us, hate being marketed too, and pre-

fer to search things out. We knew we

wouldn’t have to spend a zillion dollars on

push marketing.

Matt: We were both mailorder shoppers

and used to waiting weeks for something

we ordered out of the back of a zine. We

hoped—and figured—those other people

had access to technology and would use it

to find zines or 7 ”s.

Your proof was yourselves. Being typical indie

music fans, you guys were the subject of

your own market research.

Matt: It was 99 percent gut instinct.

Ari: That’s why it worked. At the time

everyone had to have this big business plan

about how they’d take over the Internet,

and how they were going to reach 50 mil-

lion people. They were looking to get

everybody, they weren’t thinking under the

radar. But we thought that we could be very

niche and survive by focusing on people

like ourselves who weren’t being catered to.

At what point did you say, “Okay, lets do this

Internet thing? Lets make it a place where

people can find out about and buy new

music?” What happened next?

Matt: In late 1997 »
we all started meeting

regularly about our project. Ari started find-

ing out about distribution, direct fulfillment

and working with distributors. We knew we

could offer a lot of different albums by con-

necting with distributors, but we wanted to

give people a more compelling reason to

check it out. We didn’t want it to be a hobby.

A lot of people who do businesses keep this

division between their life and their inter-

ests, but for us it was more like "Okay, we’re

combining the two : our hobby will become

our lives and our business.’’

Were you looking to exit the corporate world

too?

Matt: I learned a lot there, but I never

wanted to stay there. There is this phe-

nomenon at majors where the incompe-

tent people get promoted because they

aren’t threatening.

Ari: We were young and thought that if we

were ever going to take a risk, that we

ought to do it now before we have families

and obligations. If we fail at 29* we g° on *

but if we wait until we’re 35 and have kids,

we wouldn’t be in a position to try some-

thing like this.

Matt: It wasn’t that much of a step down

financially. We went from making little, to

less than little. It was like closing our eyes

and jumping.

Ari: We put together a business plan to

outline exactly what we wanted to do.

Then we pitched it to family, friends of

the family, their friends.

Matt: We networked with everyone we

knew that had any money at all or had

invested before. This was before all the

other music companies wanted to go after

this huge market share, get everyone and

raise millions of dollars. We just wanted

enough to get off the ground. We eventu-

ally got an amount that was sizeable in

terms of indie rock, but about as much as

it would take to start a small laundromat.



We also put every penny all three of us had

into this. We knew that if we make zero

dollars, worst case scenario, after so many

months, then we would say "Okay, we

tried something and it didn’t work out.”

By mid-’98 we’d done a bit of research on

what we had to do and we got a name.

I think it’s great how you are just “Insound,”

not “lnsound.com.” “Dot com” has so many

lame connotations.

Ari: I am glad you say that because we

always thought of this as a music company

rather than an Internet or tech company.

We’re not some Silicon Alley thing; we

never wanted to be part of the Internet fad

or hype. One day it’s all going to be over

and we don’t want to be over too.

Matt: One of our main differences is that

we come from the perspective of being

fans, whereas other businesses are always

trying to create a fan-like perspective,

such as our competitors, UBL.com and

CDNow. Even if in the future, all music

magazines are exclusively online, we’ll still

get the kind of customers who still collect

xeroxed fanzines and cassette compilations

because we offer access to such things over

to such things over the Internet.

I particularly dig how you guys do online

chats with small, obscure bands. It makes it

possible, for example, for folks in Barcelona

and Pittsburgh to have access to artists

whom they would not be able to interact with

otherwise. But more importantly, such events

make really small bands feel as well treated

as a group that sells 30,000 records.

Matt: We always aimed to do that. Our

defining motivation was to help create aware-

ness about the labels and bands that we love.

We knew that we’re only as good as the bands

and zines we work with, so we wanted to pro-

vide something that was special enough that

people would want to be a part of us.

Ari: As far as the zines are concerned, we

wanted zines to be part of Insound in

order to help bring together the commu-

nity of people who care. The chats, the

forums and the zines are opportunities for

our community to express itself, so it’s not

just about albums.

People can be unified very easily through the

sorts of tools you provide. I find interns and

people to write for my zine by posting on the

forum. I do this because a lot of likeminded

people I know read Insound. It’s totally

unusual to have this kind of multi-faceted

resource. I don’t get this grotesque “I am try-

ing to be sold something” feeling.

Matt: We’re getting about a million visitors

a month, many of them unique. The way

we got to this point is that people know we

aren’t just suits and robots. If you call cus-

tomer service, you are talking to someone

who’s coming from a similar point of view,

or has similar tastes. We also knew that by

having labels and zines involved with us,

that they would carry our message a bit too,

because we were helping them, and by

helping us, they were helping themselves.

That’s also why we did the tour support

singles series and the Zinestand. Those

both have definite benefits for all involved.

We have such limited resources, so we like

to spread things in ways that are going to

be best for everyone, We’ve come such a

long way from when we first started. We

didn’t even know we could sell fanzines

initially, and now we carry a lot of zines

and we carry small, hard to find releases

and labels. We would end up selling a ton

of stuff for these tiny labels because people

couldn’t find them in the stores. But if you

did a search on the Internet, you’d find

that we would have the Faraquet/Akarso

split, or whatever. There were a lot of little

labels and zines that took the leap of faith

with us early on. We have so much loyalty

and trust. I am really happy that Insound

has been able to do right by them.

How has Insound grown?

Matt: For the first nine months it was just

the three of us, all night, all day, all week-

end. We were always here. We did cus-

tomer service, we packed orders, and we

went into chats as visitors because we did-

n’t want the bands to feel bad that there

were only 3 people there. We had this

Geoff Farina chat where there were 20

people and half of them were us logged on

using different names! Then when 50

people showed up for the Promise Ring

chat we thought we were the biggest site in

the world, [laughs] Our office was 200

square feet, and it was 3 of us and all the

records and a conference table for three

people to have a meeting at. There were

rats everywhere. We had cheap desks from

Staples that you couldn’t lean on or else

the legs would collapse.

Ari: At a certain point, we started to get

burnt out because we were at work nearly

14 hours a day. So we hired our first

employee, Mike Galinsky. We didn’t even

know what he was going to do, we just

knew that we needed help. But he had a

ton of ideas, like the tour support series,

and he knew a ton of people. We thought

he was someone who would help lead us

into new avenues. Then we hired two

more people.

Every time you wanted to hire someone, did

you have to go to the investors and be like,



“This is Mike Galinsky. He is important

because he made this movie with people from

Rodan and Nation of Ulysses in it.” [laughs]

Ari: They trusted us to make the right

decisions.

Has there ever been a lot of pressure to show

your investors what is up and that you’re

going to really deliver?

Matt: Yes. There have been times where

we have to show that we had our priorities

straight.

So you hire these people, you’re growing and

you move to a bigger office that is free of rat

shit.

Matt: Ari’s mom found this place for us

walking down the street, during this time

where there was no space available in NYC.

We got this bigger office and we felt like our

world was wide open. We felt like we had

our training wheels off. Unfortunately,

though, it was a total boys club.

Ari: It was seven boys, no girls. We had

someone to handle zines, someone to do

books, someone for customer service,

someone to handle our buying from labels

and our technology guy. Not to mention

five interns who worked harder than any-

body.

Matt: For people who really know the

Insound site, know what we do, and know

our record label, it’s staggering to figure out

how II-12 people keep this thing standing

up. We have all this information to keep

under control and keep the quality up, and

somehow we manage to hold it all together.

Compare that to Pieceofshit.com which has

200 employees and hundreds of millions of

dollars and their site is only half our size.

Ari: We like having a small business that

grows organically. We’re not looking to get

huge instantly and go public; we don’t want

to do stuff like that. We don’t want to answer

to anyone else, we really like having a small,

solid thing and having real and personal

relationships with other companies like ours.

Let’s talk a little bit about the trouble you ran

into earlier this year. It was sort of like, if

Insound was a band, this is the part where

you get dropped.

Ari: Not too long ago we were talking to

some potential partners about expanding

our business. Mostly in a support way, to

help with our film stuff and retail and

Tigerstyle. We only had nine people, and

we needed to get more, we needed to grow.

Matt: Four or five months ago, everything

was exploding. It was a crazy time. Everyone

wanted a piece of anything that was online.

We have had a lot of investors trying to

make us grow into something we had no

interest in being. We thought we had found

people who wanted to help us grow in ways

we were interested in doing, so we started

working with them. Meanwhile, we wanted

to continue making the best out of the 12

unbelievable people we already had, and so

we invited people in for interviews, We

went as far as hiring new people, and doing

finances, signing term sheets and what not.

Then Black Friday hit, and a lot of Internet

economy stuff went south. Things that had

been promised to us were suddenly pulled

away. It was a worst case scenario.

Subsequently, we sat down and had to eval-

uate what Insound was going to be, what

our priorities were and what could we

afford to do now. We had to sit down with

these people we had hired three days earlier

and tell them that we couldn’t deliver on

the promise we made them.

Ari: We learned so much from that expe-

rience. We learned the lesson of not com-

mitting to other than what you have.

Having to let those people go was by far

the worst day at Insound ever.

Matt: [long pause] It was just about one of

the worst days of my life, easily. We let go

four or five people who had all started that

week. Some people had moved here from

other states.

Ari: But they were so cool about it. They

understood that we’d gotten in over our

heads. We still deal with all of them in

certain capacities. It’s is a relief that they

even still talk to us.

Matt: What that experience taught us is

that it’s a myth that all you need is a pop-

ular web site and once it hits critical mass,

it will all of a sudden make a lot of money.

That doesn’t necessarily work.

Ari: We’re self-sufficient now. We just

want to continue to be smart and reliable

and reasonable. That’s very much our

ethos. It’s a lot more natural.

What are you most proud of?

Ari: I like seeing the new things that we

have done. I like doing Tigerstyle, and

working with people directly, helping our

bands. We also want to do a magazine that

extends out of a lot of Insound stuff, cov-

ering the zines and the films and the peo-

ple that make them. And, of course, to

continue to provide things for people that

you can’t find anywhere else.

Matt: In a scene that is rightfully suspi-

cious of people who are trying to ask for

things or trying to do certain types of

things, we have had to walk a really fine

line between running a business, where we

make money off of products and services

that other people provide, but also feel

like we’re adding value to it by working

with those things. We are always reminding

ourselves how we are only as good as our

relationships that we’re only as strong as

the people we work with are, so we treat

our relationships preciously. We work 12

hour days right now to show that.

Insound, it’s not just a business—it’s a

lifestyle, [laughs]

Matt: It really is. I just feel so lucky that we

have been able to navigate this all in a way

where we have never compromised our

relationships or ourselves. I am really excit-

ed to see a bunch of Internet companies fall

off the face of the earth and how we can

and will evolve in the face of that. And

there’s a lot of new technology that excites

me, as an independent music enthusiast.

Never before has information been so

available and readily transmitted. And

despite being relatively lo-fi, I am curious

about how we will continue to embrace

technology. Because inherently, I think

indie music fans are not technologists. I’m

just interested in seeing how we can use it. ®
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A
t the WTO protests in 1999 and at this

years a 16 protests in Washington DC,

as well as the recent protests against

the Democratic National Convention and the

Republican National Convention, the anar-

chist “Black Bloc” has been a continual point

of controversy. Championed by some as a rov-

ing band of militant activists, ready to rein-

force a blockade or create a diversion, demo-

nized by others as violent and counter-pro-

ductive, there are few activists on the front

lines that don’t have some opinion of the

black-clad anarchists.

As would be expected, the mainstream

media has only focused on the negative criti-

cisms of the anarchist contingent in the anti-

globalization movement and has cast the

entire movement as one that breaks windows,

throws molotov cocktails and spits on cops.

This, of course, is a distortion that only the

corporate, status-quo biases of the main-

stream media could create. It’s also about as

far from the truth as possible.

Anarchy, at least according to leading

anarchist theorist John Zerzan, isn’t about

bomb throwing or window-breaking, it’s about

understanding domination and resisting the

same. It’s a message he has been preaching

for 25 years now through books like Elements

of Refusal and Future Primitive.

Zerzan’s thoughts have influenced a

generation of eco-warriors in the Pacific

Northwest, and has helped spawn the huge

anarchist presence in his hometown,

Eugene Oregon. It’s a message that's con-

troversial at times, but is crucial to under-

standing the thinking behind the anti-global-

ization movement.

Introduction by Daniel Sinker

Interview by Aaron Kuller and Kevin Dowdell

How did you become interested in radical

politics in the first place?

I guess the main thing is just kind of a

coincidence. I was a student in the ’6os in

the Bay Area at Stanford. I was very close

to some of the major scenes. It was just a

fortunate time and place to be, and I just

started learning. I wasn’t very radical when

I first started at Stanford, it was kind of a

boring and conservative place, but not far

away very interesting things were happen-

ing. On the weekends I would go up to

Berkley. There was always wild stuff going

on there in the ’6os. I started learning

about the Vietnam war, and that was the

biggest thing that made a lot of us start to

think about how the system really works.

When were you first introduced to

Anarchism?

Unfortunately in the movement of the

’60s, there were anarchists around, but they

really did not play much of a part. It’s sad

that that’s so, because that would have been

the time to step up and really be an active

part of it, but there really wasn’t much

anarchist activity. So by default it was the

Marxist organizations who were the militant

ones. I gravitated for a while towards

Maoism, because they were very militant

—

they’d get out in the street and put them-

selves on the line. Quickly, however, I got

disillusioned with the whole hierarchical

authoritarian Marxist-Leninist philosophy

behind it. I think my own introduction to

anarchy was more from personal experi-

ence. I just started to understand that it’s

got to start with the individual rather than

bureaucratic mass politics.

How would you explain anarchism to some-

one who has never heard the term before?

It is fundamentally the effort to under-

stand all the forms of domination that we

see around us today, and then trying to

end them. So it’s about domination and

trying to find an approach which is anti-

authoritarian rather than one of the many

authoritarian ways to deal with things.

So, despite common opinion, anarchism is

not a philosophy about bomb-throwing, chaos

and destruction?

Right, anarchy is motivated by an under-

standing of how deep the problem of

domination is. Now we are seeing a real

movement starting which is largely anar-

chist. It’s starting all over the place, not

just in this country. It’s a huge challenge

for us to figure out some creative ways to

go, because the traditional left pretty

much has died out—and has died out for



else is not authentic, and I

think it’s degrading to be represented by another person.

some pretty good reasons. So by default,

Anarchy is the name of the game today.

Has an anarchist society actually ever existed?

It existed before civilization, and to those

of us who go by the label "Primitivist,”

that is a real inspiring source of reference.

The picture of pre- civilization humanity

is one of sharing, one of health, one with-

out organized violence, one of a lot of

leisure time, and one of gender equality.

We have this marvelous view of things

which sounds like it has been cooked up by

anarchists or something, but what is inter-

esting is that now it’s the orthodox view in

anthropology and archaeology. I believe

that this has some really radical implica-

tions. For example, the old model was the

view that life before civilization was nasty,

brutish, and short. We should remember

that civilization is really recent—it has

been around for less than 10,000 years

—

whereas humanity has been around for up

to two million years. The use of fire is

now discovered to be about a million and

a half years old. People were living in a

conscious state far before the existence of

civilization. I was just talking to this young

guy in Portland, Oregon here who is tak-

ing archaeology at a community college,

and he was telling me that it’s just like

what it says in Future Primitive, which is a

little book of mine. That’s what they teach

in archaeology these days. Primitive society

is not the only example of anarchy, but

it is certainly the longest one. They did-

n’t have government, they didn’t have

hierarchy, and that’s a really amazing

thing to ponder.

When most people think of Primitive society,

they think of Cannibals, the hard life, and

cave men. Why do you think that is?

There’s a lag in terms of the popular

notion, that’s for sure. We still have the

stereotype of the caveman, pulling the

women into the cave by their hair, that

kind of thing. The very term

"Neanderthal” is synonymous with being

dumb, brutal and so on. When we sort it

out though, the new picture—which as I

said now is the accepted view is very differ-

ent. Take for example, cannibalism or

headhunting. That only came after agri-

culture. The tribes that would practice

some of these things—things that probably

no one would pronounce to be wonderful

stuff—they all had agriculture. They’re not

an advance civilization necessarily, but it

seems like the turning point is agriculture.

J Or we could look at it the other way

around in terms of how great civilization

is, and quote one of my very favorite lines

which is from Freud. He said, back

around I930> "When civilization is uni-

versal there will be universal neurosis.”

Everybody will be neurotic because one

thing civilization is, is the suppression of

instinctual freedom. That’s the main

thing. It’s the whole theory of sublima-

tion. You can’t have culture and work

unless you curb people’s natural freedom.

How does that happen?

It takes the place of freedom. It takes the

place of free sexuality, for one thing. It’s

the trade off. So people say, "Well we

wouldn’t have this wonderful art and so

on, we wouldn’t have these monuments,

and everything.” Well, maybe that isn’t

such a great deal. People will say, "We have

got to have civilization, otherwise how are

we going to get people to work?” But the

whole point is, why should they work? Is

this whole life just factories, and work,

and 50 million people taking Prozac?

Freud was right, it seems like. People are

more and more neurotic, they are more

and more unhappy. Now they are giving

two -year- olds Ritalin because they can’t

seem to stand school, so they have to dope

them up. People are starting to think

about not only the nature of technology ,

but the nature of civilization.

So you think that technology is at some level

dehumanizing?

Exactly. The belief is that technology is

neutral, but I think it makes a lot more

sense to view technology as embodying the

very deepest values of the social system.

For example, technology places distance

over closeness or efficiency over playful-
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You can t have cuiiure ans work unless lyou curb peopie s naiuraS freedom.

ness. It’s not value free. People have

started to think about that. The

Unabomber is kind of an extreme exam-

ple, of that thinking—of course, we are

not talking about his methods, but that’s

one public manifestation of people

thinking about what civilization and tech-

nology really means.

He was someone who felt so suppressed,

that he felt he needed to express himself in

violence.

Right. He felt that he had to make these

attacks to force the media to publish his

ideas for a change, and that’s why he did it.

You’ve become friends of a sort with the

Unabomber, haven’t you?

Before he was captured—actually even

before the manifesto was published—

I

began to see that we had very similar ideas.

So when he was busted, I started writing to

him and we started a correspondence. I

visited him at the Sacramento county jail

before he was sentenced. I visited him

three or four times. We got to know each

other and we discussed these ideas.

On the subject of violence, what is your take

on the use of property destruction in protest

type situations?

I think we see the advocacy of property

damage as a tactic because the other

protest type activities really haven’t gotten

us very far, and things get worse and

worse. One hundred species per day go

extinct, ocean life is dying, and so on and

so on. Not to mention that the social

sphere is as bad as the environmental

sphere. If the old methods were working,

people would not have resorted to proper-

ty damage against multinational business-

es. But they haven’t been working. I’ve

been involved in it since the sixties, and it

really hasn’t worked. Protests aren’t what

ended the Vietnam war, by the way.

Then what did?

I think it was two things. First of all, it was

the fact that the people in Vietnam kept

on fighting year after year. Second, US

troops started to refuse to take the field.

They wouldn’t go out to fight. The war was

actually being lost on both fronts there. I

wish I could say that our protests had a lot

to do with it, but I don’t think they did.

In your book The Elements of Refusal, you

talk about your different perspective on World

War I and the reasons for it.

That was a thesis that I thought I’d

explore. I looked at World War I in the

context of all of the radical activity that

was happening before the war. The war

was a means of social control, as a means

of pulling the rug out from under these

dangerous movements and radical cur-

rents that were threatening the stability of

capitalism and various regimes. Any coun-

try you can think of had a social crisis. For

example, in Great Britain, the leaders

were openly saying that civil war was just

around the corner. When the war started,

that was the end of it, everybody was off to

war. War is often a way of changing the

subject.

Do you think that the Kosovo war or the Iraq

bombings had that purpose?

No, I don’t think so. Although it’s inter-

esting in the GulfWar in '91 how the

authorities here in the US came right out

and publicly admitted that they could only

afford about a 48 hour ground war. They

knew there would be public opposition

developing so fast, that they had to get in

and get out in a hurry. The people would-

n’t put up with any kind of war past a cou-

ple of days. Just below the surface, there

would be major problems with the popu-

lation. They wouldn’t go for it. That’s

kind of revealing.

I think every day people are starting to real-

ize that US foreign policy has never been,

and will never be, based on some kind of

humanitarian goal.

The government tries to sell it as humani-

tarian of course, but I’m happy to see

people realize that it’s just crass national

interest politics. It always has been. They

do their best to cover it up with humani-

tarian praises, and so on, but I feel like

more people know that isn’t so.

You often write that government is an inher-

ently repressive force. Could you explain?

That’s a basic anarchist position. Even

representative government is degrading.

The whole idea of being represented by

someone else is not authentic, and I think

it’s degrading to be represented by anoth-

er person. If you could get away from rep-

resentation, it would lead to a real decen-

tralized, face-to-face way of living.

I gather you don’t believe the United States

is a democratic state?

No, and that’s probably one reason for

the ever declining voter participation rate,

or for the huge amount of distrust of vir-

tually all the institutions. You don’t find

very much real support for any of it.

Even most of the Democrats I talk to now

openly realize that their own party’s leader-

ship is corrupt. It’s certainly far from

uncommon to hear them talk about all the

horrible things Al Gore has done in terms of

human rights, the environment yet they

vote for him anyways. Their reasoning is

“He’s better than Bush.” Has politics

always been like this?

It’s always the choice of the lesser of two

evils. It’s a real cynical game. You can go

back all the way to the town hall meetings

in England, and people will say, “Oh, it

used to be so wonderful,” but in a class

divided society, people have to defer to the

ruling class, even in an open town hall

meeting. The rich were still running it.

People could go to the meeting, but they

still didn’t have any real power.

What do you think can be done? Is capital-

ism collapsible?

I really think so. I’m an incurable opti-

mist—I believe I got it from the 60s. I saw

things open up at least briefly, things like

in France in May of 1968 when ten mil-

lion people occupied their places of work.

I really do believe that the system’s days are

numbered. It really doesn’t have any

answers left. When people think about

their kids, about what is going to be

offered to their children, they can start to

see that this is just a mess. It’s a totally

unhealthy deal which offers no future. I

see people more and more questioning

what’s going on in radical ways. ®
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WITH THE BAND

THE IVORY COAST

1. When did your band

form?

Jay, Drew, Nick and

Mahmood first played togeth-

er as The Ivory Coast on

August 30, 1998. Scott was

recruited in the fall of 1999.

2. When will it break up?

We have already titled the

first dozen albums. Once

we run out of titles, we will be able to break up.

3. What have you released so far?

A full length album, The Rush of Oncoming Traffic on BWR, a single

on Sassy Boy records and appearances on compilations released by

Sealed Fate and Swing Deluxe Records.

4. Why do you play the music that you play?

We can't play the music we don’t play.

5. What is the weirdest thing that has ever happened at a show?

Songs performed flawlessly.

6. What is the best show you’ve ever played?

A tie: March 25, 2000 with The Dismemberment Plan and

Elizabeth Elmore at The Middle East in Cambridge, MA; and March

19, 2000 with The Promise Ring and Pele at Maxwells in Hoboken,

NJ.

7. State your purpose.

To write songs we enjoy and to play them for people we don’t know

in places where we don't live.

8. What were the runner up names for the band?

The Wicked Farleys, The Vehicle Birth and The Shyness Clinic but

they were all taken.

9. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea

what you play?

Recently Jay’s grandmother was hospitalized. During her stay she

informed the staff that her grandson played in a band called The

Grateful Dead. We have no idea where she got this information...

Possibly medication played a part.

10. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who

haven’t heard you?

At a recent show in NYC a young gentleman was overheard in the

men's room describing The Ivory Coast as sounding like Everclear or

Sugar Ray. We have no idea where he got this information...

Possibly medication played a part.

11. What does the band fight about the most?

Who has to “talk” to Drew.

12. What is the antithesis of your band?

99.9% of commercial radio.

13. Outside of music and bands, what influences you?

Power of suggestion, techniques of high speed hypnosis and circadi-

an rhythm.

14. What is selling out?

Performing at the Republican National Convention.

15. If you could make a living off your band, would you?

Duh!

16. Where do you practice?

Nick and Mahmood’s apartment in Lower Allston.

17. If you could play on a four-band bill, with any bands that

have ever existed, who would you play with and what order would

they play?

The Clash, Mission of Burma and Can. We would give up our slot

for Fugazi. Mad Professor would do sound, Sean Agnew would run

the show and it would take place at 84 Kingston St.

18. What goals do you have as a band?

To fulfill our aforementioned purpose.

19. What makes for a good show?

See #5.

20. If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what

would it be?

A song called “Be My Baby” by the Ronettes.
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N
ot long after the Talking Heads had

their first really big hit record,

Speaking in Tongues, Time magazine

ran a cover story about the band’s leader,

David Byrne. “Rock’s Renaissance Man,” read

the headline underneath a computer-enhanced

collage of Byrne's stern-looking, expressionless

face. I remember seeing that cover of Time as

I waited in line at the supermarket to pur-

chase my groceries, thinking that it was nice

that mainstream magazines were doing fea-

tures like that, but what on earth was so

extraordinary about Byrne?

It’s not that I didn’t like the Talking

Heads. I thought Remain in Light was a

groundbreaking production. It’s just that Byrne

was being treated like the first intelligent

musician who excelled at everything he did,

and that I couldn’t agree with that.

Time was obviously onto something

though—you had to give them credit for that.

They were trying to identify a new category of

artistic laborer that had emerged out of the

first generation of American punk musicians.

However, by the mid-1980s, when he was get-

ting this mainstream recognition, Byrne had

already been passed up by dozens of second,

third and fourth generation punks that were

less-well financed and connected in Manhattan

art circles, but overwhelmingly resourceful and

talented all the same. These were the people,

ignored by the mainstream press, that set the

stage for people like Tim Green.

Enter the world of Tim Green, former gui-

tarist for legendary DC shit disturbers Nation

of Ulysses, an increasingly in-demand produc-

er of seminal underground recordings over the

past decade by the likes of everyone from

Bikini Kill and Bratmobile to The Melvins and

Circus Lupus, to namecheck just a few. Owner

and operator of his own Louder Studios in San

Francisco, Tim also finds the time to play in

his own highly regarded instrumental trio The

Fucking Champs, who have just released their

fourth record on Chicago’s Drag City label. Not

to mention Tim’s own solo electronic act,

Concentrick, which also have released its first

full-length CD on Berkeley's Deluxe Records

this fall as well.

What on earth then, does any of this

have to do with David Byrne? Nothing really,

except for the fact that where figures like

Byrne have been offered to us as examples of

the Protestant hyper-work ethic in the alterna-

tive arts, they've not necessarily had the same

kinds of things to show for it. At least in com-

parison to eclectic artists cum self-sufficient,

tasteful, multitasking worker bees like Tim,

who’ve remained firmly ensconced in the

underground for well over a decade.

The main difference is the distinction

between fact and ideology; artists and produc-

ers like Tim set badly needed examples of cre-

ative people who are both self-sufficient yet

still capable of making great art at the same

time and who, despite their massive achieve-

ments, remain deeply modest.

I got a chance to talk to Tim about his

career and his music one sunny Sunday after-

noon late last summer. The following fascinat-

ing conversation is the result.

Interview by Joel Schalit

On The Champs’ web site, I came across

your statement of purpose. It says something

like “the raison d’etre of The Champs is

rejecting and exalting the tenets of the classic

rock idiom.” I’d wager that not only sums up

your band’s gestalt, it also seems like a delib-

erate attempt to avoid having people seeing

The Champs’ unique take on rock and roll as

being ironic.

We can’t stand irony. In the past five years,

there’s been far too much of that, particu-

larly the whole ’7° s revival thing. I’m real-

ly tired of it. People embrace irony

because they’re afraid to say that they like

something. It strikes me as being more of

a shield than anything else.

I know a lot of other artists who take a simi-

lar approach, and feel exactly the same way

you do, like The Tight Bros. They’re deadly



WE LOST MONEY ON EVERY SINGLE TOOR

NTITTHE VERY LAST ONE OUTWE REALLY

DIDN’T CARE, WE WERE JUST DEDICATED

AND WE WANTED NOTHING MORE THAN TO

PLAY ASMUCH AS WE COULD.

serious about what they’re doing.

It’s like a caricature. People just think,

"Oh yeah party music!"

Why appropriate the style of metal that The

Champs employ then? If you’re not decon-

structing it, what are you guys doing?

Well, we don’t consider ourselves a metal

band by any means. We certainly like some

heavy metal and consequently the influ-

ence shows, just as how any influence may

show in one’s music. I think the fact that

£» we play loudly, through Marshall full

stacks, the guitars are usually harmonizing

and there’s some double kick drum, shows

that influence. People who are not so

familiar with heavy metal just assume that

that’s what we’re doing. Although we like

Iron Maiden and Judas Priest, I think our

guitar harmony influence comes more

from Thin Lizzy and classical music.

Sure, but there are elements of heavy metal

in your songs. I think it’s how you deploy

them that makes the crucial difference.

We went through a period where we were

writing a lot of dark music, working in

minor harmonies. That’s just how we were

feeling at the time. After a while we real-

ized that we were writing all this dark stuff

and we found it kind of gloomy. It sound-

ed too metal, too evil, whereas our inter-

est lay more in a dippy, goofy kind of

sound, with atonal melodies, like King

Crimson and Return To Forever. But

yeah, there are a few songs that we’ve done

that are pretty metal, however they’re

more in the vein of the "NewWave of

British Heavy Metal.”

I’ll be damned if I didn’t hear a little Seventh

Son-era Iron Maiden in some of your work.

However, I think the influence that Thin Lizzy

exerts on you guys is far more significant.

And in my opinion those guys weren’t metal

at all. Those guys were definitely a 70s gui-

tar band, but the two are not synonyms of

one another.

Yeah, exactly. There’s so much major har-

mony going in Thin Lizzy’s music. It’s just

so beautiful and uplifting.

What were you doing before The Champs?

After Ulysses broke up, I moved to

Olympia and played in some bands like

The Young Ginns, The Fakes, Red Eye and

Lice. I also played bass with The Wipers on

a European Tour in '93- I started doing a

lot more recording after that.

Were you in other bands before Nation of

Ulysses?

Yeah, I’ve been playing in bands since I was

nine. I was in an AC/DC cover band in

fifth grade and then a band that played

some Ramones and Clash songs in sixth

and seventh grades. I was also in a band in

high school that played the school dance

circuit. The Vile Cherubs was a kinda 6o’s

punk/garage band later in high school that

played clubs and put out a record. I came

to know a lot of Dischord bands and peo-

ple because they would come to our gigs

and we started doing more hardcore shows.

That’s how I met the other NOU guys.

I remember seeing NOU warm up for Fugazi

in Portland.

That was at the Melody Ballroom. That

was a crazy show. This guy was just spitting

all over us, especially Ian. Brendan Canty

went after him, it was crazy.

I always really appreciated Nation of Ulysses

because you guys didn’t fit the stereotypical

DC band mold. You weren’t straightedge. You

didn’t play pop-punk or proto-emo. Nation

was simply a great rock band with a hilarious

sense of humor, and very strong jazz lean-

ings. And you were the biggest Dischord

band aside from Fugazi.

Yeah, we were never straightedge per se. We

didn’t take ourselves all that seriously. The

best thing about that band was that it was

everything to us. There was never any ques-

tion that we would drop everything to go on

tour whenever we could, even though for

some of us it meant doing things like med-

ical experiments for money. We lost money

on every single tour until the very last one

but we really didn’t care, we were just dedi-

cated and we wanted nothing more than to

play as much as we could.

It held up, that’s for sure. To this day, Nation

of Ulysses remains highly mythologized.
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Definitely. There was a lot of crazy shit

that happened to us and a lot has been

embellished and warped over time. We
still have one more record coming out.

Is it a reunion album?

No, it’s mostly the last recordings we did

on a four-track at our house. It sounds

pretty messed up. I was trying to make it

sound much trashier than our studio

albums, like Pussy Galore or Dead Moon,

but I think I went too far. A lot of it is a

microphone at the top of three flights of

stairs while we played in the living room.

The cops came while Ian was doing his

vocals because the neighbors thought

someone was being murdered. There’s also

a jazzy version of an old song at the end of

the record that was recorded during a

four-track session in *91 where we did jazz

versions of all our songs while Steve was in

the hospital making some money.

I’ve heard a bit of Nation’s jazz influenced

stuff, like the track on the first Kill Rock Stars

compilation. I’ve always enjoyed that song.

Ulysses had a strict policy that whenever we

did compilation tracks, they’d always be

jazz songs. We actually did a performance

at the Corcoran Gallery, where we used

only vibes, sax, trumpet, upright bass,

drums and guitar. We played the opening

riffs to jazz standards and then kinda went

off into free improv and also did some of

our own songs. That day the janitor came

up to us and said that he’d give us six

months, and then we should break up.

What made you move to Olympia after

Nation stopped playing together?

I was originally planning on moving to

San Francisco, but I only had a few hun-

dred dollars left when I stopped in

Olympia on my way from DC. I ended up

moving into a garage piled high with 4 feet

worth of trash.

Is that when you started to do your engineer-

ing work?

Not immediately. The economy was really

depressed; I applied for jobs at conve-

nience stores and did odd jobs like work-

ing on Slim Moon’s car, doing some four-

track recording and sometimes going to

studios in Portland and Seattle with bands.

I ended up going on a tour of Europe with

The Wipers, playing bass and came back

with some money for the studio.

What brought you to San Francisco from

Olympia?

I’d always wanted to live here. My dad had

gone to school here, at City College. He
used to take me out to San Francisco a lot

when I was a kid. I like being near the

ocean too.

In retrospect, you came here at a time when

the music scene was not exactly at its peak,

at least compared to what was going on in

Olympia. Obviously you had different things

than just music in mind.

When I reached the point that I decided

that I did really want to leave Olympia, my
girlfriend, Sadie, said she really wanted to

move too. So we went to San Francisco. I

didn’t come here for any reasons related

to music, other than that I had a friend

here named Matt Dubin. We’d made plans

to start a studio, even though we didn’t

have much equipment or know each other

too well.

So you weren’t really start doing a lot of pro-

duction work until you started living in

Olympia?

Right. I did stuff in DC in my basement

like Bikini Kill, Bratmobile and Circus

Lupus, but it was all pretty low key and lo-

fi. In Olympia, I started to get equipment

and I went with my friends’ bands to stu-

dios in Seattle and Portland to help out.

The big reason that I got further into

recording was because of Mike Lastra.

He’s a great producer and engineer who

runs Smegma studios in Portland. He’s

such a nice guy, and he’s so easy to talk to

and ask questions about how things work-

why do you do this, why you do that. He
was so nice about teaching me things,

answering all of my questions. I learned a

lot from him.

What projects are you working on now?

I just finished up some records with

Slaves, Bratmobile and Last Of The
Juanitas. Now I’m taking a month off to

do a bunch of stuff I’ve been putting off

for a while and get ready to go on tour.

Now you can be an artist for a while.

Yeah. I’ve been working really hard for

the past two and a half years. This new

studio has taken up most of my time and

my personal life has suffered from work-

ing that solidly. I just need to figure out

how to schedule myself better so I don’t

get burned out. I don’t like to go into

projects not feeling as fresh as I could

be. At the same time, though, I need to

make a certain amount of money to keep

everything going, so it’s hard to find the

right balance.

That makes total sense. I think that for peo-

ple who know you, you’re kind of an icon in

the sense that you represent the classic

artist/worker hybrid with all of your responsi-

bilities, your own records, and your produc-

tion work. It’s a really impressive feat that

you not only get it done, but also that you do

it all so tastefully.

Thanks. On that note, being in bands, and

having friends in bands who have given me
a chance to work with them really helped

me get started. I’m very grateful. ®



I atmos is the brainchild of two highly

|

unconventional and extremely funny

musical geniuses, Drew Daniel and

MC Schmidt. Active together for a number of

years now, the duo have cut their off-the-wall

sampling aesthetic onto three full-length

records, not to mention the huge number of sin-

gles, remixes, and compilations which they've

contributed to, including a recent split 12” with

Motion and the third release of their collabora-

tive compact disc shredding project Disc.

Hard at work on their next album for

Matador (and their first to be issued by the

label’s American wing, due out early next

year), having just released a brilliant cut

and de-mix collaboration with Louisville leg-

ends The Rachel's on Quarterstick, Full On

Night, we got a chance to eat dinner with

Matmos to talk about their forthcoming

record, and how these champions of field

recording have gone about gathering the

source material for their samples. The

results, in short, are simply hilarious.

For example, the piece you recorded using

balloon noise.

Interview by Joel Schalit and Vance Galloway

What is do you take in constructing your music?

MG Schmidt: And whoopie cushions too.

Are you saying that your approach to that is

something like, “I really like the way balloons

sound. Let’s make something out of bal-

loons." Or did you happen to be there, really

dig the sound, and just go “squeak, squeak,”

and start your tape recorders running?

Drew: There are little hairlines cracks

going into the fontanelle that end up kind

of buzzing.

MC Schmidt: The song ends up sounding

like a little drum played with chopsticks.

MC Schmidt: It all starts with the micro-

phone.

Drew: It all starts with objects in the

room, or places that we happen to pass

through that sound interesting to us, that

make us want to go back and grab things

from there. Or an idea about an object as

a kind of toehold, as a place to start. So

much of the rhetoric around electronic

music, the futuristic pretensions of it,

involve the mastery of sound: any sound is

possible, the world is at your feet. It’s a

view from nowhere that you can fall into if

you don’t find footing in the real world.

I’m not going to pretend that the real

world doesn’t have a material coating, I’m

just speaking of material objects.

Drew: Both really. The balloon song

came from when we were sitting in bed

squeaking with balloons, because we’d

thrown a birthday party at our house, and

balloons were everywhere. Instead of

going to sleep, we just kept squeaking

them, and thought, "This would be a

good song.” Once we decide to use an

object, we record it for maybe 40 min-

utes, trying to get every single kind of

sound we can out of it. It turns into a

whole terrain of sound, from which we

pick the most musically sharp and defined

parts. K As an idea, it’s conceptually

appealing, but sonically it doesn’t always

pan out. It’s always a shame when you

make a recording of something that could

be amazing but turns out quite banal.

That can come down to the microphone

or the space, or some kind of limitation.

It’s been really hard for us to make a song

out of a human skull, because you just

can’t make a sound out of it. You can

make clicks or clunky sounds, but that’s

about it.

MC Schmidt: We don’t have a whole

skull...

Drew: ...just the top half.

MC Schmidt: The damn thing will not

bow. It’s really easy to get a sound out of

just about anything, but not a skull plate.

It’s made up of a bunch of different parts.

There are these different plates inside of it.

Drew: We got kind of a skiffley thing going

with it. But that, in a way, is what I mean

by getting a toehold in the world, because

you’re coming up against the limitations

of the object, so it’s kind of pushing you

in one direction rather than another.

So the idea of choosing a single object or a

single theme helps you make compositional

limitations for yourselves.

Drew: Yeah, because otherwise you can

drift into this everywhere and nowhere

blender collage of elements without any

kind of narrative or purpose.

MC Schmidt: Truth be told, on Quasi

Objects ,
we did a bunch of these songs

with this sort of object-base as our theme.

That’s part of how it came about. The

medical record is the first record we’re

making where we make a piece where you

have to have the idea first, and then you

execute the piece. It’s so hard. You have to

play by the rules that you set for yourself.

It’d be so much easier to make whatever,

and then see what lays together that’s

common and later say, "look at this theme

album,”

What’s supposed to be medical about your

upcoming record?

MC Schmidt: It’s all made out of the

sounds that medical technology makes.

You mean the machine that goes “Ping.”

MC Schmidt: We keep wanting that but

we’ve never...

Drew: The problem with recording

surgery is that you can’t isolate sounds.
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It doesn’t sound very distinctive. I don’t

want to make something that on paper

sounds really intense and threatening. .

.

MC Schmidt: We’d never write really

interesting liner notes for sounds that are

actually quite dull, [laughs]

You mean using the liner notes as a crutch,

so that even if something sounds bad, you

can still say, “Composed entirely of sounds

from...”

MG Schmidt: “...Crayfish neural tissue.”

Exactly. We’re all about that. That’s why

we we’re here, [laughs] If we hadn’t used

the term "crayfish neural tissue,” no one

song reflects his choices and his approach,

and our songs reflect ours.

These sounds, while rich and interesting on

their own, sound like you’ve cut them up into

these tiny little pieces, poured them into a

sequencer and done very traditional stuff

with it. I hear patterns that sure don’t sound

like the patterns of everyday life. They sound

like patterns that are coming out of a

sequencer. But inside that, on a smaller

scale, you can hear the patterns that are gen-

erated from the sounds themselves.

Drew: Yeah, hopefully there’s a little of

both. Given what the software can do, its

If we hadn’t used theierro^grayfish neural tissue,”

^jine^jg attention to us.

^feanafter all, we use it.

So you guys have gone in and recorded

operations?

Drew: Yeah, I’ve recorded a chin implant,

a forehead lift, three nose jobs, liposuc-

tion, two laser eye surgeries.

Off of medical TV?

Drew: No, no. I put on a scrub suit and

go into surgery and do the recording on

location.

Who in the world lets you do this?

Drew: Sometimes my friends’ doctors. We
do a lot of negotiating. We’re going down

to a clinic in southern California where

all these wealthy, vain people, actors and

personal trainers go.

MC Schmidt: None of them are desperate

accident victims.

Drew: I think that in a way that’s allowed

me to avoid the more predatory, ambu-

lance chasing aspect of this work. I had a

friend who thought she had cancer, but it

turned out to be benign. I didn’t really

feel comfortable asking her to come along

and doing a little lookie-loo sound

recording of her tumor getting removed.

It just seemed really predatory and creepy.

MC Schmidt: Unless she offered!

Drew: Yeah, [laughs] If she had offered, I

would have said, "Oh, this is fine.” I did

ask my friend Mark if I could record him

getting knee surgery, but his surgeon said

no. I went to my friend Monica’s eye

operation. She had complications, but it

turned out to be really good. They made

me tape the microphone to the laser.

However, the laser generated all this

interference so it didn’t really sound like

anything. I was really happy when she had

to have more surgery because then I could

lay the mic on her chest, and it sounded

much better, [laughs]

MC Schmidt: The doctor was used to it by

then. He wasn’t an ass about it.

Drew: It has been a real challenge to make

something that’s musically interesting,

because sometimes you can find that the

same clicks and pops will emerge, regardless

of whether the source is something really

dramatic, like in a nose job, where they take

a hammer and break the bones in the face.

would have ever paid any fucking attention

to us. I mean after all, we use it. [laughs]

How do you distinguish the sound of crayfish

tissue from, say, the sound of someone's

nose getting broken?

MC Schmidt: Because it kind of went

"BRMP,” you know?

Drew: No, it was more of a "RRRM!”

[laughs] In the same way that a band like

Queen would say "Queen only use

Slingerland drums, I don’t see how its any

different to say that we’re using Nelcore

Titanium Microscrews. It’s just what the

object is. Hopefully you don’t need to

read those kinds of notes in order to like

our songs. Hopefully, they’ll just add to

the experience.

Add what?

Drew: Add an experience for the listener

where you try and draw some analogy

between what an object is, and what its

been made to sound like. But I can be

wrong. People can have expectations that

don’t fit the song that you’ve made, and

vice versa. Look at a Japanese noise guy

like Aube. He’ll use a single sound source

as the basis for an entire record. However,

what he’d get out of that source and what

we would are entirely different. For exam-

ple, he’s done a Bible record, and we did

a song on The West that used the sounds

of a Bible’s pages getting turned. An Aube

very easy to take any sound and turn it

into a big old bass drum or write an attack

on the decay and say "Hey, now it’s a

string patch.” You wind up turning all of

these objects in the world into more tradi-

tional instruments. Our goal is to try and

have both a bit of the raw and the cooked

in a given song; a little bit of what the

sound is and its transformation, side by

side.

MC Schmidt: That’s definitely a lot of the

fun—how much of which to do with it. I

mean it’s a lot of fun to work with instru-

mental presets to come up with different

sounds, but its even more fun to use a

latex T-shirt instead.

If you tossed away your sequencer, given the

material you use for sounds, it’d be possible

to make less rock-type music. Why don’t you

just go in that direction?

Drew: Because I’m an evil junk food

addict when it comes to music. I like bass

lines and I like hooks, even if they’re

made out of the sounds of bones being

sanded down. It doesn’t matter. It’s still a

hook because it’s a pattern that helps you

connect with people. That’s why I like to

form our music in that way, even though

we use arcane sound sources to do so for

beats and bass lines. It still connects to my
pleasure centers. It reminds me of break-

dancing at summer camp in 1984. ®
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How and why did you put the collective

together?

I came home from college, and I was disil-

lusioned by the lack of consciousness, even

in a place like the Bay Area. When I got

back here, all of it seemed really superfi-

cial, wasn’t nobody really pushing it for-

ward. While I was away, I had been recu-

perating from my Richmond ghetto expe-

rience, putting it into perspective by being

away from it because I was able to look at it

objectively and scientifically. I started to

understand certain meditations, certain

practices, certain disciplines that could

really help people focus in and repair a lot

of the damage that we’ve been through as a

people. 5 That’s how the Black Dot Study

Group started: as an attempt to have some

kind of fellowship with a core of young,

conscious black folks, in order to get them

in the practice of collective chanting, col-

lective tuning, collective meditation, col-

lective studying and arguing and building,

around issues of consciousness, around

coming together to achieve goals individu-

ally and collectively. Basically, taking folks

through initiations, because there is no

formal initiation system for young black

folks in America, Families have been

fragmented by slavery, and even more so

by the racist laws of this land. We’ve

always had to think on our feet and come

up with new, innovative ways to take our-

selves into manhood and womanhood,

peoplehood and familyhood. The overall

idea of the Dot stems from the extended

family. In Haiti, they call them the

"lakou.” That’s an extended family com-

pound that all worships under the same

Vodou priest or the same line of ancestors,

the same rhythm. That’s what I had in

mind when I first started pulling brothers

together to form Black Dot.

Where does the name Black Dot come from?

The name comes from one of the most

ancient symbols of nobility, of the most

high, of the one. In the later years of the

Nile Valley, you would see the hieroglyph

for Ra. It’s always a black dot with a circle

around it, framed in another circle. The

black dot preceded Ra. Before the circle was

put around the dot, there was just a dot.

The dot is like a thumbprint in the sand. It

goes back to the beginning of how our peo-

ple described themselves. The Dot started

around those issues: of origins, collective

consciousness, building and coming

together creatively to form something real

that can also be functional—not only beau-

tiful and artistically pleasing, but functional

in the world. That’s the why. 5 The "how”

is that I ran into a brother I went to high

school with, Robert Jamal. He was bouncin’

around a weak ass poetry scene in Berkeley

and Oakland at the same time I was trying

to get something started in Richmond. We

got back together because I was into hip-

hop and integrating everything—the poetry,

the hip-hop, the spirituality—and me and

him got to going back and forth about it all

being

the

same thing.

Where I got it

from, you could

bypass me and just go get it

from the source. You don’t gotta be stuck

on my ego, and I don’t gotta be stuck on

yours. Art gets touchy, 'cause what we’re

dealing with is people, and there’s a lot of

egos, and a lot of fragile ones at that.

That gets back to why the collective is

important.

It’s basically a laboratory for creative peo-

ple to reach their full potential. You come

into the Dot when you’re ready to deal with

yourself, when you’re ready to drop the

bullshit and confront your own doings.

The reasons people are even attracted to

the Dot is the same reason why they would

start practicing Santeria or join a Vodou

house. It’s for some kind of grounding

where physical reality is spiritually based.

You describe what you do as the “living arts.”

Break down what it means to distingush “liv-

ing” from “dead” art.

M arcel Diallo is one of the lead orga-

nizers of Oakland's Black Dot

Artists Collective. Black Dot’s

fusion of revolutionary poetics, spiritual rich-

es, streetcorner organizing, and in-your-face

frankness are a driving force behind the

insurgent hip-hop youth movement taking

Bay Area streets against the many powers

that be. The story of the Black Dot is a story

of the ability of a group of people to unify,

organize, and politicize a community, not

only socially but artistically as well.

Interview by Aaron Shuman
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It may not be a dichotomy. I say "living

arts” just to stress that what we do is

breathing. We deal with everything that

boils down to breath, that boils down to

circulation, that boils down to change,

spontaneity, being in the moment, just

being there and not being stuck to a

script, not being stuck to any static,

fixed definition of what it is that we do.

So when we say the living arts, I could be

in the middle of some shit that I’ve writ-

ten, and I could be reading it to you,

and shit, I may simply forget. That’s not

gonna stop me; I’m not gonna sit there

and say, "Oh fuck, I forgot my lines!”

I’m gonna keep on pushing through that

unknown space and create a whole dif-

ferent thing from that. That’s what

makes my theater ritual theater; that’s

what makes my hip-hop ritual rhyme.

The improvisation, the spontaneous ener-

gy that we put on it makes it living.

Does it have anything to do with the interac-

tion between you and the audience?

Yeah, it’s call and response. That ain’t

nothing new under the sun; that’s shit

you think everybody would be doin’.

We’ve always been doing these things in

the black church: preacher to congrega-

tion, MG to audience. We try to take it a

little deeper than that, try to get the

entire so-called audience involved into

the breath of what we do. I may say every-

body take a deep breath; take a deep

breath together all at once. Once we all

sharin’ that breath, that breaks open a lot.

That whole time, you coulda just been

watching me thinking you were watchin’ a

TV and thinkin’ you could change the

channel. But the minute I ask you to

breathe with me, we’ve become one. We
both sharin’ in the living art.

I wanted you to break down your spirituality,

when and why you got into it. What it meant

to you at the time, because it’s a core com-

ponent of what you’re doing.

My oldest memories of doing what I do

date back to 1980, when I was 8 years old.

Every time I would come outside to play,

me and all my other friends, all the young

black males in the neighborhood, would

came together in a circle and started rap-

pin’. Ain’t nothin’ I’m doing that’s differ-

ent than most of the folks I came up with.

It’s just that I kept doing it. When I was

rapping as a kid, every black male that I

knew was rappin’. There’d be 30 of us in a

circle. Some of us would be beatboxing,

making sounds with our mouths, support-

ing; some of us would be supporting with

the chorus; and some of us would be the

virtuosos, basically some corny rap: "My

name is Gel and I’m the sure shot / And I

rock the party and I’m too hot / And I got

a solid gold mattress / On top of the hill /

I got all this money / And I’m dressed to

kill.” Crazy little corny things like that. At

the time, it was about showin’ how bad we

was to the other boys. It was like an initia-

tion ritual: one of those young black man-

hood rituals where we would come togeth-

er. It was one of the first proving grounds.

People call it the dozens; people call it sig-

nifyin
;
you can go into all sorts of socio-

logical books, and they’ll tell you about this

streetcorner mythmaking, although I grew

up in the projects, so it wasn’t a street cor-

ner. It was inside my public housing com-

plex, which made it take on a different

dynamic. We were inside of a village like we

was in Africa or Louisiana. It didn’t have

to be that "urban” since it was inside the

gates of a compound. So we were able to

develop a little more over time and gain an

understanding of what it was we was doin’.

II When I went away to college, that three

years of high school shit got erased. But

this time, when I came back to it, since I

was so far away from my 'hood, I was able

to start thinking about everything that I

had been through. At the same time, my
mentor was teaching me about the mystery

systems of the Ancient Nile Valley, the

Dogon, the Egyptians, the Nubians, every-

thing that was going on in Africa. African

based spirituality: meditation, breathing,

chanting, dream, interpretation, Jungian

psychology. All this, you know, and how it

all relates back to the one. All of that was

going on in college, When I came back

home, I came back to apply all of this

learning to the place I had just left, but

consciously now. So now, I’m seeking out

those same black kids that I still am, and

providing 'em with this path that was good

for me. It’s not necessarily the details of

my path that I’m trying to translate, but

more so, the overall discipline, the overall

principles. Strip yourself down; find your

origins; honor your sources; tell the truth.

I wanted to ask you about the Union of Black

Cultural Workers.

The Union has the potential to be the pre-

miere organization in the Bay Area for

artists. We just need to get on the same

frequency. The Union is more about self-

importance, I would say, and less about a

yearning to collect—more of a yearning to

get yours. Which is the problem in the first

place. That’s why we really need something

like it because the only way we’re gonna so-

called "get ours” is if we’re a collective.

Individuals are not strong enough to bring

this beast to its knees and demand anything

of it. And yes, all this that we are doing is

still with the full consciousness that we are
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living in the belly of the beast. We will by

no means let bygones be bygones and just

be happy artists. Everything we’re doing is

to eventually transform the world, but we

know the first thing we gotta transform is

ourselves.

Speaking of transforming the world, let’s talk

about some of the political work the Black

Dot has done, like the Black Folks Against

Prop 21 coalition. Why it was important for

Black Dot to be politically engaged? How

does that affect your conception of the art?

It was important for us to step up at that

point, because we had already established

that we were the keepers of a particular level

of the shit. When Prop 21 came up, we were

approached by some people. Boots from

The Coup was already doing his arts work-

shop through the California Arts Council,

about socially, politically conscious art. We

had the idea to do a tape. "The Rumble,”

Boots called it. It consisted of 30 MCs that

came and rapped. The prerequisite of the

project was that each person had to write

something about Prop 21, about juvenile

justice and whatnot, and these were folks

who were usually rappin’ more about they

money and their street perspective. A lot of

them hadn’t taken it to the level of legisla-

tive politics; it was more about the politics

of street, the politics of the self. 5 It was a

big leap in another direction. I’m not

gonna say it was a leap forward, because I

don’t think the whole political struggle is a

forward thing to leap into. I think it’s nec-

essary because that’s the only way certain

people understand you, like, "I’m a new

social and political activist; I protest Shell

and I’m for the release of Mumia.” All of

these are beautiful things: Free Mumia!

Fuck Prop 2l! Fuck 1 87! Down with 209!

All this shit is cool in terms of '6os-style

nostalgia, but we’re in a different world

right now, and ifwe are to make any kind

of so-called political change, we definitely

need to rethink our methods and the ways

we go about doing it. It’s always good to

have pressure from that front, no doubt,

but that’s not the Black Dot’s preoccupa-

tion. We’re more with bypassing all that shit

and getting the land, The reason we have

so many problems is that we’re disenfran-

chised; we have no land base. We’re a cul-

ture of tenants, nomads, serfs, sharecrop-

pers: people that’s living on other people’s

land. We’re a culture of beggars, and a cul-

ture of bitchers. We sit here complacent, in

our little bourgeois fantasies, even though

none of us really have no money. But the

minute massa shows us or reminds us who

he really is, everybody wanna bitch. Don’t

remind us who you is! We don’t wanna

know where we at! Just don’t pass them kind

of propositions because you gonna make us

realize that we still oppressed, and we don’t

want to be reminded of that right now! We

wanna stay in this complacent state that

we’re in, this numbness.

Sure, the Black Dot is supposed to

represent a different kind of social

space where people can’t sit back

and be complacent. But there’s

something different about how

you’re going about encouraging

people to not stand idly by. You

want to explain what that is?

I’m the kind of person that

would like to use some of the

methods that were used against

us, to accumulate a land base.

With that land base, I’m not

preoccupied with trying to go

smash and kill white people. I’m

preoccupied with trying build a

future for people that we can

inundate with this knowledge

that we have, this old way of life.

We don’t have a lot of silly nos-

talgia; we’re trying to reiterate

shit that our ancestors wanted to

be. I wouldn’t even remember

that I’m African if some African

that was stolen didn’t want to remember.

That could have totally been wiped out if

people didn’t remember, didn’t have a

desire to remember and retain who they

are, to sustain their lineages and their

ideals and their stories, their myths and

their ways. The only way that can exist is in

space and time on the physical plane. And

what is space and time? Space is place,

place is land and your land defines your

time. If you don’t have land, you’re on

somebody else’s time. You’re looking at

your watch, your wrist shackle, sayin’, "Oh,

I gotta be here to massa IBMs, or I gotta be

over here to massa Merrill Lynch,

or I gotta be over here to massa

UCLA,” or whatever. You still on

somebody else’s time. 5 We tryin’ to

get land so that we can define our

own time. It’s still not the ultimate,

but at least it reduces your relation-

ship with the government to just

paying taxes. I’m not paying your

middlemen banks; your banks don’t

own my shit; my shit is free and

clear. And that’s where all this Black

Dot shit—all this beautiful singin’

and dancin’ and chantin’ and rap-

pin’ and poetin’—that’s where every-

thing’s trying to end up. It’s just the

vehicle, the practice, the ritual; it’s

getting’ ready for what we really have

to do. Then we gotta get on some

tractors and till the land. We really

gotta start growing community gar-

dens and our own food so that when

the time comes, when food just gets so

expensive that the average person can’t

afford it, we can go into our backyard

and eat. We can go into our supply

shed and crack out our canned goods

that we canned up ourselves or that we

preserved. This is what it’s about: cul-

tural sustainability. ®

We tryin’ to get

land so that we
can define our

own time. It’s still

not the ultimate,

but at least it

reduces your rela-

tionship with the

government to

just paying taxes.
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WITH THE BAND

SELBY TIGERS

1. When did your band form?

We came together in the spring of 1997, but we have been in this

lineup for the last two years.

2. When will it break up?

When it is no longer fun and the magical elixir wears off.

3. What have you released so far?

We have self-released two CDEPs that are now out of print for the

time being, and a two song 7” on our label Hopeless that came out

in July. We also have a full length CD/LP called Charm City that was

released on October 17th.

4. Why do you play the music that you play?

It is a combination of what comes from all of our hearts.

5. What is the weirdest thing that has ever happened at a show?

Sammy: Getting heckled by some goofy tall bald guy telling me to

take off my jumpsuit at our last show in Chapel Hill and it turning

out to be the guitar player in Superchunk.

Arzu: It usually involves unwanted nudity.

Dave: Being told that I was as cool as the drummer of Argent.

Nathan: Once I broke a guitar string and in a million to one chance, it

landed in a electrical socket while it was still attached to the tuner on

the guitar. To say the least, there was a bright flash and a lot of flames.

The string was completely incinerated, we kept playing the song, and

people freaked out like it was a Kiss stage move or something.

6. What is the best show you’ve ever played?

That is a hard one. I guess that some of the shows that we’ll always

remember have had to do with who we've played with and the places

themselves. But it is a toss up. Some of the more memorable ones

would have to be two shows at the Middle East in Cambridge, MA one

with the Alkaline Trio and another one with Radio 4. Dillinger Four's

record release show this year in Minneapolis with them, Lifter Puller and

The Real Enemy. However we just got done touring with the mighty

Radio 4, from NY and we are already feeling nostalgic for those shows.

7. State your purpose.

1. Rock.

2. Make the professor happy.

8. What were the runner up names for the band?

We went through the Selbys, Junior Varisty (which is in use

already), and the Outcasts.

9. How do you describe yourself to relatives who have no idea

what you play?

We would say loud rock music, maybe with the emphasis on the

loud part.

10. How do you describe yourself to kids in the scene who

haven’t heard you?

If the rest of the Hopeless bands were like the Clash, we’d be more

like Elvis Costello.

11. What does the band fight about the most?

Mark LaVenture, our friend who came on our last tour, says that

poor navigations when driving to the shows and poor directions

would lead to the most arguements.

12. What is the antithesis of your band?

That second rate, wanna-be Van Dyke Parks, heartless, singer/song-

writer bullshit masquerading as “emo.”

13. Outside of music and bands, what influences you?

Movies, Mini Golf, Architecture, Chevy Chase.

14. What is selling out?

Not having anything left.

15. If you could make a living off your band, would you?

Duh.

16. Where do you practice?

City Sound in NE Minneapolis.

17. If you could play on a four-band bill, with any bands that

have ever existed, who would you play with and what order would

they play?

Devo, Blondie, Buddy Holly and us.

18. What goals do you have as a band?

Pinball machines and action figures.

19. What makes for a good show?

People having fun. punk rock isn’t math class.

20.

If you were to cover a song (that you don’t already) what

would it be?

“He's a Whore” by Cheap Trick.
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M ilemarker sing in manifestos. Or do

they? The entire system is out to get

you, their records seem to say, and

the only solution is to “Gradually weaken the

machine piece by piece. Leave its shell in

place. I’ve got the recipe for integrity: Act like

you belong until the final stage.”

But there’s something distant and cold

about their records, a feeling that everything

may not be as it appears. The band says it

best when they sing “The ice age is coming,

better get a sweater or something.”

Musically, the band is enigmatic as well,

blending hardcore guitar crunch with new-

wave keyboards and electronic loops. The

resulting sound is one that invites you in, but

doesn’t want you to stay too long. It's fascinat-

ing and fear-inducing at the same time. Which

is probably exactly what the band intends.

In this day and age of genre-bending,

Milemarker manages to bend it just a little fur-

ther. You never know quite what they mean

when they say, “we keep waiting for the

robots to crush us from the sky,” but you can't

wait to find out.

and play guitar.” They’ve been eating

Spaghetti-O’s for the last month. It’s not

about not doing anything—that’s not what

"Fuck Work” means. There is nothing

wrong with the idea of work as long as you

work for yourself on your own terms.

Maybe that’s too limiting—more specifi-

cally, “Fuck work that you don’t like.” If

you are working and doing something you

are really into, then that’s awesome. I want

to be able to do what I’m doing and tour

around and play shows without having to

steal gas and shit like that. I’m not expect-

ing to get paid a lot, but if I can do design

stuff, which I’m pretty into and live off it,

then that’s great.

Yeah, the whole idea being that if people felt

like what they were doing was valuable, then

they wouldn’t mind doing it as it fulfills your

needs. You need to cover your necessities—

water, food, shelter. As long as you have

those needs met, then everything else is just

what you choose to get done.

Al: It’s not that hard to get those needs

it.” Not in the sense of making a lot of

money, but, more like when I’m 75 years

old, I want to say that I did a lot of cool,

creative shit and "made it” my whole life

doing the things I wanted to do and have

respect for myself. People just have a weird

idea of what "making it” means. If we

talk about politics in the music or have

songs about stuff, I don’t really think that

means that much compared to actually

doing something about it. The really

important thing is what you’re doing.

Dave: I was really happy that Kent

McKlard put in an intro to HeartattaCk

called "Threat by Example.” It went into

the whole "labeling” thing and said, "you

aren’t afraid of a bunch of Anarchists—

you’re afraid of what a bunch of

Anarchists could do.” Unless they do

something, they aren’t a threat. If they do

something and don’t call themselves any-

thing, then you don’t really know where to

classify them. It’s like Fugazi, who has

done everything on their own terms and

Introduction by Daniel Sinker

Interview by James Squeaky

Some of your songs are about work and

working conditions. I was wondering what

your take on work is.

Al: I don’t like work. I’m totally not into

it. We’re definitely trying to make the

band the thing that we do full time.

Whatever else we do to make ends meet is

secondary. Our band is a pretty self-con-

scious way of constructing a way of living

other than what is normal.

Dave: I don’t mind the concept of work.

The whole "Fuck Work” thing is mislead-

ing to a lot of people because many of

them are like, "Yeah man, fuck work.

Work sucks. I don’t want to work for the

man.” Then you ask "So what do you do?”

and they say, "I sit around and watch TV

met. Being on tour, what you need to sur-

vive is so basic: a little food, some water

and enough gas to get to the next gig.

Dave: Just recently for the first time, I had

someone come up to me and say, "So you

guys are trying to make it.” I don’t really

understand—we’ve been touring for a long

time and now we’re at the point where

we’ll play somewhere that we’ve played

before and there are more people there

than last time. It’s not about "making it”

—

touring is just really what we like to do.

The shows seem to be better now then they

used to be. It’s different than when I

toured with Griver in 1995. We’re doing

the same thing now that I was doing then,

but instead of getting paid $6 a show,

we’re making like $50. That’s more than a

500% increase.

Al: Myself, I’m definitely trying to "make

have gotten so big—they are a huge threat

to the music industry. Or even Prince,

who put out his whole album as MP3S for

free on the Internet—the record industry

went crazy that he wanted to put his stuff

out on his own label. It’s a really danger-

ous thing to break the constant flow of

how things go. A label like Dischord gets

their CDs everywhere that Atlantic does,

but they do it the way they want to do it

and cut out all the bullshit hierarchy.

Al: Making the record that we just made, I

felt really weird about it for a while

because there is this whole idea of creating

products and selling products and what

that means. How can you talk about any-

thing else when in the end you are just

participating in that same capitalist end?

Making a record that was sort of a self-

conscious product is one way. I think
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another good way is if we can be in this

band and play exactly the music that we

want to play, get it out to as many people

as possible and survive for as long as we

keep wanting to do it and for as long as

it’s interesting, without having to break up

because we signed to a label that screwed

us or wouldn’t let us put out records, or

breaking up because our van broke down

in Nebraska and we didn’t have the money

and had to sell all of our equipment. The

point is to do what you want to do and say,

"This is my life and I’m not going to settle

for whatever.”

When you are trying to “make it,” does that

mean you have to be conscious of what you

are doing and think about what’s going to

appeal to people so that you can continue to

do it?

Roby: Well, I think honesty appeals to

people in this scene.

Dave: When we finished making the

Future Isms record, we said "We just made

the most unlistenable record imaginable.”

I really didn’t think people would like that

Dave: A few issues ago, Adbusters put out

an article stating that they weren’t "leftist”

and they weren’t "feminist” and they

weren’t "fill in the blank.” A lot of people

cracked down on them and said "What the

fuck? How can you dismiss that you are

any of these things when you have a maga-

zine that is obviously those things!” Other

people were like, "That was totally great

that you came out and pissed off half the

people and made them think about what

you are actually doing and know the limi-

tations of being a feminist or any other -

ist. They were asking, "What does it means

to be a feminist in the context of a much

bigger picture?” It’s important that all of

the -ists realize that they are a subsection

of an oppressed sector and must pull

together to find unity among them. The

same goes for punk: If you label yourself,

such as, "I am a Musician,” you define

yourself by the word rather than what you

actually are.

How do you think you get beyond that? How

do you avoid thinking in -isms?

Al: That’s the new, much more efficient

way of doing it. They can probably put

anarchism and Marxism in there too and

send you to the right list of obscure books

that you might be interested in purchasing.

For a lot of people, it is fairly appealing

because they say, “Well at least I’m being

advertised to with stuff that I might be inter-

ested in.”

Dave: It’s scary because right now it seems

alluring. I’d much rather hear the offer

from companies that I’m interested. But

that sort of tracking system is just to get

people more comfortable with super target-

ed advertising. Tracking these purchases.

Like those Safeway cards, where you buy

soup, then you get a soup coupon.

Dave: But that’s scary, right? Because now

they know everything you’ve bought from

that card. They know everywhere you’ve

been on the web already.

Al: The idea is that if it gets you the soup

you want, and the books you want then it

seems like even anarchists would like it.

'

I

If you label yourself, such as, “I am a Musician,” you define yourself by the word rather than

record.

What is the idea of Future Isms?

Al: I guess that just ties into the whole

idea that when you put a label on some-

thing, when you define and categorize

something, you instantly set these limita-

tions on it. It’s also about the ideas musi-

cal genre or political affiliation that we

subscribe to. In all honesty, I don t think

of us as a punk rock band or a hardcore

band, or a rock band or anything. We are

just some kind of band. Self consciously,

we try not to corner ourselves, because

once you do that, people say, "Oh yeah,

you’re going for that whole 'insert-genre-

here’ style. Just do this, this and this and

you’ve got it.”

Are you afraid that if you put yourself into a

role, you’d feel like you’d have to be obligat-

ed to fulfill it?

Dave: There is a need to have them to a

certain extent: "What do you do?” "I race

cars,” or "I ride horses.” We’re not imply-

ing that we should destroy language, it’s

there for a reason. Being able to say what

you do is there for a reason.

Al: I don’t think there is a way to totally

get around labeling. The problem is much

more fundamental. Whatever you sub-

scribe to or what your interest niche is,

there is going to be some stuff for you to

consume based on that, and that’s really

about it. Basically, the reasons all these

boxes exist is to make sure you get the

right junk mail, whether it’s really leftist

junk mail or information on how to con-

solidate your loans.

Like those Internet things that can track where

you go on the web and give you advertising

banners based on what websites you visit.

Dave: The way the system can use these

things can be really terrifying though. It

could be used to squeeze out the "unde-

sirables”

Al: Well the thing then really becomes

about who is undesirable these days. The

only people that would be undesirable are

the people who don’t have a book that they

want to buy.

Yeah, and those people probably wouldn’t be

on the Internet or in Safeway anyway.

Al: It seems a lot more Brave New World

than 1984 to me. I don’t think there is any

sort of threatening sector in this society

any more. As long as everyone’s needs are

accommodated. In this society it isn’t

! viewed as particularly dangerous to believe

in anything as long as it doesn’t directly

threaten business.
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Dave: Well, this is taking the scenario

into the future: What if in 2050, they

have those things much more refined and

they can zap into your house and figure

out what sort of TV programs you watch

all the time. Figure out what sort of car

you drive because you bought it on a

debit card. All this shit that they can

basically pull up on a file. If something

like a Black Panther style movement were

to happen, where the government just

tries to crush these people who weren’t

really revolutionary before they had to

be, then boom! All of a sudden there’s

red flags that are going up—look at the

sites this person is visiting on the

Internet and what books they checked out

from the library and what movies they are

renting. When these people start to

believe, "It’s time to take up arms and

fight and stand up for what we believe

in,” then the government pulls up the

file and knows everything about this

person, down to what they’ve

eaten for the last 15 years. And it

all fits on tiny computers. It

merchandise for sale.” Unfortunately, money

is the language that we all speak.

Dave: It’s hard to get around it. I hate buy-

ing stuff, but Roby and I were at a record

store today and we both bought a record!

We don’t have a lot of money right now,

and we’re trying to figure out how to justify

spending the money. If that record is going

to make you feel that much better, or those

shoes are going to make you feel that much

better. On a small scale, it’s how you have

to get by. You have to come up with a bal-

ance of how you are going to be a con-

sumer. You are a consumer because you are

living in a consumer world. It’s important

to achieve a balance of how you are going to

buy things without being obsessive about it.

can really lead to dangerous things some

time further off.

Al: Supposedly because everyone agrees about

where we are going and are resigned to the

fact that capitalism "won,” there is nothing to

challenge that. As long as everyone is being a

good shopper, they don’t have anything to

worry about. In hardcore, there is a certain

hypocrisy in the way that we express ourselves

and what we supposedly agree on but then at

the end saying, 'We have records and other

I think about that a lot in relation to how

many CDs I own and buy. It seems rather

piggish how many I own, but then I justify

with the fact that I don’t own too many other

things and I try to get a lot of value out of

the things I do own. It doesn’t justify my

consumption of the resources, but at least

I’m going to try to get a lot out of what I do

consume. You have to allow yourself some

things to keep your sanity.

Dave: You have to live and you have to feel

like your living isn’t through what you are

buying.

Something I’ve started doing is thinking in

units of measurement of money in relation to

what I earn at my shit job. I think about

what I’m buying and how many hours I had

to work to be able to buy this product and if

it’s worth that to me. Like if I spend 10

bucks on a CD, that’s more than an hour of

work and so I figure I should get at the very

least ten times the amount of return on it.

Al: Everything you buy, that’s money that

you no longer have. Then you have to

replace that money with some sort ofjob.

The whole thing is this big money scam to

trick you into going to work. If you think

work sucks then you have to figure out

ways to minimize your expenditures.

Dave: And it’s pretty crazy to think about

hat in relation to the records we sell. We
sold X amount of records, that means

that we made that many people work

that many hours. Every show we play

cost 40 hours of people’s lives.

Al: But, then if I go to the record

store and buy a record, then that’s

an hour that I have to work some-

time.

Dave: Plus that guy had to be working so

that I could buy it from him and that’s

another person working. That’s the con-

sumer and the worker working.

Plus the band working to create the record

and the $800/month PR agent...

Al: The trick with music is you have to

look in the dollar bin and try to get into

that stuff.

Dave: I’m just not happy with that. With

six records that I could get for a dollar

each, I’d rather just get one good one that

I can listen to over and over again.

Al: See man, but then you’re going to be

listening to it at your job . .

.

Dave: But don’t you think you’d get sort

of weird if you were listening to Bon Jovi

all day? ®
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S
tarted in the UK in 1970, Verso Books

is one of the largest and most influen-

tial publishers of radical literature in the

world. Originally founded as the publishing

wing of Robin Blackburn’s journal, New Left

Review, Verso first made its name based on

issuing titles by the most important European

Marxist thinkers of the 20th century: Theodor

Adorno, Walter Benjamin, Raymond Williams,

Jean-Paul Sartre, Terry Eagleton, Stuart Hall

and Louis Althusser.

As much as these thinkers might epito-

mize the radical edge of intellectual chique,

their respective influences can be felt through-

out the history of Cold War-era leftist politics.

and Touch & Go, the material that Verso puts

out has the capacity to make people re-think

the world around them.

Punk Planet spoke with one of Verso's

chief editors, Colin Robinson, about creative

attempts to make radical literature and ideas

more popular.

Interview by Joel Schalit and Charlie Bertsch

It seems that Verso has had more Crossover”

titles, at least in the States, than years previ-

ously. We’re thinking of Che Guevara’s

Motorcycle Diaries, and the 150^ anniver-

sary edition of Marx and Engels’ Communist

Manifost" Not to m*nfion Doug M^wood’s

ing The Manifesto in a glossy, nice red book-

mark form. A lot of people had gotten to

know Marx through the brittle yellow pages

of political pamphlets. It was quite a contrast

to see this nice book prominently displayed

next to the coffee table volumes at the best

independent bookstores. But at the same

time, the book's elegant packaging helped

win it some new publicity obviously, not to

mention a lot of new readers. Can you tell us

about the thought process that led you to do

such a republication?

The idea for republishing it came from

Robin Blackburn, who's one of the editors

Indeed, the great majority of them helped

define the intellectual parameters of the 1960s

New Left, echoes of which can still be heard

today in the cries of anti-globalization protes-

tors attacking international financial institutions

and economic structures in Europe and North

America. Verso Books was essentially the first

publisher to gather within itself all of these

diverse radical thinkers and their significant

publications and expose them to an even wider

audience than they had ever had before.

Simultaneously issuing both fresh transla-

tions of older works as well newer, more up-to-

the-minute titles, Verso’s impact upon leftist

intellectual life over the past 30 years is

unavoidable. Moving from Marxist theory all

the way to the writings of human-rights

activists, gun-toting Latin American revolution-

aries and popular radical economists such as

Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu, Ernesto

Che Guevara, and Wall Street author Doug

Henwood, over the last three decades, Verso

has been a virtual university for revolutionaries

of all conceivable progressive stripes.

But what makes Verso really stand out

from the crowd is that, despite the high-mind-

edness of most of its titles, it has made a

major impact with very little money—a lot a

radical indie label. And, like the best offerings

from labels such as Dischord, Kill Rock Stars

Wall Street. Does this seem like an accurate

perception to you?

Yeah, I think so. Through the ’70s and

the ’80s, Verso was a publisher of theory,

mainly European theory. In the last 10

years, we’ve definitely branched out into

publishing a lot more stuff that appeals to

a more general audience, mainly within

the field of culture I suppose.

What was the rationale for making that

transition?

Well, I think that partly it was just a ques-

tion of necessity. The sorts of theory that

we were publishing, mainly European

Marxism, just dried up. But so did the

audience to some degree.

How much do you attribute that to changes

in the political climate since the end of the

Cold War in 1989?

Obviously through the ’80s and the ’90s,

the political situation was not very sympa-

thetic. That affected the market for the

sort of books we were publishing, so we

had to try and branch out a bit. I think we

did that pretty successfully.

Let’s talk a little bit about The Communist

Manifesto . You took some heat from some of

the more ‘pure’ people on the left for releas-

at Verso and used to be the editor of New

Left Review. He found out that Eric

Hobsbawm was writing an introduction to

a Spanish edition of the Manifesto. So we

decided to ask Hobsbawm if we could have

his introduction. Then we thought "it’s

the 150^ anniversary of its publication,

why don’t we try and present this as a kind

of modern edition?" And then, I just

thought that maybe it would be fun to just

play with the idea of doing an upscale ver-

sion of the Manifesto, The idea was

reinforced by a piece in The New Yorker

by John Cassidy, saying that Marx was

going to be the "next big thing” in terms

of economic theory. It struck me that if

the upscale New Yorker audience was

being told this that maybe we ought to, in

a sort of to slightly tongue in cheek way,

present an edition of the Manifesto pre-

cisely for those sort of people. \ It was

partly ironic and partly not. I think there

was an acknowledgement in the way that we

published it that the proletariat is not the

"horny-handed sons of toil" any longer.

Most of the people who are workers these

days are in offices, especially in the United

States. And they have quite a developed

aesthetic. In that sense it wasn’t entirely

ironic. There was some feeling that pre-
I!
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senting the book in a nice, attractive,

designerly way would relate to where the

modern proletariat actually was. But we

did play around with it a lot once we got

Komar and Melamud to do the cover.

They gave us a big red flag for the cover,

which was very nice of them. Then I

thought "maybe we should put a little red

ribbon in it, and put red end papers

inside,” and start to make it into a sort of

sybaritic edition.

You had a lot of fun publicizing the

Manifesto
,
didn’t you?

I was talking with a journalist from New

red lipstick around the Manifesto. So I

came away fairly nonplussed by this. I was

surprised, f Then we sent out a press

release that Barney’s were going to do this.

The media went really crazy. There was a

lot of interest from television. They wanted

to come down and film the windows. A lot

of newspapers carried reports about what

Barney’s was going to do. But it became

such a big thing that in the end, Barney’s

decided not do it. They were getting a lot

of comments from people saying "This was

the book that was responsible for the

Gulag,” you know. In the end they backed

out of it, but by that point it didn't really

they chickened out and didn’t do it. But

again, it didn’t matter because by then we’d

gotten a lot of press out of it. f Then we

thought that we really ought to try and do

something on Wall Street with it. One of

the things about the Manifesto is that there

are a lot of passages in it where Marx and

Engels praise the dynamism of capitalism.

Absolutely. It gets rid of that halo.

Right. It’s this modern system sweeping

away the old kind of Feudalism. They’re

into the energy of the new order. So we

got the bookstore that’s closest to Wall

Street to give us a couple of big windows.

MntoWkmm* man - =
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York magazine, because they were doing a

little feature on it, and I said that we were

going to try and sell it through upscale

clothing and furniture stores. The writer

asked which ones, and of course I don’t

really know any upscale clothing or furni-

ture stores—I’m a left-wing publisher! So I

said Barney’s. The writer then asked if she

could ring Barney’s and ask them what

they thought of the idea. I told her, "Go

ahead, that would be great.” A half-hour

later she called me back and said, "You

really ought to get in touch with Barney’s.

They’re very keen on this.” I was kind of

shocked by that.

So you actually got an appointment to talk to

Barneys about selling Marx books?

Yeah. I went up to see the creative director,

this guy called Simon Doonan. We had a

meeting, and he asked what I wanted to do.

I told him that it would be great if we

could have the mannequins on Fifth

Avenue marching across the window with

big red flags wearing little Prada dresses. In

their purses would be copies of The

Communist Manifesto. He said he thought

it was a great idea. Doonan said, "I can see

lipstick displays in the corners, with lots of

matter because we’d had so much publicity

that we were up and running. Then it was

really just a question of trying to think of

other things along similar lines that we

could do.

How on earth could you top that?

The next place we tried was the Royalton

Hotel on 44
th
street in New York, which is

a very groovy, Phillipe Stark kind of hotel.

All of the bellhops in there dress like

Maoist guards. They’re all so fabulous

looking, when they come to the door, you

feel like they should be staying in the

place’s fabulous rooms, and you should be

the one bringing them a drink. J We asked

them if they’d like to put our sybaritic edi-

tion of The Communist Manifesto in the

bedside table where you’d normally find a

Gideon’s Bible. Again, to my astonishment

they said yeah, they thought it was a pretty

cool idea. They could see that it might

work quite nicely for them. So again, we

got into discussing it in detail with them,

and released the information to the media.

And again, we got a lot of coverage about

the Royalton putting the Manifesto into its

bedside tables. However, once they realized

how much attention it was going to attract,

We blew up all of the little passages from

the Manifesto where Marx and Engels are

praising capitalism, and put them in the

store’s windows in the hope that we could

lure Wall Street guys in to pick copies up.

It didn’t really work, even though the store

ordered hundreds and hundreds of copies

because they thought it was such a cool

idea. The only thing Wall Streeters are

interested in doing is working hard all

day, making serious amounts of money,

and getting shit-faced at night. They don’t

really do anything in between. But ABC
went down there and filmed outside the

store and asked investors walking by what

they thought of The Communist

Manifesto
, so we got quite a lot of televi-

sion and media coverage out of it just

being there.

That’s the difference between New York and

San Francisco, where we are, because here the

Dot Commers would eat that stuff up. They’d

all want a coffee table copy of The Communist

Manifesto
,
like the Wired people for example. A

lot of the high tech types are libertarian-leftists.

Wired actually did something on it.

Yeah, we got a fantastic amount of cover-

age on the book. I think we probably sold

between 60 and 70,000 copies.
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How does that rank amongst your best selling

titles?

I suppose it’s up there in the top 20.

Quite possibly even in the top IO.

Aside from honoring the anniversary of the

original Manifesto's publication, what were

the political reasons you deckled to publish it?

What we hope is the case is that shorn of

the dead weight of Stalinism, which both

myself and Verso come from have always

been implacably opposed to, that Marx

will get a new lease of life.

Giobaiization sure has been a big help.

Yeah. At the moment there’s only one

game in town, which is globalization. But

on the other hand, there’s only one other

game that you can really turn to. There’s

not really anything in between. If you’re

not going to accept capitalism as a way of

running the world, well what system are

you going to accept? Some sort of

planned economy under worker control

of some sort or another. That’s the only

alternative. The Manifesto s republication

was a first shot at trying to win a new audi-

ence who are beginning to understand the

terrible shortcomings of globalization,

back to a some sort of socialist perspective.

This certainly makes sense given the very

strong critique of capitalism that’s been

offered by the anti-globalization movement at

the last three anti-capitalist gatherings in

Seattle, DC and London. Yet they don’t seem

to be totally schooled in any particular leftist

tradition such as socialism. They appear to

be offering a synthesis that spans Marxist,

anarchist and environmentalist thought

among other things.

Without sounding too fuddy-duddy about

it, while I think that what happened in

Seattle and DC was very uplifting, it seems

that what’s motivating a lot of people is a

kind of moral stance, not something

which is underpinned by a deep under-

standing of how the world’s working. Or

how alternatives to the way it works might

be constructed.

Sure. It’s a little bit like saying "Money is bad."

In the ’70s, when I was in my 20s, the

core of the left were revolutionary organi-

zations. For all of their shortcomings, and

they had a lot of them, they put a lot of

stand what it is you’re fighting against and

what it is you’re fighting for. But I think

that in this case, it seems pretty evident to

me that action is preceding theory. I hope

that when people want to begin and try

and understand in more depth what it is

they’re up against, the Verso list is one of

the things that they’ll be able to turn to.

Other than repackaging books like The

Communist Manifesto
,
what does an indepen-

dent, leftist publisher like yourself have to do

in order to survive in such a market?

Obviously we carry much lower overheads

than large corporations. We aren’t paid as

effort into education. We used to read

enormous amounts of stuff to try and

understand what it was that was going on.

It was part of the internal democracy of

the organizations we were in. People in

their 20s today are generally not coming

out of that kind of background.

At least in the States, if people are going to

read any of that kind of literature, it’s going to

be through more traditional academic paths,

like in a history, political science or cultural

studies course where they encounter some of

this material as something to learn for a test.

For example, two or three weekends ago, The

New York Times ran an article where a num-

ber of radical professors who specialized in

post-colonial studies like Homi Baba took

credit for partially inspiring the intellectual

current of the anti-globalization movement.

much, and the offices aren’t as grand. We

don’t lash out on big advances in the way

that the big houses do. It’d be very rare

for us to pay an advance of over $20,000.

I’m not saying that we don’t publish

authors’ books well, because we publish

them better than anyone else could. But I

think we ask writers to discriminate in our

favor, and it happens. People who could

get much bigger sums elsewhere stay with

us. And it isn’t just because they share our

political commitments and do it for phil-

anthropic reasons. It’s because they think

that we will probably produce the books

more beautifully than anyone else.

Certainly the style of Verso’s presentations of

its books has set an aesthetic standard for a

lot of other independent publishing houses,

the last 10 years in particular.

I’m more inclined to see it the other way

around. I generally believe that theory

comes out of practice. You get drawn into

these things because you feel as though

you’ve got to do something because of

your material circumstances. Then when

you’re in, you’re forced to try and under-

There’s no economy of scale in produc-

ing beautiful books. You can produce

beautiful books if you want to. Especially

if you have a discriminating eye and you

use people who are talented enough to do

it. I know a lot of the designers that we

use do it because they want to see their
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work in the Verso list, and they’re going

to have to subsidize it with the work they

do for Phillip Morris or whomever. And
you know, sometimes they can’t do that.

But often enough, even people who aren’t

that political, but like the feel of what

we’re doing offer to do a few books for

us. So we can get them to do it very

cheaply. Authors genuinely know that

their books will be produced beautifully.

And I think they’ll know that they would

be marketed in an imaginative way. 5 l

don’t really think that radical publishing

is just publishing books with radical ideas

in them. Obviously that’s a large part of

we were turning up with Missionary

Position. It must have annoyed the hell

out of them. But on the other hand, it

got us a lot of coverage that we couldn’t

otherwise have done, f You can do that if

you don’t really care too much about the

established etiquette of the business. It’s

the easiest thing in the world to do. On
several occasions, people have offered to

buy Verso—not to mention lure our

employees away to go work at mainstream

companies. The reason why we don’t do

that is because there is some value to

being independent. In the end, particu-

larly in cultural production, the record of

But Pat Buchanan wouldn’t pass muster?

No, of course not. We’d never publish

anything that’s homophobic or racist. But

what I mean is that I certainly know of left

presses where they’ve turned down a book

because its had a different political line

on, for example, what went on in

Nicaragua than the house agreed with.

I’m talking about that kind of very specif-

ic political line that certain kinds of left

organizations espouse. We’ve never done

that. There’d be huge disagreements

amongst Verso authors—quite a number

ofwhom if you put in a room with one

I don’t really think that radical publishing is just publishing books with

radical ideas in them. Obviously that’s a large part of it. But there’s a

way in which you can apply radical ideas to all aspects of the publish-

ing process, like the design, which we really try to push to the edges.
it. But there’s a way in which you can

apply radical ideas to all aspects of the

publishing process, like the design, which

we really try to push to the edges.

Certainly in marketing we try and do

things in unusual ways, like the sort of

things we were doing with The

Communist Manifesto
, where we quite

openly borrowed Situationist techniques

to market the Manifesto. We’ve done

Other things where we’ll slipstream our

marketing on someone else’s, which is

probably very annoying for them. But you

know, when we put out Christopher

Hitchens’ The Missionary Position, we

made sure that we published it about the

same time that Mother Teresa’s own book

called A Simple Path was published by

Random House. J It was a huge book with

a million first printing and a full page ad

in The New York Times and so on. We
issued a press release saying, "A Simple

Psychopath?” Basically everywhere that

Random House went with A Simple Path,

people who’ve been taken over—generally

what happens is that they’re given enor-

mous assurances at the time that they’re

taken over that the purchaser has always

respected what they’ve done and will cer-

tainly do nothing to compromise their

independent stand. And then a year or

two down the line some financial crisis

comes up and the whole thing just gets

folded into whatever conglomerate they’re

a part of. That’s sort of sad. We’re very

resistant to that.

How do you see Verso in relation to other

leftist presses, like AK Press, Pluto and

South End?

I’ve certainly got a lot of time for all of them.

I definitely hope they grow and prosper. I

know the guys atAK in particular. I think

they do a great job. I suppose the thing I’d say

about Verso is that we’ve never ever had any

particular political line beyond being broadly

on the left. We’d never turn down a book

because we’d disagree with its politics.

another, you’d end up with a fight on

your hands. Nonetheless, within the

framework of being a left publisher, we’ve

always had a very non-dogmatic approach

to what we publish. J The other thing is

that Verso is not interested in being a

small publisher. I remember that in

I99°> we won the small publisher of the

year award in the UK. For the year that

we were fated as that, I was aware of the

double-edged quality of that compliment.

It never seemed to me that being small

had anything going for it at all. I think

that we would like to be a mainstream

radical publisher. Both of those words are

pretty vague, but there doesn’t seem to be

any particular advantage to always being

seen as marginal. And we wouldn’t be

interested in being seen as not being

political. It’s all a question of how you

combine those two together. If we could

have the front cover o£ Publisher's Weekly

four times a year in order to publicize

audacious, radical books, that would truly

be a wonderful thing. ®
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wo years ago, I had the opportunity to

record with Steve Albini in Chicago’s

Electrical Audio studio. One of the most

interesting things I learned from my experience

there was not a new way of setting a mic or a

new trick on the billiards table in the lobby, it

was learning about the way the studio was

built and run. Though Electrical is almost

always identified with its infamous proprietor,

Albini, it’s much more of a collectively run

endeavor run by a community of like-minded

artists who not only happen to work together,

but also built the place from the ground up.

The studio's environment radiates the physical

and ideological investment that everyone who

works there put into the place, literally. It

manifested itself in how all of its employees

related to one another and how they treated

artists like me who came in to record. It was

incredibly inspiring, because it seemed like a

neat metaphor for the way any artistic com-

munity, not just punk, ought to be.

Ever since I first recorded there, I’ve

come back to visit on a number of different

occasions in order to say hello to the people I

met and renew my acquaintance with the

place’s vibe. Once I stumbled in and found

Albini gone, only to see Greg Norman working

on a 90 Day Men record, Casey Rice on some

project or another and interns using the studio

for projects of their own and jobs that they

take as engineers. Why not? They all built the

fucking place. I think this is why the staff

there seems to take so much pride in their

work (they even wear matching coveralls to

work every day by choice).

The fact that Electrical Audio not only

seems to be in sync with its original objec-

tives, but also growing with them, should

serve as an example to those who fear that

punk’s idealism is always ground down by its

tiresome relationship with the world of work

and commerce. Balances can indeed be

struck, as long as the right kinds of institu-

tions are thoughtfully put into place. Electrical

Audio happens to be one of them.

Stoked by my last visit, I got a chance to

correspond with the staff at Electrical Audio

recently. I wanted them to help dispel myths

about the place, tell stories and share their

experiences on how they came to do what it

is they do.

Interview by Luis lllades

t
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What do each of you do at the studio, and

how did you end up there?

Steve Albini: Electrical Audio had its

beginnings in the studio built in 1986 by

Big Black in a bungalow on Chicago’s

northwest side. We were going to record

our final album, and agreed that it would

give us a sense of accomplishment to do it

ourselves, at home. Instead of spending

money at a studio, we spent it on equip-

ment and got to work. \ Through fits and

starts, and then by leaps and bounds, the

studio grew from an informal recording

setup into, ultimately, a professional 24-

track studio with a full-time staff, still

housed in a modest neighborhood bunga-

low. Over the years, the staff has included

a dozen or more people. Two people who

were instrumental in building the place

are Tom Zaluckyj who was construction

foreman at the new building, but also did

everything from make records as an engi-

neer to roast coffee beans, and Pete

Conway, who taught everyone carpentry

and construction. ^ We had the idea that

we could build a studio, staff it and oper-

ate on punk rock ideals, and it could be a

place for bands to get things done. Over

the years, the little house played host to

hundreds of bands, on the principle that a

studio could operate without the burdens

of formality, expense and technical limita-

tions that were the norm of the time. In

1995, I risked everything I had ever earned

and bought the building we currently

reside in, and a dedicated crew of self-

taught punk rock craftsmen built

Electrical. Many of them still work here,

and I owe them my life. Punk rockers can

do anything they decide to. If NASA hired

only punk rockers, we’d be having picnics

on Mars by now.

Bill Skibbe: I came to work for Steve about

four years ago. It was one of the first days

of construction—digging trenches in the

basement. Throughout the course of

building the B studio, I became "the elec-

trical guy,” and started working with the

electricians. I was responsible for large

percentage of conduit runs in both studios

for power and audio lines. Rob Bochnik

and I were responsible for finishing out

most of the A studio. We went from a crew

of about 14 to a crew of five, and then just

to four. I think it took us about a year,

from February to December to finish "A.”

The walls were already built, but nothing

else was done. It was quite a job.

Rob Bochnik: When I was in high school, I

started to record myself and make my own

demos. My goal was to get the sounds in my

imagination onto tape, or to just record as

many interesting sounds as I could and see

what happened. After that, I recorded the

band I was in, learned what works and what

doesn’t work. \ While in college, Jim

O’Rourke asked if I was looking for an

internship, I said yes, and he said that Steve

Albini was looking for interns. I said,

"Please, do everything in your power to get

me that internship.” I was interviewed by

Tom [Zaluckyj of Tar, who was the general

contractor for the bulk of the studio’s con-

struction] and became an intern. I saw it as

an opportunity of a lifetime that fell right

into my lap. I assisted Tom and Pete

Conway with the demolition and construc-

tion of Electrical Audio. I learned demoli-

tion, basic carpentry, adobe and concrete

block masonry, tuck-pointing, drywall,

interior finishing, roof patching, how to

manage my fear of heights, how to read,

understand, and implement architectural

drawings, basic studio room design and

construction. In late 1997 * I was put *n

charge of finishing the construction of stu-

dio A and the remaining parts of the build-

ing with Bill Skibbe. Now I do assisting and

engineering.

Russ Arbuthnot: My job at Electrical is as

an audio engineer. Although I mostly am

an assistant engineer for guest engineers, I

am capable of being the engineer on a ses-

sion. When I’m not engineering, I take care

of the "session advance,” which just means

that I talk to people who are coming to

record at the studio and figure out the

details of the session prior to them showing

up. This way Steve, or the house engineer,

knows what to expect when they start work-

ing on the session. When I’m not doing

that, I fill in the gaps of whatever else needs

to be done around the studio whether its

cleaning, repairing, errands or whatever.
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Greg Norman: I engineer sessions and fix

broken equipment. How I ended up here

started back in high school. I bought a

microphone, stand, and DJ mixer from

Radio Shack one day, and learned how to

overdub with two cassette decks. I learned

all the parts to a Beatles song just so I

could see how it works. From there, I

started recording shows and bands with

equipment I would borrow from my

school and from friends. With the help of

my summer and weekend moving job, I

acquired a small arsenal of equipment

through which I was enabled to record a

number of demos. Mainly, I had fun

recording me and my friends, I moved

to Montana for college and a change of

scenery. I learned a little bit of profes-

sional recording outside of class there, but

I wanted to live back in Chicago again.

During Christmastime, I went to a show

in Chicago where I met A1 Johnson. After

telling him that I wanted to work some-

where recording- related that summer, he

told me to give Steve a call, and he gave

me the number. That spring I started

interning at his house, and also working

gutting the insides of the new building.

So if Electrical is “the studio that punk built,”

who built it exactly?

Rob: Every laborer who worked on the

building was either a musician or related

to music. Jeff Pezzati of Naked Raygun was

responsible for the Heating Ventilation,

Air conditioning (HVAC), Pegboy did the

plumbing, Tom Zaluckyj of Tar was the

general contractor for the bulk of the

construction. Pete "Flour” Conway of

Rifle Sport, Breaking Circus, and Pigface

was the head carpenter who taught all of us

about carpentry. Tony Jones of Sixteen

Tons and Luckyj helped install all of the

HVAC ductwork. Bill Schwartz of Ultra

Swiss did some basic carpentry and

Preston W. Long moved bricks for a day.

Chad Smith of Mound and Mount Shasta

worked masonry and Matt Clark of

Pinebender stained/finished doors and

trim. Dave Duvall [formerly at Touch and

Go] is currently the chief wood builder.

Where do you see Electrical Audio in the

recording world?

Rob: Our goal is to offer a place where a

band or an artist can make records. The

environment is comfortable, like staying at

a friend’s house, and private. The attitude

is geared toward efficiency and good final

results. It seems as though it is harder to

find a decent place to make records nowadays.

Steve : Electrical was built to be part of a

community of musicians, none ofwhom

can afford to pay the rates at big studios, so

we charge a lot less. This allows bands we

admire and respect to work in better cir-

cumstances than their budgets would nor-

mally allow, and makes us feel good about

helping to support the independent mind-

set and the people in it. In short, being a

bargain makes us feel good about our place

in the world, and that is worth more than

money. 5 One of the studios here costs

$600 per day, which still strikes me as a fair

bit of money. One tangible benefit of our

relatively low price is that it keeps the other

studios in Chicago reasonable. If people

know they can come here for six bills, other

studios have a hard time charging more.

Even if they haven’t come here to record

yet, all the bands in the area are benefiting

a little bit from this pricing policy and that

lets us sleep better as well.

Bill: I think that the most exciting thing

about recording an album is that you get

to be in the band you’re recording. You

get to work with your friends. For me it

means that I get one more music- related

outlet for my Capricorn work obsession.

What do you think are some of the most

common myths and misconceptions about

Electrical Audio?

Rob: I think the biggest misconception

about Electrical Audio is that it is exclu-

sively Steve Albini’s studio. Technically it

is, but any engineer is welcome to work

here. Electrical is its own entity, separate

from Steve alone, consisting of all the

people who work there: Greg, Bill, Chris,

Russ, Diamond, Steve, and myself. Aside

from that, there are four other engineers,

Rob, Greg, Bill and Russ, who have had

the privilege of learning about Steve’s

recording techniques and adapted them

into their own unique styles. I think this is

the perfect studio for any engineer and

musical entity to make records in. It is not

a cold, alienating environment, but one

that inspires creativity. Of course, there

are some people who shouldn’t record

here or shouldn’t care about this estab-

lishment, namely those who rely on some

sort of "magical studio technology” to

make them sound good. This studio can

properly document the performance of

anyone who has the skill or balls to do so.

I believe that our strongest trait is to doc-

ument what already exists rather than cre-

ate something that doesn’t.

What do you think sets Electrical apart from

other studios?

Greg: I think our place has a perfect mar-

riage between a friendly, home-like

atmosphere, and a recording studio with

an acoustical, and equipment setting

unmatched in Chicago for recording per-

formances. There are about 43

»

OOO stu-

dios in Chicago—almost one for every

Starbucks! The ease of making your own

studio these days, because of the availabili-

ty of cheap digital and left-over rickety

analog recorders has made it simple to

record. However, people do notice a real,

tangible difference in the quality of their

recordings when they’re done with well

maintained, fancy equipment.

Steve: For me, Electrical is the physical

embodiment of doing-it-yourself, and it

demonstrates that this can be done to

exacting, high standards. I know this place

will outlast me and continue to be a

resource for people I feel a kinship with.

I’m proud of the men who built this

place, and I feel honored that I get to

work with them here everyday. ®

pi^ikrQokers can do anything they decide to. If NftSft hired

oita punk rockers, we’d be having picnics op Mars by now.*

If
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Cheapest Prices!!! Do The Math
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endearingrecords
pobox 69009, Winnipeg, manitoba, Canada, r3pig9

blair@endearing.com www.endearing.com

the pets love and war cd

porter hall 10 month soundtrack cd/lp

Vancouver nights Vancouver nights cd

plumtree this day won't last at all cd

the salteens short term memory cd

b’ehl bright eyes cd/lp

Christine fellows 2 little birds cd

new waver the defeated cd

destroyer loves of a gnostic 7"

Caribbean verse by verse cd

novillero cd this winter

cds: 11 us.13 cnd.13 usos

Ips: 10 us.14 end.14 usos 7": 4 us. 5 end. 5 usos

releases available from endearing (cheques out to blair purda)

distro from no, scratch, carrot top, southern, parasol, choke,

clairecords.com/ littleprints, tweekitten.com, insound.com, etc.

mp3'sat atwww.endearing.com
monthly newsletters and vegan recipes available by emailing

blair(a>endearing.com

NOW

iiaasaaMiM p-°- b°x 42513

Philadelphia Pa 19101

brokenmanrecords (Q aol.com
distributed by \JQXy www.TheHardcoreStore.com

born * *.

TO LOSE”
p/od

atari
discography cd
and too tired— 7”

99a 7”
7”$3.50 lp$8 cd$10 ppd outside U.S.add$3.
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japanese fastcore meets
califomian powerviolence

split 7”....$4usa, $6world

QDoasQBeEQflEfl
japan’s no rest for the dead
combine old school cannibal

corpse and brutal truth with

pink floyd and jimi hendrix,

twisting grind/ death

heaviness with psychedelic

stoner melodies into an

original and remarkable

sound, apocalyptic sci-fi

lyrics are screamed and sung
and begin at the end of space

where the earth is just one

atom of the universe and we

% Aw human beings are such very

small things

no rest for the dead “the end of space”
a stoner grind/death rock cd $10usa, $12world

agathocles

black army jacket

split 7” $4usa,

$6world

belgian mincecore

meets

NYC hardcore grind MBB

out oct2000!

misantropo
a senso
unico”cd

the most unrelenting,

fuD-on violence of

cripple bastards’ ultrafast

italian hatecore and

grand grind nihilism yet!

16 pages of lyrics and

comment, 16 new songs,

33 minutes ofunhuman,

brain-destroying music!!

deaf american
recordings

deafam minizine/ catalog, c/o r. hoak
stickers, flyers, patches #3 bethel church road
and more are free w/all dillsburg, pa 17019 u$a
mailorders {otherwise send $1} rich666@voicenet.com

distro: australia: darkside, in league with satan, perpetual grind;

austria: grind chucks; benelux: uxicon; Canada: diminutive,

sonic unyon; chile: deifer; UK: prick, sterilized decay; france:

bones brigade; germany: G7, morbid; Italy: cripple bastards,

headfucker; japan: allman, howling bull, NAT, record boy,

T.H.A.; malaysia: grindmalaya; mexico: vortex; new Zealand:

subcide; Singapore: homegrown; south africa: war;

u$a: 6 weeks, ax/ction, bottlenekk, century media, chimp west,

choke, ear to the ground, ebullition, escape artist, extremist,

game two, garment district, infection, infernal racket,

newbury comics, nuclear blast, relapse, repulse america, reve-

lation, rhetoric, riotous assembly, sound idea, stickfigure,

subterranean, tribal war, very

credit card orders: www.garment-district.com/deafam

total

fucking
destruction :

ideas for those who hate

music as much as they

hate people

http://welcome.to/totalfuckingdestruction
http://voicenet.com/-rich666



also Billy/Hunter Rose 7" S3 SOppd

$7ppd payable to Yann Kerevel

Kill Y®u F®r a D®llar
pob 68015 • Grand Rapids. Ml

49516-8015
killyouforadollar.com

THE ETERNALS

debut full-length cd
October, 2000

the modern sounds
of young america

po box 60932 wdc 20039
www.desotorecords.com

READ THE BOOK SEEN THE MOVIE LP/CD
CD = $9.00 / LP=$8.00. Outside U.S. add $2.00. Send cash, check or money order payable to Soda Jerk Records.

SODA JERK RECORDS
Post Office Box 4056

Boulder, CO 80306

www.sodajerkrecords.com

Send a stamp for a catalog or buy online!

*
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PESSIMISER RECORDS

PHOBIA "Destroying The Masses"

DESPISE YOU "West Side Horizons"

UNRUH "Setting Fire To Sinking Ships"

CD $10 LP $8

GRIFF "...And Man Will Become The Hunted" i

CD $10 CD $10
All items ppd in USA • Can. and Mex. add $1 per item • Overseas add

'

$3 for CD/$2 each additional
, $5 for LP/10", $3 each additional

(Asia/Australia $6 for each LP/1 0", $3 each additional) •
’

Checks, MOs, or cash payable to Pessimiser Records

POB 1070 Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 .

[PESSIMISER • RECORDS

"PESSIMISER •RECORDS ]

5S1
|
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THEOLOGIAN RECORDS

F1SHST1CKS "Disko" CD $1 0 F.Y.P "Come Home Smelly"

CD $8, 10" $7

Canada/Mexico add $1/CD all other countries

add $3/CD Please send cash, checks or MOs
In OS funds to Theologian Records pob 1070

www.theoiogianrecords.com Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

WE'RE SO PUNK WE LOST OUR MAILING LIST. SEND US A SASE TO GET ON IT AGAIN
(sorry - our computer sucks, but our bands rule.^Checj^ou^hes^awesom^jeleases^^^^^M[sorry

llUMlIMi

The Thumbs
just destroyed
the U.S. on

|

their tour. Get
this record !

OMA is already
on another
fucking U.S.

tour. Check our

site for dates.

Go see ‘em live!

“Last Word Spoken is a

gem. ..punks should have to

stand up and salute.

East Bay Express 4/00

“These two bands are two of the

greatest treasures pop-punk has

ever had. Having them together

just adds to the riches”

Hit List 7/00

“Leave it to Adeline to bring about
another great release. ...When was the
last time a band really impressed you?
Hunt this one down and be impressed”

Skratch 7/00

summer.” Skratch 7/00

ADELINE'S
FIRST COMP.

NOT A CRAPPY SAMPLER-

MIGHT AS VEIL..- !

SaN'T dancbI u

"MIGHT AS WELL...

CAN'T DANCE"
GREAT NEW SONGS FROM:

COMMON RIDER, SAMIAM, DILLINGER
FOUR, ONE MAN ARMY,

PINHEAD GUNPOWDER, THE THUMBS,
ENEMIES, THE CRIMINALS, LIFTER PULLER,

THE FRUSTRATORS, THE INFLUENTS,
FREE BEER, ONE TIME ANGELS, FETISH

and GOD HATES COMPUTERS
CD - $8.00

lE8*6R dBviLp^

From D.C., The Thumbs are one
hell of a band. Their

'ALL LESSER DEVILS' EP is punk
with punch. You'll play the hell

out of this EP. We are proud to
add The Thumbs to the Adeline
line-up. 5 song 7"EP $3.50 or

^ j> _ 7 song CDEP $7.00Add $1 for shipping - overseas $2
Send a SASE for our new full

catalog- it’s got lots of typos!

ADELINE RECORDS www.adelinerecords.net
5337 COLLEGE AVE. #318 OAKLAND CA. 94618
ALL THE GREAT ADELINE RELEASES AVAILABLE FROM MORDAM- thanks

A great little split 7” by
DILLINGER FOUR

/

PINHEAD GUNPOWDER
5 great songs by these

two great bands.
7” $3.50

ONE MAN ARMY'S AWESOME 2ND
FULL LENGTH LAST WORD SPOKEN

CD $10 LP $9

COMING SOON - TWO
NEW RELEASES FROM

FETISH AND
THE INFLUENTS

Adeline...we're hella technical
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AXIS
RECORDS
AND COMICS

(510) 864 8682

1431A PARK ST. ALAMEDA CA 94501

• LPs *CDs ‘T-Shirts ‘Toys

• Videos ‘Books ‘Singles

• Zines • Patches • Buttons

•Action figures ‘Posters

•Stickers • Punk Rock,

Satanic stuff and more...

we do mail order
www.axisrecordsandcomics.com

sixgun lover records

New*

[I]

rhythm of black lines:

set a summery table

(will hit stores 10.20.00)

rhythm of black

lines: self-titled cd

m

J€U)€UDHI
1NDICS

jeweled handles: self

titled cd

0
to order:

buyers contact:

IMD/Independent Music Distribution

12031 Regentview Ave. 2nd floor

Downey, CA. 90214
orders@ imusicd .com

-or-

direct mailorder from:

www.sixgunlover.com
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Liberation Sucks

GRIMPLE
"Remember" CD

This CD brings together all of the

bands hard to find material including

an out of print LP and 2 eps. $10ppd

LET’S GO BOWLING
"Stay Tuned" CD

They have been touring and writing

soulful ska tunes for over a decade

and this is their best one yet! $10ppd

LIBERATION SUCKS
A PUNK ROCK SAMPLER

Super cheap punk rock sampler featuring tracks by:

Frenzal Rhomb, Homegrown, Screeching Weasel,
Grimple, The Vindictives, Let's Go Bowling, Ink and

Dagger, Discount, Icarus Line, Mutiny, Donut’s N Glory,

Neurotones, JCCC. Snake Charmers, Avail, LES
Stitches, Casualties, Kind of Like Spitting and Supergirls.

The Vindictives

J <rrzr,

THE VINDICTIVES
"Many Moods Of..." CD

This album contains all of their pre-

1994 compilation tracks, singles,

and EP's for a total of 27 tracks. $10ppd

MUTINY
"Rum Rebellion" CD

This is the debut from Mutiny, whose
sound is often described as "an

Australian Pogues or Levelers". $10ppd

IQMEl

Check, MO's, and cash payable to : Suburban Home Records, PO Box 40757, Denver, CO 80204

Order online at www.liberationrecords.com, www.suburbanhomerecords.com



PARIS TEXAS
BRAZILLIANT! CDEP
PRC-036 OCTOBER 17 2000

FOUR SONG CDEP/12”
PRC-035 SEPTEMBER 19 2000

Five new songs recorded at Smart Studios,

“...full of infectious fiooks and chorus's that

beg the listener to sing along." -Heckler.

The highly anticipated debut recording from

three members of BRAID and one member of

ALLIGATOR GUN.

POLYVINYL RECORD CO. polyvinylrecords.com POLYVINYL RECORD CO. www.polyvinylrecords.com
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Suburban Home Distribution
Checks, MOs, and cash payable to Suburban Home, PO Box 40757, Denver, CO 80204,

www.suburbanhomerecords.com

CHIXDIGGIT/GROOVIE GHOULIES
"Chronic for the Troops" split CD ep

Both bands cover 2 Boomtown
Rats' songs and cover each others'

songs. 6 songs total. $8ppd

CHIXDIGGIT
"Best Hung Carrot..." CD ep

Includes the "Best Hung Carrot" 7"

plus 5 previously unreleased/hard
to find songs. CD Rom included. $8ppd

ADD #10 SAMPLER CD
"The Poo Poo Platter" CD $5ppd
25 Tracks starring : Avail, Radon,
Dillinger Four, Elliot, Will Haven,

Strike Anywhere, Drowningman, more!

THE GAMITS
"Endorsed By You" LP/CD, $8/$9ppd
"A pop-punk gem that’s gonna be in

my 2000 Top Ten without a doubt!"
- Mutant Pop. On Tour with Teen Idols!

THE TIM VERSION
"Creating Forces that Don't Exist" CD

It slices, it dices, it also cuts through
steel. But wait there's more... Punk

rock from Tampa, FL.($10 ppd)

NOBODYS
"I've Been Everywhere" CD, $9ppd
Brand new album with covers of all

the bands they have toured with like

the Queers, Chixdiggit, Digger, etc.

THUMBS/JACK PALANCE BAND
Split 7" ($4 ppd)

2 brand new songs from the

Thumbs (MD),3 brand new songs
from Jack Palance Band(TN)

\

HOMELESS WONDERS
"S/t" CD

"This baby is a punk rock masterpiece
that should be listened to!" - Askew Reviews

On Tour Now! $9ppd





T
hese are dark days for democracy. In

one corner, you have a candidate who

has raised tens of millions of dollars,

mainly from corporate interests; who is

promising a larger military and more interven-

tion in countries like Columbia; who wants to

expand the death penalty and put even more

cops out on the street; who talks about a cre-

ating a moral society by cracking down on the

entertainment industry; and who fills in the

cracks with weak promises about social secu-

rity, education and a laundry list of other con-

cerns. And then you have George W Bush.

As more and more people are starting to

raise their voices in concern about the growing

influence of globalization, the alarming speed

with which the prison population is growing,

the abysmal lack of healthcare—or any social

safety net—for millions of Americans, or the

widening abyss between the haves and have

nots in society, the two major party candidates

for President bicker about whose plan to add a

prescription drug benefit to Medicare is better,

or whether increasing military spending by $90

billion or $100 billion is better. Yet the main-

stream media, not to mention their vocal sup-

porters, portrays George W Bush and Al Gore

as if they are as different as night and day.

We here are Punk Planet feel that that’s

just simply not the case. We decided to talk

Jeffrey St Clair and JH Hatfield, authors of

recent critical biographies of the two candidates

to bring the public picture of the two men into

better focus. It’s critical to understand where

these two men are coming from in both their

background and their policies, as one of the

two of them—barring miracle or act of god

—

will be running the show for the next four years.

These interviews aren't easy reads—in

fact, they’re downright scary. They give a

glimpse of the man lurking beneath the media

gloss, and it’s not a pretty sight. These inter-

views bring a new urgency to what Ralph

Nader said in his acceptance speech for the

Green Party Nomination: “If you do not turn on

to politics, politics will turn on you.”

Introduction by Daniel Sinker

Illustration by Paul Chan
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There is a degree of wish fulfillment— if not outright self-delusion— among

going to fight the oil companies, who’s going to stand up for wilderness

reminds me of a situation akin to spousal abuse syndrome—someone who

W riting a critical biography of Al Gore—especially one that cri-

tiques Gore from the left, not the right—isn’t a way to win

popularity contests. But Jeffrey St Clair and Alexander

Cockburn, the authors of Al Gore: A User's Guide, didn’t write their

book to win friends, they wrote it to voice their disgust at a man that St

Clair calls “an all-around despicable piece of work.” The book presents

a Gore you rarely hear about in the mainstream media: one that sells

out environmental groups, attacks the first amendment, runs homopho-

bic campaigns, fights against the poor, is anti-abortion...the list com-

piled by St Clair and Cockburn goes on and on.

I got to speak with Jeffrey St Clair about who the real Al Gore is in

September. Our talk was eye-opening to say the least.

Interview by Daniel Sinker

I thought we’d begin by asking a question that Gore himself has

answered a few times already this campaign: Who is the real Al Gore?

tially said, "No, we have to get over that. We need to be interven-

tionists. We need a strong military. We need to fund nuclear

weapons.” This was in ’76. He was—despite what you hear now from

feminist groups—anti-abortion to the very core. It manifested itself

through denying abortions to poor women, but he was voting for

some of the most outlandish of measures instituted by the Christian

Right in congress. He wrote letters stating his belief that abortion

was immoral; he voted for an amendment that essentially defined

life as beginning at conception. That is the real Al Gore 5 I think

that there is an oedipal explanation to this. Despite of his faux-

Tennessee accent, where he starts dropping his Gs when he gets off

the East Coast, he grew up in the Fairfax Hotel in Washington DC.

He went to an elite prep school there. He was bounced on the lap

of Richard Nixon. He went swimming with Strom Thurmond when

he was a kid. But his father was something of a populist. Al Gore Sr

was one of Roosevelt’s foot soldiers in constructing the New Deal.

Al Gore A Wolf in Sheep

I think that the idea of there being multiple Al Gores is something

of a myth. I think that there is a real Al Gore, but some of his sup-

porters are unwilling to accept who he really is. He has been able to

create this false image through two factors. Number one, he knows

the rhetoric of liberalism and he can turn that on when he has to.

When he’s speaking to environmentalists or feminist groups, or

even when he’s occasionally talking to labor, he knows how to talk

their language. On the other hand though, there is a degree of wish

fulfillment—if not outright self-delusion—among those very same

progressive or liberal interest groups which want there to be an

alternate Al Gore. They want a progressive, populist Al Gore who’s

going to fight the oil companies, who’s going to stand up for

wilderness areas, who’s going to protect the first amendment, who’s

going to oppose the death penalty. This is a kind of self-delusion

that reminds me of a situation akin to spousal abuse syndrome—

someone who has been beaten so many times, but still can’t walk out

the door. Because Al Gore at his core isn’t those things. J His first

campaign for Congress in 197b set out the Al Gore political tem-

plate. He was "tough” on crime—this is a guy who in ’76 was talking

about minimum mandatory sentences and the death penalty. He

was a hawk from 1976 on—he said, 'We’ve got to get over Vietnam

syndrome.” What did that mean? It meant that in the ’70s, people

were finally thinking, "Hey, maybe American hegemony isn’t the

best thing for our country or the rest of the world.” Al Gore essen-

He was one of the earliest opponents in the Senate of the Vietnam

war. As a Southerner—and this isn’t saying much, mind you—he was

a moderate on civil rights. He told Strom Thurmond to stuff the

Southern Manifesto up his ass. He was an early opponent of the

stockpiling of nuclear weapons. He was an architect of the Anti-

Ballistic Missile Treaty. He was a Southern, populist, New Deal lib-

eral. But he was defeated in the 197° election by the candy fortune

heir, Bill Brach who ran a racist campaign. The word whispered in

rural Tennessee during the campaign about Al Gore Sr was that he

was a "pinko, commie, nigger lover.” Brach’s campaign was funded

in part by one of Nixon’s slush funds, called Operation

Townhouse—they flushed in like $300,000 dollars. They ran a

campaign against him with commercials saying he was the "third

senator from Massachusetts.” Gore Sr narrowly lost. J And I think

what his son, Al Gore Jr, took away from that was that he was never

going to be defeated from the right by being called a liberal. When

he runs in ’76, it’s as a Southern Democrat, with everything that

meant before the liberalism of his father. He gaybaited homosexuals

in that campaign by calling homosexualality "abnormal”; he ran

against abortion rights; he was a military hawk. He was basically an

all-around despicable piece of work.

But his strategy must have worked. He didn’t have very much beyond

his name to get elected. He wasn’t much of an activist; he wasn’t very

outspoken. In your book, you paint him as an average to below-aver-
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progressive or liberal interest groups which want there to be an alternate Al Gore. They want a progressive, populist Al Gore who’s

areas, who’s going to protect the first amendment, who’s going to oppose the death penalty. This is a kind of self-delusion that

has been beaten so many times, but still can’t walk out the door. Because Al Gore at his core isn’t those things.

age student. He claimed grandeur at his job at The Tennessean, but

didn’t do all that much. While serving in Vietnam, he managed to stay

away from pretty much everything. He really didn’t have much beyond

his name and the beyond the ability to run from the right instead of

from the left to get him elected, wouldn’t you say?

I think that’s exactly true. He was an indifferent student. His

grades even in high school were marginal. Harvard was the only

college he applied to and he was accepted there, despite his

mediocre grades, most likely because his father was a United States

Senator. He was floundering in his first two years at Harvard where

he tried to be an English major until he was finally adopted in the

Political Science department. It was more forgiving, I guess, of the

children of politicians than the English department was. His polit-

ical career at Harvard speaks a lot about Gore. He lived in Dunster

house. It had a lot of SDS people in it. Harvard was kind of late to

awaken to the anti war and civil rights movement, but when it

’s Clothing

finally did get going, a lot of people that were planning the

demonstrations on campus were Al Gore’s housemates. But Gore

really distanced himself from this. He had a very dishonorable

career at Harvard, I think. Even if you compare it to his running

mate Joe Lieberman, who was running down to Mississippi to reg-

ister voters while he was at Yale and was active in the civil rights

movement. As much as now he’s done an about face and wants to

betray everything Martin Luther King stood for, at least there does

seem to be some hint of past progressive political activism on the

part of Lieberman. You can search high and low at Al Gore’s

career as a student during one of the most radical times ever on

campus and not find a hint of that. J Gore’s decision to go to

Vietnam was a calculated one that was based, I think, on putting

together his own political resume. His father was an opponent of

the war. You weren’t going to have his son be an opponent of the

war too. Gore has concocted a variety of excuses for why he went to

Vietnam from his want to save one of his fellow citizens of

Carthage Tennessee from going, but that doesn’t really wash. In

Vietnam, according to people that served with him, he basically

smokes a lot of dope, drinks a lot of Budweiser and plays a lot of

basketball Whenever he ventures out into the bush, he’s basically

got a praetorian guard surrounding him with instructions from

the Brigadier General there that under no circumstances is Al

Gore supposed to get close to the action. He didn’t want the son of

a senator, particularly a Senator who opposes the war dying or get-

ting injured on his watch. Despite the photos of Gore carrying an

Ml6 and his stories of what a horrific, life-changing experience

Vietnam was, we quote one of his colleagues in Vietnam as saying,

"Well, I think Al Gore had a pretty good time there. It’s where he

got introduced to Thai sticks and played a lot of basketball.” That

appears to have been his life, more or less, in Vietnam. \ Gore

comes back from Vietnam and he flirts around with going to

divinity school, where he gets all Fs and incompletes in a year and

a half there. Suddenly he gets handed this job at The Tennessean

by an editor there by the name ofJohn Sigenthaler, who was a

Kennedy Democrat. He saw Gore as an up-and-coming potential

political star and thought that this would be a good launching pad

for him. He had a mediocre career at the Tennessean, even

though he was handed a good job. Gore didn’t have to be a cub

reporter—he was immediately assigned to the metro desk and given

investigative reporting gigs. In his 1988 run for the presidency, he

boasted that his stories put a lot of people in jail. They didn’t. But

he did manage to violate every tenant ofjournalistic ethics trying

to get someone in jail. There was a black city councilman in

Nashville who Gore had learned might be taking some kickbacks

for approving zoning ordinances. So he runs a sting operation on

the guy with the policel And then he goes and testifies during a

grand jury proceeding and again at this guy’s trial. This is a jour-

nalist. There was a hung jury and then eventually the guy was

acquitted. The fact that this guy was acquitted caused Gore to basi-

cally renounce the profession ofjournalism. [Laughs] "I can’t do

the types of things that I want to do in the journalistic profession,

obviously. I have to go to law school and then get elected to

Congress and pass tougher laws that will put people away for many

years.” \ So he does exactly that and runs for Congress. The only

thing he has going for him is the Gore name. On the other hand,

his father just lost the election and is recognized as a liberal. It

created this kind of tension between wanting to take advantage of

the Gore name but at the same time saying, "I’m not like my
father, I’m a centerist.”

It’s that branding of himself as a “centerist” that really annoys me.

Gore’s beliefs, especially when you look at his congressional record,

aren’t at all centerist. The tenants that he ran on, many of the things he

voted for are very much right of center. He continues to do that to this

day. He has grabbed the center and moved it significantly off center.

If you look at his 1988 run for the presidency, he was basically run-

ning against the Democratic party. It had become "too liberal;” it

had before "captive of special interests”—i.e. minorities, blacks, gays

and women. His campaign paralleled the beliefs of the Democratic

Leadership Council, which was a group that Gore, Clinton, Bruce

Babbit and Joe Lieberman—who was the president of the DLC until

he was picked to run for vice president—founded. It was a group of

neo -liberal Democrats that wanted to make the Democratic party

"business friendly.” There are certain issues and code words that
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Gore has been able to screw the labor unions, screw the trial lawyers and

industry and the biggest goldmine of all, Wall Street. The money from these

they would leap upon—tort reform, regulatory reform, "scaling

back” affirmative action. Those types of issues are at the core of

what the DLC was all about. Gore was their wiinderkind—he was

strong on defense; he was never a "captive” of organized labor; he

wasn’t about to put a Geraldine Ferraro on the ticket. He was their

shining light. J But while Gore laid the groundwork in ’88 for the

rise of the "new” Democrat, he never had Clinton’s political skills.

Whatever you say about Clinton, his political gifts are enormous.

The way he can stab you in the back while making you feel good is a

very dangerous political attribute. [Laughs] Gore has never had

that. There is a grimness to Gore that I think is very off-putting to

many people. But in terms of his ideology, it was laid out in ’76

and got its coming out party when he ran for President in ’88. He’s

a fiscal and cultural conservative who knows the rhetoric of liberal-

ism and when he needs to, he turns it on. That’s what’s so irritat-

ing about him: occasionally he will give a speech that one of Teddy

Kennedy’s speech writers could have written. He’s given them at the

NAAGP meeting, at AFL-GIO meetings, he’s given them to envi-

ronmental groups. You need to do those to get out the vote, or

maybe to do some threat inflation about what a fascist your opposi-

tion is. But he also believes that the center- right is the right place to

be. And he’s never had to really pay a price for that from the left.

Like I said earlier on, if you want to look at howA1 Gore has been

able to get to where he’s gotten, it’s because he hasn’t had to pay a

price by the groups that he’s betrayed.

Why won’t they call him on his shit? It continues to stagger me. Just

today, it was announced that Friends of the Earth endorsed Gore. You

can go issue by issue: the AFL-CIO endorsed Gore and he gives them

NAFTA; women’s groups endorse Gore while his congressional record

shows that he’s anti-abortion and during the Clinton years there’s

been little done to prop up abortion; gay groups endorse Gore, yet he

was anti-gay in Congress and they weren’t given much during the

Clinton years besides “Don’t Ask/Don’t Tell” and the signing of the

Defense of Marriage Act. Is it just that these groups have to make the

lesser of two evils choice, or what?

I think that they really find themselves in a similar position to the

Christian Right during the Reagan/Bush era: they really don’t have

anywhere else to turn. But at least the Christian Right would be

feisty and actually throw up a Pat Buchanan or a Pat Robertson dur-

ing the primaries to try and keep Reagan and Bush honest, I read

an interview with Paul Welstone, who is something of a progressive

in the Senate, and he was basically saying, "You can’t give up on the

Democratic Party. Instead of going off and supporting the Green

Party, you’ve got to work to redeem the Democratic Party.” I tend

to think that it’s beyond redemption, but if we accept Welstone at

his word, why didn’t the progressives run somebody against Gore in

the primary? Organized labor has said "NAFTA was a stab in the

back.” Environmental groups said the same thing. You had Gore

using his "Reinventing Government” scam to do away with

Affirmative Action—you would think that that would outrage the

Congressional Black Caucus, the NAACP and other civil rights

groups. You have Gore and his wife and their co-hort Lieberman

making some of the most fundamental attacks on the first amend-

ment that we’ve seen recently—these attacks date back to Tipper’s

war on rock lyrics. Of course, these attacks are a thinly veiled attack

on teenagers, which plays into the war against teenagers which has

been unrelenting during the Clinton/Gore years—a war on black

teenagers especially. You would think that the civil libertarians who

care about the First Amendment would have problems with Gore.

You look at what they’ve done in terms of stripping away the rest of

the Bill of Rights, with their war on drugs, their crime bill, their

maddening pursuit of expanding the death penalty—60 new crimes,

some of them not even including murder. They’re going beyond

NAFTA and pushing through GATT and the WTO... You really

have to search for an issue that Gore and Clinton have pushed for

that progressives would endorse! And yet, they don’t run anyone

against him in the primary and it’s almost an a-priori endorsement

of the Clinton/Gore years. And the predictable result of that is you

now have a Democratic ticket that inconceivably is to the right of

the Clinton/Gore ticket!

Let’s talk about Gore’s involvement in the last eight years. It’s a fairly

normal misconception that a Vice President doesn’t do very much. But

in your book, you paint a very different picture. You say that on a lot

of the votes that counted—things like welfare reform and NAFTA and

the crime bill—Gore was really the driving force behind them. It was

Gore pushing Clinton, who granted, doesn’t seem like he was a very

difficult push, to sign these. How influential do you think Gore has

been over the last eight years?

I think we can take him at his and Clinton’s word: He has been the

most influential Vice President in history. But his influences have

been mendacious, I think. And his influence started very early on.

J After the election, but before the inauguration, Clinton gave an

interview to the New York Times
,
where they asked him about his

policies on Iraq. Clinton responded essentially by saying, 'Well,

I’m a Southern Baptist and I believe in redemption and forgive-

ness. All Saddam has to do is change his behavior and a change in

his behavior might end up in the sanctions being lifted.” This cut

against the grain of official policy, which was that the sanctions

would remain in place as long as Saddam was in power. Gore was

sent out just hours later to correct the president’s statement. He

said, "No, the president misspoke, our policy remains the same:

Saddam is a snake and a demon and the sanctions will remain in

place as long as he remains in power.” From that moment on,

Gore was basically handed the reigns of the administration’s for-

eign policy. Ever since, it is something that Gore has been vitally

influential in. \ On the subject of welfare reform, which disman-

tled one of the last cornerstones of the New Deal, Gore was the

driving force behind that as well. During his Senate career, Gore

voted again and again to whittle away at the federal welfare pro-

gram. And during the ’92 campaign, he and Clinton went around
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still go on raising money not only from them, but from a whole new universe of potential funders: oil companies, the entertainment
financial houses has just poured into the coffers. Gore really has been a master at this, mostly because he’s just so relentless.

the country saying that they would "end welfare as we know it,”

which sounds like a line out of a Monty Python movie, [laughs]

But when the Democrats controlled congress during ’93 and ’94,

they couldn’t move their welfare reform package through. When
the Republicans were elected in ’94, they finally had their oppor-
tunity. But I think the Republicans didn’t want to give Clinton and
Gore a chance to take credit for the welfare reform bill, so they

threw up really outlandish proposals. They sent six of these bills up
to Clinton and Gore and they ended up vetoing all of them, As
the ’96 elections rolled around, the Republicans sent up another

welfare reform bill that was much like all the previous versions. A
meeting of the Clinton cabinet was called to discuss what they

should do with this version of the bill. One by one, the members
of his cabinet stood up and said, "Mr. President, you ought to veto

this bill. It’s too punitive, it’s going to hit children the hardest and
even though the polls suggest that people support this welfare bill,

I think you could make the case that this is just too severe.” The
first of those speeches was made by likely suspects in the cabinet:

Robert Reich, the labor secretary and Donna Shalala. But then

Robert Ruben, the most pro-business person in the cabinet—he

was a former Wall Street financial lord and now was the treasury

secretary—stood up and also told Clinton that he should veto the

bill. Hie whole time, Gore was in the room, but he didn’t say a

word. The cabinet was dismissed and a private meeting took place

with just three people: Clinton, his chief of staff Leon Panetta and
Gore. In this meeting, Gore made an impassioned plea that

Clinton should sign the bill. And Clinton, who was wavering, was

convinced by Gore and he signed it. It was one of the most despi-

cable acts of his presidency.

One of the many things that has rung the most untrue in Gore’s stump

speeches and in his acceptance of the Democratic nomination of this

year, is his pledge to enact campaign finance reform. This is coming from

a man who has been known as the “solicitor in chief.” Obviously, George

Bush has been able to raise more money, but not significantly more. It

seems to me like money has become more and more influential during

the Clinton years. The administration has basically been up for sale.

The rap on the Democrats is that they’ve always been controlled by

the labor unions and the trial lawyers. But Gore has been able to

screw the labor unions, screw the trial lawyers and still go on raising

money not only from them, but from a whole new universe of

potential funders: oil companies, the entertainment industry and
the biggest goldmine of all, Wall Street. The money from these

financial houses has just poured into the coffers. Gore really has

been a master at this, mostly because he’s just so relentless. Gore
had a style of badgering people. People on the receiving end of

these calls have said that they felt they were being bullied into giving

money; they felt like their pockets were being picked; it was almost

like they were being mugged on the telephone. It’s not just a fact of

them raising all this money, but the fact that there have been quid

pro quos for that, like getting four million dollars from Arco and

then opening up the north slope of Alaska to oil leasing that will

benefit companies like Arco. Gore can say, "Yes, I am going to

lead the crusade for campaign finance reform” because he knows

that Congress is never going to pass any meaningful campaign

finance reform. It’s irrational to think that they ever would. Yet he

can get away with that because look at who his opponent is. Bush is

even more uncredible than Gore is on the issue.

Going back just a second, you mentioned that one of the funding

sources that Gore and Clinton have been able to open up has been the

oil companies. I think that’s one of the most interesting things you

find when you dig into who Al Gore is. He has been able to reinvent

himself since his first run with Clinton as this great environmentalist

through his book Earth in the Balance. But the reality is quite differ-

ent. The Clinton/Gore administration has basically done nothing for the

environment except sell it off piece by piece.

That s quite true. David Brower, who is the dean ofAmerican envi-

ronmentalists—he’s the founder of Friends of the Earth—and at the

age of 86 years old may still be the most radical environmentalist in

the country, which is a sad state of affairs, has said that Clinton and
Gore have done more to harm the environment in eight years than

Reagan and Bush did in 12
! H When Clinton and Gore came to

town, Gore had the reputation of being "ozone man,” as Bush

called him. But if you look at Gore’s Congressional career, which

nobody seems to do, he had a moderate by any standard and sub-

moderate by democratic standards on voting on the environment.

He voted for the environment 64% of the time. That was by a stan-

dard put forward by the League of Conservation Voters, which gears

all of its criteria to gave Democrats 80+ rankings and Republicans

the lowest rankings they can possibly get. It’s a rigged accounting

method and under that rigged method, Gore only voted for the

environment a little more than half the time. There were

Republicans that had much better records than Gore on the envi-

ronment. Gore didn’t push through any major bills on the envi-

ronment. He co-sponsored some bills on hazardous waste early on
in his career, but he never really produced anything on the envi-

ronment in a legislative sense as a Congressman or a Senator. But

the environmental movement thought that they had one of their

own when Gore and Clinton ran.
}[ This feeling was reinforced by

the fact that when they went to put together political appointees, the

Clinton administration picked people out of mainstream environ-

mental groups and put them into positions at the EPA, the depart-

ment of agriculture and the department of the interior. This creat-

ed a syndrome that investigative reporter Mark Dowie called

reverse access.” Instead of the environmental movement lobbying

the Clinton administration to do something, you now had former

environmental executives in the Clinton administration lobbying

their former colleagues to swallow things that they would not have

accepted under the Bush administration. This practice started very

early on as well, In 1992* the largest hazardous waste incinerator

in North America was being built in a town called East Liverpool,
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Ohio. It was being built in the flood plane of the Ohio river 300

feet form the nearest house and IOOO feet from an Elementary

school that sat on the bluff of the river. The smokestack from this

hazardous waste incinerator was basically at eye-level to the school.

Gore and Clinton both went to Ohio and said, "Under our admin-

istration, we’re going to stop this plan. It’s going to be one of the

first things we’re going to do. You can not put hazardous waste

incinerators in a flood plane and you sure as heck can’t put them

this close to houses and schools.” They vowed repeatedly that they

were going to deny the incinerator an air permit. What happened?

Within weeks of taking office, they reversed course. They gave the

plant a test-burn permit. It failed its two test burns—it was emitting

lead and mercury and arsenic. Where it was supposed to eliminate

99.7% of these toxins it was actually only burning like IO% of them.

But even after it failed those test burns, they ended up giving it its

final permit and now, of course, it’s burning all this hazardous

waste and there are all the predictable illnesses amongst children

and other residents. Gore explained this about face by saying, "Our

hands were tied by the Bush administration.” That is flatly a lie.

Why did they really sign off on it? Well, it turns out that the chief

financial underwriter of the WTI incinerator was an Arkansas

financial lord by the name ofJackson Stevens, who had loaned the

Clinton/Gore campaign IO million dollars during their time of

need. If the Bush administration had pulled that kind of betrayal,

they would have just been hammered, but Clinton and Gore was

able to get away with it. J The other issue had to do with the ancient

forests on National Forest land, where logging during the ’70s and

80s had basically put a whole lot of animals living in the old growth

forest on the brink of extinction, typified by the Northern Spotted

Owl. Environmentalists went to court and said that if logging con-

tinues at the current pace, you’ll violate the Endangered Species Act

by driving the Spotted Owl to extinction. They won an injunction

against all new timber sales in old growth on these Federal Lands in

the Pacific Northwest, which was handed down by a Reagan-

appointed judge named William Dwyer. It was probably one of the

greatest environmental victories of the last 30 years. During their

campaign, Clinton and Gore came out here and said, "We’re going

to resolve this crisis once and for all. We’re going to get permanent

protection for these old growth forests and we’re going to do it

within 90 days of taking office.” So in the spring of 1993, they con-

vened their "Timber Summit” out here in the Northwest and low

and behold they come up with a plan that restarts logging in the

national forests! They arm twisted the environmentalists with a

threat that basically said that unless they allowed logging to begin

again that they would go to Congress and request what’s called

"suffiencency language.” What that does is insulate these timber

sales from any environmental laws like the Endangered Apecies Act

so that you can’t sue them for violating the law. They said they had

to do this because promises had been made to timber companies

and some of the unions on the West Coast, like the carpenters

union. ^ On these two key issues that they campaigned on, they

betrayed the environmentalists thoroughly. That set in place a pat-

tern that you saw in NAFTA, which is one of the rare instances where

environmentalists and labor have come together to fight an issue.

Gore played a key role in stuffing NAFTA down the throats of both

groups. lie recruited some of the more conservative environmental

groups, groups like the Audubon society and the World Wildlife

Fund to get on board with NAFTA. 900 environmental groups

opposed NAFTA and five supported it, but Gore goes on the morn-

ing talk shows and says, "I’m a great environmentalist and the great

environmental groups are supporting NAFTA.” It played a key role

in shifting some of the debate on NAFTA. Even thought he middle

class may not be sensitive to the issues of labor, they are sensitive to

the environment, and when they heard Gore saying that NAFTA was

going to be better for the environment and that he had five environ-

mental leaders to back this up, it was a decisive movement.

Switching gears here: Hypothetically, if Gore and Liberman actually

get elected, what do you think we can expect?

We can expect the continuation of the pro-business policies of

the Clinton administration but in hyperspeed. On top of that,

what we’re going to get is this new prudishness, this new

Puritanism that Clinton could have never delivered on and I

don’t think was partic-

ularly interested in.

Gore and Lieberman

are unrestrained in

their prudishness. I

think that we’re in for

a spate of culture wars

that were talked about

briefly during Dan

Q^uale’ s assault on

Murphy Brown, but at

a much higher level. I see that as really being a dangerous assault.

And it’s an assualt that goes hand in hand with the exacerbation

of the drug war which is putting black people in jail in the US at

alarming rates and is leading to war against Columbia. The drug

war is a rubric. It’s a ruse at home where it’s used to incarcerate

the "dangerous element” of society, and it’s a ruse overseas where

we use it to justify funneling billions of dollars of military sup-

plies, helicopters weapons and advisers to Columbia where we say

that we’re fighting the drug war but what we’re really doing is

protecting the oil companies interests in Columbia. If Gore and

Lieberman are elected, we’ll see the continuation of this war on

the poor and it will be combined with a culture war. In the end,

you’ve got a really dangerous recipe. What you hear from a lot of

the liberals is that you can’t allow George Bush to be elected pres-

ident because it’s the coming wedge of fascism. But in terms of

assaults on the Bill of Rights, you don’t have to look any further

than Gore and Liberman to see the coming face of a really cul-

turally repressive regime. ®
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F
or writing a book that, among many other facts, alleges that George

W Bush was arrested for cocaine possession in the 1972, only to get

out of a conviction thanks to his family name, JH Hatfield has seen

his name destroyed in the press and his book destroyed in the furnace. It’s

a shame, because Hatfield’s book, Fortunate Son (which was saved from

complete destruction by New York’s Soft Skull Press, who reissued it after

its original publisher, St Martins, torched it) is a meticulously researched

and eye-opening biography of the Republican nominee for President.

I got a chance to speak with Hatfield about his book in September. What

emerged was a fascinating look at Governor Bush’s political career, not to

mention a discussion about Hatfield’s fate at the hands of his former publisher.

Interview by Joel Schalit

I’ve been carefully following the criticisms of the Bush campaign in

the press—both by the media and by the Democrats—and I can’t help

but sense some parallels between their critiques and your book. I

would imagine there’s been some crossover, particularly when such

sources identify moral problems with Bush’s political record.

I get a lot of e-mail through back channels. I’ve been told that the

Gore campaign has gone through Fortunate Son
, bookmarked it

and put post-it notes all over it. Although the afterword was played

up because of its allegations of cocaine use, three-quarters of the

term in January 1999, they ranked 38^ place. Bush makes a big deal

out of SATs, but while scores of the Texas assessment of academic

skills which compares Texans only to each other and not to a nation-

al norm have risen internally, Texas SAT scores have not. He has

done nothing for education, As far as the environment, my wife is

a fifth generation Texan, and all my in-laws live in Texas. I can’t even

breathe when we go there. Bush likes to take credit for the good

stuff, but the bad stuff he claims to not have any power over.

Nonetheless, he does with the environment. He grandfathered these

clean air acts in Texas that allow polluters, such as his campaign con-

tributors Enron, a large oil company, years to clean up their acts.

The fact of the matter is that the environment in Houston and Texas

alone is terrible. Texas ranks first in toxic air releases. Its also first in

smog days. They have smog detectors outside of schools because kids

are so small, so they’re closer to the ground where smog is worse.

Asthma is higher in Texas than just about anywhere.

But what about Bush’s emphasis on kids?

That’s his big thing. He says that he’s not going to leave any child

behind.

But that totally contradicts the information you provide in your book

about child poverty rates in Texas under Bush’s governorship.

Boy GeorgeW Bush
book is about Bush’s record, about who the guy really is. The

afterword is the icing on the book’s cake, so to speak, about a guy

who really is a "Fortune Son” who cashed in on his name and his

father’s connections. In 1994* when he ran against former Texas

Governor Anne Richards, all the guy had ever done was buy into a

baseball team and be the son of a President. If his name had been

George P Smith, he would have never beaten Anne Richards, a

very charismatic governor who was well known outside of Texas.

In Fortunate Son
,
you problematize Bush’s record on race, the envi-

ronment, human rights, health care, and poverty. Could you talk about

these issues a little bit?

What Governor Bush says that he’s going to do for America what he’s

done for Texas. That’s the great fallacy here. He says he truly loves

Texas, but his record shows that he truly doesn't like Texans. Take for

example the issue of education. Bush is making a big deal out of

that. But at the beginning of his first term in office, teacher’s salaries

in Texas ranked 36^ out of 50 states. By the beginning of his second

Two days ago a judge ruled that Texas had failed to live up to its 1996

agreement to make major changes in its Medicaid system. Basically, the

state has failed to inform families with children enrolled in Medicaid

about benefits that they could have collected. The Gore campaign

would be stupid not take this fact and run with it, beat the guy over the

head with his record. J Once again, we’re talking about a guy whose

not really a two-term governoi^-he’s only been in office five and a half

years. The last time we had someone with such limited political experi-

ence running for president wasJimmy Garter. No matter what your

political affiliations, we all know what the results of that were.

What about Bush’s death penalty record? There’s a lot of information

in your book about that.

I got a letter from a 1
7 -year old boy from Texas the other day,

telling me how much he enjoyed the book. In his letter, he called

Bush the "Texecutioner.” This kid pegged it.

I found the story of the execution of the Canadian, Joseph Falder, the

most interesting. Would you talk a little bit about that?
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seeking relief from expensive civil suits and caps on damage awards; and conservatives advocating school vouchers.

That’s a classic example. Bush has what I call an "Alamo Complex,”

and it has survived all these years. I’m not knocking Texans, but they

do have this complex that goes way back where they feel that the feder-

al government shouldn’t tell them what to do. I mean you had every-

body calling him on this: nuns, human rights organizations, foreign

governments, everybody. EvenJerry Falwell called Bush on this case.

Bush didn’t budge, even though religious conservatives have been his

staunchest of backers. What I thought was most interesting about the

Faider case was its very poor sense of timing. If it demonstrated anything,

it showed Bush’s utter contempt for human rights.

Right. The day he had scheduled to execute Faider was the 5°th

anniversary of the United Nations’ Declaration of Human Rights.

That’s so typical of Bush. He’d say, "I don’t care what day of the week

it is. It’s time for him to be executed.” They execute people that are

mentally retarded in Texas. Facts like that are irrelevant to Bush.

Another area that you touch on in the book is Bush’s adept ability to

raise money. Bush has blown the doors off previous fundrasing records

in the Presidential race. How has he been able to raise so much

money? Where is it coming from? What was his precedent for this?

Was he able to raise such staggering funds for his races for Governor?

As I point out in Fortunate Son in a section called "Follow the

Money,” Bush set a new presidential fund-raising record by assem-

bling an astonishing $37 million in the first six months of 1999 - The

amount was more than any candidate had ever raised for an entire

primary race, much less the four months Bush had been soliciting

contributions. This pace has continued for over a year now. When

asked by the press to explain this outpouring of support, Bush curdy

offered it was because he had a "wonderful personality” and had "a lot

of friends.” The source of one-third of the initial $37 million con-

tributed to his presidential campaign’s war chest originated in his

home state of Texas, where he tapped into a network formed during

his father’s career—he also inherited his mother’s infamous Christmas

card list of contacts and financial supporters going back over 30 years.

Although the Bush campaign boasted that a populist "grassroots orga-

nization” of 75

»

OOO concerned Americans in all 50 states had con-

tributed an average $480 or less, the real force behind Bush’s fund-

raising machine was, and remains, an elite tier of $100,000 fund-

raisers known as "Pioneers.” Because federal law limits individual

contributions to $1,000, each Pioneer fulfilled a pledge to raise at

least $100,000 for the campaign by soliticiting contributions of

$1,000 from IOO people. It’s interesting to note that a precedent for

this type of fund-raising was established in Bush’s two successful bids

for governor of Texas in 1994 an<l I99&. when he raised $41 million-

more than any candidate for governor in US history. Much of Bush’s

campaign money came from contributors with major stakes in state

regulation, including oil and other large industrial companies

opposed to mandatory pollution controls; businesses seeking relief

from expensive civil suits and caps on damage awards; and conserva-

tives advocating school vouchers. And Bush wants to talk about Gore’s

alleged fund-raising abuses—talk about the pot calling the kettle black!

Bush obviously isn’t the most qualified Republican in the field right

now, why do you think he was chosen by the powers-that-be to be the

party’s chosen one?

Simply stated: brand name recognition. Over two years ago, hypo-

thetical match-ups showed Bush defeating the putative Democratic

nominee, A1 Gore. So the Republicans decided to bet their money

on this one horse: George W Bush. But history is full of early

front-runners like George Romney, Edmund Muskie and Edward

Kennedy, who at one time looked like certain winners to inherit

the White House. But like Bush, they eventually had to campaign

in other states, take a stand on the issues, counter their opponents’

charges, avoid blunders and prove to the voters they had the pre-

requisite "fire in the belly” to run for president. The results for

Romney, Muskie and Kennedy proved disastrous to their cam-

paigns. J I’ll give Bush credit for this. He’s very focused. Even

Anne Richards said this on Larry King Live a few months ago. He

will take three or four subjects, and that’s what he will beat you

over the head with. Gore got him off track this week and put Bush

on the defensive. He’s got to do that more often, because Bush will

take those topics—when he ran for office in 1994 * it was welfare

reform, and crime and punishment—and he just harps on them.

What are Bush’s current mantras?

Now it’s the military and education, and he tries to stay on sub-

ject because he’s very scripted. When the guy gets away from his

press secretary, Karen Hughes, she issues the reply first. The next

day Bush says it, repeating her. Once he steps away from his han-

dlers, Bush is in trouble.

He makes the same kind of flubs that Reagan was so famous for. I still

find it amazing that he ever graduated from Yale.

Now there’s a classic example of family influence. He shouldn’t have

gotten into Yale. He tried to get into the University of Texas law

school, but his grades were so bad that he couldn’t. So his family

used a litde influence and he got into Harvard and got his MBA.

The guy wasn’t that into grades, he just liked to party and have fun.

Bush does reek of the rich party boy archetype.

Again, you’ve got to give credit where credit is due. When I went to

Texas researching for the book, not just his friends, but people who

can’t stand Bush’s politics and can’t stand what Bush stands for said,

'You’ve got to face the facts: He’s the kind of guy you want over on a

Sunday afternoon, have a couple of beers with—even though he sup-

posedly doesn’t drink,—and cook some hamburgers.” In a tight

group, Bush is very charismatic. He’s got more Clinton in him—like

the hand on the shoulder routine—than his father. Yet, when you get

him in a debate, he’s a total failure.

How come he can’t translate that smarmy self-assurance into being

more comfortable engaging other politicians?

I’ve always said that debates would be the difference. That’s why we’re

having all these problems with Bush stalling on debating Gore. He

A
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does not want to go head to head—Gore will eat his lunch.

Try sicking Lieberman on Bush. While I’m no fan of his, Lieberman is

a far superior intellect to either Presidential candidate.

Oh yeah, and he’ll beat Cheney up in those debates too.

Speaking of Lieberman, would you like to talk a little bit about the

Bush family’s anti-Semitism?

Oh sure. During the period in which I was working on the book, my
publisher asked me to give them some points from the book so they

could put it in the catalogue. So I did. And here I am almost done

with the book, and all of the sudden St Martins’ attorneys call. The
Bush’s have some how gotten ahold of the catalogue. The only thing

that they screamed about was that we allege that in 1968—and Bush

admits to this—that he was engaged to Katherine Wolfmann. Her
stepfather was Jewish, but she wasn’t. We allege in the book that the

relationship was broken off because of the political influence from

Bush’s parents. To give you a little insight, my father-in-law lived in

that area of Houston at that time, so he was one of my sources. This

was the way people thought back then, especially in that area of the

rich and the affluent during the late ’60s. With his father running

for political office, the Bush family said, ’’Look, you can’t be marry-

ing a girl that has a Jewish last name, this is improper,” so they broke

off the engagement. Publicly they say that it was a long distance rela-

tionship and it didn’t work. GeorgeW was at Yale and I think she was

at Rice University in Houston. They went their separate ways. We
have sources that validated that. We dotted all of our Is and crossed

all of our Ts. St Martin’s legal department was very happy.

That's not the only time there have been anti-Semetic stories sur-

rounding Bush, right?

A lot of readers seem to have forgotten that a couple of years ago

Bush said in public that if you weren’t a Christian, you weren’t

going to heaven. He and his mom got into an argument and
called Billy Graham about it. Graham, who’s a family friend, told

Bush to ’’Back off, you’re not supposed to judge.” Bush got in a

lot of trouble for that.

There was also that brilliant statement he was going to make to the

Israeli government.

In late December of 1998, Bush and his father went to Israel.

Some reporters caught him off guard and asked GeorgeW what he

was going to tell Israel’s leaders when he got there. Bush replied,

”I’m going to tell them that they’re all going straight to hell.”

His tact never fails to blow me away.

The Anti-Defamation League and the Jewish Defense League

jumped on it and said that while they realized it was a joke, but

that it was in very poor taste.

I read some Israeli op-ed writer arguing that Leiberman was selected

as Gore’s VP precisely because of Bush’s anti-Semitism.

It’s genetic too. Bush’s grandfather, Senator Prescott Bush had

Nazi connections and helped finance Hitler when he was a

banker. There is a family history there.

They sound like the Ford family.

Yeah, exactly. If you noticed, every time Leiberman comes under
attack, Bush comes to his rescue even faster than Gore does.

Sure, because they see it as an opportunity to whitewash their own racism.

It’s symptomatic of a guilty conscience.

Hence the irony of the Republican Party’s attempt to appear multicul-

tural at the Republican convention. It’s not as though Bush’s anti-

Semitism is the source of that though, far from it. The Republican

Party has always sheltered such sentiments. I think they want to draw

in that segment of the non-white middle class that could potentially

sympathize with them. Nonetheless, Bush’s own problems makes the

racist nature of his party’s politics extremely rich in such a light.

Oh yeah. You didn’t see any Republican Congressmen at the con-

vention. All of the Gingrich and De Lay types were pushed to the

side. What cracked me up was the number of smiling minority faces

in the crowd. The cameras really zeroed in on that. One of the net-

works pointed out ’’Look at the crowd: You never see any black faces,

any brown faces, just white faces.” He’s trying to put this happy, smi-

ley face on his campaign. A lot of the photos and video clips on the

news always show him with African-American youth, reading in a

library, reading in a school. The press is giving Bush a free ride now.

Why do you think the press is being so complicit with Bush? It seems irra-

tional for the media to be jockeying for such a rotation of power because

the Democrats have managed the economy much better than the

Republicans ever did. The deficit is gone, there’s a huge budget surplus,

the stock market is still booming. As far as ’80s-style free market logic

goes, they’ve transcended the Republicans at their own ruthless game, and

they continue to get more orthodox. Why trade governing elites right now?

I totally understand. My wife and I talk about it all the time because

we’re news junkies. The press is bored with Clinton and Gore. They
don’t want Gore in there for four more years. The media wants Bush

in office, otherwise things will get all mixed up. Here’s the son of a

president that gets elected president. It’s only happened once in his-

tory with the Adamses. That’s what they’re going to go for. He’s

going to get in there, f Bush is going to be like Ronald Reagan, who
was out to lunch most of the time. The press is going to have lots to

talk about. If Gore gets in there, it’ll be the same old thing, they

think. The economy will be the same. The press is all about ratings.

They’re trying to make things happen. They want that ”If it bleeds it

leads” kind of mentality. Even CNN is tabloid television. That’s the

way even mainstream press is these days. But trust me, once he gets

elected, they would go after Bush like blood in the water with sharks

because that’s what they need to stimulate the news each night.

So the press is essentially looking out for its own self-interest. It’s will-

ing to sacrifice the country’s well being in order remain profitable.
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To be honest, I sincerely believe the American people are smart enough

not to elect Bush as president. But if somehow he is voted into office, then

it will be The Bush Presidency, Part II: The Revenge.

They don’t care about the economy or anything else. They just

want ratings.

That contradicts traditional leftist conceptions of the mainstream

media as being a servant of the state and big business. Instead of

looking out for the interests of the ruling elite, it’s catering to its own

needs as a particular kind of industry.

I’ll tell you right now, after what I’ve been through over the past

year, I’m looking for that liberal press. I have yet to find it. The

press is very conservative, particularly in television.

How have liberal/left magazines like The Nation, In These Times, 1,

and The Progressive treated you? Have you received any kind of sup-

port and coverage from those journals?

A little bit lately but not as much as I would think.

Let’s talk about what happened to you and Fortunate Son. Not only is

it a personal tragedy, but I think it’s also a good example of how Bush

might treat the press if he is elected President. Why did the book get

pulled by St Martins?

The book came out in October of 1999 * St Martins had printed

100,000 copies. One day before its publication, St Martins issued a

press release backing up the book by saying that the book was meticu-

lously fact-checked and scrupulously corroborated. When I was in

New York, St Martins explained to me that it was fact-checked not

only by the company’s internal lawyers, but also by outside an outside

law firm in DC as well. They do stuff for CNN and everybody else.

My agent told me that if I made the allegation about Bush’s drug con-

viction, that is what would get played up by the press, while the other

95% of the book would get downplayed. That’s exacdy what ended up

happening, even though to this day GeorgeW Bush has to yet to deny

what I said in the afterword. Bush called the book "science fiction,” in

reference to the X-Files encyclopedia I wrote, along with my biogra-

phy of Patrick Stewart. Bush totally played that up as a way of damag-

ing my credibility. Personally I think it was a natural progression to

move from titles like that to writing a book about Bush.

Bush is part of popular culture too, so moving from Patrick Stewart to

George W isn’t really all that much of a leap.

He is. And when he loses the election, he’ll be even more so. Anyway,

the drug allegation generated an initial print run of a 100,000

copies. Then I got a call from the Dallas Morning News asking if I was

the same James Hatfield involved in a conspiracy to commit murder

in 1987. I initially denied it both to the Dallas Morning News and St

Martins. But all of the sudden the story became me, not George W.

Bush. We tried to work something out with St Martins, but they had

already issued a recall of the book, which was unprecedented. They

very publicly said it was furnace fodder and threatened to burn it.

So are the charges leveled against you true?

Yes. I did serve time in prison. Back in the ’80s I was the vice

president of a real estate company where I’d been an officer for

12 years. I got caught in a conspiracy with the president of the

company and a female vice president of the firm who was black-

mailing him. I got caught up in their conflict by passing on

money to an inept person who tried to blow her car up. Nothing

happened to her, thank god. It just blew off the grill.

The bomber screwed up?

I knew he was inept. I didn’t use the guy they wanted me to. He did

exactly what I was hoping he would do. But it happened, and after

15 months I was indicted because my former boss sold me out a lit-

tle bit. I did five years, and then I married, wrote six or seven books

and then my past came back to haunt me. The Bush campaign knew

who I was months before this book came out. If I’m on parole from

Texas, they damn sure knew who I was, especially with Bush being

the governor of Texas. They allowed the book to come out, then

discredited me by saying, "Look, this is the guy who is making alle-

gations about drugs, look who he is.” And it worked very effectively.

So what’s the story with Bush’s drug conviction?

We have three sources in the afterword to the book that allege that

GeorgeW was arrested in 1972 for cocaine possession. His father,

who was UN Ambassador at the time, pulled some strings with a

judge in Texas to get George W into Project Pull, which was an

inner city African-American mentoring project. The sources we

used were anonymous and we took a real beating for that in the

mainstream press. These were sources that I used throughout the

book. I always corroborated everything they said with secondary

and third sources. Nonetheless, there’s nothing in this book that’s

ever been disproved. If it was such a threat to Bush, his campaign

would have sued us. To this day, we’ve never heard from them.

To finish up, knowing what you do about Bush’s policies, his back-

ground and his track record as governor, what do you think would

happen if he and Cheney were elected?

To be honest, I sincerely believe the American people are smart

enough not to elect Bush as president. But if somehow he is voted

into office, then it will be the Bush Presidency, Part II: The

Revenge. Although the younger Bush has always stated that he would

"be his own man” and not surround himself with leftovers from his

father’s one-term administration—"I’m not interested in the people

who lost my dad’s election”—he has repeatedly used many of the

elder Bush’s former advisers in his campaign. A classic example is his

choice for a running mate. Although Bush promised he would pick

someone who was "inclusive,” "electrifying,” "compassionate,” and a

"different kind of Republican,” he chose Dick Cheney, his father’s

former defense secretary and an extreme right-wing Republican. If

Bush is elected, he will take more naps than Ronald Reagan did when

he was in office and we will have more Iran-Contra-type of scandals

occurring because presidential aides and advisers will essentially be

running the country. No doubt, the conservative inmates will be

running the asylum. I’m sure Oliver North will be calling for a job

in the White House again if the son-of-Bush is elected. ®
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by Sera Bilezikyan

"They made us many promises, more than I can remember, but they never kept but

one: they promised to take our land, and they took it.
”

—Red Cloud

I

’m miles from a paved road or a telephone; at times even

another soul who speaks English. The sun is hot and the work-

days long. There is intense surveillance and harassment by the

authorities. I’m in the middle of a fierce resistance and an ancient

indigenous culture. And I’m not in Chiapas. I’m not even in

another country for that matter, but deep in the desert of Black

Mesa, Arizona in the Navajo Nation, a sacred yet tense area com-
monly called "Big Mountain,” as a supporter to the community

resisting relocation. Among the pristine deep canyons and seem-

ingly endless deserts of sage, wildflowers and brilliant sunsets, one

learns not only about the culture but also to trust nature through-

out the weapons of the desert, the sun, heat, harsh winters and

solitude and to tell the time by the sky and trust the future by

the intense calm. There is a place in America where you

can still find a community living traditionally as shep-

herds, weavers and farmers; and most recently, as

resisters to the corporate greed and racism which immi-

nently threatens to destroy their lives and their culture.

I’m reading Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee while

out herding the sheep, which I am tending so that the family I

am a support person to has more time to do whatever they can

to resist relocation, from fighting legal battles to growing food to

making rugs to sell. The sheep and I walk together sometimes

over IO miles a day and while at the end of the day in my cozy

hogan, my muscles are aching, I am not as tired as if I were doing

as much walking in the city. The dry air feels good on my lungs. I

write poems in the sand.

Laying there, I listen to the crackle of the radio. I am less

than three hours away from Flagstaff, yet on my AM/FM battery-

operated radio I can get just three fuzzy stations: The Navajo

Nation network (in Dine), a Christian Lite Rock and Propaganda

station, and one devoted completely to auctioning off used

trucks. I choose the Navajo station. The rolling sounds of the

Dine language is the only thing that makes me feel a bit less lonely

when my mind has finished wandering for the day. On the radio,

I pick out a few words I can recognize. When there is no word, or

concept, in the Dine language for something, they throw in an

accented English one. In Dine, there is no word for "govern-

ment.” Instead, they say Washingdon. It is telling that to the Dine

the two things are one and the same.

In 1863, the United States Government dispatched Kit

Carson to subdue the Navajo, whose lifestyle of sheepherding and
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farming stood in the way of white settlement. He engaged in a

"scorched-earth” policy of killing livestock and destroying homes.

Eventually over 8,500 Navajos were captured and forced to march

300 miles to Fort Sumner, New Mexico, the first "reservation” in

America, where many of the Navajo died. Those that survived

lived in deplorable conditions. Eventually they were allowed to

return to "freedom” in the form of a larger reservation centered

around the Big Mountain area only to now face the largest forced

relocation of any racial group since the internment ofJapanese-

Americans during World War II.

In 1974, the Navajo-Hopi Land Settlement Act was passed,

masterminded by Arizona Republicans such as Barry Goldwater

and authored by 2000 Republican Presidential wannabe and self-

described "reformer,” John McCain. Claiming it would finally

settle a long-standing "land dispute” between the Dine and the

Hopi tribes, it called for the relocation of over 10,000 Dine but

I went to Black Mesa for several weeks fresh from the protests

in April against the IMF and the World Bank in Washington, DC,

a pepper-spray flavored jamboree protesting just what DC, to me,

has always stood for: corporate power, political deceit, and pover-

ty. Arizona was a welcome change from the overt displays of

wealth and discrepancy that abound in DC, as well as from the

surveillance and intensity surrounding the mass demonstrations.

I also found striking similarities between the situation at Black

Mesa and with many threatened indigenous cultures around the

world engaged in low- intensity warfare of various kinds, often

victims of global capitalism and neoliberalism.

One thing that struck me right away—aside from the blinding

scenery and the concept that roads were simply where the truck

you were riding in chose to drive that day—was the contrast at

Black Mesa between being both removed from and deeply cen-

tered within corporate capitalist society. Of course there were no

... — • — ——— - • — t

ONE THING THAT STRUCK ME RIGHT AWAY-ASIDE FROM THE BLINDING SCENERY AND THE

CONCEPT THAT ROADS WERE SIMPLY WHERE THE TRUCK YOU WERE RIDING IN CHOSE TO

DRIVE THAT DAY-WAS THE CONTRAST AT BLACK MESA BETWEEN BEING BOTH REMOVED

FROM AND DEEPLY CENTERED WITHIN CORPORATE CAPITALIST SOCIETY. OF COURSE THERE

WERE NO STARBUCKS OR SUVS ON EVERY CORNER, YET THE ENTIRE DINE CULTURE, DESPITE

ITS EXISTENCE OUTSIDE OF SUCH GOODS, IS BEING SWALLOWED BY THEM AT THE SAME TIME.

less than IOO Hopi. However, the land dispute the act purported

to settle was one that the government created in the first place.

Because of a long history of the United States forcing the Dine to

agree to land cessions and replacement lands further west, the

Dine and Hopi nations ultimately ended up living as close neigh-

bors on the same land. Yet the two tribes learned to coexist and

lived in close proximity peacefully for generations, even trading

crops and goods. But in the 1950s, Washington -style tribal gov-

ernments, completely alien to Native American communities were

implemented by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BLA) into both

tribes. Stoked by outside forces like the BLA and coal interests, a

fierce animosity between the two tribes sparked. Pretty soon a real

"land dispute” was at hand.

In order to "settle” this dispute, the Land Settlement Act

required that the former Joint Use Area’ of 1.8 million acres be

divided in half into Navajo Partition Land and Hopi Partition

Land. The act also put a "construction freeze” on the disputed

area, not allowing the Dine to work on their homes unless the cost

was less than $25 *
even in the extreme winter cold. The act also

called for reducing and revoking livestock permits. In the rush to

pass the act, there was no thought put to where the thousands of

displaced Dine people would go. When land was finally purchased

six years later, it was just downstream from a 1979 radioactive spill.

Starbucks or SUVs on every corner, yet the entire Dine culture,

despite its existence outside of such goods, is being swallowed by

them at the same time. It is hardly coincidence that the "land dis-

pute” is over land that happens to sit on top of the largest

unstripped coal deposit left in the country. There is no doubt

that if the Dine were to be removed, the entire area would be

strip-mined and such sacred and ancient sites such as Big

Mountain would be destroyed. We would see the end of tradition-

al Dine culture as it miraculously manages to thrive today. But the

damage has already begun.

In 1967* Corporate interests furthered by politicians led the

Peabody Coal Company, a multimillion dollar corporation and

one of the largest coal companies in the world, to establish a

mine at Black Mesa. Royalties were promised to the Hopi tribe,

who granted their approval of the project, albeit not without a

certain amount of coercion by the BIA.

The Dine say the coal mine is already ruining the natural

ecosystem and serenity of the desert. A coal slurry pipeline which

powers cities as far away as Las Vegas uses three million gallons of

water per day
,
while the Dine have to haul water from as far away

as 20 miles and have no electricity. The coal mine also pollutes

the air and the groundwater and has caused illness among both

livestock and people.
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While shearing the sheep with hand clippers (and blisters),

one man tells me about how the sheep seem different now than

they did just several years back. We communicate in broken

Spanish, which he knows a little of from a few years working with

Mexican laborers. He knows no English and the only words I can

seem to remember in Dine are the most urgent: sheep (dibe)

,

beautiful (ni/oni), and a few others. He says the insides of the

sheep seem more fragile after they are killed during a ceremony

than they did years back. Eating them has also made some people

sick. He later drives me by the Peabody Coalmine, a huge, loom-

ing structure which livestock roam dangerously close. You can see

the mine’s lights from miles away—they interrupt the stars.

I am invited to a rain prayer. Nervous, all I can think about

is the dry land, the dry air, the illuminating skyline of Las Vegas I

saw and barely gave a second thought to just several months

before. I was feeling that alone with nothing but yourselffeeling

you discover the first time you go to jail, but with none of the

claustrophobia and all of the desire to be free. My eyes were too

dry to even think about tears. I got that feeling a number of times

during my stay at Big Mountain.

I am taken to several more of these sacred sites. One has

ancient etchings on the walls, images of people with strong spirits.

Another site is a beautiful natural spring—it makes you wonder

how the sweetest, coldest water you ever could imagine is trickling

into your hands from the heart of the desert. It is sites like these,

sites that can never be replaced—or relocated—that keep the Dine

people fighting.

But time is running out. In 1996, Senator McCain drafted

an "Accommodation Agreement,” which offered benefits to the

Dine for relocation or an option to remain on the land for up to

75 years—but with drastically reduced livestock grazing rights, less

land, no chance to pass on land and livestock to families, and

subservience to the Hopi tribal government, including needing

permission for burials and traditional ceremonies. McCain gave

the Dine people two choices: sign the agreement or be forcibly

evicted from the land in four years.

There are currently several hundred Dine who refuse to sign

the Accommodation Agreement and are determined in their

resistance to relocation. The resisters, as well as supporters like

me who go to Black Mesa to help out with sheepherding and other

duties, are subject to constant harassment and intimidation by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs police, often in the form of livestock

impoundments. This is a particularly devastating form of intimi-

dation because sheep and goats are the livelihood of the Dine

people. They have traditionally used for food, weaving and in

religious ceremonies.

Relocation is genocide to the Dine people. The religion and

spirituality of the Dine is site-specific. It cannot be practiced at

another location. The Dine feel a strong tie to the land and

sacred sites where they and their ancestors were born, where their

medicinal herbs and crops grow and animals graze. Those Dine

who relocate end up living in an area called the "New Lands” des-

ignated by the government, which is located downstream from

one of the worst radioactive spills in the country, 1979 s dam leak

at Church Rock, New Mexico.

The Dine people do not speak English for the most part and

are not used to village life. It is an incredibly difficult adjustment

from an almost self-sufficient lifestyle to one of paying taxes and

bills, and the distraction of Americanized city life. Many fall into

homelessness, alcoholism and premature death. As one 64-year

old woman relocatee puts it, "It is like being buried alive.”

February 2, 2000 was the deadline for all evictions to take place

at Black Mesa yet a number of legal technicalities, appeals, and a

large support presence has given the resisting families a bit more

time. The Dine have looked to the United Nations and other human

and indigenous rights groups for help; in fact, the situation was the

target of the first UN investigation on human rights violations on US

soil in the country’s history. The situation at Black Mesa has been

considered genocide by many international working groups. The

relocation policy is also completely illegal, as the Dine constitute a

sovereign nation. The United States promised it would uphold the

rights of its citizens when the territory was ceded from Mexico in the

Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848.

The public has been kept in the dark about what is really

going on at Black Mesa. While a few hundred Dine have been

actively resisting relocation, the number of Dine actually effected

exceeds 13,000 and the real cost of relocation, whether voluntarily

or forcibly, will exceed $1.5 billion. The "land dispute” and con-

flict between the two tribes was fabricated in the interest of corpo-

rate greed. The sacred lands and lifestyle of the Hopi are also

being destroyed and the royalties they are receiving are nowhere

near the amount being generated. The relocation policy and strip-

mining of the pristine area are prime examples of racism, envi-

ronmental pillage, and indisputable genocide. Allowing the lies,

deceit and the murder of a people to continue is something I

refuse to do, even now that I’m no longer on Dine land.

Although it has been a few months since I left, In my mind

I am still in the desert. The tranquility and truth it taught a city

girl like me is something I plan to carry with me forever. It is an

incredible experience, to be touched by the strong spirits of a

unique culture, and in your own backyard. Experiencing

moonlight you can read by and stars you can’t count. Holding

newborn goat twins in your arms just hours after they are born.

Hearing the sounds of drums while knowing there is not a soul

within 20 miles. Seeing graffiti worthy of large Central

American cities on every water tower and windmill, like arrows

screaming towards a deserving future. The words of Dine elder

Pauline Whitesinger continually echo through my head: "There

is no word in the Dine language for relocation. To relocate is to

disappear forever and never to be seen again.” ®
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T
hey are buried alive.”

That’s how lawyer Michael Deutsch described the loved

ones of the people who packed a room in Chicago’s Daley

Center for a hearing before a government prison reform com-

mittee in early August.

Deutsch was referring to the about 460 "C number” prison-

ers in Illinois, prisoners given long sentences before 1978 who,

because of legislative changes, are now "trapped in the system.”

People like the inmate who was recently diagnosed with ter-

minal stomach cancer, yet is still being imprisoned while those

with much lesser charges are paroled.

The man’s partner tearfully described how he has gone before a

parole board year after year, only to be told each time that his parole

is denied, for no explained reason. Now, racked with pain and with

only a few months to live, he is still locked up because of the "seri-

ousness” of the offense he committed well over 20 years ago.

Or the brother of Carolyn Harris, who was sentenced for a

murder 21 years ago at age 1 7 and remains in prison indefinitely

today, even while those with equivalent charges go in and out.

"He was labeled a gang-banger in prison because he was try-

ing to help the younger prisoners and convince them to get an

education,” Harris told the committee, noting that her brother

maintains his innocence and that no physical evidence links him

to the crime. "He has more education now than most people

walking out here on the street.”

Prisoners sentenced in Illinois before 1978 were sentenced under

the assumption that they would go before a parole board regularly, and

if they were judged to be rehabilitated and no longer a threat, they

would be paroled even if they had years left on their sentence.

In 1978, then-Governor James Thompson signed a new

crime bill that basically abolished the concept of parole and the

Parole and Pardon Board. It created determinant sentencing,

which set fixed release dates for prisoners with little emphasis

placed on their behavior in prison.

Initially, the bill also included fixed release dates for prison-

ers sentenced before 1978. But during the final debate on the

legislation, a provision was added to deny fixed release dates to

prisoners with sentences of 20 years or more from before 1978.

So these prisoners are held in limbo, serving sentences much

longer than they would have gotten under today’s determinant

sentencing laws, yet denied the former parole system that would

likely have released most of them already. These prisoners still

have yearly parole hearings, but now they are heard by the

Prisoner Review Board, a highly paid 12-member group appoint-

ed by the governor, under a system in which only a tiny fraction

of those who previously would have been paroled are released.

Prisoners sentenced today in the state under determinant

sentencing get a designated sentence. They know they will be

released at the end of that sentence and can earn one day off for

each day of good behavior they log in prison. That means a pris-

oner with a 30 year sentence can get off in 15 years. Supervised

parole for prisoners sentenced today does not exceed three years,

no matter what the crime. Those sentenced under the old law can

spend the rest of their lives on parole.

But Illinois’ C number prisoners "have no idea when or if

they will ever be released,” according to a report presented to the

House of Representatives Prison Reform Management

Committee at the August I hearing.

"They essentially are locked up and the key is thrown away,”

Deutsch, who works with the People’s Law Office, told the committee.

A Catch 22

The committee, made up of state representatives heard the

testimony of paroled C number prisoners and family members of

G numbers who are still incarcerated. "It’s clear in hindsight that

with the dismantling of the Parole and Pardon Board came the

end of the chance of parole for the 460 men and women still in

the system sentenced under the old law,” says the report.
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"These prisoners are caught in a Catch 22,” says Ra Chaka, a

former C number prisoner who was released after 33 years

behind bars and now runs the Prison Action Committee advocacy

organization. "There used to be programs in prisons to prepare

prisoners for parole and to allow them to show the parole board

what they were doing with their life. But now there are no more

programs, and they still have to meet with the board.”

Between 1978 and 1983, 28 to 75 percent of prisoners appearing

before the Board were paroled. But due to changes in the process enact-

ed in 1984, now only one to four percent are paroled. Meanwhile, all

the prisoners are getting olden—they have all been in prison for at least

22 years—and a large percent of them are in ill health.

"Most of these prisoners are between 41 and 60 years old,”

says Rep. Delgado, who represents Chicago’s Humboldt Park

area. "That is the most economically productive time of a per-

son’s life, the time when it is most important for them to be with

their families. These people aren’t a danger to society. Last week

we had four shootings in our community, and not one of the

shooters was over 25 years old. It’s time for these 'old people’ to

rejoin us. Enough is enough.”

Arbitrary Parole Decisions

The major change in the 1984 parole process which caused

the drastic reduction in paroles was the institution of an "En

Banc” process, in which only one member of the board interviews

the prisoner. That person then reports to the board and a major-

ity of the board must vote for the prisoner’s parole. In the past,

three members would interview the prisoner and two of them had

to ask for parole.

"Now the people making the decision do not have the

opportunity to meet with the inmate and look them in the eye,”

says Loch Bowman, a lawyer with the MacArthur Justice Center.

"I am not aware of any other situation where I am advocating for

a person and I don’t get a chance to meet face to face with the

decision-maker. It’s fundamentally not fair.”

Lawyers representing the prisoners are asking that set guide-

lines be instituted for the parole evaluation of C numbers, for

example an objective "matrix” system that assigns point values for

a prisoner’s behavior or improvement in various areas.

"We need criteria that looks at what someone’s done in

prison and what they will do when they get out,” says Deutsch.

"But under the system we have now, it doesn’t matter what some-

one does in prison. I know a prisoner who works for a civilian

employer in prison who calls him the best worker he’s ever had.

This man has family and church support when he comes out, and

he hasn’t had a ticket in 30 years. Yet he is still denied parole.

This creates a situation of anger and hopelessness in prison, and

that makes it a much more dangerous place.”

Endless Parole

Ron Wolf, a former C number prisoner, did have the good for-

tune to be paroled three years ago. But even on parole, he often feels

as if he is in prison. Wolf, 66, served a 20-year sentence for armed

robbery and home invasion—he was never charged with murder or

causing bodily harm. His parole doesn’t end until the year 2070.

Wolf works as a driver for the Salvation Army and does addi-

tional work for Chevrolet delivering cars. He also does public

speaking for Christian groups. But these positive activities are

hampered on a constant basis by parole regulations that prevent

him from leaving the state.

"Part of my duties at Chevrolet are to go to Indiana, Iowa,

Wisconsin and Michigan to pick up cars,” he says. "One time I

was supposed to go to Hammond, Indiana, 45 minutes away from

the city, to pick up a car. But the parole board wouldn’t let me.”

The parole board even forbid him from doing a scheduled Bible

studies speaking tour in Southern Illinois.

"They’ve got my hands tied,” he says.

Alonzo Jones was just paroled this year after 37 years behind

bars. Jones was sent to Menard penetentiary in 1963 for a bur-

glary conviction. At the prison, he was caught up in a riot that

resulted in the death of several guards. He was charged with mur-

der, though he maintains his innocence. He was sentenced to

death, then resentenced to 150 years in prison when the Death

Penalty was ruled unconstitutional in 1974- Guards took mental

and physical retribution on Jones constantly after the riot.

"I lost all my teeth, I had my nose broken, I had I don’t

know how many broken bones,” says Jones. "I got a severe butt-

whipping at least every month. And I could only leave my cell

once every two weeks for a shower.” Jones went on a 54 -clay

hunger strike to protest the abuse and conditions, leading to him

being hospitalized and placed on IV fluids.

Jones noted that while in prison, he got a college degree and

certificates in "every vocational skill you can imagine.” He was

given only one disciplinary ticket in 24 years of incarceration.

"I proved over and over that I had rehabilitated myself,” he

says. "All the parole officers who met me personally voted to

parole me, but the ones who hadn’t met me denied it. Each time

it was denied based on the seriousness of the offense.’ It makes us

very discouraged. What do we have to do to get parole?”

Demands

Lawyers and advocates for the G numbers are asking the com-

mittee for several key changes. In addition to the use of a matrix to

determine parole eligibility, they want the reinstatement of a

three-person parole board that needs a majority to grant parole.

They are also asking that prisoners are guaranteed a parole

hearing every year: now, the board can delay the next hearing for

three or four years. And they are demanding that C numbers who

are released get only three years of parole, like prisoners sen-

tenced today. They want a mercy law allowing terminally ill pris-

oners to die at home with family, and they want a citizen oversight

committee to monitor the parole procedures.

Harris noted that not only the inmates but their families

suffer from the years of getting their hopes up and then being

disappointed by an arbitrary system. Her brother "has been going

before the board every year, and each time he’s denied because of

the seriousness of the crime,” she says. "But I see inmates going

in for the same crimes today and coming out in seven or II years.

Meanwhile the C numbers are still incarcerated and they’ve

thrown the key away.” ®
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FOUR YEARS AFTER WELFARE “REFORM”

ONE THING IS CLEAR: IT DOESN’T WORK

F
our years ago, President Clinton fulfilled his campaign

pledge to "end welfare as we know it,” signing into law the

Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of

1996—also known as welfare "reform.” It mandated lifetime limits

on receiving public assistance (which many will hit next year) and

ended decades of public entitlement for America’s poor.

At the signing of the act, Clinton proudly cited the words of

Robert Kennedy from nearly 30 years before: "Work is the mean-

ing of what this country is all about. We need it as individuals. We

need to sense it in our fellow citizens. And we need it as a society

and as a people.” More than anything, America’s recent venture

into welfare reform has been characterized by a deep and unwaver-

ing conviction in the power of work to cure all our social ills.

by Trade McMillan
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While welfare recipients have headed for the job market in

droves, the question of efficacy remains: has welfare reform

worked so far? Has it, as Clinton predicted, ended "the terrible,

alsmost physical isolation of poor people and their children from

the rest of mainstream America?” Even the New York Times,

hardly a journal a radical thought, ran a cover story in late 1999

somberly declaring that welfare reform’s "Bold Effort Leaves Much

Unchanged for the Poor.” There are important lessons to be

learned from our nation’s recent foray into workfare, touching on

themes of poverty, economic priorities, and, not least of all, work.

Lesson One: Less Welfare Means More Problems

Politicians—from Democratic Presidential hopeful A1 Gore

to New York City’s Republican Mayor Rudolph Giuliani—have

touted the success of welfare reform, citing dramatic drops in

caseload. Nationally, the welfare caseload dropped from 5-1 mil-

lion cases in 1994 to 2-7 million in 1999 according to a report

from the Congressional Research Service. New York City,

responsible for a sizeable chunk of the nation’s welfare rolls, went

from assisting 1. 1 million people through welfare in 1995 to

675 »OOO people in 1998; by May 2000 it was down to just under

577>000 >
a level unseen since the 1960s. But the numbers don’t

tell the real truth.

"All that means is that fewer people are getting support from

the government, it doesn’t mean that fewer people are poor,” says

Andrew Friedman, co-director of Make the Road by Walking, a

community activist organzation in Bushwick, Brooklyn. MTRBW
works in several areas, including economic justice and helping

non-English speaking women on public assistance. "It doesn’t

make any sense for them to measure their success by the drop in

caseload. The way they should measure it is by asking 'Do people

have better health care? Are children eating? Are more people

actually working?’”

In large part the answers to those questions paint a very dif-

ferent picture. Apart from the drop in welfare rolls, there is little

that indicates that America has begun to effectively address pover-

ty. For starters, fewer poor people are receiving government assis-

tance. This doesn’t mean that poverty has gone down, but rather

—

as Friedman hints—that the government is simply doing less for

them. Hunger and homelessness have risen over the last few years,

as has the severity of poverty. Fewer low income families take

advantage of Medicaid. Waiting lists for publicly-subsidized child

care—a vital necessity for those leaving welfare for work—are sky-

high. In 1997* means-tested programs (such as food stamps, wel-

fare, and Medicaid) removed 700,000 fewer children from

poverty in the US than they did in 1996. In New York City,

58.2% of poor families received public assistance in 1985. By

1998, it had dropped to 42.3%.

Though the poverty rate has dropped slightly, moving from

13.7% in ^996 to 12.7% in 1998, the depth of poverty has

increased. The child poverty gap after means-tested benefits (a

measurement of the total amount by which the incomes of poor

children fall below the poverty line after receiving welfare)

,

declined from $20.6 billion in 1993 to $18.4 billion in 1995.

Following welfare reform, it rose to $19.4 billion in 1997, an

increase of 6%, despite rapid economic growth.

Requests for emergency food assistance have risen across the

country. A 1999 national survey found that 80% of food

providers cited an increase in demand from families with chil-

dren; the average increase was 15%. In New York City, 75% °f

emergency food providers in 1999 reported that they had more

people coming for food who had had their public assistance cases

closed. At the same time, it is estimated that about 1/5 of the

demand for emergency food went unmet in 1999.

The number of low-income parents enrolled in Medicaid in

15 states declined by almost one million— approximately 27%—
between January 1996 and December 1999 according to a study by

Families USA, a nonprofit consumer group. Though the federal

law mandated transitional Medicaid for those kicked off of wel-

fare, few states have followed that protocol.

At the same time, affordable day care is close to non-existent.

New York City, responsible for a sizeable portion of the national

welfare caseload, had 952 vacancies in either group or family day

care centers in October, 1999- The number of children on waiting

lists, however, was 18,

5

X 7—^wdl over 19 times as many openings.

These numbers only represent those children in formal, licensed

care. In 1998, 83% of children receiving publicly funded day care

from NYC’s Office of Employment Services (which overwhelm-

ingly services welfare recipients families) were in informal, unli-

censed care—providing mothers with a weekly subsidy of $76. For a

five-day work week, that comes to just over $15 a day to pay a rela-

tive, friend, or neighbor to take care of a child.

Even housing proves a difficult luxury to secure; a report on

the consequnces of welfare reform in New York State found that

fully I in 4 welfare recipients had lived in a homeless shelter at

some point between 1993 and 1997* In New York City, 89% of

providers reported an increase in their homeless populations

since 1995* when workfare took effect; 73% of homeless service

providers reported that their clients were having touble comply-

ing wth workfare or work rules in 1999.

A national survey of 26 cities conducted by the US
Conference of Mayors found that nearly 70% of homeless service

providers registered an increase in need for families from 1998 to

1999* with an average increase in need of 17%. Ninety-two per-

cent of city officials expect the need for emergency shelter for

families to continue to increase.

Such increases may not seem like much—perhaps just a statis-

tical blip. But when set against the backdrop of a booming econo-

my that’s produced 2-5 million millionaires, 267 billionaires,

and soaring stock options, an increase homelessness, hunger, and

the depth of child poverty are an indication that the benefits of

the
'

'new economy” have yet to "trickle down” to those on the

lowest rungs of the economic ladder.

Lesson Two: “It’s work that sets you free.”

In New York City "workfare” was implemented in 1995,

before it was a national mandate, at the behest of Mayor Rudolph

Giuliani. Giuliani quickly appointed Jason Turner—who gained
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fame for revamping Wisconsin’s welfare program—as the head of

the city’s welfare agency. Turner’s novel approach? Poverty isn’t a

problem. Welfare is.

"It is not the relative level of income that is a prime social

determinant, but rather the source of income,” he wrote in an

online forum for the Atlantic Monthly. "Idleness [is] responsible

for much (though not all) of the decay in the social and family

fabric.” In 1998, during an interview on public television in New

York, Turner blithely stated that "It’s work that sets you free”—an
eerie restatement of the phrase written over the gateways to Nazi

concentration camps.

Despite the apparent conviction of the political mainstream

that work will solve our nation’s problems, not everyone is con-

vinced that people are leaving welfare for work. Advocates like

Friedman who work with welfare recipients point to a more spe-

cific cause for the drop: sanctions.

"Sanction” is the term used to denote a punitive denial or

reduction of public assistance benefits, generally applied when a

recipient fails to comply with one or more of the myriad rules

and regulations governing public assistance. In New York City,

there were just over 220,000 public assistance cases obligated to

work in April 1999? about 45*000 (over 20%) were in sanction.

Not only are sanction rates high, fewer people are even getting

public assistance in the first place. In 1993, before the imple-

mentation of workfare, 26.5% of applications for public assis-

tance in New York City were rejected. By 1999, that proportion

nearly doubled to a whopping 51-7%*

For New York’s part, most applicants who appeal such

denials win their case against the city. Since the implementation

of welfare reform in New York, the percent of appeal hearings

ruling in favor of welfare recipients has steadily remained well

above 80%, sometimes hovering above 90%. A study of a welfare

center in New York’s Washington Heights neighborhood,

financed by the United Way, found that of 174 families who

reported having problems with their welfare benefits, 93% were

either wrongly denied benefits upon application or lost thir ben-

efits wrongly.

"Instead of one or two appointments to do the [public assis-

tance] application, you have an endless series of hoops that peo-

ple have to jump through. Eventually, something happens where

they can’t jump through one of the hoops,” explains Friednman.

on the welfare budget. Conservatives decry big government and

wasteful bureuacracy, but don’t bat an eye at the immense admin-

istrative support and the correspondingly hefty price tag required

for the increased screening of recipients. City records show that

New York City has mildy increased its overall spending on welfare

in the last few decades, rising from just over $7 billion in 1970 to

almost $7*6 billion in 1999 (all in I999 dollars). The amount

spent on grants—typically a sizeable chunk of spending—has

dropped a drastic 55%? where the city spent about half of its wel-

fare budget on recipients in 1970 ($3-5 billion), it now spends

only one-fifth ($1.5 billion), using the other 80% to cover its

bulging administrative costs. Government provision may have

shrunk, but the bureaucracy is booming.

In the face of all this, a look at the face of the poor shows us

that they are overwhelmingly non-white and female. In 1995* the

poverty rate for white Americans stood at 11.2%; among blacks it

was 29.3%, and among Hispanics it was 30.3%. In New York

City, the difference was even more pronounced. In 1995, the

poverty rate for whites was below the national average at 10.6%.

Blacks and Hispanics were poor at a rate over 3 times that of

whites, 35-5% and 42-4%* respectively.

The rates for welfare reflect a similar racial disparity, as well

as a gendered one. Nearly 42% of welfare recipients were white,

non-Hispanic in 1997? nonwhite, non-Hispanic counted for just

under 37%* while Hispanic came in at 22%. An incredible 96.4%

of welfare recipients were female. Centuries of discrimination,

institutionalized in our society’s structures, have ensured that the

face of welfare, like that of poverty, is overwhelmingly brown and

female in America.

Lesson Three: Work, Work, Work and still poor

Most people on welfare will tell you they want to work. The

reasons they don’t can range from having a disabled child they

need to take care of to not being able to afford child care to not

being able to find a job. Welfare reform presupposed an immense

job market, ready to take on scores of low-skill, undereducated

workers. It’s little surprise that few of those on welfare have actu-

ally made it into full-time jobs with benefits.

Norma Torres has been a participant in New York City’s Work

Experience Program since 1997* working in maintenance and jani-

torial services at several city buildings in the Bronx. "I’m looking

fcES.
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"That’s why people aren’t getting government support. It has

nothing to do with people working or not working.”

The immense paper trail that it takes to verify eligibilty for

public assistance, ranging from numerous home visits by case-

workers to a computerized finger-imaging program, takes its toll

for a job and everything. I take my newspaper, put applications

here, put applications there. And nothing” says Torres. "It’s hard

for me.” An unmarried, childless woman, Torres’ 32-hour weeks

bring her just over $200 a month in cash benefits, $127 a month in

food stamps, and eligibility for Section 8 housing.
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"I only ask for a job that can pay maybe $6, $7 an hour.

That’s all I ask.” sighs Torres. ’’Good benefits and everything.

That’s all I’m asking for.”

Torres’ willingness to work for a wage that, particulary in New
York City, will barely cover the cost of living, is part and parcel of the

welfare system. A "side effect” of welfare reform has been the creation

a sizeable labor supply desperate for work—any work at all. Welfare

doesn’t mandate secure employment at decent wages with benefits, it

simply requires that recipients have a job, whether it’s sweeping court-

house floors or picking up trash with a city workfare team.

"The goal,” says Friedman, "is to coerce poor women, mostly

women of color, into the labor market and they’re forced to accept

exploitative working conditions at low pay.” With reams of desperate

recipients job hunting, it makes the situation even more tenuous

for low-skill workers who know that there are dozens out there try-

ing to get into paid employment. Accepting wage concessions and

more hazardous work conditions is hard to avoid.

Some draw a direct connection between workfare and the

drop in some employment sectors: "The WEP [part of NYC’s

workfare progam] program has led to significant reductions in

full-time city jobs represented by DC 37 and other unions. [WEP

has] failed to lead to permanent, full-time, nonsubsidized

employment,” says Lee Saunders of District Council 37, the city

employees’ union. The Bronx Housing Court, for instance,

boasted a staff of over 70 in late 1999'* just she were actual city

employees. The rest were all WEP workers.

Desperate for jobs or not, statistics show that it’s a tough

squeeze to get welfare recipients into any kind ofjob at all. When
the welfare act was signed in 1996, labor market analysts in New
York raised their eyebrows at the new work requirements.

Between 1992 and 1996. there was a net gain of 88,000 jobs in

the city. At that rate of growth, even if every single new job went

to a welfare recipient, it would have taken 21 years for all of them

to be absorbed into the economy.

"With a growing economy, I suppose eventually you’d be

able to do it,” William Grinker, a former welfare official in

New York, said when the federal bill was signed. "But in the

short term it logically leads you to understand that a massive

job creation effort beyond anything the government’s done since

the Great Depression would have to go on to provide work for

all those people.”

Public job creation, however, hasn’t made it to the top of any

candidate’s priority list. Indeed, in New York City, public sector

employment—long the center of a strong, materially stable work-

ing class—showed the second largest decline of any industry, los-

ing nearly 24*000 jobs from 1992 to 1998.

Private sector job growth has risen with the recent economic

expansion, surpassing the modest growth of the early '90s, but it

has been concentrated mainly in two areas: low-wage service sector

work and high-skill technology employment. Gone are the living

wage manufacturing jobs of the mid-century. Indeed, the US
Department of Labor projects that, through 2005, employment in

services and retail trade will represnt 96% of employment growth.

When recipients do find jobs, they are usually in the service

sector and seldom pay enough to obviate the need for any public

assistance. A survey by the Urban Institute found that approxi-

mately 2/3 of former welfare recipients who found work were

employed in service, sales, or clerical work—typically low-paying

sectors. The same report found that in 1997* the median wage for

former welfare recipients was a scant $6.6l an hour. Another

study, conducted by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,

also found that a significant portion of those who found work did

so in the far-from-stable field of temporary employment agencies.

In New York City, a full 58% of respondents to a phone survey of

former welfare recipients were earning $15,000 a year or less.

"Even if people are working, they’re often still eligible to get

some assistance,” sighs Friedman. "They’re just getting cut off

because the system is not accessible to them.”

For all the talk about the healing power of work, many of

those who have left welfare still find themselves depending on the

state for help with basic needs. The UI study cited above also

shows that only 12% of those leaving welfare did not receive any

kind of public benefits. Nearly a third reported receiving food

stamps; almost half reported that their children received

Medicaid; 19% reported receiving child care assistance. It also

found that 49% of former recipients were unable to pay their

mortgage or rent; a full third reported having to cut the size of or

skip meals due to lack of food.

Lesson Four: USA Rules!

One of the strongest themes of welfare reform has been the

necessity of work. What has been obscured by the focus on work is

the original purpose behind welfare: to alleviate poverty. Welfare

was initially intended—at least in its public rhetoric—to help those

that the economic system had left behind. Recent years, however,

have seen the debate shift rightward, instead characertizing those

who receive welfare as lazy freeloaders unwilling to take part in the

system. The switch in approach has not gone without effect. A
quick glance abroad shows how abysmal the US has been in terms

of alleviating poverty.

The US ranks near the bottom of industrialized countries in

terms of social spending, shelling out a mere 15% of its immense



GDP for such programs, according to a recent study released by

the Ontario Coalition for Better Child Care. Other industrial-

ized nations with high levels of wealth, such as Germany and

France, spend approximately one quarter of their GDP on social

nomic "opporunity” that supposedly abound, the simple fact that,

for most people, they either can’t find a job or the jobs they can

find aren’t sufficient to eek out a life. Given what most of the jobs

available look like, looking to welfare isn’t even the most inexplic-
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spending. Sweden, the welfare state giant, spends a full third. The

use of state benefits is much higher in European countries than

in the US, and it shows: poverty is dramatically lower.

While the US pre-transfer poverty rates (before entering

welfare programs) are fairly comparable to other countries’, its

post-transfer poverty rates are abysmal. Adult poverty in the US
stands at 20% pre-transfer, making a mild dip to l6% after wel-

fare. Belgium, also at 20% pre-transfer, drops to a mere 5% after

welfare. Despite Democrats’ boasts about the work the Clinton

administration has done to reduce child poverty, while 29% of

American children are poor pre-transfer, 25% are still poor

post- transfer. Compare that to France; though 27% of children

are poor pre-transfer, only 7% remain poor after transfer into

welfare programs.

Indeed, while the US ranks third in the world in terms of the

UN human development index (a measurement of wealth, educa-

tion, life expectancy, and other indicators of economic and social

development) trailing only Canada and Norway, it falls rock bot-

tom at the list of industrialized countries in terms of fighting

poverty. Even with the second-highest income per capita (behind

only Luxemborg, a tiny country of great wealth), the US has failed

to effectively combat the problem it claims welfare reform will

largely solve: poverty.

The US isn’t just falling behind in terms of fighting poverty.

In terms of literacy, the US lags far behind the Scandinavian

social welfare giants—where work is far from the national priority.

Norway, ranked second in the UN HDI, has a functional illiteracy

rate of 8.5%; Sweden’s illiteracy rate, with a HDI rank of 6,

stands at 7 - 5%- The US, on the other hand, comes in with a rate

of 20 . 7%, comparable to that of Western Samoa (20.3%),

Swaziland (21.7%). and Lesotho (17.6%).

Lesson Five: Fuck Work, Let’s Rock

Whether we want to admit it or not, work often does not pay

for those at the bottom of the economic ladder. Welfare reform

has become work-obsessed, often to the detriment of those it

purports to help. As a nation, we’ve stopped looking at welfare as

a means of helping those who the economic system leaves behind.

Instead, we emphasize the importance of work—as if most people

on welfare didn’t already know it.

At its core, the emphasis on work assumes that those who

seek help from welfare are too lazy to take advantage of the eco-

able choice of action; facing down a career in drive-thru

telecommunications could make even the best of us run for the

dole. The innumerable stripes and colors of social dislocation in

the US have rendered perfectly intelligent people unable to deal.

Sure, some can struggle through raising four children, working

two full-time jobs, and going to school full-time, or any combi-

nation thereof, for the ultimate rags to riches story. But should

that be held up as the norm? Not everyone has the same chances

handed to them at birth, nor does everyone have the same forti-

tude for unending toil and struggle; welfare reform and the

emphasis on work ignores that and, ultimately, punishes those

who can’t handle what often amounts to a life of low-paying,

unending work. When the choice comes down to it, who wouldn’t

rather take care of their child at home instead of dishing out fast

food french fries for five dollars an hour with no benefits?

Clearly, there will be people who take unfair advantage of

public benefits. It’s true that there are people who do little as active

parents, yet stay at home, collect a check, and don’t lift a finger.

Still, even if there are people out there lazily collecting the minis-

cule checks afforded by public assistance, does it make sense to

spend literally millions of dollars on administrative costs in order

to ferret out the handful of "welfare cheats” instead ofjust letting

them—along with the thousands who dearly need the benefits—col-

lect the money they need to care for themselves and their children?

In a political climate where politicians are happy to extend a

tax cut to middle class families—to help out, maybe give people

more time with their kids—but balk at the idea of making it possi-

ble for a poor single mother to simply take care of her own chil-

dren, it’s clear that it’s not that we, as a nation, oppose all gov-

ernment assistance. Much as the state is happy to spend millions

on corporate subsidies, it doesn’t mind using public funds to

help those who have been able to take ample advantage of the

recent economic upswing—largely middle- and upper-class

whites. Welfare has gone from being a way to help those left

behind by capitalism to a miserly pittance reluctantly thrown to

people we consider too lazy to help themselves to the expanding

economic pie. ®

Trade McMillan is the editor of The Activist, a magazine onjouth, culture, and

politics published by the Young Democratic Socialists. She has worked as a reserach

assistantfor theforthcoming book Hands to Work, examining welfare reform in

New York City, by LynNell Hancock.
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EXC1USIVEIY DISTRIBUTED BY INITIAL RECORDS - ORDER BV RHODE: 50Z.499.PUNK - ORDER ONLINE: WWW.IUITIA1RECDRDS.C0IU S



Newer Stuff:

Landos 45 The End" CDEP $7
The Wayouts 7“ $3
Nymb "Glass Eye" CDEP $5

Coming Soon:

Seven Days of Samsara/Since By Man split LP
Dance & Destroy 7"

+more
Write for a full catalog, or consult our webpage

TIAL RECORDS •

502. 499. PUNK •

ND $2 FOR 80

’0 BOX 17131 • LOUISVI
AX 502.499.7879 • WWW.

I

.GE CATALOG AND 25 B

LE KY 40217 USA
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The Faction “Collection” CD $7.50 • The Faction “Uncollectable” CD coming soon • 20 Worth
“Live & Sick” CD $5 • The Faction knit beanie hat $10 • Happy Campers blue vinyl 6-song 12”

$6 • 20 Worth “Give up the Gun” 2xCD $8 • The Faction Dark Room T-Shirt L or XL $9 •

Bombed in Las Vegas Compilation CD $5 • (Happy Campers, Vermin, • 3rd Man In, Aging
Process, & 20 Worth) • The Faction “Dark Room” 6-song 12” $10 • The Faction / 20 Worth split

red vinyl 7” • Aging Process CD coming soon • 20 Worth “Still Sick” CD coming soon

Postage: $2 first item; .500 each additional item. 8370 W. Cheyenne, PMB 109-22, LV, NV
89129

Stores: AVD is distributed by Rotz Records, Inc.

www.avdrecords.com
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Oil! in OcL a new Limited Edition Registrators 7" single!

*^CD$19. CDEF $6. GITS lp$19. other lps $d. 7" $3.59 or (2) 7" for $6.99

r??A^@^pob 469492, sf ca 94146 - 9492 USA or www.mordamrecords.com

FUEL CD only

reissue ot all their songs!

The Gits C D Ingram IP

llnreleased studio & live tracks

try.fail.try

we deal in lives

cd ep
$6 us/ $8 overseas

ybg-008*

rocky votolato

a brief history

mod
$7 us / $9 overseas

ybg-007

situation at 1 200
de-luxe

cd ep
$6 us / $8 overseas

ybg-006

eventide zine

issue no. 6

1 36 pages
$2 us / $4 overseas

e-006

distribution:

insound, lumberjack,

revelation, bottlenekk,

very, no idea. etc.

your best guess records

po box 64

denville, nj 07834

eventide zine

po box 2641

new york, ny 10009

cash/checks payable
to toby carroll

www.yourbestguess.com

*-7" version available on
9 volt (9volt.com)



BEST
POISED TO BREAK LP/CD
PRC-037 OCTOBER 17 2000

“(Sunday’s Best) flaunts its harmonies shame-
lessly over muted guitars and crisp percus-

sion. The hooks are undeniable...” -Drawer 8

POLYVINYL RECORD CO. www.polyvinylrecords.com

PELE
THE NUDES LP/CD
PRC-034 SEPTEMBER 19 2000

On their extraordinary fourth album, Pele find

the perfect meld of experimentation and

improvisation. “Pele just might be the band
that can do no wrong." -Pillowfight

POLYVINYL RECORD CO. www.polyvinylrecords.com

another year on the streets

featuring new unreleased tracks from:

ALKALINE TRIO • THE GET UP KIDS
ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT

AUT0MATIC7 • NO MOTIV

THE ANNIVERSARY • KOUFAX
SAVES THE DAY • FACE TO FACE

REGGIE AND THE FULL EFFECT

THE NEW AMSTERDAMS

in stores 10.17.00
low price $5 / pre order now

K
fcB

l»

2000

automatic?
beggars liff

Vagrant Records, 2118 Wilshire Blvd.#361, Santa Monica, CA 90403
CD: SlOppd Order On-Line at www.vagrant.com - send in this ad for free stickers and pins
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Surrender
A Depriver case study

By Jennifer Heddle

T here’s a knock at the door, and I

try not to panic. I sit up on the

creaky futon and slip cloth gloves

over my hands, glad the cold in my tiny

apartment provides a good excuse for

them. "Yeah?” Stay calm.

"It’s Manuel.”

I breathe a sigh of relief. "Hold on.”

I get up and unlock the door.

Manuel’s a good kid, runs errands

for me, picks up my welfare checks using a

fake ID. He doesn’t know I’m a Depriver,

just thinks I’m a shut-in with an antisocial

streak. If he does suspect the truth, he’s

not saying. And I’m not offering.

"Hey man, whassup,” Manuel says, slap-

ping my gloved hand. He’s carrying a brown

paper bag of groceries that he sets down on

the kitchen table. "Got all your usuals.”

"Thanks.” I look him up and down.

He’s wearing tattered jeans and a dirty red

T-shirt under his beat-up parka, and

from the looks of his greasy dark hair he

hasn’t showered in a while. "You okay?”

"Whadda you think?” Manuel grins

and his gold tooth winks at me. "Don’t

worry about me, man, I’m solid. Even got

you a paper.” He pulls a folded-up news-

paper out of the bag and hands it to me

smugly. "Got the last one.”

"You’re the best, Manuel.” I scan the

headlines. BREAKTHROUGH IN

GENETIC TESTING, the banner reads.

EXPERTS MAY HAVE ISOLATED

DEPRIVER GENE. What a load of crap.

They’ve been churning out this kind of

stuff for months now. Everyone knows it’s

a propaganda smokescreen, an attempt to

give people some semblance of hope.

Still, I want to be alone with the

paper. "Okay, Manuel, get out of here. I

got things to do.” A bald-faced lie, but

Manuel knows better than to pry.

"You got it man. Keep the peace!” he

says, brandishing a clenched fist in the

new anthem of the streets. The irony of

the gesture is lost on him.

After Manuel leaves I sit back down on

the bed, handling the paper with an almost

reverent touch. Newspapers are hard to

come by these days. Print runs have gone

down thanks to stricter recycling laws, and

to have one all to myself feels like a small

luxury. Unfortunately, there’s little of

interest. Six Deprivers were arrested in a

raid on an abandoned warehouse on the

West Side. Apparently they had "failed to

register with the proper authorities regard-

ing their Depriver status.” Didn’t register,

imagine that. They didn’t want a life of

public ostracism, forced government assis-

tance, and constant monitoring of their

whereabouts? Amazing.

I toss the paper aside in disgust. I

jump when there’s another knock at the

door, tentative this time, soft and uneven.

Busy day today.

"Delia?” I ask as my heart begins to

pound. I already know it’s her.

"Yes.”

I get up again and let her in. She

steps inside with a demure smile and I

scowl at her, unimpressed. She always tries

the Miss Innocent routine at first, as if

I’m going to be fooled into thinking this

is anything other than what it is.

I can’t help but look at her, though.

Her dark brown hair falls in a cascade over

her shoulders and her blue eyes fixate on

me intensely. Delia is petite with an

almost elfin face, and would be extremely

attractive if not for the sickly, pallid sheen

on her skin and the ugly blue and purple

tracks on her arms.

"I know... I’m early,” she says, her

words a bit slurred, and I realize she’s

already high. She takes off her coat,

throws it on the kitchen table, then sits

down on the futon with an air of nervous

excitement, her eyes still on me.

I take small, measured steps over to

the bed and stand in front of her, my

stomach churning.

She begins slowly, unbuttoning her

threadbare cotton shirt and taking it off,

then removing her bra. A few more effi-

cient movements and she’s completely

naked. She’s still watching me, taking in as

much as she can in these last moments. I

take off my own clothes and realize with

disdain that I am already aroused. The

gloves come off last.

Our eyes meet. "Go ahead,” she says,

her voice barely above a whisper. I lick my

lips nervously, then reach out and place

my hands over her small breasts, feeling

her nipples harden against my palms.

I always know when it happens from

the way her pupils cloud over and her jaw

slackens. A sharp sound escapes from her

throat, fear tinged with sexual excitement.

I have never understood why blindness

and sex are such a turn-on for her; I have

never asked. Loss of control? Surrender?

That’s how I always feel when we do this.

Like I’m surrendering.

I knead her breasts for a while,

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: This is Leah Ryan with a passionate plea: Please send your short fiction to Punk Planet! Please tell your friends! Please

keep your submissions around 1,600 words, and submit electronically where possible. Not a writer? Tell me about what you've been reading lately.

Read something you loved? Hated? Drop me a line. Tell me about the novel that kept you from killing yourself in high school. And watch this space.

Get in Contact at: fiction@punkplanet.com
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weighing them in my hands as she breathes

in shallow breaths, before pushing her

down on the bed and covering her body

with mine. I run my hands up and down

the length of her, over her unhealthy skin,

the goose bumps that rise on her flesh, the

scars on her wrists. I know this terrain,

but each time I feel it like it is new terri-

tory. I commit it to tactile memory.

I look down at her face. Her gaze is

wide, unseeing.

When I enter her, she smiles. Her legs

lock behind my back and I drive into her,

controlled at first, then building until I am
beyond myself, beyond all shame or regret.

I try not to be too loud, but Delia moans

and whimpers and sighs. When I come, it

is with a suppressed groan.

And then it’s over. I withdraw from

her, disgust stirring in my guts. I put my
clothes back on as she starts feeling

around for her own. I could help her, but

I don’t; she gets off on the darkness, on

the helplessness.

She dresses herself with minimal dif-

ficulty, then heads for the door with accus-

tomed ease. Before she leaves, she turns

back to face me, as if she can still see.

"Thanks, John. I’ll see you next week.’’

I nod in response, forgetting for a

moment that she can’t see me. "Uh, yeah.

Next week.”

I’ve barely put my gloves back on

when yet another knock at the door star-

tles me. Grand Central Station never had

it so busy.

"Hey, man, it’s me.”

I get up, open the door. Manuel

stands there with a stormy expression on

his face. "What can I do for you?” I ask,

straining to keep my voice even.

"You can tell me what the hell you’re

trying to pull,” he snaps, dark eyes flashing.

"Get inside.” He slips in and I lock the

door behind him. Manuel’s fists are balled

at his sides; he could probably take me out,

easy. ’What are you talking about?”

"That woman,” he says impatiently.

He paces the length of the studio, tension

coiled inside of him, straining to be

released. "I forgot to give you your change

after I took my cut, so I came back to give

it to you when I saw her,” and he jerks his

thumb toward the door, "coming in here.

I didn t want to bother you—every man
needs a little time with the ladies—so I just

hung out for a while. I saw her leave, man.

She was feeling around for the walls, like

she was blind. She could see just fine when

she came in here.”

Speech over, he stops and folds his

arms across his chest, his eyes filled with

resentment.

"What do you want from me,

Manuel?” I ask wearily.

"I want the truth, man. If you’re a

Depriver, just tell me. It’s not like I didn’t

already think it. I ain’t stupid.”

I sigh in resignation and gesture for

him to take a seat. After a moment’s

hesitation he complies and I sit down
across from him on the futon, watching

him carefully, my heart pounding.

’'You’re right, Manuel. I’m a Depriver.

And to answer your next question, no,

I’m not registered. Why else would I be

cooped up in this shithole?” I crack my
knuckles as I wait for his response, not

sure how to proceed. He’s in his rights

to do just about anything to me now.

Deprivers, on the other hand, have few

rights left, if any.

"Feds would give me good money to

turn you in,” he says. Belligerence colors

his voice.

"I know.”

He fidgets in the chair, still angry.

Just tell me one thing. Why you hanging

out with a druggie skank like her? She gets

off on you so you’re doing her? Why?”

It’s my turn to squirm. The reasons

for Delia are hard to talk about, hard to

even think about. But I have to try to make

him understand. For my own sake.

"It’s the only time I ever get to touch

anyone,” I say softly. "Delia’s the only

human being I’ve touched skin to skin in

the past five years. I... I can’t help myself.

I need it sometimes. To touch someone.

To remind myself that I’m alive. That I am
human.”

His dark eyes pierce mine and I hold

my breath, waiting for condemnation, a

searing remark. Instead he shakes his head

and looks almost sad.

"I’m sorry, man,” he says. He gets

up and leaves, closing the door softly

behind him.

I sit there, alone. Wondering if I

should leave. Wondering if Manuel will

turn me in. Wondering how much longer

I can go on like this.

Waiting for the future to happen to me. ®

This story comesfrom the Deprivers Project, a collective

ofauthors writing stories that deal with an alarming

new epidemic called Sensoy Deprivation Syndrome,

based on a disease identified by Steven- Elliot Altman.

All the proceedsfrom the stories go to the charities
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The Touch, published by ibooks and due in stores by the
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Leonard Peltier March for Freedom

Human Rights Day - December 10, 2000 New York City

Leonard Peltier is an Indigenous rights activist who has been unjustly imprisoned for

24 years despite the total lack of evidence against him. He is considered by Amnesty

International to be a political prisoner who should be “immediately and unconditionally

released.” The government has already been forced to admit that they cannot prove

whom commited the crime he was convicted of; yet he still remains behind bars.

Because of clear indication that he was targeted because of his role in the American

Indian Movement, Leonard Peltier is often seen as a symbol of the U.S. Government’s

attempts to silence those seeking positive change for Native communities.

Now Leonard Peltier is facing the most critical time ever in the campaign for his

freedom and, indeed, his life. His only chance for a near-future release lies in the hands

of President Clinton through through a grant of executive clemency. Now is the time of

for us to join our voices together in making a call for justice too loud to be ignored!

Come join the Leonard Peltier March for Freedom on December 10
th

. We will gather in

Battery Park in NY City at 9:30am.

Leonard Peltier Defense Committee: PO Box 583 Lawrence, KS 66044

Phone: 785-842-5774

www.freepeltier.org
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Debut 9-song CD Out Now

BURN COLLECTOR book by Al Burian

Some Soviet Station/At the Price of the Union split 7”
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the DIY files

DIY Research
By Janice Dillard

I

t’s inevitable, no matter who you are—student, farmer, activist

or just plain punk rocker—at every turn there it is: the need to

do research. The word "research” may conjure up images of

lab coats and stuffy study carrels, but let’s face it, if you want to

buy a car, take a trip, write a paper, find a printer for your zine,

move or start that butterfly collection you’ve always dreamed of,

you must do research.

Some research can be done from home or on the Internet, but

nothing beats doing research at a library. Your local library has

trained staff and resources that you won’t be able to find anywhere

else, so for the best results, head over to the library. No matter how
hard librarians try, libraries can be intimidating places, so here are

some tips that I hope will make your research more efficient and fun.

Think before you start

In order to get your research done efficiently, you should

always know what you’re going in to research before you go into a

library, unless you just want to while away countless hours reading

random books (which is, of course, a great way to pass the day

sometimes!) Some research topics don’t need a great deal of

thought before you begin to work on them. For example, if you are

looking for the blue book value of your 1975 Chevy Capri, you

already have a focused enough topic that you can begin right away.

Other topics however, may start out being extremely broad and in

order to not waste unnecessary hours doing unnecessary research

will need to be narrowed down before you begin your research.

Let’s say you’ve got a history assignment to write an essay on
World War II. There is a ton written about this subject, so before

you ask a librarian to help you find information on it, put some

thought into what aspect you want to write about or why you want

to write about it. A topic this broad will have to be narrowed

down in order for an interesting report to be written. Think

about what angle ’ if any that you may want to have, if you are

trying to prove or disprove a theory, or state an opinion about

something. Think about differing views and try to cover at least

one other than your own. Stating differing viewpoints will make

your paper more complete and doesn’t mean that you agree with

them. In fact, it can even be a way of discrediting them.

The research staff at a library are going to become your best

friends when doing this type of research. Librarians are trained to

help you find the information that you want (as opposed to the

info that they think you should be looking for), so they will ask

you a series of questions when you approach them in order to get

a better understanding of what you are looking for. Don’t be

alarmed, this Q&A session, which in librarian lingo is called the

"reference interview,” will help the librarian choose the best

sources for you to consult, so provide the librarian with as much
information as possible on what you are researching and why

(school paper, personal interests, etc.).

Finding the Right Library

You’d be surprised at how much time people waste going to

libraries that don’t have what they need. Picking the right library will

save you time and give you access to librarians who are educated in the

topic you are researching.

There is more than one kind of library to choose from.

When you are choosing your library, think of the people that go

there and you will get an idea of what its collection will be. Once
inside, ask anyone for help, but if you have a really specific ques-

tion, don’t be afraid to ask if there is a particular librarian that

knows a lot about your topic or if there is a separate department

within the library that deals more specifically with what you are

researching. These are the three basic categories of libraries:

Public These libraries have broad collections that cover a

huge range of topics, are publicly funded (that means they’re

/reel), have staff trained to help a wide range of people with a

wide range of skills and interests, and nowadays usually have free

Internet access for the public.

Academic/School Whether at the grade school or graduate

school level, these libraries serve students who attend the schools

the libraries are in. Academic libraries at the university level are

often the best-funded and well-equipped libraries in any given

area. The collections reflect the programs of the institutions. For

example, an art college’s library will have its strength in the visual

and performing arts (this seems obvious, but you would be sur-

prised at some of the confusion people have). Never assume that

you have access to these libraries unless you are associated with the

school. Keep that in mind, but don’t give up hope. Most academ-

ic institutions foster learning and will grant access to people who
have a need to use their collections. The rules for these libraries

run the gambit, and some are even open to the public, so it’s def-

initely worth a phone call. But if you are a student, you have no

excuse: absolutely use your library. That is why it exists.

Special/Corporate Most medium to large sized cultural institu-

tions (museums, aquariums, zoos, etc.) and businesses have libraries

to support the research needs of their staff. Their collections are

always specific to the type ofwork conducted at the organization.

These libraries usually have rich and unique collections and often

have what are called primary sources (documents that are first hand

accounts of events). For example: An art museum library might have

artists’ files that contain exhibition announcements, correspon-

dences, and slides. Keep in mind that these collections exist to serve



the institution’s staff and are not always open to the public; your

access may be refused or restricted, but often arrangements can be

made ifyou have a compelling reason to need their collections. These

types of libraries often have limited staff (sometimes only one over-

worked librarian), so always call first and talk to the librarian about

why you want to use the collection. S/he can let you know what the

guidelines for use are, and ifyou need to make an appointment, etc.

These libraries are usually the most focused and specific and have

many unique and valuable items in their collections. If your research

brings you to one of these, and you can sweet talk the librarian into

letting you have access, you are usually in for a real treat!

Now that you have your library picked out, you’re ready to

get down to business. However, a warning is in order...

BEWARE THE INTERNET! It’s not always out there, people.

Remember, the Internet is a free for all and no one is organizing

it, which means that no one is deciding the difference between

"interesting and informative,” "a bloody waste of my damn time”

or "yucky.” It’s both the best and the worst thing about the

Internet. That being said, I use the Internet every day. I find it to

be the most useful for contact information, which I loosely define

as addresses, phone numbers, show times, event listings—basically

any current information that will get you to where you want to go

or find someone for you. There are increasingly more useful

scholarly sites on the Internet, but as a general rule, it should be

used in conjunction with, and as a supplement to, other research

(database and print), and not as an end-all wonder tool.

I don’t want to spend time discussing the Internet here because

I’m sure that many of you are already super savvy searchers (and boy,

hasn’t that topic been done to death in mainstream rags?). What’s

important to know is that there are a wealth of resources at your

library that are usually faster and easier to use than the Internet.

One of a library’s most important resources is its librarians.

Librarians

Librarians are generalists by training. We learn to help people

find all sorts of information in infinitely varied fields, but we also

have our own interests and training/education. All librarians have

bachelor degrees and many have advanced degrees in whichever

disciplines they have chosen. Having the right librarian help you

with your research makes all of the difference in the world.

When you arrive at your library, don’t be too shy to ask if

there is a librarian who is a specialist or knows about whatever sub-

ject you need to research. Librarians, like most people, like to talk

about what they know, and most are happy to direct you to another

librarian who is better qualified to answer your questions. Many

libraries choose different types of librarians to fulfill the different

interests of their readers. So when you are visiting the health sci-

ences library on campus, ask away about biology, but save your

questions about record production for the music librarian.

A good librarian can save you hours of research by being able

to point you in the right direction quickly. But s/he can only

point you. It’s up to you to know what tools you need to use once

you’re there. Those tools include a libraries catalogs, its books

and the electronic databases it subscribes to.

Catalogs and Indexes

Many library catalogs (a listing of its holdings) are now

online, but some are still in card catalogs. Both types are indexes

to the collection. An index can be thought of as a finding aide or

a summary and pointer to items in a collection. Instead of brows-

ing through collections book by book, you search through cards

or electronic records that are arranged by subject, author, etc. so

that you can find what you are looking for faster.

Library catalogs are one type of index, but there are thousands

of indexes that work as finding aides to different subjects. Finding

out what type of indexes your library has and learning to use them is

the most important part of research. This is where a librarian can

really make all of the difference in your research. S/he is more

familiar with which indexes would be helpful to you, and is trained

to use them efficiently. S/he can even give some advice or recom-

mendations like, "This one is great for current issues, but its cover-

age of anything before 1980 is really lame.” These indexes will be in

the reference part of the library, usually close to the reference desk

since librarians use them all of the time.

Reference Books

While every index is a reference book (or tool, if it is elec-

tronic), not every reference book is an index. Other types of ref-

erence books include: dictionaries (of course), encyclopedias,

almanacs, how-to books, and directories. Reference books are

tools that give you subject specific information or direct you to

how or where to find it. They can range from broad to specific and

from scholarly texts like The Dictionary ofArt (a 34 volume

source) to more utilitarian directories like the Yellow Pages (which

is really an index). New reference books are always being produced

on any number of topics, like the Encyclopedia ofAIDS, and the

Encyclopedia of Television. These types of books are only going to

be found at libraries and are helpful beyond words. Learn to use

and cite them in your bibliographies for extra bonus points.

The Wonderful World of Online Databases:

Online Databases are electronic resources (CD-Rom, website,

or telenet) that have subject-specific scholarly information organized

and indexed so that you can access it easily. The information has been

chosen for its academic merit and organized so that it is searchable by

keywords (author, title, subject, etc.).

Many databases are just indexes, but increasingly many jour-

nal and magazine databases are being produced with full text

capabilities. This means that instead of using the database to find

article citations, then having to hunt down the magazine that has

the article you want and finally making a photocopy of it, the

databases include the full-text of the articles along with the cita-

tions. This means that you can print out the article directly from

the computer, which saves a tremendous amount of time!
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One catch is that there is not one uniform standard for creat-

ing and accessing databases, so they all have their own rules to follow.

It is important when using an online database to take a few minutes

to familiarize yourself with how it is organized and how to search it.

If there isn’t a librarian available to help you, there is usually a help

or introductory page with tips on how to get to the information.

There are about a ka-gillion databases out there with cover-

age of broad to very specific subjects. America History and Life,

Expanded Academic Index, and Gender Watch are just a few.

They are usually accessible through the public terminals in the

reference or research part of the library.

Database tips:

• Remember that more is not always better. It’s better to have

ten really good sources than 25 crap-ass ones

• When using full-text databases, please don’t print off

ridiculous numbers of articles that you aren’t going to use! It’s

very wasteful and irritating to clean up after. Evaluate your arti-

cles online before printing them out.

• Always search more than one database, since they are creat-

ed by companies or organizations that have their own biases.

• Try different search strategies when using online databases.

For example, if you don’t find the article you are looking for by

searching by the author, try searching with keywords in the title.

The article may be there, but it was indexed under the author’s

maiden name or some other variant like that.

• Finally, and this is crucially important, keep in mind that

databases are not the end-all be-all. Remember that most electronic

databases cover only the last 10-20 years of whatever articles and

publications they index. This is vitally important to keep in mind,

since you may miss out on that really important article about the Sex

Pistols that was written in 1978 ifyou only search online. You must

check print indexes, big books that cover decades (and sometimes

centuries) of articles, if you need retrospective coverage (older stuff)-

Citations

This is the part of the article where everyone rolls their eyes

and lets out the annoyed sigh and decides that I’m full of librari-

an shit, but I’m here to preach to you the power of the citation.

The bibliography, or more accurately "works consulted,” part of a

paper or book is most definitely incredibly boring and time con-

suming to construct, but careful work on your end can make you

look like a bad-ass researcher, win brownie points with your

teacher, get you that job, help out a fellow researcher, or do

something else really amazing. Consult a style manual, like The
Chicago Manual of Style: The Essential Guide for Writers,

Editors, & Publishers (or another reputable style manual) when
writing your citations to get the right format.

I know you’ve probably wondered why in the hell you have to

deal with citations, making sure that all of the commas and peri-

ods are in the right place. But I swear, it’s one of those things like

grade school math, that you don’t understand why you have to

learn it and are convinced that you are never going to use it, until

you do and then you’re glad that you were forced into it. Same
thing applies with citations, I swear! Here’s why:

•AWay to Represent Citations say a lot about the quality of

work that was put into your piece, whether it is a term paper, an

article for your local newspaper, a website, or your kick around

zine. You might be judged by the quality of the sources you consult-

ed. A smart professor or editor will look at your sources to see what

type of researcher you are. If she sees authoritative sources, then she

will probably assume that you have done a good job researching and

this will most likely affect your grade or work evaluation.

• Finding Aide A properly formatted, easy-to-use works con-

sulted list isn’t just helpful to make you look good, but it’s super

punk rock as well because it can help others out too. Good
researchers always read the citations for articles they like because

it gives them a good jumping-off point for further reading.

Of course, you can do the same thing in your research! Use

the works consulted list of an author you respect to find out where

and how they do research. You can think of it as a recommended
reading list. Many researchers follow this technique to find useful

information. It’s a quick and easy way to access relevant informa-

tion and if the author is a good researcher, it will save you valuable

time. However, this should be viewed as a finding aide and not a

replacement for looking for stuff on your own. If you copy cita-

tions and don’t use the sources in your paper/book, then it’s usu-

ally pretty obvious to the person reading your work and you could

be in a whole mess of trouble (plagiarism). Remember, only

record the sources you actually looked at and found useful. Many
authors become known for the quality of their citations, just like

many websites are known for the quality of their links.

Now Go Do Your Research!
All of this may seem really difficult and intimidating, but

really it’s not. Once you get familiar with the libraries around

you, the little bit of intimidation you may feel when you walk

into them will melt away. Libraries are one of the great human
creations and have been around for thousands of years. Relish

the power they bring you. Doing research, whether it’s for a

paper, for a zine or for your own enjoyment is an exhilarating

experience once you get the hang of it. Always do your own
research and be creative. You just might be the one to uncover

an interesting fact, article, or phenomena that makes you

famous! Doing research can even save innocent lives—it was a

single teacher and a handful students doing research at

Northwestern University that put a stop to the death penalty here

in Illinois! Finally, have fun. Researching is learning and learn-

ing is a wonderful thing. Who knows, you might enjoy it so

much, that you end up in library school! ®

Janice Dillard is the General Collections Librarian at the Newberry Library, a public,

independent research libraiy concentrating in the humanities, www.newberry.org
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When I agreed to write this col-

umn, I never thought that I’d get to

play girl detective as well as amateur sex

advisor. But after spending months hot

on the tail of answers to this month’s

question—Which birth control meth-

ods, sex toys and other nookie acces-

sories are cruelty-free?—I feel more

like Nancy Drew than Dr. Ruth. Even

if this weren’t already a pretty good

trade-off (uh, "titian-haired teen

supersleuth” versus "grandma discusses

your prostate,” anyone?), all the trou-

ble I had tracking down the dirt con-

vinced me that this information really

needed to be made more accessible. I

don’t know about you, but I’m not

much for stopping to read labels while

I’m getting some.

Birth Control

For all the work I did, however, I

didn’t come back with the best of news,

at least for those of you interested in

family planning. All hormonal birth

control methods (Depo-Provera,

Norplant, the Pill) are made by phar-

maceutical companies and tested on

animals, and as far as I could discover,

most other forms of medical birth

control (cervical caps, diaphragms,

IUDs, sponges, and most brands of

condoms) are all manufactured by

these same companies, and the spermi-

cide nonoxynol-9 has been extensively

animal-tested. No one I spoke with

seemed to have any information about

Japanese brands of condoms (Exotica,

Kimono, Skinless Skin, Maxx); if

you’re like me and completely commit-

ted to safer sex, or if you can live with

the notion that "ignorance is vegan” or

at least with the lesser of two evils, you

might try these. Just be sure to watch

out for that nasty nonoxynol-9-

Those of you utterly determined to have both cruelty-

and baby-free intercourse may want to consider researching

traditional herbal contraceptives. There’s so much informa-

tion on the Web about these alternatives that I won’t bother

listing sites; just searching under "wild yam,” "neem” and

"wild carrot seed” should give you weeks of reading. I will

recommend a pamphlet entitled Wild Yam: Birth Control

Without Fear, by Willa Shaffer (ISBN 09 I3923I09 )» available

from Woodland Books (1.800. 777. 2665), which gives doses

and stresses the need for absolute unwavering consistency

when using this method.

If you’re considering any form of herbal birth control,

you and/or your partner should also commit yourselves to

charting your/her fertility cycle. One cool way to do this is

with the Fertility Tracker (i. 888. 497 - 8679 ) >
which lets you

detect estrogen (an indication of imminent ovulation) in cer-

vical mucus or saliva.

I should also remind you that there ain’t no pregnancy pre-

vention quite like getting fixed, so if babies aren’t ever in your

future, please allow me to suggest that you trot your ass down to

a Planned Parenthood near you.

Lubes

Despite returning with disappointing news for those of

you concerned about animal testing and birth control, I was

pleasantly surprised—no, ecstatic— about all the cruelty-free

goodies available for making sex slippery and fun for everyone

else. Since lubes are tops on my list of necessary sex acces-

sories, I’m thrilled to say there are plenty of them manufac-

tured without animal testing or by-products, including

Embrace, Forplay, and ID; Eros, Eros Woman, and Hydra-

Smooth (without glycerin for the yeast-prone among you);

Liquid Silk, Maximus, and ID Millennium (all my personal

favorites, and all without glycerin); and the big winner, glyc-

erin-free Slippery Stuff, which is made by a woman-owned

and operated enterprise committed to the environment (I

love PC sex!). With all these good guys, only Astroglide, KY,

and Probe are or have been tested on animals.

Non-leather strap on harnesses & bondage gear.

There’s also plenty of non-leather S/M, bondage and

strap-on equipment available too. Stormy Leather makes

durable neoprene (wetsuit fabric) dildo harnesses in both

black and purple, fake fur and satin tie-downs and blind-

folds, synthetic and velcro cockrings, and vinyl restraints
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and collars. Aslan Leather makes the worlds most bee-yoo-

ti-ful red and blue and silver sparkly vinyl (think banana

bicycle-seat style) dildo harnesses and takes some custom

orders for other equipment.

For those of you who want to strap it on but don’t want to

buy from companies who also produce leather, GD Productions

(2400 Rio Grande #I-IIO NW, Albuquerque NM, 87104)

makes inexpensive, durable and eminently machine -washable

denim and webbing harnesses. Your local hardware store is also

a great resource; last time I checked, most rope and webbing

isn’t tested on bunny rabbits.

Sweat-shop free

Since "cruelty-free” doesn’t just mean animals but also

people, I also did my best to find some sex toys manufac-

tured under decent worker conditions. Unfortunately, as

much as I adore them, most things that go buzz in the

night, especially the less-expensive battery-operated kind,

are made in China, Hong Kong or Taiwan. A few vibrators

are made in Japan (including the famous Hitachi Magic

Wand) but I’ve heard too many rumors about unskilled

workers from Southeast Asia and the Philippines flooding

into Japan to feel comfortable that working conditions are

much better there.

Happily, for those who love a good buzz without an

aching conscience, at least one vibe, the Wahl Coil elec-

tric, is manufactured in the US. And since silicone trans-

mits vibrations like nobody’s business, pair your Wahl with

one of the wonderful (bright colored! sparkly! marbled!)

silicone goodies made by woman-owned and operated

Vixen Creations (www.vixencreations.com) for years of

guilt-free orgasms.

All condoms, lubricants and toys not followed by an

address are available from Toys in Babeland (1.800.658.9119

or on the web at www.babeland.com) and from Good
Vibrations (1.800. 289. 8423 on the web at

www.goodvibes.com) to whom I owe a giant thank you for all

the information provided, and where there is, I understand,

ongoing debate within the collective about the conditions

under which the products they sell are manufactured.

Got questions that a sexy Nancy Drew can answer? email me, Sheri Gumption, at

diysex@punkplanet.com xoxoxox



ek work Punk Business 101
by James Squeaky (with assistance by Joshua Bennett)

Because it’s summer and everyone

seems to be on tour, I had a hard time

arranging any interviews and so I decided

that I’d just go it alone this time.

Running a business, even a small punk

business that you run out of your garage or

bedroom, can be satisfying, but it can also

be a real pain in the ass. You don’t need to

go to business school to figure out how to do

it, but you really do need a lot of common

sense and stellar organization skills. If you

work with other people, you also benefit

from not being a total jackass.

I don’t agree with my former business

partner Srini, who said in pervious columns

something to the effect of, "everyone could

and should start a business.” I really don’t

think it is for everyone (or that everyone has

the means or desire to start a business, even if

it only requires a minimum of start-up capi-

tal). It really takes a certain type of person to

start a business, keep it going, and raise it to

the level that you find it to be "successful”

(however you choose to measure that is up to

you). I honesdy feel that many more people

would benefit from working with a pre-exist-

ing business and trying to make it better than

starting something totally new.

With the way the job market is right now,

it’s pretty easy to get a job, but fairly difficult to

assign any kind of security to your position. In

a temp-driven job market, the idea of bene-

fits, projected income and security can be

unnerving. In this kind of environment, in

comes this common "American Dream” train

of thought that if only you could own your

own business, you’d be self-reliant and not

work for some evil corporation. This is true,

but I have to say that sometimes we make our

own worst bosses. Unless you have the ability to

keep yourselfvery calm and relaxed, you will

probably end up kicking yourself for not get-

ting as much done as you had intended a good

majority of the time. As bad as this sounds:

when you have a boss, at least you have some-

one to hate. When you are your own boss,

there’s no one else to blame but yourself.

Running your own business, there are

no such thing as "vacations.” It’s pretty

hard to escape the all-consuming tasks that

you place on yourself. You’ll never "finish”

a shift and then go home. There is always a bunch more that

should be done and you’ll probably remain stressed until you get it

done, only to find that it’s time to move on to the next task.

It’s entirely exhausting. There is no security, no health bene-

fits and income tends to fluctuate unpredictably. Most businesses

fail within the first two years.

On the other hand, if you love what you are doing and do have

complete control over it and find that it’s going in a direction that

you like, then running a business can be very satisfying. It will quickly

begin to define who you are (You’ll soon become "Dan Sinker -Punk

Planet guy” or "Sticker Guy Pete,” like your business or project is a

part of your name or something) and everyone will want to be your

friend and want to help you out. Just a warning: 90% these people

who offer to help out will flake on you, so don’t get too excited.

One thing that I really have questions about and have been

exploring (and will continue to explore) in my interviews is why punk

business choose to organize themselves the way that they do. It is

almost to be assumed that a person or business that considers itself

"punk” would subscribe to a strong anti- Capitalist philosophy, yet so

many, nay, most punk business choose to still follow the same model

as most non-punk businesses, albeit scaled down. Justifications are

made that "in order to counter the machine, the same tools have to be

used” and I am somewhere between agreeing and disagreeing. I’ve

seen really great examples of punk businesses successfully using a

cooperative structure and ones using a capitalist structure. I’ve also

seen a lot of really unsuccessful examples of each.

Another issue I’ve been thinking about is in regards to com-

petition and its necessity. It would seem that competition would

counter the goals of the punk community. If prices for products

and services are kept fair and reasonable, it would be assumed that

they would not have to be dictated by free enterprise and the fear

that another business will come along and under-cut your prices.

After all, we’re supposed to all be in this together and there is cer-

tainly enough to go around for everyone.

On the other hand, that’s probably just a fairly head-in-the-

clouds, unrealistic expectation.

As for running a business that considers itself "punk,” I’d like

to echo the sentiment made by fellow columnist Mimi Nguyen in her

"Fuck Unamerican” article in MRR #200. Mimi basically said that

just because you label yourself as a "punk business,” doesn’t absolve

you from the responsibility that you have to take for your actions and

words. If you are making claims that all profits go back into the busi-

ness or that you are going to do such and such for the punk commu-

nity, then you should definitely follow through with it.

As a conscientious and critical community, no one is above scrutiny.

This doesn’t mean we have to be vicious with each other, but we definitely

should be open to dialogue and be held accountable for our actions.

I’ve been thinking about this a bunch and my friend Josh

helped me put a lot of the ideas together. To me, what I think

makes a business "punk” is:

i) Following the DIY ethic as much as possible. You should be
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creating something that is of value to the world and/or the punk rock

community. You should Support the punk community through your

business. Get your stickers and/or T-shirts printed by Diesel Fuel

Prints and/or Sticker Guy, have Christen Carter at Busy Beaver or

Bri at Badge Brigade make your buttons. Get your posters screen-

printed at Firehouse. Get Furnace to press your CDs, etc. If you

need stuff printed, find a small printer in your town who uses as

much organic materials as possible and who donates their services to

cool shit (not that you should ask them for a donation—you should

pay because you’re running a business).

2) Money is always a really sticky subject in regards to "punk busi-

nesses” and it’s been redefined many different times. I don’t think

what’s important is how much money you bring in, but how you use it.

A punk business shouldn t let the bottom line become more impor-

tant than whatever its goal is. Common goals of punk businesses are A)

creating something of artistic merit (records, zines, etc.) B) benefiting

the community in some way (distros getting important literature and

music into people’s hands). C) providing a service that might already

be available, but in an independent and DIY fashion.

I think it’s pretty safe to say that most punks would agree that if

you make a surplus of money, the solution would be finding ways to

put it back into the punk community: giving money to help start

venues, Food not Bombs, shelters, etc. I don’t mean to exclude "non
punk communities, that’s just what I’m focusing on here.

OK. So from working on Unamerican for so long and knowing a lot

of other people who have had experiences with running punk businesses,

here s my advice for Punk Business people and running a business.

1) Before you start, write some shit down! Get a very clear idea

of what you want to do, what you believe, and what you’d be willing

or not willing to do to achieve your goals. Do you want to change the

world or just sell some records? Look at other business models: from

huge corporate businesses to the hot-dog vendor down on Market

Street. Look at other punk businesses and find out how they have

succeeded or failed. Many good interviews/articles exist throughout

Punk Planet, Maximum Rock and Roll, Profane Existence,

HeartattaCk, Mister Ridiculous (plug), etc. Write down your goals

and dreams, big and small and have a clear idea and be able to

express that idea to others. That way when questions come up, you

know where you stand. You should be able to sum up what your busi-

ness is and what you want to achieve in one sentence.

Along with this, do something unique. If you are going to

start another record label, how are you going to do it in a way that

is new and innovative? How are you going to provide value to the

community? How are you going to justify the resources you are

using (environmentally speaking) as being valuable? Is it really

worth the possibility of stress, headaches, money and, ultimately

the statistically, nearly guaranteed possibility of failure?

2) Know that ifyou go into business with another person, there

is a very, very strong possibility that someday you won’t be friends any-

more and base your actions accordingly. Not to be negative, but "shit

happens. I ve actually yet to see an example of two punk friends going

into business together and remaining friends a couple of years down
the road. Take the stress of running a business and then add morals

and divisions of artistic input and you have a recipe for disaster.

It’s a very good idea to clearly define your goals with them.

Also, very clearly define what your roles are going to be. Be realis-

tic and follow through as much as possible. And please, for the love

of God, put shit down on paper so you can go back and look at it

later. A handshake agreement is bullshit and stupid.

Realize that often times, one person will be focused on in refer-

ence to your business and this can be difficult to the person who is

considered the "sidekick.” If you are able to define the roles, it will

be easier to tell people what each person does. Give yourself titles

—

make them silly and outrageous, it’s fun and important.

You should also have a clear idea of how the business will con-

tinue after you and your partner aren’t friends anymore (or if it

will not). Do this while you are still friends and are thinking fairly.

I equate running a business with someone as marriage and as any

child of divorce has experienced, it’s pretty tough to divide up
when the two partners hate each other.

And, as a side note: Don’t ever go into business with your signifi-

cant other. Just don t do it. Ifyou do, don’t say I didn’t warn you.

3) To quote Sonny Kay of GSL/Bottlenekk, "Never underestimate

the value of a good accountant.” Keep track of everything. Keep writ-

ten and printed records of every transaction in a way that makes sense

not only to you, but also to other people. Be anal about keeping

receipts and writing everything down. Even ifyou are small and aren’t

paying taxes or whatever, know whether your business is making or los-

ing money and just how much it is. This seems obvious, but when I left

Unamerican, we had no idea whether we were making or losing money.

A lot was coming in and a lot was going out.

If you grow at all, it’s fairly likely you will end up "going legal.”

(which is a whole 'nother bag of worms.) If you are already in prac-

tice keeping records, it’ll make that much easier. You don’t need a

degree in business to keep track of everything. Just acquire a cheap

spiral notebook and write down all your expenses, income, etc. It’s

much easier to keep track of things as you go than be forced into a

position of going back and figuring everything out.

These lists could be expounded on to the point of a book. I don’t

want to scare you from starting your own business ifyou want to, but I

really don’t think most people have any idea how much effort and

dedication it really takes to do something like this. Running a business

can be great for some people, but before you do it, get an idea of what

you’re doing. Go volunteer or intern for some businesses that you

consider "punk,” or look up to and see what the positive and negative

aspects are. Learn from the experience. I wish you a lot of luck.

I’d love to hear whatjou like or dislike about my columns. Drop a line to

james@misterridiculous. com
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in sickness and no wealt
I thought I’d cover skincare over the

next two issues. This issue I’ll deal with

things that can happen to your skin, like

scabies, ringworm, cuts &. abrasions, sun-

burns, dry skin, athlete’s foot and insect

bites. Next issue I’ll give you some cool

homemade recipes for facial masks and

scrubs. I hope you find this practical and

useful. Good Luck and Good Health to you!

Scabies

Scabies is caused by itch mites. The

female mite lays her eggs under the skin

and when hatched, the mites burrow their

way out, causing severe irritation and itch-

ing. You will see small groups of red lumps

when it first appears. You may also see fine

wavy lines emanating from some of the

lumps if you look closely enough. The skin

may then become dry and scaly. The areas

most commonly affected would be your lit-

tle tushy, your wrists, armpits and the skin

between your toes and fingers.

Doctors will prescribe pymethrin, which

is a pesticide, to treat Scabies. There’s no way

in hell I would willingly put pesticides on my

skin. I’d rather try the all-natural remedies

first. You might too, read on for relief:

You can take garlic capsules, or raw

garlic to help build up your immune sys-

tem and fight off these little fuckers. If

you take capsules, follow the directions on

the bottle. If you decide to eat it raw, eat it

anyway you can, and as much of it as you

can. In this case, the more the better.

Especially in the summer months, when

you’re sweatin’ your ass off, that garlic will

just permeate every pore in your body. I

bet that’ll evict those little pests!

After you have overloaded your body

with garlic, soak in a nice warm bubble

bath with "Not Nice to Lice’’ brand sham-

poo—I imagine you can use another brand,

if you are unable to locate this one.

Next, apply this homemade lotion: 2

fl. OZ./50 ml of glycerin, (you can find this

in any pharmacy, and the cost is approximately $2-3). add in 5

drops of tea tree, lavender, lemon, eucalyptus, clove and peppermint

oil, (you can find these at your local health food store). Mix well,

then apply to the affected area 2-3 times daily.

Wash your linen and bedding frequently. You can also mix I

tsp. of tea tree oil with a bottle of rubbing alcohol. Shake it up

good and put it into a spray bottle. Next, spritz down your mat-

tress, and wipe it down. Also, disinfect your shower, combs,

brushes, toiletries, wash damp towels and vacuum. You have to be

scrupulously clean until your skin clears up, as scabies is passed

on from person to person, and some of the shit you touch too!

Do all this daily until it clears up. When to see a doctor: If this

does not clear up, or it’s getting worse, then see a doctor.

Cliff Clavin Tidbit: Did you know that a female mite will lay I -3

eggs in your skin daily? Keep clean and stay on top of it!

Ringworm

A worm does not cause ringworm, it is a fungal infection. It

may start out as a pimple or sore and then develop into a ring

shape rash. The most common spots is the scalp, your trunk

(especially those fat folds/rolls and the bra lines), and the nails.

The fungus may take over the whole nail, causing it to become

thick, pitted, grooved and abnormal in shape and color.

Ringworm is passed on from person to person, just like sca-

bies. In fact, you can even get Ringworm from your pets, like I

did about IO years ago. I took my cat to the vet, and he came

home with ringworm, then I got it from him. It was a nightmare!

It’s easy to keep the house and yourself clean and disinfected, but

try following your cat around and disinfecting everything he

touches. Luckily, pet stores have a lot of shampoos, soaps, and

lotions to take care of it, and you can use it too. Your largest vari-

ety of products to get rid of ringworm would be a horse store,

such as a Farm and Fleet type store. Ringworm is very common in

horses, and there are many products out there.

You can take garlic capsules, or raw garlic to help build up

your immune system. Follow the same treatment as with Scabies.

Apply tea tree oil to the ringworm, 3-4 times daily. You can

always dilute the tea tree oil with some vegetable or olive oil, if

you have sensitive skin.

If you have a lot of redness and cracks in your skin, you may

have developed a bacterial infection on top of the fungal infec-

tion. Betadine solution is a great antibiotic liquid. Just place 2

capfuls in I quart of warm water, and then soak your feet for

about 2O-3O minutes 1-2 times daily.

Bathe daily with 8-IO drops of tea tree oil or get tea tree

shampoo and create a relaxing bubble bath. Afterwards, put

PLEASE NOTE: I am not a Doctor or Licensed Herbalist, so please use the recipes, advice and other informa-

tion here at your own risk. Ifyou are nursing or pregnant, do not use any herbs or supplements without super

vision from your midwife, herbalist or doctor.
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The Skin You’re In
by Angel Page (with special guest Cliff Clavin)

bleach in a spray bottle and spritz down the bathtub and tiles. Let

it set for a minute or so. Rinse with hot water. Use common sense

when handling bleach. Be careful not to get it in your eyes, or to

inhale the bleach mist. Wash your damp towels, washcloths, any-

thing that touches your rash. It’s very contagious. Follow the same

guidelines for cleaning as you would for scabies.

Dry skin

I have always battled with dry skin and awful hangnails. So

here’s my favorite homemade hand cream recipe (this recipe is

fabulous, especially in the winter), along with a few other all-nat-

ural remedies to combat that flaky, itchy skin of yours.

• Homemade hand cream:

I tsp. of beeswax

1.4 tsp. of honey

4 tbsp. of almond oil, (you may use olive oil, but it’s not as

creamy as the almond)

4 tbsp. of your favorite essential oil

Put the beeswax, honey, and almond oil in a glass jar/coffee

cup standing in a small pan of hot water. Stir until melted and

blended well. Stir while pouring in the essential oil. Take the jar

out of the water and continue to stir until the mixture has cooled.

Add ten drops of geranium oil, ten drops of chamomile oil, 5

drops of lemon oil, and 5 drops of lavender oil to 2 tsp. of vegetable

or olive oil. Massage into the affected area. It’s great for hangnails too.

• Mask for dry skin: Mix 2 tbsp. of clay (found at health food stores), 2

tsp. of honey, 2 tsp. of cornstarch, I egg yolk, and I tsp. of evening

primrose oil (ifyou are unable to find this oil, you can always buy the

capsules, they are similar to vitamin E. Open and drain as many cap-

sules as needed until you have your teaspoon). A few drops of rose,

lavender, or sandalwood oil (whatever your preference). Once mixed,

apply to dry skin; you may also use this on your face too. Leave mixture

on for 15 min. then rinse offwith some cool water.

• Chamomile and honey mask. This mask smoothes and softens

dry skin.

Ingredients:

1 tbsp. of dried chamomile flowers (found in health food

stores, usually in the bulk section)

3/4 cups boiling water

2 tbsp. of bran

I tsp. of warmed honey.

Pour the boiling water over the flowers for 30 minutes.

Then strain the infusion and compost the chamomile flowers.

Next mix 3 tbsp. of the liquid with the bran and honey. Then

apply to face, or any other dry patches of skin. Leave on for IO

minutes, then rinse with warm water.

Cliff Clavin Tidbit: Did you know that skin is the largest organ of

the body?

Cuts, Scrapes and abrasions:

Cuts and the like can be not a big deal or they can be really

major. First and foremost, you need to determine if you need to

go to a doctor. If you answer "yes” to any of the following ques-

tions, then go see a doctor.

-Is your bleeding bright red and spurting?

-Can you not seem to get the dirt out of the wound?

-Is the cut/scrape on your face and you are concerned about

scarring?

-Has your wound developed a red streak that weeps pus and

extends more than a finger-width beyond the cut?

-Is the wound large and you can see way down inside?

-Have you not had a tetanus shot within the last 5 years?

If you have answered "no” to all these questions, then you

can probably treat the cut yourself. Follow the advice listed below.

• After washing the wound with soap and water, apply I- 3 drops of

lavender oil or tea tree oil to the wound or bandage. Reapply the

oil 2 times daily until the area is healed.

• You can use an over-the-counter antibiotic cream/ointment.

Make sure you clean the wound with soap and water, then apply the

ointment, and cover with a band-aid or gauze. Change as needed.

• A bit of advice: Don’t let the wound get dry and cracked. It will

heal faster if it is moist, plus it will minimize scarring.

Athlete’s foot

Athlete’s foot is a fungus that lives and breeds in moist con-

ditions—the perfect environment is your little piggies! The symp-

toms are cracked skin, oozing blisters and an intense burning and

itching. To get some relief, read on:

• Apply a few drops of tea tree oil to your foot, making sure not to

forget in-between your toes and the nails too. Do this several

times a day. If you have sensitive skin, or the skin is broken, you

may dilute it with vegetable or olive oil.

• Foot Powder #1: For daily use. Mix 3 tbsp. ofunperfumed talc or corn-

flour (found at health food stores), with 5-6 drops each of tea tree oil,

lemon, eucalyptus or lemongrass and lavender. Allow the powder to

absorb the oils for 24 hours before applying. Use daily to absorb moisture.

• Foot Powder #2: For daily use. Mix I oz of powdered black wal-

nut shells, l/2 oz. Powdered calamus root and 1/4 oz. Powdered

sage. If you are unable to find these three ingredients in pow-

dered form, you may buy them whole and grind them up in a

coffee grinder. Store in a cool, dry place away from sunlight.

• Soak your feet in I cup of vinegar, plus 4 cups of water for IO

minutes, twice daily.

• You may use an over-the-counter product too, but please keep

this in mind: most major commercial brands commit vivisection.

Your best bet to avoid buying and supporting these companies is to
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buy the generic brand when possible. If you decide to go this route,

use it 2~3 times daily, and continue its use for four weeks.

• Baking soda paste: Mix I tbsp. of baking soda and enough warm

water to make a paste. Next, rub it all over your foot, especially

in-between your toes. Leave it on for a few minutes, then rinse.

After you have thoroughly dried your toes, and discarded the

towel into your hamper...yes you heard me right. Don’t use that

towel over again; wash it! You then should dust your toes with a

foot powder (see the aforementioned recipe).

When to see a doctor: When the whole foot is red and

swollen, sore to the touch and is blistered and oozing.

Bums
To know whether or not you can treat burns yourself, it is

crucial that you know what kind it is. It’s fairly easy:

First degree burns: sunburns and scalds. You can treat these

yourself.

Second degree burns: blisters. You can treat these yourself too.

Third degree burns: Charred and white or creamy colored

skin. Usually not painful because the nerve endings have been

destroyed. Third degree burns always requires a doctor’s care.

Don’t fuck around.

If you’ve got a first or second degree burn though, you can

totally treat them yourself. Immediately hold the affected area

under cold tap water for about 15-30 min. Then apply lavender

or tea tree oil to the burn. Reapply at least 3 times a day until the

skin has healed. If you don’t have this oil around, you can apply

aloe vera or cucumber juice to the burn too.

Calendula cream or oil helps the skin to heal in the latter stages

and also helps prevent scarring. You can find it at health food stores.

Sunburn
I’m sure you know what sunburn is, so I won’t insult your

intelligence by explaining the symptoms. Do the following to get

some relief:

• Add a cup of vinegar or baking soda to your bath water to help

take the sting out.

• Puree several cucumbers in a blender/food processor. Strain out

the solids, then apply a compress soaked in the juice to the sunburn.

• You can apply the store off-brand "Noxzema” equivalent to your

burn. This will moisturize and cool your skin at the same time.

• Combine 6 drops of lavender oil to l/2 cup of aloe vera gel and

apply as needed. Excellent moisturizer and effective in healing

your skin.

Cliff Clavin Tidbit: Did you know that sun damage is cumulative and

by age 18 we’ve been exposed to up to 80% of lifetime sun (children

are outdoors about 3 times more than adults). By regularly using sun-

screen with an SPF of 15 or higher from birth through age four, it

may be possible to reduce the risk of skin cancer by 50%; if sunscreen

is used through age 18, cancer risk may be reduced by up to 78%.

Insect bites

This definitely doesn’t need an explanation or definition. You

know when you’ve been bitten. When to see a doctor: If you develop

hives, swelling of the face, shortness of breath or wheezing, difficulty

swallowing, lightheadedness or fainting. These symptoms will most

likely happen within minutes to an hour after you have been stung.

Not all swelly, and you can breath just fine? Read on for relief:

• Combine 2 oz. powdered myrrh, I oz. powdered goldenseal, 1/2

oz. powdered cayenne, and I quart of IOO proof vodka in ajar,

and cap tightly. Shake it daily for 14 days, then strain, press

through cheesecloth, or a clean white washcloth or dishtowel

(you’ll want to squeeze all the medicinal goodness out of the herbs

before discarding them). Next, place the liquid in a bottle and

store it in a cool, dark place away from the sun. Apply to insect

bites as needed. Obviously, you should make this in advance.

• If you have swelling and pain, take an anti-inflammatory such as

Motrin. If it itches, apply topical hydrocortisone to the bite. That

should alleviate some of the discomfort.

• Natural bug repellant recipe: You may ask, 'Why go through all the

trouble, when you can purchase OFF, or Cutters, Avon’s Skin-so-

Soft or another leading brand?” Because the synthetic ingredient in

the popular store brands is N,N diethyl-m-toluamide, and this

ingredient is associated with rashes, muscle spasms, seizures, and even

death. Up to 56% of the ingredient applied topically penetrates our

skin and up to 17% is absorbed into our bloodstream. Ifyou think

about it, that’s actually pretty scary. Avon’s Skin-so-Soft has to be

applied every 30-40 minutes. I personally don’t feel like applying this

product every 1/2 hour, plus I’m not sure where they stand on animal

testing. The following recipe is all natural, and smells good too!

Combine the following essential oils:

2 droppers of citronella (that would be the little dropper

that is connected to the cap. Fill it twice.)

I dropper of eucalyptus

I dropper of lemongrass

5 drops of basil

5 drops of tea tree oil

Then find yourself a spray bottle that will hold about 4 oz. And

in that bottle mix I tsp. of your essential oil mixture, to 4 oz. of

vegetable or olive oil. You can also add it to a sunblock lotion

too. Spray or rub on when needed.

Cliff Clavin Tidbit: Did you know that only female mosquitoes bite?

That’s about wraps up a bunch of the gross, itchy or annoy-

ing things that can happen to your skin and what you can do

about it. Next issue, I’ll hook you up with a bunch of cool recipes

to make your skin feel & look nice! ®

Please feelfree to write me with any questions or concerns: Angel Page c/o Makoto

Recordings PO Box 5°4°3> Kalamazoo, MI 49005 or v 'a e-mail at:

angelpage@hotmail.com

Sources:

The Herbal Medicine Cabinet, by Debra St. Claire

Prescription for Nutritional Healing, byJames Balch & Phyllis Balch

The Complete Book ofHerbs, by Andi Clevely & Katherine Richmond

The Complete Illustrated Guide to Aromatherapy, by Julia Lawless

Great Life: Your Guide to Well-Being, sponsored by Sawall’s Health Food Store
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NOMEANSNO
NO ONE

Yes! The new one from the finest that

‘ol Canada has to offer! Their ninth full

length. The infamous NOMEANSNO
legacy continues to thrive. More of their

insane brand of demented music you’ve

come to require in your daily diet on this

release. A swelling and heaving tidal

wave of a record, insuring you a bad

case of lockjaw upon each listen. Eight

songs coming at you with full on

NOMEANSNO badness, including a cover

of “Beat on the Brat”. You want the

best, you got the best. Thankyou.

VIRUS 248 2xLP: $11.75 / CD $12.00

ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES RECORDS

SLIM CESSNA’S AUTO CLUB
ALWAYS SAY PLEASE AND THANKYOU

Denver’s finest yodeling outcasts bring you their

third full length album of country twang and bizzare

Skillful songs and plenty of cussing will make this a

classic release. “The country band that plays the bar

at the end of the world.” -Jello Biafra

virus 247 LP: $9.00 1 CD $12.00

THE NO WTO COMBO
LIVE FROM THE BATTLE IN SEATTLE

Live from inside the curfew zone at the WTO events

in Seattle. JELLO BIAFRA, KRIST NOVOSELIC, KIM

THAYIL and GINA MAINWAL join up for spoken word

and live music. Over 45 min. Huge booklet includes

WTO info, photos and liner notes from the band.

virus 250 LP: $9.00 1 CD $12.00

VARIOUS ARTISTS

THE ECSTASY OF THE AGONY

The most bang for your buck. Our new super-low

priced sampler is here! We somehow managed to put

30 of our current artists on just one CD, at over 75

minutes! Contains new, upcoming and exclusive

tracks of your favorite bands. Only $5.00!

virus 252 CD: $5.00

RATOS DE PORAO
SISTEMA PELO CRUCIFA

A newly recorded version of the first hardcore album

ever recorded in Brazil from 1983! Now updated from

the band that brought it to you so damn heavy and

brutal the first time. Ultra fast and political based

hardcore. Mixed and produced by Billy Anderson.

VIRUS 249 LP $9.00 1 CD: $12.00

P.0. BOX 419092, S.F., CA. 94141-9092, USA. SEND $1.00 (U.S. FUNDS) FOR CATALOG. WWW.ALTERNATIVETENTACLES.COM^
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Eleven Thirty-Four The Killing name

JOHN HENRY HOLIDAY

Idle Regression
Limited 2 Song 45/3 Song CD :

The Dream Dies
4 Song 7"/6 Sang CD EP

The Third Degree Some May Say
Concrete Warriors The Loneliest Hour
10 Song CD Full Length 5 Sang CD EP

KNOW THE ROPES
|

John Henry Holiday
Know The Ropes
4 Song 7"/4 Song CD EP

Ex-Members of Function. Blackspot.

and Ignite

Liuewire Records

P.O. Box 239

Seal Beach, CA

90740-0239
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Ex-Members of Ignite.

No For An Answer. Speak 714,

and Hands Tied

Ex-Members of Outspoken. Eleven

Thirty-Four. The Suppression Swing,

and Speak 714

Get Some May Say s debut before

the rest of the world discovers

these soon-to-be superstars!

Featuring Dan O'Mahoney from

No For An Answer/Carry

Nation/411/and Speak 714

_ Distributed By :
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The Art of Drowning
AFl triumphantly combine Hardcore & Pi

Rock in a completely unique style

Nitro/ 15835 out: 9/26/00

Sinclaire

Attention Teenage Girts

Equally at home in front of the hard-core at

backpack crowd.

Sonic Unyon / Suncd066 out: 10/3/00

Bigwig
Stay Asleep
Powerful, hard, emotional punk rock straight

out ofNew Jersey.

Rung Fu / 78772KFR out now!

V*13

V/A-Hopelessly Devoted

to You Vol. 3
New low priced sampler, II unreleased track*

(Oillinger Four, Samiam, The Weakerthans. Mustard

Plug, AAA. The Queers and more). 23 tracks in all

Hopeless / HR648 out: 10/3/00

Flatus
Blindsided

3rd LP from these NJ punk rock veterans. Visit

them at www.flatusnj.com

Black Pumpkin / BP025 out: 9/26/00

V/A-Never Mind the Sex

Pistols, Here's the Tribute
Blanks 77, Murphy's Law, Showcase

Showdown, LES Stitches, Ducky Boys & more.

Radical 7 70033-2 out now!

Junction 18
This Vicious Cycle

An amazing blend of melody and driving gui-

tars. Weezer meets Saves The Day.

Fearless / P045 out: 10/17/00

The Weakerthans
Left and Leaving

"Pure Fucking Pdetry in Morion
”

- Hit List

Featuring John Samson from Propaganda.

Sub City / SC0T1 out now!

"k 'k tx WWW.punkrOCktimeS.COnt brought to you by Hopeless Records

MoWefYear On The Streets
special low price $5 - available 10. 17.00- pr.e-order.now . .

learning new unreleased music by:

Alkaline Trio • Face To Face • Saves The Day •The Get Up Kids • No Motiv

Rocket From The Crypt • Gotohells • Reggie And The Full Effect • Automatic 7

The New Amsterdams • The Anniversary • Koufax

Vagrant Records, RM.B. 361, , 2118 Wilshire Blvd.
,
Santa monica, CA 90403 Cd’s: $10ppd Lp: $8ppd

All foreign orders add $2 for the first item $1 each additional order on-line: www.vagrant.com SEND IN THIS AD FOR FREE BUTTONS & STICKERS



ioo Demons - In The Eyes Of The Lord, CD
A number of years ago I saw this band called Bloodbath from my W. Mass hometown

scene (Youth Shock Brigade). There was a distinct sound about this old school HC band,

especially with the vocals. Some hated this band, most really dug ’em. They later pro-

gressed to the more thrash side of hardcore, and then before you know it, they parted

ways. A few years a go I heard Bruce LePage (the vocalist) started a new band, but no one

could remember the name of it or some of the younger kids in the scene didn't know much

about Bloodbath to make the reference. Well, here I am a few thousand miles away from

my old hometown scene and what falls into my possession? 100 Demons, Bruce’s new

imental music or just really enjoy messy punk will relate to what this band is about. Sure

this is chaotic and going in every direction, but Arab On Radar has this certain charm to

them. The music is so alive and struggling like animal stuck in a trap but at the same time

so very rhythmic like a factory machine. The lyrics on the other hand are another story.

There seems to be a theme of teenage coming of age, puberty and learning about sexual-

ity that can be seen as being pretty fucked up on this collection. There is a definite poet-

ic overtone presented in a very crude manner on each track. Arab On Radar's vocalist also

has an interesting style that reminds me of the Crucifucks which compliments the music

so well. Soak The Saddle is an interesting collection to say the least. (DM)

band. It’s what I expected from Bruce and the direction he was heading. 100 Demons play

some serious fucking hardcore. This CD is a full, thick, pounding death march of a record

and has some crushing breakdowns to make this a no holds barred release. Whether it’s

the double pedal or the grinding guitars or the voice that could give a grandmother night-

mares, this band cannot be stopped. 100 Demons just deliver blow after blow whether it’s

musically or lyrically with songs full of rage, hate and contempt and a soundtrack to match.

Hardcore doesn’t get much harder or tougher then this. Without a doubt, 100 Demons is

the prime example of what East Coast, tough guy hardcore metal is capable of. In The Eyes

Of The Lord is one rocking record from the first track to the last that’s not to be taken light-

ly. Keeping the tradition of the “Hero” alive. (DM)

Arab On Radar - Soak The Saddle, CD
First off, this is not for everyone. This is a project band that has a chaotic style to it that

is definitely aimed at a certain crowd. Those familiar with the style of avant-garde or exper-

Avail - One Wrench, CD
Granted I came into knowing about Avail late, as for a long time I just thought that it was

the brand name of a backpack that I never recognized, and I can actually say, without

embarrassment, that I do own one of their albums. God knows which release (fifth?) that

this is for these now long running hardcore stalwarts. But once again they deliver the

goods. Driving, uncompromising, uplifting tunes that lead the charge for activism in the

new millennium. Avail often relies on anthemic choruses in the same way that vintage

straight edge bands used mosh parts to build intensity. Many of the songs seem to deal

with the pain and anguish one feels while trying to remain steadfastly right in an often

unjust world. “Have you ever been kicked when you’re already down” is a good lyrical

theme for this album. Although I wasn’t as moved by this as when I had first heard “4AM

Friday" or possibly by hearing the early stuff that I’ve never heard, this is still a good con-

tinuum of an effort taken respectfully. Next time, I like to see them push it and kind of rein-

vent themselves. (AS)

•357S - Hours After Dawn, CD
Poppy alternative rock that sounds like the Replacements

when they got bad. Twangy guitars and a touch of alt

country is a formula for suck. (NS)

Hello IOO East Vine, Suite 809, Lexington, KY 40507

4 Heads Deep - Round One, CD
There’s a lot of energy behind this fast paced released. Bay

Area styled punk with some ska breakdown shows off a lot

of promise for these guys from Boston in the future.

However, 4 Heads Deep should have held out for a bit to

make a better recording. (DM)

Mindtree Records

24 Ideas - Discografia Completa, CD
Half English, half Spanish semi-political hardcore from

Spain. I suppose if you live in Spain and don’t get too

many good touring bands out your way, this might be

new and exciting. With songs like “Where’s HC?”, which

examines the politics of the typical show-goer, it just

makes me laugh. (ES)

Bcore Disc, Apdo. Co. 35221, 08080 Barcelona

100 Demons - In The Eyes Of The Lord, CD
See review above.

Goodlife Recordings, PO Box 114, 8500 Kortijk, Belgium

Action League - Clear View Mirror, 7”

Excellent pop in the vein of the Goo Goo Dolls’ early punk

sound. Two fun songs by this defunct band, in a silk-

screened cover. (AE)

Tiger Suit Records, PO Box 15482, Long Beach, CA 90815

Agent 86 - NewWave Sucks, CD
This is a reissue of 3 of Agent 86’s records from the mid

80’s. Political punk that was melodic, but predated pop

punk. If you liked this band before, this is a good way to

get their records on one easy format. (NS)

Boisleve, B.P. 7523. 35075 Rennes Cedex 3, France

Annalise - Tour Issue, CD
The UK’s Annalise play damn listenable intricate pop with

snobby, but smart lyrics about growing into and out of

punk. Depressing. (AE)

Ding Dong Ditch, PO Box 2409, Kalamazoo, MI 49003-2409

Anyway - Space Game, 7”

2 songs of rockin’ emo/post hardcore. Similar to Texas Is

The Reason or Starmarket. Very polished sound. (NS)

anyway_music@hotmail.com

Arab On Radar - Soak The Saddle, CD
See review above.

Skin Graft Records, PO Box 257546 Chicago, IL 60625

Automatic 7 - Beggar’s Life, CD
Do I dare call them a “power trio” ? Automatic 7 play a mix

of aggressive, dirty and loud melodic punk rock, and this ten

song CD is a nice follow up to this LA group’s first album. (ES)

Vagrant 2118 Wilshire Blvd. *361, Santa Monica, CA 90403

Automatic 7 - Beggar’s Life, CD
The first song on this is great, but the rest didn’t hold my inter-

est the whole time. Dead-ringer Mike Ness vocals backed by

About our new review section: We still review all the records we recieve, but we only give longform reviews to records our review staff decides they want to highlight. That doesn’t mean the
ones that get short reviews aren t worthy, just that the reviewer decided that they could write about another record better. Also, we now give each reviewer a "spotlight” section, where they
can write about ao old album they really liked and write about what they’re currently listening to. Finally, If a reviewer doesn’t like it, you don’t. It’s not institutional policy that your record
is good or that it s bad, it s just one reviewer s opinion—so don t freak out. We re sure you put a good deal of work into your project, and that alone is certainly worth some congradula-
tions! But please, if you’re pissed at a review, remember: it’s not Punk Planet, it’s just one reviewer.
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(AE) Art Ettinger, (AS) Andy Slob, (BC) Brian Czarnik, (BJM) Brian Manning, (CK) Courtney Knox, (DAL) Dan Laidman, (EA) Eric Action, (ES) Erin

Schlckman, (DM) Dana Morse, (KR) Kyle Ryan, (MY) Mike Yurchisin, (NS) Neal Shah, (RB) Ryan Batkie, (RE) Russell Etchen

Bantam Rooster - Big Mess, 7”

Not too often can a seven inch of covers invoke as much excitement as this release has in

my house. Bantam Rooster are a two piece (guitar / traps) punk rock force that has had a

pair of stellar LP's and a handful of singles to boot. This record was done with the old line-

up featuring Eric Cook on drums. If you think that you can’t cover Devo, the Saints, and

the Gibson Brothers with only a two piece then you don’t understand Bantam Rooster, plus

they get a little help from Jim Diamond on synth and extra guitar. First Devo’s "Big Mess”

gets the treatment and its no small task to cover Devo - but this is one time that it was

done right. Next, the Saints “Private Affair" gets a straight up rendition. I have always

wanted to cover this song with my old band but didn’t think we would get it right, but after

hearing this version I realize that you can do it sloppy and it can still sounds like a clas-

sic. You will sing along and throw things to this song. Finally, the Gibson Brothers “Dirt

Preacher" gets an extra wah-wah pedal and frankly it’s not the reason to buy this single -

it doesn’t have the Rooster sound. If you have never heard Bantam Rooster, this single is

as good as any to start with. (EA)

Convulsions - Angry Songs for Young Lovers, CD
We have sappy, whiny pop punk, laughably retro rock-a-billy and cliched British punk -

all of which are nice in controlled doses, but seem to run together after one too many

Queers, Social D, or Exploited records. Certainly the last thing that jaded punk rock kids

need is more of the same. The Convulsions take what is great about those small shots

of pop punk, rock-a-billy, and Brit punk and combine them into one potent cocktail.

Angry Songs for Young Lovers can, as the title suggests, get a little misogynist at times

but heartbreak can certainly make a man bitter. But so can the been there, heard that

style of punk rock rehashing. Luckily, The Convulsions only have heartbreak to make

them angry. (CK)

Dance Hall Crashers - The Live Record, CD
One day the “Crashers", as only their closest friends refer to them, thought that they had

enough of this studio bullshit and decided that the live show was where they really shined.

Plus, it was a great excuse to get Adrian Tomine, one of the best illustrators in the world,

to draw a cover for them. And why not? He lives in their town. They probably know him

from back in the good ole days or third wave ska. I mean, all the rest of their album covers

look like crap, so might as well have one good record to show the folks, right? I never real-

ly thought I liked this band until I heard this, but I was mistaken. They’re tight and catchy

and totally solid. I really like what they’re doing. Plus they kick No Doubt’s ass in every way

possible, which is always a good thing, and not all that hard to do I guess. Maybe that isn’t

saying much. Oh well. For the uninitiated, DHC is fronted by two talented girls on the mics

(who talk good shit), backed by boys who play energetic ska-punk. The only problem I have

with this is the length. TWENTY FIVE SONGS (only one cover)! Was that really necessary?

Did they just get carried away? Whatever the reason, this is a great live record and a good

sampling of what this band is capable of doing within the whole ska genre. (RE)

Death Is Your Language - 12 Songs, CD
Let me start by saying this is packaged really well, with a really nicely screen printed cover

to the booklet, and the inside cut and pasted like a zine. It also has a very thoughtful two-

page article about women’s studies and how bullshit "history" ignores most of the accom-

plishments of women. Aw., apparently guys that play really fast, screamy political hard-

core can have hearts. Nice breakdowns, great messages, twelve tracks of those youth crew

anthems kids eat up. If you’re one of those "posi" kids, you’ll dig this for sure. (ES)

Dillinger Four - Versus God, CD
"Have you heard the Dillinger Four?" “Dude, you have to hear Dillinger Four!" “You

haven't heard the Dillinger Four?" For chrissakes, the Dillinger Four Hype Machine has

been going full-throttle for awhile now. If you haven’t heard these guys or don’t like them,

you’re almost viewed as some kind of freak. Needless to say, Versus God had a lot to live

up to in my mind, this being my first introduction to the band. Could this word of mouth

be justified? I remained cautiously optimistic. There was no need for caution; D4’s repu-

tation is well-earned. This is a phenomenal record. It’s not terribly inventive musically,

and part of my initial trepidation had to do with my hesitation to like bands that play this

sort of thing. But the D4 is hardly a generic band, and all the elements of their songs

work really well together. The power and energy of these songs is overwhelming, and you

have to love songs with titles like, “Get Your Study Hall Outta My Recess," "Suckers

International Has Gone Public" and “Let Them Eat Thomas Paine.” Lots of samples in

between songs, which I could personally do without, that are reminiscent of Econochrist.

This is blazing punk rock that mixes the best of hard core with a melodic edge that makes

you want to sing along. (KR)

Dismemberment Plan / Juno - split, 7”

The Dismemberment Plan lay down a phat groove. The rap is quite impressive indeed. He’s

flowin’. I will definitely play this when I’ve got lots of honeys up in the place and need to

get the party hoppin’. The clever thing is the lyric has a funny tone of political revolution

and just knowing what's up in general. This is beautiful and ironic, because it could easily

be a top ten hit dance number. If it were about sex it would be on the charts. An in your

a punker Social D. sound. ..but this could grow on me. (KR)

Vagrant Q 1 18 Wilshirc Blvd., *361, Santa Monica, CA 90403.

minute or less per song style. A must have if you miss the

glory days or if you want to visit them for the first time. (DM)

Blessed Light - For Love & Preservation, CD
Dark, moody love songs for the jaded romantics of the world. (CK)

Avail - One Wrench, CD
See review above.

Fat P.O. Box 193690, San Francisco, CA 94119-3690

Avalauncher - S/T, CD
I was going to say that this sounds like Nomeansno, and

then I noticed that they do a Nomeansno cover. Quirky

punk that sounds a little like slower Bar Feeders too, with

fast, intricate guitar parts and lots of time changes. (NS)

New World Monkey Records, www.avalauncher.com

Backhand - Making the Dream, CD
Goes through the standard e-motions (get it?). There are

some moments when it comes together, but something has

to be done about the off-key vocals. (DAL)

Flatbroke Productions, PO Box 1048, Goldenrod, FL 32733

Bantam Rooster - Big Mess, 7”

See review above.

Flying Bomb Records PO Box 971038, Ypsilanti, MI 48197

Beyond Description - Chaos Days In 1992, 7”

This is awesome, thrash-core punk from 1992! Borderline

death metal and thrash played at breakneck speeds in a

Smog Veil PMB 454‘774 Mays #IO-I.V., NV 89451 USA

Beyond Human Kontrol - Guns, Drugs,

Bashings and a Tale of Suspect Cops, CDEP
Three tracks of metal-heavy rock in the vein of antichrists

Korn and Limp Bizkit, just a little heavier. These guys are

from Australia, and they say they’re hardcore-maybe it’s

different down there. (KR)

BHK, P.O. Box 793, Noble Park, Vic Aust 3174.

Black Dice - S/T, CD
Urn, about 15 songs, only one of which is more than 30 sec-

onds, and it’s just a continuation of the others, which are a

melodic bursts of noise with various screams. Lots of feedback

and occasional crunching bass, and boy does it get old. (KR)

Troubleman Unlimited, 16 Willow St., Bayonne, NJ 07002.

Black Heart Procession - Three, CD
I got into a huge fight with my lame girlfriend today and

this is totally making me feel like slitting my throat. Very

slow super melancholy-great heroin overdose music. Do

you want to party? (MY)

Touch & Go, POB 25520, Chicago IL, 60625

Made in Mexico, IOIl Boren Ave # 906 Seattle, WA 98104

Blue Pine - S/T, CD
Imagine that the (Young) Pioneers started crooning and

you’ll come close to describing this. Quarky pop songs that

are kind of creepy. (RB)

Global Symphonic, 203-1055 w - 13^ Ave, Vancouver, BC V6H iNl

Bonfire Madigan - Saddle the Bridge, CD
Vocally heavy and but musically understated, this CD uses a

variety of instrumentation to escape pigeon-holing.

Comparisons are difficult, but the slow drum-machine-pro-

duced beats and female vocals remind me of Portishead. (KR)

KRS PMB 418, 120 State St. NE, Olympia, WA, 98501.

Brain Surgery For Beginners - Countdown
To Oblivion, 7”

Awesome printed cover. Fast, political, screamy, hardcore,

breakdowns, chugga chugga = Brain Surgery For

Beginners. My personal favorite on this four song 7”? “The

Fest Sex I Never Had.” Clever, right? (EP)

Deranged Records, P.O. Box 543 Station P, Toronto, ON,

M5S 2Tl Canada
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Eight Bucks Experiment / Fields of Fire

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Andy Slob (AS)

Every once in a great while you accidentally get records that just plain out rock. That was the case when I received The Urge’s Self-Respect, Manners, and Decency LP from the great

German label, Incognito Records. I hardly know a thing about the history of this band, but it appears that, just like many other great bands, they started in England sometime around

1977. Born out of disgust for the current music scene and it’s inhabitors, The Urge played some shows and made a few recordings. I don’t know if anything was actually released dur-

ing this time period, but Incognito also put a great three song seven inch from these recordings. But the real kicker is that sometime in the late eighties or early nineties, they went back

into the studio to record some of the old tunes and some newer ones producing one kick ass fifteen track album all done up with a new singer since the original had died at this point.

The Urge play rock and roll influenced punk rock combining, let’s say, Los Angles period X like riffs with the snarl of the Sex Pistols. Classic songs that still bite to today include "It’s

Getting on My Nerves”, “What’s Wrong With Me?", the opening cut, “I’m Ashamed of You". Also includes two cool pro gay songs, the anthemic “Homophobe" and “Feel Like a

Transvestite" and a nice time period stab at their Teddy Boy nemesis, "Ted's Only Have Quiffs, Cos Their Hair Won’t Spike”. The only drawback to this record is the cheesy mohawk

drawing on the front. Don’t let it scare you away!

Some things that I’m willing to push. Government Issue - Complete History Volume One, Can - Anthology CD, and I've already heard The Chemo Kids - Radiation Generation CD too

many times.

face, honest and inventive song that just plain sounds great. I like. I’m also pleasantly sur-

prised by Juno’s effort as well. Kind of a power pop bordering on emo, but retains a non-

pathetic feel. It’s strong, which is so refreshing. What we need these days is conviction, not

whining. (Do we ever need whining?) This is a well-rounded split that’s short & sweet, has

stuff that compliments each other well, and has one heck of a mastering/pressing job behind

it to make it leap off the vinyl. Solid. Be on the lookout for this disc. (RB)

Eight Bucks Experiment - Payback, CD
Take Subpop in like the late ‘80s like right before Nirvana Broke. That label rawked!

Remember the first Fluid Record, or Mudhoney or even Tad- Nirvana Bleach for Christ’s

sake. Shit, on some of their comps (Subpop 200 anyone?) they even had quirky folk shit.

Now lets change the subject to Austin like 1994 Anyone remember the passion and ener-

gy of bands like the Lord High Fixers, or the Motards???? I do and so does the Eight Bucks

Motherfuckers. This CD is Rawking in a quirky strange multifaceted way. The main appeal

for me is the sick, fucked up, derelict singer who sounds like a direct from Satan,

pedophile-you got to hear this to understand that one!! If you liked what Subpop once was

get this CD and a big issue to shoot up into your ass. Did I fail to mention that the pack-

aging is great? (MY)

The Explosion, - Flash Flash Flash, CD
First off, props to Jade Tree for putting out a record that is outside of their so-called com-

fort zone of emo and indie releases. Secondly, props to The Explosion for putting out a

release that has already progressed a lot from their rather generic debut EP. First thing,

what is up with their obsession with tarantulas and pirates? Sure we all went through our

tarantula and pirate phase when we were young, but this is ridiculous. The song “Tarantula

Attack" is, I’m sure, a long lost Misfits song in disguise. Think about it, the insect theme,

attacking, it just makes sense. All joking aside, this record is really catchy. Every song

stands alone and kicks ass. Punk rock that’s just meant to sing along and have fun to.

Okay, back to the joking. “Flash Flash Flash"
,

I foresee, is going to pave the way for unity

in the punk scene. Skinheads will pick up a Promise Ring record and find their sensitive

side. Whiny emo geeks will pick up The Explosion and remember what it was like to actu-

ally have a good time at a real punk rock show. I have a dream, and it involves a lot of

hugging and a lot of fists in the air, all in the name of good clean fun ... oh wait, that is

another band entirely. (RE)

Fields of Fire - The Kids Can’t Be Bought, 7”

I had wanted to hear this band based on descriptions I had heard and lo and behold, here

they are in my grubby mitts! This 7” didn’t disappoint. I like this band. Almost as much

as I like the music, I like the aesthetics of this band. I like that there are bands like this

and Life’s Halt and No Reply and What Happens Next? and Dead Nation who don’t look

and sound like all the other cookie cutter hardcore bands that were around a couple years

ago. These guys aren’t covered in athletic gear. There are no collegiate block letter fonts.

The singer has long hair (and looks like a girl). I’m just kidding, but I’m not saying that for

Brains No More - Right to be Angry, CD
If you cross The English Dogs (think Mad Punks era) with

Chaos UK and tighten up the slop you will come damn

close to Brains No More. This is very catchy Brit Punk

styled Hardcore from Holland. There are 16 songs on this-

they are all ferocious. I usually like to get all long winded

in these highlight reviews but the first line of this review

sums this up. Very good stuff. (MY)

X-treem, Leo Zeilmakersstraat 20-bl, 3025 NW Rotterdam

The Netherlands

Broken - Rush Hour, CD
Fast, tough sounding HC punk from former members of the

Pist and Baltimore Foot Stampers. These guys are street

punks still going after the cops, college kids, posers and

being a wage slave. Thick and rough around the edges

kind of punk with breakdowns. (DM)

Candy Snatchers - Survival of the Fittest EP
I hate 2 song Ep’s especially when one is a cheesy David

Bowie cover. The first song rawks in a Murder City Devils

sort of way with wide ranging vocals.(MY)

Cold Front, POB 8345* Berkeley CA, 94707

Cheerleaders Of The Apocalypse/Hocus -

Split 7”

Both bands share a penchant for semi slow, brooding, grind-

core with the typical over the top gruff vocalizations. Great

song titles for your parents to find in your collection. (AS)

Scorched Earth Policy, Augartenstrasse 15, 68165 Mannheim, Germany

Cherry Thirteen - Lower Class Angels, 7”

Rockin’ straight-ahead punk similar to Social Distortion but

with more of an rock edge like Fu Manchu or something.

Raspy vocals like Rocket from the Crypt’s.. .not bad. (KR)

Coldfront Records, P.O. Box 8345, Berkeley, CA94707.

The Close - 20,000+, CD
Feeble, feeble, feeble indie rock with feminized dorky male

vocals and a slow pathetic happy beat. No buenoKMY)

Moodswing 3833 Roswell road suite 104. Atlanta GA, 3°342

Coffin Cheaters - Loose AsA $2 Whore, 7”

Adolescent themes of booze and sex permeate this seven

song platter of a budget basic crossing of Nashville Pussy and

the Dwarves. Unprotected sex is preferred? Go for it! (AS)

Sell Your Soul Records, P.O. Box 6113, Mpls, MN 55406

Coffin Cheaters - And We Are God!, 7”

Fast, snotty punk with plenty of attitude and swearing. I

checked the address to see if this was maybe a Meatmen

side project because the singer sounds like Tesco Vee.

Some song titles are “I Wanna Kill You Fuckers" and “I

Wanna Fuck Your Shit." Oh, my stars! (NS)

Coldfront Records, PO Box 8345 Berkeley, CA 947°7

Cadillac Blindside - Read the Book Seen

the Movie, CD
Fifty-three minutes of mostly feedback. The sort of thing

that makes the cat leave the room. (CK)

Chubb - From Us to You, CD
Painfully silly alternapop, with some good fast sections

and funny Canadian vocals. I like the production: slick, but

not too slick. (AE)

Pop Culture Records, 7326 Rideau Valley Dr., Kars, Ontario

P.O. Box 6113, Minneapolis, MN 55406

Congress - Stake Through The Heart, CD
It’s like death metal straight edge all done up in a con-

temporary hardcore style. Christian? Satanic? Hardline?

Hard to tell, but extremely revengeful nonetheless. (AS)

Soda Jerk, PO Box 4056 Boulder, CO 80306 K0A2E0, Canada Good Life Recordings, PO Box 114-8500, Kortrijk, Belgium
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Art Ettinger (AE)

A little known fact about the pop sensation the Backstreet Boys is that they were originally called the Backstreet Kids until they found out there was a Skrewdriver song called “Backstreet

Kids." There’s an Antisocial song called “Backstreet Boys,” but the pop band still doesn’t know about it. What does this discussion have to do with the Anti-Heros from Atlanta?

Absolutely nothing. And nothing can explain why the Anti-Heros aren’t way more popular than they are. My classic pick of the month is the Anti-Heros’ debut full-length, “That’s Right!”

Things are different today, but the first Oi record I heard wasn’t by Cocksparrer and it wasn’t by Blitz. It was by the Anti-Heros. And it forever changed my musical tastes. Still avail-

able on vinyl and on CD (with their great second LP), this record will kick your ass. The vocals are absolutely quintessential Oi, and the music rages forward from song to song. Words

can’t describe the brilliance of the first two songs on Side 2, “He’s a Skin” and “I’m Hungry." The lyrics are all about standing apart from others, being true to one’s self, and trying to

have fun without stepping on others’ toes. Bands that sing songs about being an alienated kid are a dime a dozen, yet the Anti-Heros managed to create a real punk rock classic with

“That’s Right!” There’s been a tremendous backlash against this band that probably started a good 15 years ago, but they’re not the right-wing thugs they’ve been made out to be. I

guess a band has to have anti-nazi lyrics in ALL of their songs to meet the RC. kids’ standards. I firmly believe that no record collection is complete without “That’s Right!” I also high-

ly recommend their second, third, fourth, and live albums. Despite the Oi boom of the past five years, this band remains underappreciated. They won’t be around forever. Check 'em

out while you can still catch 'em live!

Other records I’ve been into lately are the final F.Y.R full-length, the Broilers LR and anything on Helen of Oi!

fear of getting beat up by these guys. I think the current state of hardcore is in good shape

because of bands like this. But onto the music. Well, it's fast. It’s melodic. It has some

singing and some yelling. There are some punk parts that give the songs some diversity.

They have more in common with Minor Threat and Uniform Choice than the ’88 style

bands. I look forward to hearing more from these guys. (NS)

Fun People - Federrick Goes to Japan...With the Fun People, CD
I don’t know much about these maniacs from Argentina, but this is a masterpiece! This

thing’s HUGE— 35 songs in an hour. The lyrics are in English, but the accent is real

strong. The vocalist sings like he knows he’s hilarious and runs with it. Snuffy Smile sure

knows how to find the nuttiest bands. The lyrics aren’t easy to follow, adding to the charm.

Check out the lyrics for "Jailed," a particularly stumping ditty: "the passion for my freedom

broken by law one day, one night, one victim, screaming for one fun, one law, one crime

screaming for one skate, one boy, one love screaming for screaming for your life!!" There’s

even a song called “Skateboard from Hell" that’s NOT an MDC cover! There are lots of

hardcore and metal sections in otherwise poppy songs. It’s Cindy Lauper meets hardcore

after attending a late 80’s Dead Milkmen show. There’s enough here to please everyone,

but fans of Fat Day or Stikky should pay special attention due to the sheer silliness of it

all. I love this!!! (AE)

The Fuses - Are Lies, CD
Take all the finest elements of the Clash, The Undertones, Angelic Upstarts speed them up

and add the vocals for Social Unrest (Rat in a Maze) combined with Adam Ant (Beat Me)

Put these different elements in school. A class to educate them for a time travel adventure

to the year 2000. The Fuses pop out of the time capsule cool like Kool-Aid, fresh & crisp.

Get this, it comes highly recommended for being cool beginning to end, I can’t wait to see

them live. (MY)

Garrison - A Mile in Cold Water, CD
Who the hell is Garrison? I’m vaguely familiar with Rev’s catalogue, but I had never heard

of these guys. Because I had nothing to go on, I looked at the design of the record itself

before I had a chance to pop it in. I know you’re not supposed to judge a book by its cover,

but generally, the design of a record will tell you something, and it especially acts as a

barometer to how emo a band is. If you have a record with a picture of a snowy landscape

on the cover, watch out, and get the Kleenex. But the design of A Mile in Cold Water did-

n’t put me on edge or play to my own idiotic preconceptions. And I’m happy to report the

music proved to be quite good. The problem with bands that often—and erroneously—-get

labeled emo is that at some point, they seem get castrated. The power disappears. But A

Mile in Cold Water keeps its edge and maintains its power. It’s stylish enough to not be

pedantic and varied enough to avoid too many songwriting formulas. The influence of punk

The Convulsions - Angry Songs for

Young Lovers, CD
See review above.

Blitztone Records, no address, go to www.convulsions.home-

stead.com

Copperpot Journals - S/T, CDEP
Melodic emoish punk in the vein of bands like Horace

Pinker, Samiam and a bit o’ Jimmy Eat World. The pro-

duction could be better, but musically intriguing with

strong vocals-good stuff. (KR)

Blind Bear Records, P.O. Box 309, Leeds, LS2 7AH, UK.

Corrupt Citizen - Uninvited, CD
Quality alternative rock with a hardcore bend and twist

that give Corrupt Citizen an edge over their peers who

compose uneventful and unmelodic tunes. The first 2

songs are keepers! (AS)

Sunset Alliance, P.O. Box 31596, Phoenix, AZ 85046

The CourtandThe Spark - VenturaWhites, CD
Good quality, laid back alternative country is done up on

this platter which turned out great for a lazy Sunday mid

morning. I guess that they meant to send it to that No

Depression fanzine or something. (AS)

Tumult, PO Box 642371. San Francisco, CA 94164-2371

Cross My Heart - Temporary Contemporary, CD
Seeing this CD set off every emo alarm in my head, but

I was pleasantly surprised. While lyrically emo, Cross

My Heart maintains some guts for the most part and

stay musically interesting and powerful a la Sunny Day

Real Estate. (KR)

Deep Elm Records, P.O. Box 36939, Charlotte, NC 28236.

Dance Hall Crashers - The Live Record, CD
See review above.

Pink & Black PO Box 190516, San Francisco, CA 94119

The Deacons - Greetings from Brooklyn, 7”

Four songs of decent old school punk/Oi!. What you see is

what you get. (BJM)

Cobra Records, no address given

Dead Boys - Buried Gems, 7”

Two track single of the Dead Boys from 1978 and 1980.

The A-side features a ripping rendition of the Adam Faith

classic “It’s All Right" but without Stiv. The B-side is a

rather weak period of the Dead Boys. (EA)

Coldfront Records PO Box PO Box 8345 Berkeley. CA

94707

Death Is Your Language - 12 Songs, CD
See review above.

P.O. Box 15585, Richmond, VA 23220

Death of Marat/Half Visconte - Split, 7”

If you think these bands’ names were pretentious, you

oughtta check out their music! I’d say more, but this

record really confused me. (AE)

This Argonaut Records, 407 E. Roosevelt, Phoenix, AZ

85004

Ded Bugs - Songs for the Possessed and
Insane, CD
With songs like “How Come You Dont Barf With Me

Anymore?”, "We Like Girls”, and "Evil All Night” and punk

names like D-A-V-E, and Jeff “Devulheyd" Bug you know it

has to be good. And by good, I mean bad. I promised

myself I wouldnt hit the delete buttun tonte. OH, yeahs

someonte shoulrd tell these guys they donthave to pront

their lyrics. (RE)

The Pest Club, 318 Stewart, De Soto, MO 63020

Dewey Defeats Truman - B-Sides, Rarities,

and Out-Takes, CD
This is a power pop, indie trio from Southern California.

Kind of guitar rock stuff like Superchunk with dual vocals
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GC5 / Iran

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Brian Czarnlk (BC)

Being raised on punk in my twenties in Chicago in the early 90’s means that I had to love Naked Raygun. I first learned of this band a tad too late. They had already lost guitarist John

Haggerty (Pegboy), and were on their way out when I got to see them live (they worked the crowd like no other) a few times. But they did leave us with some great records, and one of

the best punk records of all time in “Throb Throb.” This record (actually I own both the cassette and vinyl) is a power punch from the first song to the last. The buzzing bass of “Rat

Patrol" starts of this punk epic. This song would have been a top ten hit in a perfect punk world. “Surf Combat" keeps things a rolling. “Leeches" is a cult favorite with the chant “Let

them live!" carved into my brain. Jeff Pazatti and the boys were a part of one of the nations most underrated punk bands in their time. Why couldn't the rest of the world know Chicago’s

best-kept secret? I guess that is why we loved them so and wore their band shirts every day we went to see a punk show. Anyhow back to the tape. Side two kills you with a chanting

anthem “I Don’t Know.” When the line “what poor gods we’ll make" comes in you really get the feel of utter chaos in ones mind. And the sexy songs “Libido and “No Sex” really tell the

true story of a punks love life. The best usage of a saxophone since David Bowie appears on ‘Only In America." There are so many cool lyrical lines on this disc and some of the most

powerful bass/guitar work you’ll want to hear. Well, to say that this record kicks as is a true understatement. Get it on c.d. today and thank me tomorrow. This is punk music.. Hell, great

music at its best!

Current Favorites: Queen “hits”, Journey “hits", The Revolting Cocks musical catalog and the Tampa Bay’s Theatre showing of “Young Frankenstein”

and hardcore is readily apparent in what you hear, just like it was with Garrison’s since-

broken-up label mates, Texas is the Reason. The lineage from Texas to Garrison is quite

obvious, and Garrison fills the big shoes left by Texas competently. (KR)

GC5 - Kisses From Hanoi, CD
This shit is so damn catchy it hurts. I’ve never been a huge fan of the street/ punk/ Oi! type

of thing except some of the Litters stuff and the some of the Murphy’s and the Ducky Boys,

but Christ these guys fucking rock. I always understood the equation to make a good street

band, but these guys fucking rock my socks off. The GC5 write songs with a whole lot of

heart and a lot of crunch in this album. You can really feel these guys and where they’re

coming from in their songs. GC5 has got all the hooks, good backing vocals and sing-a-

longs, great production down perfectly. This is a solid release. There’s a real old school feel

to this CD. I listened to this three times in a row so I could sing a long with this CD. Fuck,

I even took out the old air guitar once or twice. It would be a real shame if this record does-

n’t become a classic. If it doesn’t, those who know about GC5’s Kisses From Hanoi will be

listening to this for a while. (DM)

Hostile Omish - Olde Order Of Omish, CD
There was a time back in the late eighties when nearly every city in the US was afflicted

with so called punk bands that somehow seemed to be metal, punk, and thrash all at the

same time. Hostile Omish remind me of this time period. Simple punk thrash songs that

are only held together by some retarded sense of scatological humor. This CD supposedly

contains the music from four demo tapes made in the late eighties all of which were re-

recorded in 1999. While all of the 27 songs are tightly played and well recorded (although

a better guitar tone would have helped immensely), they lack the spontaneity that was,

hopefully, on the originals warranting this release. Bands, please, never rerecord as 9.99

times out ten everyone prefers the originals. So if song titles like "Lizard Up My Butthole”

or “Who Put Sea Monkeys In Mom’s Douche?" perk your interest. Go for it. I give ’em cred-

it for growing mustaches just to complete the Amish look, I hope. (AS)

Iran - S/T, CD
Bands who use white noise and feedback as their primary source of instrumentation get on my

nerves. I can’t listen to that stuff without wanting to cover my ears and run around screaming

at the top of my lungs. As the first few seconds of Iran’s disc began to play, I moved my finger

closer to the stop button... but then pulled away. Yes, it was noisy. Yes, it had copious amounts

of feedback. But I heard more coming from behind all of the mess. Listening to Iran is like look-

ing through a well-work sketchbook...beyond the uneven lines and unintelligible scribbles,

pieces of the concept begin to emerge and you suddenly see the unfinished idea. These ideas

are inside the songs of Iran, hiding behind the fuzziness...snippets of songs, a series of chords,

a few bars sung, all peering from the background. What sounds like an unfinished work is pre-

sented as complete and what promised to be unlistenable proved itself to be true art. (CK)

but not as noisy or as whiney. Danceable and fun for the

kids. This is a soundtrack to a good time. (DM)

Silver Girl Records, PO Box 161024 San Diego, CA 92176

Dillinger Four - Versus God, CD
See review above.

Hopeless P.O. Box 7495 - Van Nuys, CA 91409-7495-

The Dismemberment Plan /Juno - Split, 7”

See review above.

Bcore disc, PO Box 35221, 08080 Barcelona, Spain

Disassociate - Imperfect World, CD
Harsh grind, but with punk melodies. The vocals are very

throaty and a little fuzzy, almost inhuman sounding. Mix

His Hero Is Gone with the sound of a dentist’s drill. (NS)

M.I.A. Records 315 Church St. 2nd FI., New York, NY IOOI3

Dropkick Murphys - Live on a Five, 5”

Volume four of Headache Records “Live on a Five" series

features two songs by the Dropkick Murphys of Boston on a

five inch record. Straight ahead street punk rock. If you like

the genre, you’ve probably heard of them by now. (BJM)

Headache Records, PO Box 204. Midland Park NJ 07432

Egon / The Search for Saturnalia - Split, 7”

They sound like each other. Both bands play really long

indie rock songs that seem like they could be a bit short-

er. This is kind of like Modest Mouse in some ways, ways

that I may not have the power to appreciate fully... but not

too bad. (DM)

Has Anyone Ever Told You? PO Box 161702 Austin, TX

78716-1702

Eight Bucks Experiment - Payback, CD
See review above.

No Address

Elliott - False Cathedrals, CD
Whoa, this is the most expensive-looking CD layout I’ve

seen yet this year. Primarily slow-tempoed power pop sim-

ilar to the Weakerthans and Radiohead that works pretty

well but can drag after awhile. (KR)

Revelation P.O. Box 5232, Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232.

The Enkindels- Can’t Stopthe Enkindels, CD
I didn’t like their former self: a bland emo band. Then I

didn’t like their later incarnation: rock stars. Now I don’t

like their new invention: poppy emo losers. They’re muting

and whining about girls. (RB)

Initial Records, PO Box 17131 , Louisville, KY 40217

Eric Mingus - uh.. um.. er... , CD
Spoken word over tribal, funk, electronic, jazz, and other

“coffee house” styles of music. Interesting, with his story-

telling poetry-like songs, in a NYC cafe poetry hour kind

of way. (ES)

No contact info given.

The Explosion - Flash Flash Flash, CD
See review above.

Jade Tree 2310 Kennwynn Rd, Wilmington, DE 19810

Fall Out - Killing Time, CD
Poppy, new-school California punk to which you might want

to skate. A bit of the old ska/punk thrown in as well. (BJM)

Psyko Records, PO Box 1270, Hermosa Beach CA 90254

Fields of Fire - The Kids Can’t Be
Bought, 7”

See review above.

New Leaf Records, xbenedgex@hotmail.com

Fifteen - Hush, CDEP
Fifteen is still serving up its brand of socially charged pop-

pish punk, but it doesn’t do it for me like it used to. Three

songs and nothing really sticks out, though “MRR” will

surely leave anti-MRR factions snickering. (KR)

Sub City, P.O. Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA 91409.
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Brian J. Manning (BJM)

Three years ago, Sony re-released the Stooges’ third album, Raw Power, re-mixed by Iggy Pop. This time, the record was done right: the bass was way up in the mix, and the album

kicked ass like it should have in the first place. But before the Stooges recorded Raw Power, they did a record called Funhouse, which is more blues, more jam, and more soul than their

third masterpiece. The songs on Funhouse go on longer; there are only seven of them, and six of them are solid. (The last track, “LA Blues," is a cacophony of noise). Funhouse opens

with the repetitive riffing of “Down on the Street," a laid-back grooving song on which Iggy Pop improvises vocally. Then, from the straight ahead punk rock of “Loose," to the slow, dark,

blues jamming of “Dirt,” to the hypnotic rhythm section groove of “1970," Funhouse rocks like few albums have since. The songs are all less structured and more jam-oriented than

other Stooges' songs due to the strong blues influence. With this record, Iggy Pop reinvented the blues in his own language. The result is a truly new form of rock. This is something

that few bands manage nowadays. Another element that sets the record apart is the use of a saxophone on three songs. The instrument is uncommon is rock music of this style, but

it really adds a rock and roll kick. The guitar and sax play off one another while soloing, and the constant improvisation again reflects the blues. Although it does not approach the sub-

par sound of the original Raw Power, the one problem with the record is the production. It is very low-fi, which gives it its own character, but it could sound a lot better while retaining

its low fidelity. Unfortunately, the bass drum is not nearly loud enough, and the mix would benefit from a low-end boost. Still, though, the raw power of Funhouse proves unmatched

by anyone else.

Lately, I have been listening to the new self-titled Bob City CD on Derailleur Records.

Kidnap -
'79-'8s, CD

This is a great package: you get a classic, rip roarin’ compilation CD, a photo/flier fold out

spread, and a history lesson. In 1984 the French punk scene was fracturing as neo-Nazis

became a huge, unwanted, but undeniable presence in the scene. At the 2 nd annual Chaos

Festival, at the height of the schism, "Kidnap, both carefree and refusing to be threatened,

defiantly play NO SS to the sieg-heiling members of the audience, while dodging beer bot-

tles hurled at the stage.” What incredible, powerful music. French lends itself to punk vocals

better than you might think it would. And the song "J.R." attacked Johnny Rotten for “how

he betrayed the punk movement" 15 years before the Filthy Lucre Tour. (DAL)

Kilnemia/Fallen - Split, CD
Kilnemia is easily one of the catchiest new school HC bands I have heard-Fuck-l made a

tape for my car. Imagine for a second Jon Brannon (more Laughing Hyenas less Negative

Approach) screaming over the guitars of Indecision put together in a melodic mid-tempo

Grade manner. Beware this goes back and forth melodic/Hardcore-not as bad as Korn not

quite as good as Converge. Now before you rush down and demand this platter, it is my

duty to alert you that these individuals suffer from a grave illness that may cause you to

turn your backs on them, but please find it in your heart to pity them that disease is the

dreaded scourge known as Christianity. They voice their love for Jesus in every song and

is it BOLD-Check this out: “Let me not exist in myself let me exist in you” Fallen plays in

a monotone fashion. There is a sense of energy but it does little to change the inherent

stagnant nature of this (possible) lion food. (MY)

Klasse Kriminale - Electric Caravanas, CD
When I think of Italy I think of fun people, fun food, fun films, and the most fuckin’ fun Oi

band on the planet. In comes Klasse Kriminale, with their latest classic album. Pause the

Fulci flick in your VCR, drop the pasta, and get dancing!!! I don't wear boots, but maybe I

oughtta start. From the cute-as-hell punks and skins adorning the insert to the last note

on track twelve, this is the feel-good release of the year. Actually, I'm no Klasse Kriminale

historian, but I think this is a couple of years old. But only now is it getting a North

American release. For the uninitiated, Klasse Kriminale’s been around forever. They play

slightly slower-than-average Oi anthems, with non-macho vocals and a heavy ska influ-

ence. The backing vocals are more sung than shouted, adding a unique quality distinct

from most of the world’s Oi. The lyrics are all translated on the lyric sheet, and are sur-

prisingly playful. Who can’t relate to the universal truth that “no one becomes a great foot-

ball player a karate teacher or a rock ‘n’ roll star?” Punks and skins and everyone else

should embrace this band. 100% super. (AE)

Kronstadt Uprising - Insurrection, CD
First off, I will say that I have never heard of this band who existed in Britain between 1981

to 1987. They started out as a simplistic punk band, similar in style and content to early

The Flying Luttenbachers - Alptraum, CD
Chaotic noise with a cello, drums sax, and other instru-

ments. All recorded in various Chicago clubs. (BC)

Pandemonium B.P. 64- 13192 Marseille Cedex 20- France

Forever Einstein - Down With Gravity, CD
Instrumental music with no real specific sound or feel.

There are some surfy undertones, some mathy parts, but

overall it’s really hard to follow. (RE)

Cuneiform Records, PO Box 8427, Silver Spring, MD
20907-8427

sible that you own one or more of their six or so albums.

But just in case you don’t, F.Y.P were a couple of old skate

kids that played good ol’ punk rock and inspired many to

do the same. They played their last show some time in

June, and I believe are starting a new band... This eight

song EP is filled with those sing-a-long punk rock anthems

that make the skaters and pop punkers smile. (ES)

Theologian P.O. Box 1070, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Garrison - A Mile in Cold Water, CD
See review above.

mix. The first song sounds like the Velvet Underground in

the beginning before drawing the listener in with a repeti-

tive bass line. The second song is harder, with dissonant

guitar parts and a greater sense of urgency. (BJM)

Tranquillity Base Records, PO Box 184, Bryn Mawr PA 190IO

GreyAM - With Matches Lit, CD
Good production highlights this post hardcore, six song

effort that is surprisingly catchy based on other things that

are comparable in nature. (AS)

The Fuck You Ups - Fuck City Baby, 7”

Messy, poorly recorded punk rock drivel. How many times

can you say “fuck" on one seven inch? (CK)

Formula 13, PO Box 7385 Tempe, AZ 85281-OOI3

Fun People - Federrick Goes to Japan...

See review above.

Snuffy Smile, 4-1-16-201 Daita, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 155-OO33, Japan

The Fuses - Are Lies, CD
See review above. (MY)

Reptilian,403 S. Broadway, Baltimore MD, 2I23I

F.Y.P - Come Home Smelly, 7”

Chances are, you already know who F.Y.P are. It’s also pos-

Revelation P.O. Box 5232, Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232.

The GC5 - Kisses From Hanoi, CD
See review above.

Outsider, PO Box 92708 Long Beach, CA 90809

Give Until Gone - Settled for the Art
Official, CD
Listener-friendly quality indie/emo, but nothing that hasn’t

been done before. (CK)

Dimmak, PO Box 14OH Santa Barbara, CA 93107

GlORIUM - PSYKLOPS, 7”

A two song single where I hear influences of any number

of “post-punk" bands. The production is solid; the guitars

sound good and all the instruments are clear and up in the

Law Of Inertia, 206A Dryden Road, Suite 154, Ithaca, NY

14850

Hacksaw - S/T, CD
Average Rock And Roll band that rarely if ever Rawks-Very

strict formula adherence. Common, they have probably

been doing classic rock covers for years. (MY)

No Address

Happy Dagger - S/T, 7”

Pretty basic hardcore with a positive message. Contains a

paragraph or so explaining each song, which is a nice

touch. (CK)

Bleeding Parade Inc, PO Box 5791 San Diego, CA 92165-5791
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Les Savy Fay / Mancake

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Courtney Knox (CK)

It is profoundly difficult to talk about Joy Division and their classic album “Substance” without the words getting in the way. As Jon Savage so eloquently wrote, “Joy Division attempt-

ed that ambiguous concept, a modern classicism; in that they succeeded, their songs continue to fascinate from within their own time." Joy Division may have been inspired by the punk

uprisings around them, but what they did with their instruments and front man Ian Curtis did with his voice seemed to come from another time and place altogether. What they creat-

ed on Earth in England in the late 70s had to have been created as Bernard Sumner once said by, “plucking out of the air." The darkness, the other-worldliness, the emotion that comes

from their music are elements that were formed on another plane and went back home with Ian Curtis on the day he died.

Lately, I’ve been listening to: Death Cab for Cutie - ...We’re Voting Yes, Sunny Day Real Estate - The Rising Tide, and Travis - The Man Who.

Crass, and even appeared on a Crass Records comp album, and eventually mutated into a

post punk rock band, although still sounding mostly punk, like the Lords of the New Church.

I find it funny that out of the five different lineups of Kronstadt only the drummer remains

constant. He was also the major songwriting force in the band. The sad part is that not

much of this has remained fresh sounding as the years have worn on. The simple punk

sound employed while, when new, was engaging, it lacks some of the power of their con-

temporaries from the same time period. The necessity of this release seems to be for diehard

Crass and English punk fans, but I can’t stop thinking about whether it was issued for the

love of the music or as an attempt to cash in. And I just can’t seem to forgive them for doing

too many songs, but not most, that border the four minute mark. (AS)

though, I picked up a Bic and shaved all the way. Then this CD appeared in my mail-

box the next day. True story, I swear! A sign of some sort? The Helen of Oi! label is kick-

ing ass. They pretty much NEVER put out a crap record, and this is no exception. Finally

a second full-length from these Atlanta toughies! Growling female vocals decry the

hypocrisy in today’s “scenes." Man’s Ruin’s got the right attitude: there’s only so much

time to have fun, so don't let the assholes in your town beat you down. The songs are

tight, and the lyrics are personal without being embarrassing. And unlike so many Oi

bands past and present, Man’s Ruin likes it fast. This has got to be the first major Oi

band to cover Minor Threat. Rhonda Riot could kick Ian’s ass any day! Don’t miss out

on this great band. (AE)

Les Savy Fav - Rome, CD
Southern Records seems to be on top of things these days, plucking bands from obscure

labels and pushing them out to the indie masses where they belong. Les Savy Fav still have

ties to Frenchkiss Records, but this five song wonder-disc may never have been created

without the driving force that is Southern. Les Savy Fav’s rhymes are not to be missed

(“We’ve got arms in the armory, facts in the factory, sense in the century"), and neither are

the grooves, the blipies and bloopies and the Van Pelt-esque talk/sing vocal stylings. This

is one snazzy record by a band to keep an eye on. (CK)

Man’s Ruin - Gossip, Rumors and Lies, CD
In the past several years, I’ve taken to shaving my head. I usually shave with no guard,

Mancake - We Will Destroy You, CD
I cannot believe that this is just NOW getting reviewed. This has been out for way over a

year or so. Man, Art Monk must not have their shit together or something. For those of you

who are not cool enough to be in the know, Mancake is a force not to be reckoned with.

Axe-wielding maniacs with megaphones, blasting heavy spastic post-hardcore. Lots of

breakdowns and a singer who sounds like he’s trying to shit and sing at the same time.

The story goes, they were running out of studio time so the singer decided to make the

best of his pre-poop anxiety and record the vocals while actually taking a shit. The band

was then named after what he left in the toilet. It was a tough decision, and it came down

to either Mancake or Shit 2000, but a quick game of Paper, Rock, and Scissors made the

let the hair grow back till it pisses me off, then I shave it again. For the first time ever call. This also explains the overall brown look of this album. Mancake takes on hard hit-

Harvey Milk - Courtesy and Good Will

Toward Men, CD
Really strange and unexpected song structures that go

from quiet and atmospheric to loud and screechy and back

again. (CK)

Tumult, PO Box 642371 San Francisco, CA 94164 -2371

The Hates - S/T, 7”

A Mariachi band with a country twang trying to be punk.

Perhaps this record got mixed up at the record plant. The

music does not correspond with the Mohicans & spikes on

the cover. Limited to 1000. (MY)

No address given hates.iuma.com

Helen Zachariah - Save the Plants, 7”

This pathetic artist is just one you have to laugh at. She’s

a psycho girl from Wales who is trying to buck all those

evil songwriting rules that keep her so confined. I wished

this caged bird wouldn't sing. (RB)

NDN P.O. Box 131471, The Woodlands, TX 77393-1471

The Helgeson Story - No Mail Days Are
Bad Days, CD
This came with a sticker, which, after listening to this, I

promptly put on my car... so you know that’s a good thing.

This seven song CD is lovely, melodic, flowing, and fans of

The Gloria Record, The Promise Ring, or Mineral would

probably enjoy this as much as I did. (ES)

Cosmo K Records

Henry - Sounds Like, CD
Soft, clean, twangy rock ‘n’ roll with a country voice that

sways toward Calvin Johnson-ish quality now and then.

You know, deep and smooth white guy voice. Sounds like

they’re clamoring to fit the lyric into it sometimes, but I

like that. (RB)

Reticulated Records

The Hoodlums - Heavy MetalVomit Pariy, CD
Who knew people still played ska? A couple of good songs

that have vocals out of ’60s soul tunes, but most of the

rest are standard genre ditties. One really odd song about

abortion. (DAL)

Moniker? No! Records, no address given

Hostile Omish - Olde Order Of Omish, CD
See review above.

Jim Clevo Presentations, Box IIOl6l, Cleveland, OH 44m-

Ol6l, USA

Huevos Rancheros - Muerte del Toro, CD
This band plays bad surf music. But I looked it up, theres no

surfing in Canada! A whole lot of bad band names but no surf-

ing. None. At All. Canada sucks. Except the kids I stayed with

at More Than Music Fest this year ... those kids rule. (RE)

Mint Records, PO Box 3613, Vancouver, BC Canada

Hunter-Gatherer/Rydell - Split CD
Three songs apiece from these neo emocore bands, one

British, one American, minus any hardcore intensity, and

probably best dealt with in a coffeehouse with some kinda

French named caffeine drink. (AS)

Stickfigure, P.O. Box 55462, Atlanta, GA 30308

Hypnomen - Trip with Satan, CD
Psychedelic pop-garage at its finest and a must for fan of

said genre. If I am not mistaken they are Finish, and I can

bet you don’t have any Finish psych/punk/pop in your col-

lection, do you? (EA)

Gearhead PO Box 421219 San Francisco, CA 94142-1219

The Icarus Line - Kill Cupid with a Nail

File, 7”

Angry, Intense, Furious, and Intense. All four are good words

in describing music, and all four can be used here. (BC)

Buddyhead.com

Imbalance - S/T, CD
6 songs of British p-rock that gets a tad angry at times in the

disc. The artwork on the jacket is some bizarre stuff. (BC)

Hermet Records P.O. Box 309 Leeds, England LS2 7AH

Iran - S/T, CD
See review above.

Tumult, PO Box 642371 San Francisco, CA 94164-2371

J Church - One Mississippi, CD
Another fine product from J Church, 26 tracks of almost

perfect pop punk done the right way. The lyrics are always

worth it. You should already own this by the time this issue

of Punk Planet comes out any ways. (EA)

Honest Don’s PO Box 192027 San Francisco, CA 94119
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Dan Laidman (DAL)

The first time I heard the Big Boys, I was a wide-eyed, chipmunk-cheeked 15-year-old poking around Green Hell Records, being a nerdy pest and annoying Thrashhead with my friend

Steve. Thrashhead, of Flipside fame, was the punk guru-in-residence, and whenever my friend and I would go in the store and hang out he would always have a classic pick ready to

put us to shame for listening to whatever modern drivel we were about to buy. "You want to hear something that will really blow your mind?” One day it was the Big Boys, and I had

never heard anything like it. I didn’t remember the song or the album or any of the specifics, but it was such a dense, complicated, fast, funky cacophony of rock and roll, I wanted to

start dancing like a madman right there in the store, but I had to act cool to impress Thrashhead, so I nodded and said, “Yeah, this is cool.” Damn right it’s cool. What a brilliant, love-

able band, that can make you pump your fists one minute and then conjure up a championship lump in your throat with a beautiful song like "Heartbeat.” Checkout the compilations

“The Skinny Elvis” and “The Fat Elvis” to get the best tunes along with testimonials about the Big Boys' influence from a bunch of punk luminaries. Ian MacKaye writes that when the

Big Boys opened for Minor Threat he didn’t know how he could go on after them: “More enormous men, decorated jump suits, food props, great songs, a horn section, 200 friends on

stage singing and dancing... we were fucked.”

Thank God for the new J Church album, it’s got 26 songs, praise the Lord! Also, come to Berkeley and check out American Steel.

ting issues like: The Louisiana Purchase, Diversity, Concrete Inhalation, Mancakes, and the

Internet. I think they’re really onto something. (RE)

Measels, The - Itch, 7”

You know what I really like about records? (Besides the pretty, colorful and creatively done

ones, which I never get, boo hoo.) Reading the inscriptions along the circle in the center.

Does that have a technical name? I don’t know. This record, although not colored vinyl, says

“Jar Jar must die!” so I liked it before I even listened. The Measels play an interesting blend

of 60s garage pop, with fun, rocking guitar parts and snappy organ parts similar, at times,

to those of the Murder City Devils, who I also love. This is their 2 nd 7” single, the A side is

“Itch”, frenzied, rockin', and lots of fun. The B side is a cover of the Gories’ song “View From

Here”. If you like to rock, and I know that you do, I suggest you pick this up. (ES)

Mensen/ The Meat Joy- split, 7”

This is a good slab of vinyl here. Two girl fronted (I guess we still have to point out when

females sing until the year 2020 when both sexes join as one as a uni-sex nation) bands

that seem to be well schooled in rock 101. One band being from DC (The Meat Joy) and

the other from Norway (Mensen.) since America is bigger and better we will start with

the Norway band first. Mensen does the track “mean Christine.” First off give them points

for using the name Christine. With rockers like “Christine 16 (KISS)’’ and the cool horror

flick "Christine (the evil car)” one must be careful that they can do the name justice. And

believe me when I say that this band rocks the name Christine like it should be rocked.

Guitars blaring and vocals screaming, this is a powerful band. The other side is host to a

band that you could get by putting early Blondie and X into a blender with a mad rat. Or

try putting Iggy Pop into a toaster while he fucks that singer from No Doubt. Hey, why

don’t you eat a little shit sandwich with a tad bit of peanut butter and see...where am I

going with this? OK back to the 7 inch (and not the one in my shorts), this is something

that you should get to make your turntable rock again. This music is a throw back into

the late 70’s era of rock and roll that was underground. A time where it meant something

to be called a rocker or a punk. So now in a time of crappy bands let these two be a lit-

tle greasy spot of sunshine. (BC)

The Metros - I Gotta Go, 7”

Holy Christ, this is a great blast of punk rock - explosion style. The sound on this is way

in the red, one thing that their LP and Rip Off single were missing. Maybe it’s the press-

ing, but the song "I Gotta Go” jumps and screams, "Put me on your mix tape.” This

Detroit five piece have the balls and punch to make you realize that the 2 song rock and

J-Majesty - No Title, CD
Jazzy art-punk from the East Coast. Track 8 has chimes on

I
it.. .man, I really miss early Rush. (BC)

Some 122 West 29th Street 4th Floor, NY, NY. IOOOI

Jimmy Eat World - Singles, CD
Melodic alternative rock/punk that ranges from slow tunes to

fast ones. Popular stuff these days in good old Boston. (BC)

:• BWR 325 Huntington Ave #24, Boston, MA. 02115

John Brown Battery - Jinxed, CD
Popular debut full-length from this energetic Chicago-

based melodic hardcore band. Like a slower version of

Lifetime. First rate. (AE)

He Who Corrupts, 196 Fairfield, Elmhurst, IL 60126

John Holmes/Canvas - Split 7”

John Holmes play noisy, chaotic, distorted metal/hardcore.

Comparatively, Canvas have a cleaner sound in terms of

production, but their music is in strange time signatures

and it’s slower. They also scream a lot more. While John

Holmes is closer to metal, Canvas have more of a

math/grind/post-hardcore sound. (BJM)

Devil Rock Records, PO Box 187, Leeds LS6 iLH, UK

John Vanderslice - Mass Suicide Occult
Figurines, CD
Dumb, jokey self-proclaimed “alternative” vocalist sings

over a minimalist college-educated backup band. Well-

recorded, though. (AE)

Barsuk Records, PO Box 31016, Seattle, WA 98103

Juliana Theory/One Line Drawing/Grey
AM - Three Way Split, CD
Three bands apiece doing the emo, alternarock thing all

with above average results, I believe, even though it’s not

my preferred genre, some of which seem strangely famil-

iar or is that plagiarized? 5 songs total. (AS)

One Day Savior Post Office Box 372, Williston Park, NY II596

Junto - A Call for Action, CD
This is an extremely political band. The music is dull while

it tries to be intense. You are not free, you are a capitalist

slave. Just thought I’d tell you so you don’t have to hear it

from them. (RB)

Consolidated Labour, Box 1168, Elkford, BC VoB 1H0

The Kabinboy - The Hated and the
Debated, 7”

Tough Irish instrumentals with hardcore sensibilities. I

think it’s supposed to be eerie. And that it is. Interesting

pair of tracks. (AE)

Dropping Like Flys, 109 Melrose St., Belfast, BT9 7DP,

Northern Ireland

Kidnap - ’79-’8s
See review above.

Upstart Productions, 65AW. Madison Ave. #254, Dumont,

NJ 07628

Kill Your Idols/The Nerve Agents - split 7”

KYI play three songs of old school hardcore with snotty

vocals. Their first song here has a touch of Oi! to it. The

Nerve Agents also play old school hardcore, but with more

gruff, rock and roll-type vocals. KYI cover Scandal, and the

Nerve Agents cover Bowie. (BJM)

Mankind Records, PO Box 461, Bellflower CA 90707

Kilnemia/Fallen - Split, CD
See review above.

Line Red Records 135 north Fraser Drive, Mesa AZ, 85203

The Kitty Vermont, - Wonderful You, CD
Quick-moving (i.e., short songs) electronica that immedi-

ately made me think of Stereolab. Catchy, but for some

reason it sounds to me like a soundtrack to an ’80s com-

ing-of-age movie. (KR)

Motorcoat Records, 1818 Sherwood Drive, Beloit, W1 53511

Klasse Kriminale - Electric Caravanas,

CD
See review above.

Insurgence, 2 Bloor St. W. Suite IOO-184, Toronto, Ontario

M4W 3E2, Canada

Kronstadt Uprising - Insurrection, CD
See review above.

Overground Records, PO Box iNW, Newcastle Upon Tyne,

NE99 iNW, England

Leechmilk - Starvation of Locusts, CD
Seven heavy, distorted grindcore songs. (BJM)

Spare Change Records, edmond@mindspring.com or (404)

874-0731
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the Migs / National AcrobatHMH
REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Eric Action (EA)

Where does one start with the Mighty-Famous-Wild Billy Childish. I couldn’t think of one album, let alone band that Billy has done that I would make my “must own". Frankly, when I

look at the over 50 full lengths and more singles he has released it is rather overwhelming. Though you can rarely go wrong, here are some of the best to get you started. Start with

Thee Headcoats (Billy at his garage best) and pick up the newly released 3xLP or 2xCD “Elementary Headcoats” with 50 songs from numerous singles. Next, pick up Thee Mighty Ceasars

“Surely we were the sons..." on Crypt records. Finally, you need to own the Milkshakes “19th Nervous Shakedown”, a 30 track retrospective of Billy’s 50’s twist. I haven’t even men-

tioned other bands like the Pop Rivets, the Blackhands, his solo stuff, or the wonderful girl lead version of Thee Headcoats named Thee Headcoatees. I will guarantee that once you start

on this path you will find yourself collecting Billy Childish records for a long time to come. You must check out www.billvchildish.com to read the full story and the overbearing discog-

raphy of all things related to Billy (did I mention he is also a great artist, poet and author!)

Lately, the records that have kept me going: Le Shok - All, Riff Randells - 7”, Jerry Lee Lewis - Bear Family 8CD box set (the original Punk rocker) and the new Shellac record (the first

track is perfect)

roll single isn’t dead. I want a kick ass A-side followed by a quirky B-side that the artist

takes a chance on (it’s the B-side after all!). The Metros take a chance on side-B in what

first appears to be a ballad/ "Lookin’ for Danger" that erupts into a full on punker. True

60’s punk rock ala Nuggets style, but with the harder edge. I really was blown away by

this after finding their LP disappointing. Someone needs to sign them up to do another

full length, now. (EA)

The Migs - Self Titled, CD
The Migs play great, entertaining pop songs in the same vein as The Beatles at their weird-

er moments or Camper Van Beethoven except that they are set apart by their synth/key-

board sounds. All of this is done in crystal clear production and an twisted sense of humor

that could possibly pull in the most jaded listener. Damn this thing made me happy, but

for those purists, not at all in a punk rock way. This is straight up fun stuff, and the first

cut, “Sweet and Sour", could easily become some off the wall top ten hit if the music

industry wasn’t so corporate driven. The only drawback is the fact that every other song,

albeit not bad, is an instrumental, but they go far beyond any typical trite surf band driv-

el. So give yourself a well deserved break from the buzzsaw guitars or solemn backpacked

boredom that you’re usually listening to and wiggle your ass down a different freeway with

The Migs. Just a touch of advise though, scrappier production and more songs with words

would have made this a party favorite. Do you guys even like punk rock? (AS)

Mock Orange - The Record Play, CD
Just when you thought the whole emo thing was coming to a close, here comes Mock

Orange. This is pretty tight stuff for a band playing rock music in the style of that other

band The Get Up Promise Braid Kids Ring. Not to sound like I’m knocking on these guys,

but Mock Orange really make their own sound in this style. Decent vocals sung over

some pretty moving, toe tapping tunes. A lot of good harmonies and backing vocals

make this a really solid two guitar rock band. Just the right amount of slow songs sur-

rounded by faster more up-tempo tracks. It’s really not bad at all. The Record Plays is

perfect driving music for road trips or something else that involves coffee drinking or

something. I'm just trying to say it sets a pretty good mood. That is of coarse if you like

the whole emo thing. (DM)

National Acrobat - For All Practical Purposes, Is Dead, CD
These guys sound like they’d make for an excellent live show, with the frantic-ness of the

vocals and guitars, and the way they play off each other. I like it when bands print lyrics

inside the CD booklet, especially when the vocals are sort of screamy (in a slightly off-key,

half-talking, Sean McCabe kind of way, of which I am also a fan). My only complaint, aside

from the plastic bag do-it-yourself CD assembly kit this arrived in, is that this is a little too

short. Just as you really start to get into it, it’s over. (ES)

Legends of Rodeo - South Atlantic Hymns, CD
They’ve got their stuff together and they can write a catchy

pop emo song. Problem is I despise it. Do you? (RB)

Academic Life PO Box 2781. West Palm Beach, FL 33402

Les Savy Fav - Rome, CD
See review above.

Southern Records, PO Box 577375 Chicago, IL 60657

Lozeng - Doozy, CD
Weird, eerie noise with an accordion, oboe, mini-moog,

sax, and viola, plus regular instruments like guitars and

drums. They call it “percussive dysrythmia”. I call it (insert

something bad here). (ES)

Toyo PMB 421, 564 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105

Mad Caddies - The Holiday Has Been

Cancelled, CD
Five tunes of mostly radio ready ska punctuated hardcore

potentially written by Fat Mike from NOFX except for their

ABBA cover (SOS) which pales in emotion to the original. (AS)

Fat Wreck Chords, P.O. Box 193690, San Francisco, CA

94119-3690

Man’s Ruin - Gossip, Rumors and Lies, CD
See review above.

Helen of Oil, BP7, 77133 Fericy, France

Mancake - We Will Destroy You, CD
See review above.

Art Monk Constriction, PO Box 6332, Falls Church, VA 22040

Manish Kalvakota - S/T, CD
"Mad Man" Manish adds a touch of India to folk rock with

some sitar and tabla accompaniments. This reminds me of

Ween or the Frogs, but without the humor. (NS)

Voltage Recordings Box F7, IOOO Smith Level Rd., Carrboro,

NC 27510

Masters of the Hemisphere - I am not a

Freemdoom, CD
Thirteen tracks telling the story of life among the creatures

of Krone Ishta. Poppy songs you’d sort of expect to go with

something related to a kids’ story. (KR)

Kindercore Records, www.kindercore.com.

Matterhorn - Set To Rise, CD
Intense Rollins style rock from Oakland, California.

Buzzsaw guitar and mad vocals fill up these nine cuts. (BC)

Reptilian 403 South Broadway, Baltimore, MD. 2I23I

The Measels - Itch, 7”

See review above.

What Else? Records, P.O. Box I2II, Columbus, IN 47202

The Medea Connection - The Action

Noise, CD
This Boston girl/guy duo play an interesting mix of dirty,

old school rocking punk with strange effects. And I don’t

mean strange in a bad way, but rather, in an eclectic, cre-

ative, they know how to mix it up kinda way. (ES)

The Medea Connection, 242 Lexington St. #1, East Boston, MA 02128

Mensen/The Meat Joy - Split, 7”

See review above.

Fandango Records 3403 Mt. Pleasant, NW, Washington, DC

20010

The Messy Hairs - Skulls and Skateboards,

7”

Super-fast punk rock record with a token “we hate cops”

song. 100% mindless skate punk in every groove. (CK)

Paco Garden Records, PO Box 18455 Denver, CO 80218-

0455

The Metros - I Gotta Go, 7”

See review above.

Dirtnap Records PO Box 21249 Seattle, WA 98m

The Midnight Evils - S/T 7”

Fast, loud, heavy, gasoline and beer fueled rock’n’roll.

Weird Cookie Monster-like vocals. (ES)

Dart Records, P.O. Box 1843. Fargo, ND 58107

The Migs, CD
See review above.

no address, http://themigs.com

Mike Toschi - Mock Democracy, CD
15 tracks of whisper singing folk music here. The same for-

mula of sing-song style is used with the occasional tempo

change or change in singing style. Maybe I’m being too harsh

but a lot of the songs sound very similar to each other. (DM)

Global Seepaj Records, 1907 Ilth Ave. E. Seattle, WA 98102
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Erin Schleckman (ES)

Straight outta Washington, D.C., Minor Threat was one of the most influential hardcore punk bands to grace the planet. With their intense style and youth crew anthems, Minor Threat
toured the globe to spread their straight-edge messages to the masses. Ok, that sounded lame, but it’s true. Ask almost any kid in the punk community for a list of influential bands, and
surely Minor Threat will be on it. While not obscure by any means, with their six releases and several live videos, these guys are sure to be found in nearly any punk kids record crate.

If you’re just getting into the scene, and want a taste of where it all began, check out “Out Of Step” or one of their other releases.

Tunes that presently tickle my fancy, whatever that means... Le Shok - anything; The Faint - Blank Wave Arcade; Depeche Mode - The Singles; Moods for Moderns - Two Tracks Left,

Travis - anything; Paul Van Dyk - Out There and Back.

Ninedayswonder- The Scenery is in Disguise There, CD
All you want is at least a couple of discs you get to review to actually blow you away. This

one is a winner in that category. Ninedayswonder is an explosion of music. This band from

the rocking land of Japan comes on like a hurricane of musical power. Armed with the basic

instruments (guitars/drums) they go to war with your ears but remain listenable at the same

time. The band mastered the art of being strange but still being likeable at the same time,

you will get to know their tunes and be familiar with the choruses etc... something that you

can’t always do with these experimental type of bands. The rhythms that the songs carry in

them are very powerful to say the least. I love Jesus Lizard and stuff like that but also love

to hear pop stuff like Jellyfish and Material Issue. This band seems to satisfy all my musical

urges in their nine songs here. Maybe they don’t get that sugar-pop sound, but it gets poppy

enough for this style. This is a very god and interesting disc. I would be interested in seeing

how this band grows and if they will get the large American audience they deserve. (BC)

No Reply - S/T, 7”

This is one of those records where the band’s front-man writes a little mini-essay under

the lyrics of each of the songs on the sleeve. In the first essay, following the great song

“I’m Still Fucking Pissed,” our friend writes: “I will never be ashamed to say that I own

hardcore regardless of what snobby assholes at Punk Planet say. I’m fucking pissed and

proud." Well, guess what, guy? This snobby Punk Planet asshole fuckin’ LOVED your

7”! So there. No bad review for you. In fact, I haven’t heard a better hardcore single in

years. This thing has 9 SONGS on a 7", and it’s not death metal or crust or grindcore.

Just short and fast oldschool hardcore. The lyrics are intelligent, and poke fun both at

people who take themselves too seriously as well as at people who don’t give a shit.

This band’s attacks on the scene stem from true love for yet another sector of punk

that’s plagued by in-fighting. These guys believe in simplicity— each song has one or

two parts, with repetitious lyrics. And while I’m pretty sure they’re an edge band,

there’s not a hint of preachiness. Historically, fast, straight-forward hardcore has

attracted those looking to escape the complacency of slower music. These guys are

from LA, but it’s classic NYHC. It's folks like this who keep older sounds alive. This one

will bring back joyous memories to anyone weaned on hardcore. Maybe it’ll even wean

a few new kids looking for an out. (AE)

Point / Anyway - Split, 7”

This is quite a pleasant surprise to receive. It’s not too often you get something that blows

you away. On this split, Anyway comes off as the champion of the split. They have a late

80’s, early 90’s DC sound plus a whole lot more. They play a really aggro style of music

that comes off as quite tight and then is ready to explode. Anyway is very impressive as a

band and will probably get a lot of recognition if the keep up the same energy. Point is also

quite good. They have more of an indie punk approach to their music. Point has these

somewhat spacey vocals over mid to high tempo songs. They too have a bit of a DC feel

to them as well but more of a straight forward rock approach. This two song each split is

really rad and worth tracking down. (DM)

Minmae - Lucy in the Sky with DNA
Helixes, CDEP
Slow and drony, vocals buried in the mix, I’m not sure if

this is trying to sound like bands such as Tortoise or

Slint, but it’s not working. The songs have long build-ups

and long plateaus, but neither held my interest. (KR)

Dogprint, P.O. Box 2120, Teaneck, NJ 07666.

Mock Orange - The Record Play, CD
See review above.

Mr. Entertainment and The Pookie
Smackers - 1926 Funstown Street, CD
Exploring the realms of art rock recorded all in a house.

This has a goofy feel and a lot of toy piano played on the

songs. (BC)

Ho-Town Records mistere@bellsouth.net

The National Acrobat - For All
Practical Purposes, Is Dead, CD
See review above.

Not That Straight - Low Profile, CD
This is a European band who sing in English. They play a

decent mix of newer-school hardcore and punk, with clear-

ly-sung vocals. The vocals sometimes have a bit of an

Oi!/street punk sound. (BJM)

Funtime Records, Dutselhoek 12, 3220 Holsbeek, Belgium

One King Down - Gravity Wins Again, CD
New school hardcore. Slow and heavy, with metal gui-

tars, double kick drum, and angry vocals. (BJM)
Lobster Records, PO Box 1473, Santa Monica, CA 93102 Arise Records, P.O. Box 45, Shelbyville, KY 40066 Equal Vision Records, PO Box 14, Hudson NY 12534

Moloko Plus - Running on Empty, CD
Smooth & polished good-boy “punk." Twelve for ten cents.

Wayne: Oh, don’t you mean ‘a dime a dozen?’ Cassandra:

Maybe where you come from. (RB)

206 W. Grand, Carterville, IL 62918

The Moon & Sixpence - Self Titled, 7”

Hey, it’s a raw emo type band with some slight blues

and 60’s garage influence on at least two of the three

cuts. (AS)

Uncarved Block *1, POB 3195, Danapoint, CA 92629

The Movie Life/ Ex Number Five Split

CDEP
High pitched snotty vocals over slow driving indie rock

with good lyrics. The 2nd band is totally bland with no

hooks, soul, beat, or value! 2 songs by each band. (MY)

One Day Savior POB 372, Williston Park NY, II 596

Niblick Henbane - ...and We Fall, CD
Slickly packaged history of the band and collection of their

early EPs, demos, compilation tracks, etc.. The band’s

motto: “Fuck You, Get Drunk, Go Die.” Drunk punk that

overflows the stein. (DAL)

Upstard Productions, 65-AWest Madison Ave. #254,

Dumont, NJ 07628

Ninedayswonder - The Scenery is in

Disguise There, CD
See review above.

105-0022, I~9-I4 _i202 Kokubu Bldg. Kaigan, Minato-ku,

Tokyo, Japan

No Reply - S/T, 7”

Top of the line sxe hardcore like hardcore should be. 9

songs crammed onto a 7"! Perfect. (AE)

Mankind Records, PO Box 461, Bellflower, CA 90707

Open Close My Eyes - El Nuevo Milenio, CD
This band’s downfall is that the singer sounds exactly like

the singer in By the Grace of God. Musically, they sound

like youth-crew hardcore, and they are from Switzerland.

El Nuevo Milenio? More like El Nuevo Crappo. Nice try

guys. (RE)

Prawda Records, Scholastikastrassa 24, Ch-9400 Rorschach

Orange Cake Mix - Plexorjet Spring, 7”

Original and surreal songs with names like "Philemon

Arthur & the Dung.” What do you think they mean by that?

Exudes a classy, spy vs. spy strangeness. (DAL)

The Bedtime PO Box 9*42 Chattanooga, Tennessee 37412

Oranges - The Five Dollars EP, CDEP, 7”

Straight-forward rock that calls to mind the Clash and sim-

ilar mid-tempo rock. (KR)

Morphius Records, P.O. Box 13474, Baltimore, MD 21203.
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Kyle Ryan (KR)

I have a lot of friends who, simply because of their age, have been part of the scene several years more than I have, and they take great pleasure in mocking my limited experience with

early-'80s punk. "Yeah, that’s great the damn Descendents played in your living room. I was 10 years old." My friend Scott in particular loves to quiz me on whatever old-ass band is

pumping through the speakers of his Civic. They are all names I know, but my knowledge is lacking. One of the first bands to change my ignorant ways was D.C.’s Government Issue.

Like Husker Du, Government Issue began as a hard-core punk band in the early ’80s, but in their later days became much more melodic. The best record that showcases this is 1988’s

Crash. Gl stayed closer to its punk roots than the Huskers did, and Crash’s fast-paced melodies are the same sounds many punk bands today emulate, whether they know it or not. Crash

showcases what made Gl so phenomenal: great, melodic punk that still proudly displayed some of the hard-core stylings from which they evolved. “Connecticut" stands out above all the

songs on the record with its numerous guitar hooks and catchy chorus. "Summer of Blood,” "Forever," "Better Than TV". ..you can’t go wrong with any of the songs. Gl also produced

some pretty influential musicians; bassist J. Robbins switched to guitar and founded Jawbox, one of the greatest bands of the ‘90s. Both he and Gl drummer Pete Moffett now play in

Burning Airlines, one of the best bands around today. Both of them cut their teeth Government Issue, and the band’s legacy is still strong today, a decade after they disbanded.

Stuff I Keep Listening To: Horace Pinker, “Pop Culture Failure,” “Copper Regret"; Face to Face, “Reactionary"; Samiam, “Astray"; The Dismemberment Plan.

Rabby Feeber - Disposable Zeros of Rock, CD
The difference between good punk bands and pop punk bands is all in the melody. Good

punk bands write a good melody and sing it; pop punk bands write a decent melody and

then try to make it as poppy as possible, by singing it as dramatically as possible and

adding lots of overkill harmonies. Kentucky’s Rabby Feeber really walk the line on this

record. Ramones-influenced, but thankfully not a Ramones knock-off, they play a mix of

snotty, rockin’ punk and pop punk. You hear some early Southern California punk influence

as well, as in the Descendents. The production is decent: the drums sound good, and the

guitars and bass can be heard. The vocals are a bit too high in the mix, though; hence,

the pop sound. Some songs are a bit more complex than your standard punk tunes, and

it’s those little things that might set them apart from other bands. I’d have to say that they

ultimately end up on the pop punk side of the fence. If they focus less on the vocals and

add a little more rock and roll to the music, they’d have a great formula. (BJM)

Reaching Forward - For the Cause, CD
They don’t break any new ground with the music, but there’s enough positive energy here to

lift you out of a shitty day. And that's what records are for. Reaching Forward are from the

Netherlands, and they play quick scream-a-long hardcore with really optimistic lyrics. They’re

"not style-fascists" they’re “not excluding anyone" and they “won’t shut the fuck up."

Furthermore, they’re “all so close now, our crew is fucking strong, never a reason to fight,

everyone can get along." Who can argue with that? The lyrics are so conversational, and

they’re delivered in such a straight ahead yell, that you can imagine this is how these guys

talk. I picture them walking around with their instruments and when they go to the deli, the

band strikes up and Johnny Forward dances and shouts “Give! Me! A sandwich! ... Please!!!!”

It also has a great ending, with the chorus chanted over and over until it dissolves into a flur-

ry of curses and swears. A really fun record to get you going in the morning. (DAL)

Samiam - Astray, CD
How can you not root for Samiam? These guys have yet to make a bad record despite their

major-label debacle and subsequent legal wranglings. I had wondered how the first track of

Astray would live up to “Full On," the ass-kicking first track of Astray’s predecessor, You Are

Freaking Me Out. “Sunshine," Astray’s opener, performs above and beyond the call of duty,

setting the tone for a record that continues to build on Samiam’s solid foundation. No one

writes with such consistency as Samiam; these are great songs. Samiam’s core—Sergie

Loobkoff & James Brogan on guitar, Jason Beebout on vocals—writes songs bursting with

urgency, musically and lyrically. Astray does feature, however, two moody tracks that notice-

Oval/Tiltwheel - Split, 7”

Oval is a Japanese band who like At The Drive-in, It’s

palatable but not good. Tiltwheel has that annoying Fat

Wreck drum beat with low feeble early Bob Mould vocals.

When SST records suck they put out shit like thisKMY)

Snuffy Smile, 4-1-16-201, daita Setagaya-ku Tokyo 155-OO33

Japan

Peruke - Please...Mess with Texas, CD
Title of track No. 5: “Every Single Vocalist Who Has Ever

Been Even Remotely Influenced By James Hetfield, Eddie

Vedder or Philip Anselmo Should Fucking Die! Die! Die!” I

agree, but this is pretty bad hardcore nevertheless; they

call themselves “curmudgeon rock’’-l call it weak. (KR)

Guts, Apt. 301, 2634 Quadra St., Victoria, BC, Canada,

V8T, 4E4.

Phantom Rockers - Psycho Sick

Motherfucker, EP
Despite the fact that one of these guys looks a bit like

Michael Bolton, this Texas trio, with former members of

Billy Club, play what they call “Psychobilly". I hear rock-

a-billy, but I guess the psycho thing goes along with their

whole “image" thing. This six song EP includes a cover of

“Psycho Therapy” by the Ramones. (ES)

Hello IOO-E Vine Street, Suite 809, Lexington, KY 40507

Pinhead Gunpowder - Landlords 7”

Another great release from Pinhead Gunpowder that

proves that the basic Pop Punk formula ala Green Day can

still sound good in the year 2000. You get horns on the B-

side of this one so it is a little different than their other

releases. This would have been a highlighted review, but

what else can be said about Aaron Cometbus and Billie

Joe at this point that hasn’t been said. (EA)

Lookout Records.

Pinhead Gunpowder / Dilunger 4 - Split, 7”

This is an all star punk rock extravaganza, one fine five

song seven inch featuring to powerhouse of punk that

shouldn’t be ignored, nuff said. (EA)

Adeline Records 5337 College Ave. #3l8 Oakland, CA 94618

Thee Pirates - Nasty Brutish And Short, CD
Misfit-like sing-a-long punk with an English feel to it. 17

tracks with two of them are covers, (Clash and Social

Distortion) that come off with nice attitude. (BC)

Declaration Box 498 RPO Unv., Saskatoon, SK, Canada S7N-4J8

PN - Our Pitiful Paradise, CD
I would call this “screamo" if the music was more com-

plex. Half of the time the vocals are screamed unintelligi-

bly, and half the time they are very melodic. The lyrics are

as emo as you can get. One song is called “Reflections On

My Personal Failure." But the music is straight up new

school hardcore, with both fast and slow parts, metal gui-

tar, and double bass drum. (BJM)

Funtime Records, Dutselhoek 12, 3220 Holsbeek, Belgium

Point / Anyway - Split, 7”

See review above.

Silver Rocket Records, Jivenska 1294, 14° 00 Praha 4, Czech

Republic

Polline - Parallel Canvas, CDEP
This is an ambitious EP, not just because no song is under

4:30. Polline seems is attempting to avoid the trappings of

generic rock in both structure (long songs) and instrumen-

tation (flutes, organs), but the trick is keeping it interest-

ing, and this isn’t consistently so. (KR)

Boxcar Records, P.O. Box 114.1. Melbourne, FL 32902-1141,

Pretty Pony - Micro. Paillettes, CD
This is punk lite at best. Songs about amusement parks, a

substitute teacher with a 4th grader and looking out for

friends in bad relationships. Guy with mostly girl backup

vocals. If the women in the band sang lead vocals more, it

would be a major improvement. (DM)

Tiger Tuff Records, tigertuff2000@yahoo.com

Profax - Discographie, CD
Profax must have forgotten to wear a condom when they

had sex with the music machine because they made

twelve musical babies and they ail came out annoying and

stupid. Half of this sounds like Gorilla Biscuits, the other,

like slower 7 Seconds. (RE)

Prawda Records, Scholastikastrassa 24- Ch-9400 Rorschach
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Michael Yurchisin (MY)

Easily one of the finest classic Hardcore Punk/Hardcore bands is the almighty Charged GBH. This stands for either Great/Grievous Bodily Harm. When I was a wee chitlin one of the

first punk records I heard was the Leather Bristles Studs and Acne LP(now on CD). This disc made me want to instantly kill my parents and burn down my house with all of my tired

Metal shit in it. Hearing this now 15 years after that first exposure still gives me goose pimples, a boner and smiles of evil intent. Please remember the CHARGED portion of the name!!!

This is crucial to your enjoyment of this band since the second they dropped the "charged” moniker they started to suck unbelievably. Intros made Charged GBH distinct, each song has

a catchy, hum able (well lip/mouth noises actually) introductory portion weather it is a pounding drum beat, throbbing bass line, grating guitar riff or a combination before the rest of

the band kicks in to create perfection. Each song on the singles collection CD and first 3 LP’s stand alone perfectly there is not a bad one in the batch. Titles to look out for are City

Baby Attacked by Rats CD/LP, City Babies Revenge CD/LP, Leather, Bristles, Studs, & Acne LP/CD-Diplomatic Immunity LP/CD & The Clay Years LP/CD are good for greatest hits pack-

ages. Collector Scum alert!: Both City Babies CDs were released on 1 CD called the Definite Collection eons ago-Good Luck finding it!

Shit That Rawks Beyond Belief: Milemarker, This Machine Kills-live, Callous Neglect-live, Esperanza-Live & demo, No Justice-Still fighting EP & Live, Life’s Halt-Live, Demon System

13-CD, The Stranger Steals-Live, What Happens Next?-Stand Fast Armageddon Justice Fighter CD/CDROM(get the CD for an exceptional long live show/ video) Harkonen/Hellchild live,

Everyone who has been cool to the new guy in SF especially the folks at Mission Records!!!!

ably take the tempo down to a more somber level. “Curbside” and "Why Do We” (the last

track) may be tough to digest for Samiam's all-out punk fans. For the most part, Samiam

pulls it off, but Astray’s shining moments come when the band does what it does best: pow-

erful, melodic punk with an emotive feel that never loses its edge. Tracks such as “Dull,”

“Bird Bath,” Wisconsin” and "Calloused” are some of the album’s highlights. Really, though,

there’s not a bad track on this record. There’s a reason why Samiam is still around after

everything they experienced in the past few years, and Astray bodes well for a band that

was one of punk’s shining stars in the ‘90s—and still is one of the stars of the scene. (KR)

SlLENTMAJORITY - YOU WOULD LOVE TO KNOW, CD

Silkworm - Lifestyle, CD
If I had not known better, I would have bet the farm on this Silkworm release being a new

Pavement record. And while imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, there is some-

thing much more credible about honest inspiration and accidental resemblance. It isn’t that

Silkworm’s Andy Cohen is trying really hard to sound like Pavement’s singer (I must be get-

ting old -
1 can’t remember his name!) - it’s always painfully obvious when someone is trying

too hard - he just has a classic indie rock voice. And even though some are prone to write

off bands as “just another [insert band name here] rip-off," the bottom line is not who they

borrowed or took inspiration from, but what the music sounds like. In Silkworm's case, com-

parisons are unavoidable but at the end of the day their songs can stand on their own. (CK)

From Richard Nixon to Creedence Clearwater Revival (remember the lead-in to the chorus of

“Effigy,” ... “silent majority, ain’t keeping quiet anymore!"), a glorious legacy indeed. This is

a short CD, five songs, and it’s over pretty quickly. They go through periods of churning, grunt-

ing hardcore convention, but they really break out when they speed it up and throw in some

impressive guitar work. The first song, “party at richs” is great, as is “amityville horror." The

singer does a lot of unusual things with his voice, fiddling around with dynamics and time

and even the sound of his voice. The effect is to give the songs an added dose of soul. (DAL)

Some Soviet Station - S/T, CD
It is so obvious that this band would literally kill an audience if allowed to unleash- full on.

The only problem is that we simply have not found the technology to adequately handle

these guys in a studio. At the root this is really infectious fast indie Punk with an emo edge.

The singing is shouted and the music is very unrelated to any band currently out. It is quite

unusual and changes often. These guys love to experiment thankfully they never forget to

Rawk on these experimental excursions. Great Musicianship! These people have photos of

Rabby Feeber - Disposable Zeros of
Rock, CD
See review above.

Hello IOO E. Vine Street, suite 809, Lexington KY 40507

Reaching Forward - For the Cause, CD
See review above.

Reflections Records, De Nijverheid 30, 7681 MD
Vroomshoop, Netherlands

Red Roses for a Blue Lady - The Return to
Melancholy, CD
Bloody, brutal hardcore that’s has the power to make one

turn up one’s stereo till one’s ears bleed. Balls! Amazing

vocals carry this one. (AE)

Eulogy Recordings, PO Box 8692, Coral Springs, FL 33075

Red Star Theory - Naima, 7”

Indie rock cover of John Coltrane’s “Naima" along with a

solid b-side. The band includes a member of Modest

Mouse and a former member of Built to Spill. Talk about

credentials. (DAL)

NAIL 1620 SE Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, OR 97214

Redfield - Born To Rock, CD
9 songs of melodic punk from Arizona. With a prominent

kick drum that Fat Mike would like in the mix. (BC)

Sunset Alliance P.O. Box 31596 Phoenix, AZ. 85046

Reprisal - Boundless Human Stupidity, CD
Frightening Belgian eco-warriors hard-line about animal

rights. Crunching guitar and guttural screaming devoid of

talent. Zip-up windbreakers & brains like Earth Crisis. You

get the picture (I hope). (RB)

C.p. 155 47100 Forli ITALY

Richard Davies - Barbarians, CD
Dreamy mundane folky rock with a bit of glam thrown in

for good measure. The cover art is very Americana with

much thanks going to the U.S.RS. (BC)

Kindercore Records www.kindercore.com

Samiam - Astray, CD
See review above.

Hopeless Records, P.O. Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA91409-

7495-

The Saskatchewan Trio / The Gamma Kids -

Split, 7”

Two sounds from two different bands. The S. Trio plays

fast, screaming thrash punk. The Gamma Kids play some

very loose punk that’s ok. Well, hmm... it comes on clear

vinyl anyhow. (DM)

Eradicator Records, 37 Edgecumb Rd. West Milford, NJ

074804

The Scam - Defeat Competition, tape

Kick ass, a tape! Seven songs of attempted political punk

possibly in the vein of Crass or Discharge. Wished I could

say that it was totally killer. (AS)

8th Dimension Records, I43I2 Spriggs Road, Woodbridge,

VA 22193

Selby Tigers - S/T, 7”

Minnesotans attempting to have Brit accents over wimpy

light radio punk-cool female vocals on the flip barely mask

the blandness. Limited colored vinyl is available if you are

a masochist. (MY)

Hopeless, POB 7495> Van Nuys, CA 91409-7495

Semi-Truth - You Call, 7”

Jeremy Gluck’s (Barracudas) new band of surf punks puts

out a 3 tuner on NDN Records. (BC)

NDN Records P.O. Box I3I47 I <The woodlands, TX. 77393

Shawn Lee - Monkey Boy, CD
Interesting to say the least. This is arranged as if Beck

started out in the 70’s. Has a bit of a cool soul sound to

it. Has some scratching and samples mixed over some

decent music. (DM)

Amour 2CD, (no address)

SlLENTMAJORITY - YOU WOULD LOVE TO

Know, CD
See review above.

Initial Records, PO Box 17131. Louisville, KY 40217

Silkwork - Lifestyle, CD
See review above.

Touch and Go, PO Box 25520 Chicago, IL 60625
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Sonny Vincent / Spark Lights the Friction

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: MrDana Morse (DM)

One band that I’ve always enjoyed and has been a major influence on me since I first picked it up was Dag Nasty’s “Can I Say". Melodic HC with such great messages that matched

those of 7 Seconds. I was always disappointed that Dave Smalley’s presence in the band was for such a limited engagement and was only featured on one album. Not that I wasn’t a

fan of Peter Cortner (Wig Out, Field Day), put he didn’t have the same vocal presence as Smalley. When I found out that Smalley was not the original vocalist I was crushed. A friend

of mine named “Missy” told me to track down the Dag Nasty CD collection called “85-86". On this collection you get some unreleased versions of songs with Peter, one with Dave and

nine tracks with the original vocalist, Shawn Brown. Shawn later fronted the awesome band Swiz, but I was excited to find out he was the original voice of D.N. This collection has the

original renditions of some D.N. classic songs and live stuff with Sean. So the question remains, “Who is the better frontman of this amazing positive hardcore band from DC, Sean or

Dave?” I won't tell... Find out for yourself. I can’t tell you everything just because I’m a reviewer.

What MrDana digs this month includes Tarentel “Looking For Things...” 12”, Leatherface "Mush”, Repo Man soundtrack and Hallraker.

planes all over their CD because they will be shooting through the sky in no time. Do You

like Early Janes Addiction? Do You remember what it was like when you were first exposed

to their good stuff? Relive that feeling with Some Soviet Station. (MY)

Sonny Vincent - Resistor, 7”

Long time New York scenester, Sonny Vincent, knocks the dust off his guitar and

delivers unto the world a raucous three song platter of guitar overdriven punk rock and

roll. With the re-release of a lot of Sonny's seventies punk band’s, The Testors, mate-

rial, he is starting to gain some recognition in the collector nerd contingent of the

record buying community. The three tunes here borrow from standard rock and roll

signatures, but they are defiant in their adherence to that classic punk rock sound as

the guitars are cranked and the enthusiasm and energy are unrelenting. 1 just find it

plain enlightening, especially when so many other veterans are releasing embarrass-

ments, that a guy like Sonny can still blast out the goods. It’s just sad that this sound,

with his gruff and dirty vocals, will be lost on the post Teengenerate record hoarding

public, but then again doesn’t everyone secretly wish that their dads where capable

of something like this. (AS)

South 75 - A Pickin’ and a Sinnin’, CD
ANTiSEEN fans take heed— there’s competition. KY might be JUST south of the Mason-

Dixon line, but this is the real deal. Punk don’t get more country than this! What a

release!!! Fans of punk that rocks southern style won’t want to miss these guys. Sounds

like Hellstomper, but with the scales tipped a bit more in favor of rock than country. It’s no

surprise that their live show features lots of explosions and fire tricks. This is truly a pleas-

ant surprise. While there’s no official connection to the Confederacy of Scum indicated on

the insert, this band’s every C.O.S. fan’s dream band. Fast as hell songs about country liv-

ing and a bad attitude, with cases and cases of beer for good measure. Song titles include

"Tennessee Rock Slut,” “White Trash Fucker,” and "Dirty Deeds.” By now you know if this

is your cup of tea or not. Country and punk mix well due to both sounds’ simplistic ten-

dencies. When South 75 plays a long song, it’s still under three minutes. This album's had

me shaking my Northern ass all day. Thanx, guys!!! Jump over hurdles to check these sick

fuckers out. (AE)

Spark Lights The Friction - Cocaine Honeymoon, CD
The name of this band is kind of confusing. It sounds good, but if you think about the words,

you’re like huh? Shouldn’t it be Friction Sparks The Light? 1 mean, maybe I’m way off by

associating their name with a match, but that’s just how 1 think. Maybe I’m just weird. Ever

since 1 went to that party where people were smoking grass, I’ve felt kind of messed up.

Kind of like these guys’ name, but enough about that. 1 heard the singer used to sing for

One King Down, but these guys sound nothing like them. So just forget 1 said anything about

that. These guys have that rockin’ post hardcore sound. Sometimes it’s heavy and rockin’

and sometimes it’s fast and rockin’. It’s generally rockin’. The vocals are melodic and most-

Slowcoach - New Strategies Are

Necessary, This Is Not Solid Ground, CD
Indie rock with some attitude and emphasis on “rock”.

Driving and has somewhat of a darker feel to it. A decent

album that’s a cross between early Chamberlain and the

Afghan Wigs. Slower songs have a real post rock appeal to

them also. Solid. (DM)

Silver Girl Records, PO Box 161024 San Diego, CA 92176

Slower Than Seasons - Soon to be Ex-

Girlfriend, CD
This is some of the most pathetic emo I have ever heard.

The only thing worse than the flavor of the month is the

flavor of last month. (RB)

Dopamine Records, P.O. Box 3221, Beverly, MA 01915

The Smurfs - Got the Blues, 7”

Sophomoric pop punk with two subject matters: girls and

shows on the WB network. Sarah Michelle Gellar should

be everyone’s muse. (CK)

2306 Fontaine Ave Charlottesville, VA 22903

Smackin’ Isaiah/Moronique/Merrick -

Split CD
3 bands that sound similar to Nofx, Saves the Day and

Samiam, respectively. Not exact copycats though. Each

band does 6 songs of well-played punk with good har-

monies and some tasteful solos thrown in. (NS)

Tank Records P.O. Box 400°9* New Bedford, MA 02744

Snatcher - Last Yell, First Cry, CD
Mature Japanese pop with English lyrics about loss and

crushed expectations. Cheerful and glib. I like it. (AE)

Snuffy Smile, 4-I-16-2OI Daita, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 155-

OO33, Japan

Society of Friends - AKA Quakers, 7”

Very screamy, very noisy. Alternating fast and slow, I don’t

know if it is hardcore, grindcore, screamcore, or what. It’s

probably a good mix of all of these. Insert descriptive “-

core” word here, I guess. It is probably “post-” something

as well. (BJM)

Trustworthy Records, PO Box 449 1 * Austin TX 78765

Some Soviet Station - S/T, CD
See review above. (MY)

Moodswing 3833 Roswell suite 104, Atlanta GA, 30342

Sonny Vincent - Resistor, 7”

See review above.

NDN Records, P.O. Box 131471, The Woodlands, TX 77393-

1471, USA

SOUL-JUNK - 1956 , CD
Mostly smooth, grooving hip hop, with elements of folk and

garage thrown in, as well as any other number of styles.

The rap vocals remind me of de la Soul. There are samples

and synthesizers as well as a good amount of live instru-

ments. The vocals are trance-like, and the lyrics are often

about god and heaven. A couple of songs sound like Beck,

and the mix of styles gives the whole project a feel similar

to some of the different things Beck has done. (BJM)

5 Minute Walk Records, 2056 Commerce Avenue, Concord

CA 94520

South 75 - A Pickin’ and a Sinnin’, CD
See review above.

Hello Records, IOO E. Vine St. Suite 809, Lexington, KY

40507

Spark Lights The Friction - Cocaine

Honeymoon, CD
See review above.

Hex Records 201 Maple Ln., N. Syracuse, NY I32I2

Sri - Union Square, CD
Top 40-ish sentimental pop tunes with quirks like a Dutch

accent, quotes from Epictetus and E.M. Forster on the lyric

sheet, and a hippie fascination with Eastern religion. (DAL)

Reflections Records, De Nijverheid 30, 7681 MD

Vroomshoop, Netherlands

The Static - Stab at the Night, 7”

Four song 45 that tears it up with rough rock mojo. You

have to appreciate the cover photo of the band bloody and

dead in what looks like a gutted bathroom. (DAL)

Rocknroll Blitzkrieg!, P.O. Box 11906, Berkeley, CA94712
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STEREOTYPERIDER / THE THUMBS
]WM9M§Mff JMIB

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Neal Shah (NS)

Now 1 really don’t like most power violence or grind stuff, but an album that 1 do like which
|

in 8th grade and driving to some carnival with my parents and my friend Mark. 1 had a Mi

swears. So then Mark put in S.O.D. and we just laughed when What’s That Noise came oi

were good. The songs were manic paced, but melodic and memorable. Billy Milano actual

or hardcore band can even contend with the mosh parts laid down long ago on that album

time was musically a little boring and metal was a little noodley and too serious. S.O.D. wai

the best part of the show was when some guy ran onstage, shook Billy’s hand and Billy spil

I’m also listening to: new Intensity CD, the Goats “Tricks of the Shade,” Vio-lence, Rick Spr

probably inspired most of these bands is S.O.D.’s "Speak English Or Die.” 1 remember being

nor Threat tape in the car stereo and my parents told me to take it out because of all of the

n. My mom just shook her head. But S.O.D. weren’t just good at pissing people off. They

ly had a good voice, and a good sense of humor. And the moshes! Whoa, Nelly! No metal

. These guys were the perfect middle ground between punk and metal. Punk music at the

s a band that all my friends agreed on. 1 recently got to see S.O.D. on their reunion tour and

t a mouthful of water right in the guy’s face.

ingfield and “The Bone” classic rock station.

ly sung, but sometimes there’s some yelling going on. There aren’t too many bands playing

this type of stuff nowadays. It’s a nice change of pace to the more defined hardcore styles.

Okay, and now for my grand comparison. Imagine Quicksand, Farside, Serpico and Jawbox

all having an orgy. Well, actually don’t, because there would just be a lot of sword fighting,

and the girl from Jawbox would be running for the door. (NS)

STEREOTYPERIDER - FAIR WEATHER FAN, CD
When 1 first saw this CD, 1 thought the band’s name was Stereotypewriter. That would be

a horrible fucking name. And you know what? There are probably some assholes out there

with that as their band name. 1 can picture them, sitting around one day, playing hack,

trying to think of a name for their crappy hippy funk band. They’d have it narrowed down

to that, Rastafoureyes and Intergalactic Groove Theory Junction. 1 know they’re out there!

But anyway, these guys are really good. I’d never heard them before and they knocked

me on my ass! Okay, not really, but my ass is sore for some reason. I'd say that these

guys have a foundation of pop punk, but maybe that’s just because they write good

melodies and the singer reminds me of Frank from Big Drill Car a little bit. Other than

that, these guys play really interesting stuff with elements of punk, hardcore and emo,

but without the limitations of those styles. The music is upbeat and driving for the most

part. The vocals are melodic and sometimes yelled. The lyrics are pretty cool too. You

won’t feel dumb singing along. And the first song definitely deserves to be on everyone's

mix tapes. Or mix CDs. (NS)

Superhopper - Music for Downtowns, CD
I’ll get my reservations out on the table right away: the lyrics are bad. The singer’s voice

is weird. The back of the lyric booklet has a message to their friends that says “We have

been Superhopper for three years now, and we still find that everyday is a new and excit-

ing experience...” and then goes on for awhile and then has all of the bands’ signatures.

But look, maybe I’m just not used to such earnestness in this cynical and ironic age. More

power to them. Their songs are fun to listen to. The record blasts off with a burner about

A.A., and listening to the rest of the album is like riding a rock rollercoaster at a county

fair sipping a cheap beer and getting sunburned and not paying anyone any attention in

your sunglasses. You know, that kind of record. They make a good use of a keyboard and

a trombone, two additions to a rock and roll band that could become obnoxious in the

wrong hands, so they have to get credit for that. (DAL) :i

The Thumbs - All Lesser Devils, CD
The Thumbs somehow manage to do what most bands fail miserably at this day in age,

and that is to write songs where the words of the chorus never seem to repeat themselves

but the song nonetheless maintains some kind of weird catchiness. Their lyrics seem to

slur by at frantic pace demanding the need for two vocalists just to get all of the words to

fit over top of the music, which is of a slam bang cross between Dillinger Four and, oh let’s

say, Rancid. The concepts tackled in their lyrics are of a political bend with the ideas get-

ting somewhat bogged down in the abundance of text. 1 just wish that bands like this

The Stereo - New Tokyo Is Calling, The Suspekt - Articli

CDEP Chemists, CD
Standard, radio friendly alternative rock by this Ex- It will depress you; so 1 warne

Animal Chin band. “New Tokyo is Calling” sounds exact- suffer the same fate 1 did. Bu

ly like a recycled Animal chin song. Their lack of origi- might as well. But rest assure

nality appalls me. (RE) tie the noose & hand you the

Fueled By Ramen, PO Bo* 12563, Gainesville, FL 32604 Siladi Records

STEREOTYPERIDER - FAIR WEATHER FAN, CD The TABASCOS - S/T, C

See review above. This is the Netherlands answer

Sunset Alliance P.O. Box 31596, Phoenix, AZ 85046
never ending legacy of Ramone

0 _ T4 _ ^ „ ent vocalists lead the attack (

The Story So Far - When Fortune Smiled,
Decent sound and good harmon

LULr
Ignition Records c/o Sonic Ren

Chicago-style melodic punk featuring the singer of 88 „
1800 AK Alkmaar The Netherli

Fingers Louie. Good stuff-1 have a feeling I’d like it even

more if the production were better. (KR)
Technician - "Elect]

Hopeless P.O. Box 7495 . V.n Nuys. CA 91409-7495.
WTH™E DEAD”> CD
This is a good CD. The uneve

Super Sport 396 - First Thirteen, CD the band plays with a|most s
Something tells me this is the bands first 13 songs they at times . Rough around the

wrote together at one of their mom's basement. Messy how they should be. Complai

;

punk from the nation Of Texas. (BC) Tranquility Base Records. PO B

Hi Roller Records 2317 A Moser, Dallas, TX. 75206/3 Three Years Down - C

Superhopper - Music for Downtowns, CD Mid paced punk/rock and roll.

See review above. tunes. If 1 liked this type of sti

Moniker? No! Records, no address given 11345 Records P.O. Box 4948,

is, Designers and Thrice - Identity Crisis, CD
A mix of Cali-style skate punk and screaming hardcore,

;d you, and you don t have to with just a bit of a metal edge thrown in. There are a few
t if you re already down, you

parts wjth great voca j harmon jes (when they’re not

d, it won t pick you up, it will
screaming), which I’d like to hear more often. (BJM)

razor. (RB)
Greenflag Records, PO Box 41031, Long Beach CA 90853

D Thuja - The Deer Lay Down Their Bones, CD

to bands that are going for the
S°me musicians must **« their CD to every possible

s / Queers sound. Three differ-
music maga2ine ' This ain,t Punk - ll

’

s verV modern class'-

in girls, beer and other girls,
ca * w'^ P'an0- (AE)

ies makes this enjoyable. (DM) Thuja, PO Box 642371. San Francisco, CA 94164-2371

dezvous DCM, PO Box 417 THE THUMBS - ALL LESSER DEVILS, CD
mds

See review above.

RONIC CONVERSATIONS Adeline, 5337 College Ave. #3l8, Oakland, CA 94618

The Thumbs/Jack Palance Band - Split, 7”
in mixing comes off well and
. .. .. . Your standard sort of New Bomb Turkseque straight-ahead
hellac/Jesus Lizard precision

edges, but of course that's
rock ' Not bad but not terribly engaging

' either <KR)

nt: too quiet. (RB)
ADD pa Box 82401 TamPa> FL 336741

ox 184, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 TJO - S/T, *]”

Creepy Baby, CD Three son8s written and played entirely by Tara Jane

Good guitar parts and catchy O'Neil. Lovely voice, lovely instrumentation. Your girlfriend

jff, I’d like these guys. (NS) will think that this is really pretty. (CK)

Berkeley, CA 94704 Troublemen Unlimited, 16 Willow Street Bayonne, NJ 07002
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For people content with owning only “Somery” the pitiful collection of hits by the Descendents, number one, there’s something wrong with punk “greatest hits” and two, what the hell is

wrong with you? You cannot take any of these songs out of their original context. One of the most over-looked records in this band’s impressive album library, Enjoy came out after their

second record, I Don’t Want to Grow Up. Enjoy is more experimental than the rest of the Descendents records. Sure the classics are here, “Wendy” (a Beach Boys cover!), “Sour Grapes”

arguably the best Descendents song, and “Get the Time". But back to back, are two of their weirdest songs, “Hurtin' Crue" their attempt at metal (which is great but still fails because

this band is too good at making pop songs) and “Kids on Coffee" a wired, hyper, fast punk song which makes you feel like you are up, at 4am high on caffeine. Side one ends with sev-

eral minutes of the band farting and recording it. Sometimes I do that too. My inspiration lies in this record. On side two of this record, the Descendents debuted the slower, pre-grunge

sound, like on “Days are Blood" and “Green", that they would continue to explore further in, ALL, the final record before Milo left for a nine year work break (to become a bio-chemist,

of all things!). In these songs, Milo seems to be venting more, at the world, at everything fucked up and wrong. On ALL, the songs about girls and farting are there as well, but even on

that record, there’s a somber tone that shows up. Any fan of the Descendents, or punk rock in general, is missing out if you don’t own Enjoy, and every other LP by this amazing band.

would shy away from the standard recording production techniques that seem to give so

many releases today a weird feeling of sameness. Also so many songs, these included, lack

that riff or melody that causes one upon hearing it to pick up a guitar and try to play along,

but the seven songs on this CD blaze/blur along quickly ending with a Smiths cover that

is neither funny or endearing. (AS)

The Weakerthans - Left and Leaving, CD
There was something about Propagandhi I could never resolve: the two very different

writing styles of Chris and John. John’s pop songs always seemed at odds with Chris’

politically charged anthems of anarchy. A friend of mind saw a symbiotic relationship

in that—John balanced out Chris’ metal tendencies, and Chris kept John from getting

too poppy and emo. But now John is on his own with the Weakerthans, and listeners

got their first taste of life without Chris with the release of Fallow, the band’s first CD.

Left and Leaving, the follow-up record, is my first real introduction to the Weakerthans.

The first track, “Everything Must Go!” had me worried. It’s a extremely slow, moody

and musically minimalistic song. Uh oh, I thought. But then “Aside,” the second track

started, and my worries vanished. At its peak, Left and Leaving produces some of the

best power pop I have heard in a while. The record does slow down in a few places

("Pamphleteer," “History to the Defeated") and pick up the moodiness of “Everything

Must Go!” My interest waned a bit, but some interesting instrumentation (whirly-wind,

slide guitar) helped keep me listening. Still, the Weakerthans do their best work when

they get energetic, and these moments are the highlights of the record. See "Left and

Leaving," “Watermark," “This is a Fire Door Never Leave Open" for more information.

Good stuff. (KR)

V/A - Runnin’ on Fumes, CD
Gearhead magazine is a staple with the breed of garage/hot rodders like myself, it’s a great

mag. One of the best parts was getting a cool 7” in every issue with exclusive songs, nor-

mally fitting a theme of the issue. Not only should you already own all the issues you can

now buy this disc to listen to those songs in your car, at work or at your computer with the

shiny silver disc. This is a compilation of those songs with great bands such as: Gas Huffer,

Supercharger, Clawhammer, Red Aunts, the Fastbacks, the Meices, Girl Trouble, Monomen,

Chrome, Man or Astro-Man?, Southern Culture on the Skids, the Untamed Youth, the

Groovie Ghoulies, the Donnas, Cosmic Psychos, the Melvins, Mudhoney, Davie Allan and

the Arrows, Rocket form the Crypt, and the Hellacopters. I just realized I own records by

every band (not including the Gearhead singles) on this list, so it is easy to see why I loved

this compilation. The Fastbacks songs are worth the price alone. Other highlights include

two Rezillos covers (Gas Huffer and Supercharger) and Sweet covers (Groovie Ghoulies and

the Donnas). Enjoy this great disc, especially if you don’t won the singles. (EA)

The Trans Megetti - Soon to be Seeing

You Later, CD
Poorly pixilated pictures of your band live on the cover of

your EP does not make for a good cover. It does allow for

some good alliteration in my review though. Trans Megetti

play decent post-punk, borderline rock that teeters on not

being good. The singers high pitched voice reminds me of

the singer in At the Drive In. (RE)

Art Monk PO Box 6332, Falls Church, VA 22040

TransAm - Red Line. CD
Quite original Lo-fi experimental space music that is

catchy. I have heard very little music like TransAm.

Warning: it is mellow throughout. (MY)

Thrill Jockey, POB 08038, Chicago IL, 60608

True to Life - Thoughts to Rearrange, CD
European hardcore along the lines of Strife and Victory-

style bands. Some songs are in German (I think), but e-

mutes and screaming vocals are apparently staples of

every nation’s hardcore culture. (KR)

Xinfinitex Records, Postfach 1714* CH-800026 Zurich.

Tupamaros - Our Modern Past, CD
More melodic emocore for the new young ones of today.

Well executed with a slight melancholy feel. (AS)

Turning Point - 1988-1991, CD
Strange to see Jade Tree putting out an old school hard-

core punk discography like this, but the inside cover says

it all. Turning Point was one of the most original hardcore

bands back in the day and, after putting out several

records on various labels, came back to Jade Tree to put

this thirty-eight track CD out. (ES)

Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd., Wilmington, DE 19810

The Uniform - Thirty Three Revolutions

and Other Minor Skirmishes, CD
A collection of songs from three past recordings, a smat-

tering of new songs and one live track. (CK)

Morphius PO Box 13474 Baltimore, MD 21203-3474

The Useless Fucks - Another Day at the

Office, 7”

Speedy punk full of lamentations about the working world.

Contains the now-classic line, “I’m up to my ankles in

fucking Hepatitis-B!” (CK)

Useless Fucks, PO Box 417 Greenland, NH 03840

Violently III - One-Sided EP, 7”

Raging punk recorded in the red. Rudimentary and angry.

Those things are good, but the 3rd grade quality of the

lyrics (and somewhat the fact that they wasted one side of

a record) are not. Four bits of noise clocking in at a grand

total of 2 minutes 12 seconds. (RB)

Volta Do Mar - S/T, CD
These guys play 3 songs of intricate, indie sounding instru-

mental music. Sounds a little like Bozart. Good back-

ground music. (NS)

1803 W. North Ave. #2, Chicago, IL 60622

The Von Zippers/Les Secretaires Volantes
- Split, 7”

These 2 bands play raw garage punk. Les Secretaires

Volantes are a little faster and the Von Zippers are a little

more raw. (NS)

Mag Wheel P.O. Box 115, Stn, R, Montreal QC H2S 3K6

The Weakerthans - Left and Leaving, CD
See review above.

Sub City, POB 7495, Van Nuys CA, 91409-7485

The Weaklings - No One Can Stop You, 7”

Super rocked-out vocals backed by music that’s in a New

Bomb Turks sort of vein. Nothing terribly interesting. (KR)

Junk Records, 7071 Warner Ave., E-736, Huntington Beach,

ca 92647-5495-

Weights and Measures - S/T, CD
10 tunes of Instrumental music with the low guitar sound

and bass driving along the sound. Forceful stuff from some

Canadians. (BC)

Matlock Records 1858 Boulevard Auclaire, Sainte-Foy, QC,

Stickfigure, P.O. Box 55462, Atlanta, CA 30308 Knot Music, P.O. Box 501, South Haven, MI 49090-0501 Canada G2G-1R7
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Weston / v/a Transmission One

REVIEWER SPOTLIGHT: Ryan Batkle (RB)

In this time of what I see as complacency and boredom in the punk world, we would all do ourselves a favor by getting familiar with the Yah Mos once again. When what gets all the

lip service is ineffectual and lame, what thrills me is the prospect of kids (of all ages) thrashing in their garage and banging out adrenaline-soaked songs of their own with a healthy Yah

Mos inspiration under their belts. I think that if you’re not blown away by “Off Your Parents" within the first 12 seconds, you just don’t get it. The first
7" “Right On" was rad enough,

but “Off Your Parents" just blows almost everything else made last decade out of the water. They played with a supreme intensity that can’t be learned. They played that way because

they had to. They had no choice. They had to release something. The Yah Mos had an uncanny knack for flowing between different tempos and rhythms with an ease that made spas-

tic songs that would otherwise be all over the place fit into a perfect little piece of inventive punk rock energy. They were feeling it, that’s what it was. You should feel it too, if you

haven’t yet. Right now some of them are feeling it in !!!.

These be gettin’ play: Dillinger Four “Versus God" (still), Bitchin, Jets to Brazil "Four Cornered Night” (sides 1 & 4 especially), the new From Ashes Rise LR new Weakerthans, prepare

yourself for the new Small Brown Bike LP

Weston - You Kiss Like An Angel, 7”

Is this a joke? Is this the same Weston? 2 light indie

sounding songs with whispered vocals. This sounds like

slow Pixies stuff. Maybe it's okay for a new band, but is

this the same Weston? (NS)

Mojo Records, www.mojorecords.com

Worm Quartet - Sumophobia, CD
This guy is obviously a big fan of Weird Al and Atom and

his Package, because this 18 song CD is filled with tracks

clearly influenced by both of those artists. His self-

described "electronic comedy punk” is a combination of

juvenile humor and bizarre keyboard noise. (ES)

MP3.com, 4790 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, CA 92I2I

The Wretched, The - Live, 7”

If you look at the picture disc, it looks like a 4-band

Angelic Upstarts tribute; but it comes in a sleeve that

makes it out to be a Wretched Ones record only. And that’s

what’s on it, these wretched ones doing pathetic drinking

anthems.. .live. (RB)

Knock-out Records, Postfach IOO716, 46527 Dinslaken,

Germany

Yeast - History Equals Fog, CD
A confusing and frustrating record, but certainly an inter-

esting one. It drifts between several styles, from chunky

metal to droning jams with some complex tunes in

between. (DAL)

Household Name Records, PO Box 12286, London, SW9

6FE. UK

(young) Pioneers/Drunk - Figuritas, Split 7”

This is part of a limited edition series of splits on What

Else? Records. Each band covers the other on this two

song split. YR ex-Born Against members, plays intense

punk/hc with distorted vocals and a slight twinge of folk.

Drunk are more mellow, similar to Nick Cave or Leonard

Cohen. (ES)

What Else? Records, P.O. Box I2II, Columbus, IN 47202

Zeek Sheck - Zemag Daeh, CD
Artsy noise with lots of electronic effects, screams, voice

effects, and other kookiness. (AE)

Toyo PO Box 421, 564 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94105

V/A - Cheap Punk Comp, CD
I feel bad writing this but I have heard this a million times

done a million times better. Most of these bands are gener-

ic east bay/Lookout early 1990s clones. Regretfully there

are no standouts. (MY)

$5 Escape Pod Records, POB 1462, Grapevine TX,76099

V/A - Class Pride World Wide, CD
A compilation of 19 Oi! bands mostly from North America

and Europe. Songs all have an anti-Fascist message. (BJM)

Insurgence Records, 2 Bloor Street West, suite IOO-184,

Toronto ON M4W 3E2, Canada

V/A - Equal Vision Records Sampler, CD
A pretty diverse roster of hardcore music is showcased on

this label’s sampler. I’m sure most people have heard

Saves The Day, Bane and Converge by now, but if you’re

interested in Equal Vision’s back catalog, then this is the

CD for you. (NS)

Equal Vision P.O. Box 14. Hudson, NY 12534

V/A - Erase Yer Head, 7”

This edition #9 from Erase Yer Head Split single Club fea-

tures God Is My Co-Pilot and Melt Banana doing their

things. (BC)

Pandemonium Records B.P. 64, 13192 Marseille Cedex 20,

France

V/A -Jade Tree First Five Years, CD
This double CD is a retrospect of the first five years of

Jade Tree records (minus the Swiz material). Owning

most of these singles I can say that Jade Tree is one eclec-

tic label that you should know. If you don’t already own

these singles then pick this one up: Gravel, Jones Very,

Railhead, Pitchblende, Eggs, Leslie, UOA, Walleye,

Damnation and Edsel.

Jade Tree 2310 Kennwynn Rd. Wilmington, DE 19810

V/A - Just Another Taste Of Electronic
Watusi Boogaloo, CD
This is a jazzy, meandering, up beat electronic compi-

lation by bands like, Mains Ignition, Babalu, Oh Polo,

and Biowire. What this is doing being reviewed in a

punk rock magazine, is beyond me. I understand the

meaning of keeping an open mind, but this is stretch-

ing it. (RE)

Kindercore, www.kindercore.com

V/A - Live at the Blue Room, CD
Braid, Burning Airlines, Most Secret Method and the like.

Sounds exceptionally good for live recordings, but they are.

Overall a worthwhile release dedicated to what seems to

be a nice venue. (RB)

Yanstar

V/A - Might As Well... Can’t Dance, CD
An Adeline Records compilation featuring Pinhead

Gunpowder, Dillinger Four, Samiam and some other less-

er-known bands. (CK)

Adeline Records, 5337 College Ave #318 Oakland, CA 94618

V/A - N0-F1 Trash: A Floppy Cow Records

Compilation, CD
Twenty-eight tracks of offerings from bands like The

Promise Ring, Lagwagon, Sarge, the Get Up Kids, Hot

Water Music and A New Found Glory. Good stuff overall,

ranging from mid-tempo Get Up Kidsesque rock to

Screeching Weasel type pop punk. (KR)

Floppy Cow Records, P.O. Box 79, 3054 Schuepfen,

Switzerland.

V/A - Rock N Roll Au Go-Go, CD
4 bands each play 2 songs of the type of punk rock and

roll that you’d expect to see in the local bar somewhere.

The bands are Rocket City Riot, Three Years Down, the

Candy Snatchers and Pizzle, the first 2 being the best.

(NS)

Devil Doll Records P.O. Box 30727. Long Beach, CA 90853

V/A - Runnin’ on Fumes, CD
See review above.

Cearhead Records PO Box 421219 San Francisco, CA 94142-

1219

V/A - Set Sail For Midnights A
Compilation for Boys and Girls, CD
A compilation of 16 bands who mostly play in either the

indie rock style or that have that mid-80s-Dischord sound,

or some combination of both. There, I didn’t say “emo.”

Most have warm, fuzzy guitars, and sound similar to one

another in one way or another. There is one noisy rock

band and one pop group thrown in for good measure.

Bands include the Sheila Divine, Sunshine, and Her

Flyaway Manner. (BJM)

Seismic Records, 86 Carlton Road, Boston Lincolnshire PE2I

8PQ

V/A - Transmission One: Tea at the Palaz

of Hoon, CD
Once you get through the boring spoken intro and “world

music” crap, there’s actually some music on this mother of

a double CD compilation. Some of it good, too! Released

as a testament to a former venue. Very artsy. (RB)

Cosmodemonic Telegraph, No. 46 State St., New London,

CT 06320

Send your records in for review to:

Punk Planet Reviews

PO Box 6014. East Lansing MI, 48826
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Y
ou should have read my first intro-

duction to this column. Actually,

no, you shouldn’t have. It was a

piece of shit. Writing about the process

and difficulties of writing is a tricky thing,

and, more often than not, it comes off as

whiny and self-serving. It’s easy to get

caught up in the thrill and the pressure of

a first column, though, especially when it’s

something you’ve been dreaming about

doing for quite a while.

Three and a half years ago, I finished

a short film called Kansas Anymore. It was

the fictional story of a band at the end of

their road. Their tour is over and they

drive home across the Midwest, disinte-

grating as they go. It’s a coming out story

and a breaking up story and sort of a love

poem to the Midwest and punk rock. It’s

also not the world’s greatest film, but it

was my first one and I was pretty happy

with it at the time. I showed it at school,

and it was pretty well received. Likewise in

my hometown. I submitted it to a few fes-

tivals, but with only middling luck.

Not being entirely sure how to get it

seen by the people who I felt would be

most interested in it, I sent Kansas

Anymore to the punk rock holy trinity

(MRR ,
HeartattaCk, Punk Planet) for

review. All three declined, for various rea-

sons. This was right after the whole

brouhaha with MRR and Rain Like the

Sound of Trains and a new review policy

that seemed to dictate a particular view of

punk rock. None of the three, though,

seemed to know what to do with a DIY

film being presented for review.

Once I’d worked through the rejec-

tion (years of therapy), I was able to stand

back and take stock of the punk/hardcore

community and how DIY film and video

could be a part of it. I saw a network that

had developed to support a ton of bands

through shows and labels and distros. And

I saw a zine network that spanned the

globe and linked intellectual misfits of all

stripes. But what was missing was any sense

of a community among DIY moviemakers.

So I’ve spent most of the last three

years trying to learn what is out there in

terms of a DIY movie scene. A lot of what

I’ve discovered has involved being able to

find common ground with other margin-

alized communities around issues of

equipment access and screening space.

The search has also involved looking back-

wards and piecing together a history of

punk moviemaking that goes beyond

Suburbia and Another State ofMind

(though both are great flicks).

That said, what does it all mean for

the future of this column?

When I found out that I was going to

be doing this column, I wrote my friend

Beto, who’s pretty knowledgeable about a

lot of things, but especially writing for

zines. I asked him what he’d write about.

His response was this:

’’Probably (at least I hope) you’ll use

the column as a kind of "Dateline:

Frontline” on what happens when people

take punk ethics and aesthetics and try to

put them to work. You’ll have to talk about

how the film medium is akin to media

more conventionally associated with punk,

and how it’s different. You’ll have to talk

about the link between grassroots (?) film-

making and major studio productions (to

wit, how do developments in the former

affect the latter, and vice versa). You’ll

have to talk about the problems punk film-

makers face, from funding to compromises

in the production process to lack of venues

for showing their work. I think you can do

this in a lot of ways. Discussing a particular

film, reporting on some conversations at a

festival, doing an interview with a direc-

tor—these can all be springboards for the

exploration of much larger issues. To be

honest, this sounds like a hell of a job, so

I’m glad you’re doing it and not me.”

Yeah, exactly.

At least half of each column will be

devoted to filmmakers who are making

work from within or of interest to, the

punk community. I’m not particularly

interested in rehashing the "what is punk”

debate here, though. Decide for yourself

and feel free to let me know if my inter-

pretation is anything like yours. Most rel-

evant these days, I think, is punk’s status as

an economic stance and a possible escape

from the traditions of capitalist culture.

Film is expensive and making movies is a

lot more complex than playing in a band.

You can’t ignore money when you’re mak-

ing a movie and it’s all but impossible to

do it alone, but that doesn’t give you an

excuse to push aside the DIY ethos when-

ever it’s convenient. Part of the value,

then, in talking with DIY moviemakers is

getting to hear how others have worked

and scammed to find ways to get their

movies made and shown. I’m also com-

mitted to stepping outside of punk to

highlight moviemakers who, though they

might not self-identify as "punk,” are

making activist or queer or experimental

work in a DIY fashion.
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all films reviewed by David Wilson

The rest of the space I have will be

for reviews. I’m counting on you all to

reveal whole new worlds of diy movies to

me so that I, in turn, can share them

with everyone. It’ll be like one big gooey

sharing party. Eventually, I’m hoping

that I’ll get so many submissions that

it’ll force the Punk Planet powers that

be to give movies their own reviews sec-

tion, as well as a column. But that’s up

to you. Here are my ground rules for

movie reviews:

1. I will review everything I get as long as it

is not funded by a studio or major label.

As submissions increase, a backlog may

build up, but I will get around to all the

work eventually.

2. Please don’t sent tapes of live bands

unless there is more to it than just live

footage. Exceptions include shows that

took place before 1980 and the Nation of

Ulysses.

3- I will give bad reviews. Making movies is

hard, and making good movies is even

harder. There are almost as many crappy

films out there as there are crappy bands.

But I’m glad they’re being made and the

least they deserve is a review.

4- DIY movie culture has nowhere near

the distribution of music or zines, so if

you’re going to go to the trouble of send-

ing a tape to be reviewed, please have said

tape available for sale or trade and include

the price of the tape and the address with

your submission.

5. Don’t forget to put your tapes in bub-

ble wrap envelopes (I dumpster mine from

the University library here). Fiber fill is

really bad for VCRs.

That pretty much covers it. I know

I’ve skimmed over a lot of stuff, but I

promise that they’re all topics that I’ll tack-

le more fully in future columns. So that’s a

really long intro, right? Like I said, you

should have read the first one... Anyway,

let’s take a look at someone that’s doing

something really cool right now, OK?

Traveling Cinema

Part of my exploration of the world

of punk movies has involved tracking

down people who have taken their movies

on tour. Now, I’m not talking about some

lame, Dockers-funded college campus

tour, but genuine DIY touring, just like

all those bands we all love. At this point, I

know that it’s still a pretty rare thing, but I

also know that more and more people are

doing it, and that’s great. Any kind of

performance that helps to break up the

monotony of a show and stretch the

boundaries of our "scene” is all right in

my book.

Thus, when I had the chance to help

bring to Columbia, MO (my hometown,

which I’ll probably be talking a lot about

in this column) an act called the

Traveling Cinema (a Mystifying Oracle of

Sight and Sound), I was thrilled. The

Traveling Cinema is a self-contained

movie theater that can be broken down

and transported to almost anywhere. It’s

a room, IO’ x io’ x 8’
, that contains

three theater seats, a carpet, and an inge-

nious rear projection 16mm film screen.

Its creator, builder and operator, Johnne

Eschleman, sits (crouches, really) in a

hidden projection booth and runs the

movie while simultaneously creating a

soundtrack made up of guitar, keyboard

and occasionally scratchy old records.

His films are found footage, though

much of it has been manipulated

through scratching on the film or even

introducing foreign objects (like flies)

into the film itself. Additionally the cin-

ema has very small windows all around,

so that a multiplicity of viewing options

are created.

Johnne will bring the traveling

cinema pretty much anywhere, from

what I call tell. One of his only stipula-

tions is that there be no charge for

admission. To cover his costs (which

are pretty much those of a touring

band) he sells T-shirts and hand-deco-

rated CD’s (when he came to

Columbia, he’d only made one since

they were so labor-intensive to create).

He also accepts payment from hosts

that can afford it (we made him dinner

and gave him a couch to crash on and

he seemed pretty content).

People who came to see the cinema

were awed. A lot of them talked about it

being eerie, and the music and lighting

(a single red bulb) did give it a creepy

feeling, but I think that my favorite

thing about it was the way it blended an

archaic and somewhat anachronistic

shell with forward-thinking art. In the

earliest days of cinema, people traveled

the country, exhibiting short films at

dime museums, carnival midways, and

pretty much any place they could set up.

There’s an intimate feeling to the trav-

eling cinema that perfectly matches to

films, many of which are made up of

old home movies. Musically, Johnne

outdoes all the post-rock poseurs who

are constantly referencing their music

as being like a film soundtrack by actu-

ally creating a resonant, ambient

soundtrack for his film that changes

with each screening.

To find out more about the traveling

cinema and the Distance Formula, check

out their website at www.travellingcine-

ma.web.com or send a letter to 305 SE

3rd Ave. #40I Portland OR, 97214-IOO7
• • •

p.s. If anyone knows anything about a

film called Sniffing Glue
, directed by

Brian Dead and set in Washington DC,

please contact me.

p.p.s. I’m bringing my new movie,

Magic City
, to the West Coast in

November and December. If you’re inter-

ested in having me and my tourmate Andy

Cigarettes come perform in your town,

drop me a line,

love,

david ®

kinofist@hotmail. com/p. 0 . box 1102 Columbia, MO
65205-1102
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Song Of Zarathustra “Birth Of Tragedy” cd
Sean Na Na “Return Of The unicorn” cdep

Kepler “Fight,Fuck, Fail” cd
The Six Parts Seven “Longing For Repetition” cd

Shotmaker 2xcd discographyrMouse Ear” Ip ltd. repress
The Hex “No Car” 7”/cdep

Party Of Helicopters “Mt Forever” cd
The Anasazi “Calculating...” Ip/cd

Black Dice 10”/cd

Lucky Jeremy “Hates Art” 7” (ltd to 500) tmuSSS002
Pete Dale (the wimp) 7” (ltd to 500) tmuSSS003

www.troublemanunlimited.com

fall/winter ad 2000



SELBY TIGERS

Cka>uvc City
new cd and Ip out Oct. 17th

FIFrEEN.
SURVIVOR

new cd and 2xlp out Oct. 17th

RECORDS PO Box 7495 Van Nuys, CA 91409 WWW.HOPELESSRECORDS.COM PO Box 7495 Van Nuys. CA 91409 www.subcity.net SUB CITYCt]

Extending an invitation to you...

...And extending our middle finger to major labels!

We've been quietly kicking ass for the last 18 years as the worldwide distributor for over 30

of the best independent punk, pop, garage and experimental record labels and publishers.

Now we're bringing that reputation and dedication to the web! No'stuqid banner ads* no

flashing come-ons, no corporate sponsorship..«just music and magazines without the bullshit!

Here's some of what you'll find*!.. |Jf^

Huge Searchable Catalog!

• Fast & Cheap Mailorder!

• Mordam Radio!

Over 14,000 MP3's and RealAudio sound clips!

• Store Locater!

• Tour Da News and a whole lot more!



590 #26 This is a funny little metal fanzine from the

great northwest. It’s good-humored and rather enter-

taining, for those who enjoy metal or just pretend to

because it’s hip alike. The writing is solid, quality stuff

and they know what they’re talking about. The metal

world is a better place with this magazine around. (RB)

$2 ppd., RO. Box 19806, Seattle, WA 98109

$6.99/LB #3 Nicely laid out full size zine with

music/zine reviews a la Punk Planet. Interviews with

Lou Barlow, Mike Patton, Cobra Killer, Sweep the

Legjohnny, Pavement, and others. (ES)

$3 to RO. Box 43481, Somerville. MA 02143

Alarm #6 Fairly sizeable indie music mag with the usual

stuff. Good layout, quality printing and pretty good writ-

ing make this worth checking out ifyou notice a band

you want to know about is in the table of contents. (This

issue has interviews with Judas Factor, Grey Area,

Onelinedrawing, Low Power FM.) The reviews are weak,

but the fiction is interesting and makes up for it. Who
needs a good review section anyway? Ha ha. (RB)

$3, Alarm Press, RO. Box 200069, Boston, MA 02120

Alarm Clock #38 Focusing on female musicians from

Bif Naked to Bree Sharp, this zine has interviews, show

reviews and record reviews. Pretty well written with good

illustrations of the people profiled. At times it’s a little

Goth for my tastes, but there is a pretty good balance of

other stuff, such as a Ani DiFranco show review and an

interview with the Damned. There’s also a surprising

number of records reviews, each pretty lengthy. $2. (KR)

Allen Salyer, RO. Box 1551, Royal Oak, Ml 48068-1551.

Alternative Press Review, Spring 2000 Serious pub-

lication dealing with topics and viewpoints that the

mainstream media are afraid to talk about, usually

reprinted from other alternative media sources. (CK)

Anyeranism #1 Anyeranism is a cut and paste, most-

ly poetry zine with an article on health care. The lay-

out is kind of sporadic and seems a little disorga-

nized, but overall, if you’re into poetry zines, this is

not a bad first issue. (ES)

$2; 575 Harrison St., Sebastopol, CA 95472

ArtCOre Fanzine #14 A message to all zine editors: if

your font and character size is unreadable, no one is

going to read your zine! Even though I had to hold the

pages three inches in front of my eyes to attempt to read

it, I did gather that there are tons of reviews and a few

columns about how punk can change the world, along

with an article on the Seattle riots and interviews with

Brezhnev, The Tone and Grand Theft Audio. Read this

only ifyou have super-human vision. (CK)

Artcore, 1 Aberdulais Road Gabalfacardiff CF 142 PH Wales UK (at least I

think so.. .they wrote the address as one long word)

As The World Bums #16 Eric Action must realize

that I am a Satanic bastard as he sends me all of the

Christian drivel that comes through PP HQ, giggling

maniacally I am sure! This contains a long story on

(I shit you not) the editors battle with the forces of

evil in the form of a demonic possession. Of course

Christ was right there to assist the poor sap with this

"spiritual warfare” whatever... 24 copied pages, an

interview with The Lawrence Arms, and religion

thrown in everywhere makes for a really average zine

especially since this poor fuck is on issue l6.(MY)

$1 501 johns drive Apt#6, Stevens Point, Wl 54481

Attention Deficit Disorder, Issue #9 Similar in style

and content to say, Flipside, this is a fanzine in the

finest definition. But it’s not over the top in depth like

some geekoid fanzine, or done in order to look cool in

front of their friends and family (do zines impress

families?). Nope, this is straight up interviews, A1 from

Suburban Voice, SOLA, etc., reviews, and articles that

lead you to believe that the editors have more fun than

most holed up in the bedroom fanzine types. Cool

Sunday night beer drinking read. (AS)

ADD, PO 8240, Tampa, FL 33674

Auscar Morbid #8 Tara from Chicago comes at us

with another edition of this wacky comic. The layout

is very cool with this pink ink coming at you in every

page. (BC)

Stamp Tara 1621 N. Washtenaw Ave. Chicago, IL. 60647

Behave #2 Behave focuses on political and social

commentary, including an essay making a case for vot-

ing for Ralph Nader and a critique of a New York Times

article discussing technology of the future. There is also

some proletariat poetry and an analysis of anarchy. It’s

largely hit and miss. Technology story: miss. Among

other things, it’s laid out in a font (Impact) that’s just

brutal to read a lot of text in. Hit: A transcript of a

commencement speech criticizing U.S. actions in Iraq.

The writing, while thought provoking, could use some

tweaking to convey the point better. (KR)

Free, but donations accepted. Gabe Thompson, 4849 Vanderbilt Drive,

San Jose, CA 95130.

Brazen Hussy #5 A whacked out e-mail letter starts

out this zine full of thoughts and comics. Some inter-

esting stuff and some just kinda eye candy comics that

you glance at. (BC)

$1 RO. Box 13105 Gainsville, FI. 32601

Broken Tapes on the Median #1 A lit zine with 15

prose poems, some with titles, some without, some with

fancy designs, some without. There’s a neat one about

the road and Route 66 and deserts. Ifyou enjoy micro-

fiction, especially surreal and angsty micro-fiction, then

this is your ballgame. It’s not my favorite medium,

although I appreciated the precision of details in this

writing, it’s much better than that of a lot of comparable

lit zines. I’d like to see more continuity between the dif-

ferent works, maybe some more hammering out of the

characters and themes of the pieces at the beginning,

which resonated the most with me. (DAL)

Poette002@aol.com

Clamor #2 ScenesterJen Angel has teamed withJason

Kucsma to produce this dense, professionally produced

magazine. The content is a medley of progressive poli-

tics, first person travel accounts, hip hop posturing, and

cultural criticism. Clamor is problematic for a couple of

reasons. First of all, with such slick production, it’s

mind boggling why so little attention is paid to the

design. With page after page of totally gray layouts, it

manages to be less visually appealing than the Nation.

The writing either sounds like punks trying to sound

like grad students, or grad students trying to sound like

punks, but it never sounds natural, and it’s never really

engaging. This is a project that’s way too ambitious to be

done in a strangely half-hearted way. (DAL)

$4, PO Box 1225, Bowling Green, OH 43402

Complete Control #7 This zine documents the hap-

penings of the local government and the Virginia

Commonwealth College to eradicate the homeless sit-

uation in Monroe Park in 1998. According to this

zine which has collected newspaper clippings along

with other people voices, showcases the meddling of

the college with the affairs of the homeless of that

area. The reader will see how the community struck

back and organized an event to raise awareness that

the homeless can’t be swept away and put under the

kitchen rug. You can read about the "tent city” that

was erected during opening weekend ofVCU’s fall

semester. This is very informative and interesting

about an unsung part of history. (DM)

DMM, P0 Box 17838 Clearwater, FL 33762

$4.95, AAL Press, P0 Box 4710 Arlington, VA 22204

Cool Beans! #12 The Sports Issue — and yes you can

be punk and like Sports, really. One of my favorite

zines, Cool Beans rarely disappoints, and this is no

exception. I think you should pick this up for the

bonus CD with a bunch of punkers and the Stanford

Marching Band doing "Crazy Train:” and the Zodiac

Killers cover of "Johnny won’t do to Heaven”. This is

good stuff: great column from Ben Weasel, interview

with Kevin Seconds, sports violence and lots of hockey.

You should be getting every issue, and remember that

the bonus CD is actually worth the $$ alone (unlike

many zines) because it has many exclusive tracks. (EA)

$5.95 3181 Mission #113 San Francisco, Ca 94110
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Deformacionculturalzine #3 Issue number three is

out from this hardcore edged Spanish zine from

Argentina. The writers are very free to express what-

ever they want. Check it out. (BC)

$3 Defcult RO. Box 1424, 1000 Buenosaires, Argentina.

Dork Lifestyle / Kneehigh / Where’s A Cookie / This

Is Your Toy... Yes there are a bunch of different zines

listed above. But all of which have all been released by

this one woman named Missy Kulik. It seems that

Missy likes to make these bizarre comic zines that can

fit in you pocket. Dork Lifestyle documents moments
in Missy’s life through illustrations. The Kneehigh

zines are quick drawings with a certain theme. One
Kneehigh shows all the costumes her mom made her

for Halloween. The other is a collection of trivial

things seen on a road trip like a stove, a camper that

was rumored to store Ren and Stimpy among other

things. This Is Your Toy And I Want It is a fictional

story about an odd toy that has a portal to a place with

other toys of the same make. Where’s A Cookie is the

funniest of all the others because it’s about a rabbit

looking for a cookie. These are generally pretty weird

and pointless but I couldn’t stop laughing at them
when a friend and I were looking at them without the

influence of foreign substances. They’re small and

bizarre. What else do you need? A monkey that fetch-

es beer? Maybe... (DM)

$.50 and a stamp, Missy Kulik 24 Longvue Circle Ambridge, PA 15003

Dorkboy #4 Dorkboy is a clever and funny short comic

that will make you laugh. Ifyou like out their puns and

villains (kinda in the TICK way of things) then you will

like this. Number four finds Dorkboy fighting evil. (Well,

they all seem to be about fighting evil.. Its an endless bat-

Ue ya’ know) (BC)

1? Dorkboy 443 Berkeley Cres. NW, Calgary, Alberta. Canada T3K-1A9

Double Down #4 After giving a glowing review of issue

#3» I can say I wasn’t let down with the new issue of

Double Down. Though I was sad to see the standard 8.5”

X II” format after the last issue was II” X 14”. The art-

work and layout are too good not to keep up with the

huge size, though I am sure that distros and stores hated

it. This time they interview Dan Clowes (I know it has

been done, but hey did it better), Man or Astroman!

(always a good listen) and Dionysus Records (quite a

story ifyou don’t know it). Any fan of the Gearhead

crowd will love this. They call it "unusual music, art, and

film”, pretty much says it all. Very entertaining and eye

pleasing. (EA)

Bottleneck Distro. Check your local stores.

Drinking Sweat in the Ash Age #1 Half typed, half

hand-written in caps, this is also half good. It takes me
back to the end of my freshman year of college, when
high-school convictions meet the changes that come
with growing up and growing less self-righteous. This

zine treads that line: On one hand there’s insightful

writing, mostly prose and analysis of everyday life; on
the other, there are the typical underground zine fod-

der, a certain holier-than-thou attitude to the vast

expanse of mainstream culture. Writing about the vac-

uousness of parties (p. 32) is hackneyed. Writing

about your experiences when a friend was raped (p.

27) is intriguing. Stick to the latter.

$3. R0. Box 14223, Gainesville, FL 32604. (KR)

Evil Numero Duex Great looking fanzine out of, I

believe Switzerland, with columns, interviews (Don

Caballero, Dalek, At the Drive-In and lots more), and
reviews, etc. I wish could tell you more but it appears

to be written in French. So all you French students,

pick it up, and treat it as entertaining homework. (AS)

Evil, PO Box 5117, CH-1211, Geneva 11, Switzerland

Fear Why The Mouse Can’t Breath #2 In this issue

A1 writes six stories about love and life. Sounds sim-

ple, but it’s his insightfulness and colorful language

that makes you nod your head and feel like you were

right there as it’s all happening. It’s a little short, but

it’s only fifty cents, and well worth it. (ES)

5258 Five Fingers Way, Columbia, MD 21045

Filterlanes #1 This is an interesting, solid, nice

looking zine, courtesy of Zu Book, a 14-year-old

from Singapore. Avery impressive effort. We have

interviews with Avail, Plain Sunset, Krigshot, and

Chris Dodge. Some personal stories, and record

reviews. Standard stuff, but lots of youthful enthusi-

asm, and a few engagingly strange moments, like the

piece on how you should get a new perspective on
things by sleeping on your couch, or the moment in

the Avail interview where he asks: "Now for a shit

question. What would you do with a broomstick and a

window-panel?” ???? Beau’s answer: "Probably

throw them away?” (DAL)

$2, Zu Boon, Robinson Road Post Office, P0 Box 343, Singapore

900643, Singapore

Fuck That Bitch As you can imagine from the name of

the zine, Cori can get pretty pissed off ("fuck feminism"),

and this is the best part of the zine. She writes about being

the intellectual troublemaker in her gender studies class

where she tells the class full of hardline feminist-theory

types that she works at Hooters and they explode. Also

angry is the bit on relationships ("the entire cretin popu-

lation that surrounds me and infects me with their pres-

ence seems to find mates and procreate, whereas I am left

with my hand on my 12-inch metal lover”). The more
spite the better, the treatises on straight edge and go-go

are a bit boring. The interview with Saves the Day was bet-

ter than your average band interview because they just tallr

a lot about other bands, which is fun. (DAL)

Cori, 1243 W. Cary St., Richmond, VA 23220

Impact PrCSS, #27 As stated on the cover, "covering

issues the way media should”, this zine covers all sorts

of topics that the mainstream media shys away from
(why I don’t know), offering viewpoints on third party

politics, capitol punishment, etc. all laced with web-
site addresses allowing one to gather more informa-

tion, and/or, get involved. An MRR style layout and

presentation make for an informative, possibly edu-

cational, read for anyone, as I believe that you cannot

fully believe your own point of view without first

investigating the alternatives. The only music related

parts are the advertisements and album reviews.

Recommended. (AS)

Impact Press, PMB 361, 10151 University Blvd., Orlando, FI 32817

The Inner Swine Vol.6 Issue 2 This issue has sixty

pages of fiction, interviews, and clever commentaries on
things like selling out, getting a book deal, wasted time,

debt, professions that will get you damned to hell, and
all the sarcasm and humor you could ask for. (ES)

$2/trade, digest 293 Griffith St. #9, Jersey City, NJ 07307

Insurgente verano99 As a Mexican-American and

former Texan, I don t often see political zines geared

towards my fellow Hispanics, so this was a very nice

change of pace. Inside this twenty- eight page digest

size zine, you’ll find essays on Mexican/Latino music

(and I’m not just talking cheeseball Ricky Martin),

politics, your rights and the police, being a substitute

teacher, books, and more. And while I’ll admit that $3
is a little steep, this zine is very informative and well

put together, and in my opinion, well worth it. (ES)

Alejandro, R0. Box 37105, San Antonio, TX 78237

Jaded In Chicago #9 This is a very enthusiastic zine

written by kids who care about the scene and who
enjoy good music. The quality on this is pretty decent

as well. This is a full page B/W zine full of interviews,

local band focus, columns, comics, and music

reviews. The featured interviewed bands include

Dillinger Four, American Steel, the Ataris,

Millencollin the Honor System and the Gamits. Not
bad at all. (DM)

4031 Forest Ave. Western Springs, IL 60558

Last Hug Magazine #7 I loved this zine. The first

fifteen pages are stories, beautifully written, and I

wonder how much is reality based or if it’s all fiction.

Honestly, I wish I had his ability to be so descriptive

without being wordy (I’m sure it’d help me with these

reviews., heh), and his knack for story-telling. There

are also some zine and music reviews which, though

very well done, maybe take away from the rest of the

zine a bit, but overall this zine is excellent. (ES)

email elbert_chang@hotmail.com to get a copy.

Life is Trying #3/Paxil - Split zine LIT is filled with

very interesting stories, journal entries, & anecdotes

about traveling, living in shitty situations, and Punk
Rock. Jason writes really well in a manner which assists

the reader in visualizing the situations as they come up

in the narrative. Paxil is the creation of a Punk Rock kid

who is going through the muck of some mental illness

and self loathing. "Mostly I hate myself for being bor-

derline manic/depressive & for being a neurotic weird

hypochondriac freak.” This is a very nice effort especial-

ly the Bouncing Souls/Avail tour stories. (MY)

Paxil, P0B 821, Valley Station, NY 11582

Message From The Homeland #5 My disgust for

Christianity subsided a wee bit with my penetration

into this zine. It is well laid out by a (self described)

nondenominational Christian college kid. His writ-

ing although well versed is often contradictory with

his absolute love for Jesus and his distrust of religion

(of any type) The main selling point of this message is

a group interview thang with key players from Equal

Vision Rees, Catharsis, Trial, Retrogression which is

9 pages long. This child of Christ can defiantly write

a review get this: Avoid this CD like an ugly crack

head with AIDS who wants to have unprotected sex on
top of a bed of used syringe needles.” 32 pages on
newsprint. (MY)

$2-David Lucander, P0B 4248, Springfield MA 01101

Microfilm Vol.l #2 The magazine of personal cinema

in action.” 36 pages of very interesting articles about

super indie films and festivals that I have never heard of.

Extremely informative glossy well written. What more
can I say, now I am stuck with a jones for finding these

killer shorts and features. (MY)

Opteryx Press, POB 45, Champaign IL, 61824-0045

Mod Magazine This magazine has a shit load of

reviews as well as a look at buildings in San Diego. (A

nice idea put to print) Also inside is a feature on the



new band "Her Space Holiday.” (BC)

Mod RO. Box 161024 San Diego, CA. 92176

New Philistine #44 Fourty-four issues? Wow. At

first I didn’t really understand what this was all

about... and I’m still not quite sure that I do, but I

guess this is pretty much a literary review type zine.

The majority of this zine seems to talk about how

pretentious and ridiculous some collection of writ-

ings called "Timothy McSweeny” something or other

is. Maybe I’m out of the loop, but I have no idea what

that is. (ES)

$2; King Wenclas P.0. Box 42077, Philadelphia, PA 19101

Oh Messy Life #1 Kind of a waste of time. One gains

no insight by reading it. Poor interview. Fragments of a

boring life that doesn’t need to be shared with us. (RB)

118 Granville Way, San Francisco, CA 94127

OK Spark #1 First, let me say this to all zinesters - If

you invest hours, days, months in creating something

as time consuming as a zine, and want the people you

are sending it to see how it is supposed to look (all in

one piece), please put it in an envelope! Now, having

said that, this zine is very well laid out, using some

kind of computer program, and all of the pictures and

graphics are great. There are articles on mullets, body

image, music and show reviews, some interviews, the

Alkaline Trio, Rainer Maria, Wolfie, and more. (ES)

3445 N. University, Suite 182, Peoria, IL 61604-1322

Paper Scissors Clock #3 An eclectic zine done by a

self-proclaimed Anglophile residing in Minnesota (go

figure). Featuring a surprisingly interesting article on

Hedgehogs, intelligent interviews with Red Monkey

and Bratmobile 2000 and quirky pieces on the great-

ness of BBC documentaries and community supported

farming. (CK)

$1; PO Box 14117 Minneapolis, MN 55414

Plea For Peace Vol. 1 #1 A huge i
st effort at 88

pages (on newsprint) This is dedicated to radical pol-

itics and features many reprints from: Crimethinc.,

Black Panther Party, Food Not Bombs, National

Coalition for the Homeless, Sea Shepard, Earth First

etc. The most interesting reprint was from Z maga-

zine, it was an interview with exiled black Panther

Party member Assata Shakur in Cuba. Recommended

to our younger readers who may not be too aware of

these fine organizations. (MY)

$3-Plea For Peace, POB 64, Greencastle PA, 17225

Please Don’t Let Them #00 "I killed my elbow.

When my elbow fell off, all the butterflies lifted it and

went high in the atmosphere. After a few minutes, it

started to rain so I couldn’t see where they were

going.” The evidence speaks for itself. (RB)

K. Jarecki, 4114 9th Ave. Apt. 4F, Brooklyn, NY 11232

Potatoe #6/ Armchair Water Boy #12 split

Armchair Water Boy gives us bad sappy poetry about

heartbreak. Potatoe churns out three page stories with

weak plot and no character development. (CK)

Potatoe, P0 Box 1891 Fayetteville, AR 72702-1891

Rockist #2 I enjoyed the hell out of this 64 page

emo/indie rock Mag. The layout & structure of this zine

is exceptional with a heavy thick cover and metal clasps

holding it all together. The interviews in this were top

notch weather you like At the Drive In, The Faint, Blue

Tip, Fluke Starbucker, Knapsack, Muler or not. (MY)

539 Washington Street#2 Brighton, MA 02135

Sandpaper #8 Newspaper-esque with big type, this

zine goes by the mantra of "revolution, resistance and

regeneration.” Yet the opening story is a first-person

account of mistaken identity in Chicago when the

author enjoyed the spoils of fame when people mistook

him for a Pogue. Very entertaining, but hardly revolu-

tionary—however, there is analysis of the WTO distur-

bances (No. I on this year’s Zine Topics Top 40) and a

disturbing gay-bashing incident at a prominent

Chicago bar. Also an obituary for soul great Curtis

Mayfield, which got "Pusher Man” stuck in my head. I

didn’t mind. The writing is articulate, but the subject

matter a little broad. And try as I might, I just can’t get

through anymore damn WTO stories.

Free. 1573 N. Milwaukee Ave., #420, Chicago, IL 60622.

Scam #4 You need to have this magazine. It’s so full

and enriching it will take you about a week to read it.

Best of all: it’s completely punk rock. A true fanzine

in all its glory. Absolutely stupendous. If I were to do

this, it would take more than a year to lay out. I don’t

know how often this comes out, but you need to track

it down whenever it does. (RB)

$2, P0 Box 40272, San Francisco, CA 94140

Short, Fast + Loud! - No. 05 This zine focuses its

bloodshot eyes and bleeding ears on all that is fast and

ferocious in the world of music. Call it whatever you

want, grind, crust, hardcore, thrash, or just plain rock

and roll, the scene veterans behind this rag dish it out

with an unbridled enthusiasm for the artform. This

issue has the standard reviews and columns along with a

"where are they now” about Heresy, an interview with

Blaine from The Fartz/Accused and more. And if all

that seems foreign to you, just please stay away, or send

$2 and prepare to be educated. (AS)

Short, Fast, and Loud, R0. Box 420843, San Francisco, CA 94142-0843,

USA

Sob Story #3 This is a great little photo zine that

came close to heart for this reviewer. The 38 l/2 pager

gave me some shots of my favorites like: 5-6.7-8’s,

Guitar Wolf, Dictators, Mighty Ceasars, Reatards,

Skateboarding and some scenic shots of mostly

Chicago. The offset printing make the photos look

glorious and a great one to throw one your coffee

table. The covers are silkscreened on beer cases and

obviously took way too much work to be appreciated.

This reminds me of what makes zines great — a lot of

heart and attention to quality. (EA)

$2.75 Sob Story P0 Box 138273 Chicago, IL 60613

Sound Collector #4 The name says it all. This is for

the guy who loves his music really far out there with a

classical tinge. (Note that I didn’t say girl, because

usually girls don’t like this avant-garde stuff... it seems

to be for nerdy guys) This book sized informative zine

features discussions with bands; Pere Ubu, U.S.

Maple, and people like Harry Partch and David S.

Ware. For serious music lovers only. (BC)

$5 R0. Box 2056 New York, NY 10013-0882

Sphagnum Nagasaki #8 The editor has a weird obses-

sion with talking shit on celebrities (goes on at length

about Kevin Costner, and then lists the addresses of

unsuspecting luminaries like Gary Coleman, Jon Bon

Jovi, and the Pope). Lots of capsule reviews of main-

stream cult films, an interview with the Bloodhound

Gang (???), and other silliness. There’s some promis-

ing cut and paste design with a nice edge, but the text is

all pretty trite. The record reviews include the

Instrument soundtrack, and the blurb starts, "I had

never heard Fugazi before...” Maybe now that the editor

has heard Fugazi, he’ll turn his life around and put his

design skills to better use. (DAL)

$3; 14 Dunluce Ave, Brighton, SA 5048, Australia

Tape Op #17 The premier recording magazine for

punk/indie/alternative rockers. Even if you know little

about recording and like to record on a simple 4-track

you will love this zine. The interviews with the bands

and producers/engineers often give a lot of insight

into the records that we love. You will get a total dif-

ferent interview from Tape Op and that is what makes

this my favorite zine for reading bands getting inter-

viewed. Their slant towards the analog format makes

me smile with every issue. Though the heart of the

zine is to record with what you can get. The format

and topics lead to new conversations. Case in point —

Did you know that Ween recorded a song with one

member in a trunk with a microphone while singing

with the car driving around doing donuts in the park-

ing lot. I guarantee that isn’t something that you

would have read in Spin. This issue has interviews with

Dave Fridmann (producer Flaming Lips), Mercury

Rev, Wharton Tiers (Sonic Youth), Robyn Hitchcock,

more, more. Even if you don’t know your audio

equipment, you will enjoy this great magazine. (EA)

Free Subscriptions at www.tapeop.com

The Torch #38 This was my first introduction to the

journal of the Young People’s Socialist League,

something I greeted with a great deal of hesitation

considering I am hardly a socialist, much less left-

leaning. Nevertheless, I cast aside my ideological

prejudices and just read. Fifteen quick pages on

newsprint, pixilated photos and layouts that could

use some tweaking, but the revolution won’t be well

designed, right? Coherent, intelligent articles on the

never-written-about WTO and why it’s bad, NAFTA
and why it’s bad, an explanation of class and, uh, why

it’s bad, and then some random review of an Atari

Teenage Riot record. The writing is articulate and

occasionally insightful. Pick it up if you want to

smash it up.

The Torch, c/o Sean Guillory, R0. Box 56326, Riverside, CA 92517. (KR)

Twin Cities Hardcore Journal #2 This is a scene

report zine focusing on the hardcore and metal hap-

penings of the Minneapolis and surrounding scenes.

This is only the second issue and there’s a lot of poten-

tial within these pages. Besides interviews with bands like

Reach The Sky, Holding On and Encroach there are

columns covering local happenings, music reviews and

articles. B/W full pager. (DM)

803 Thomas Ave. St. Paul, MN 55104

Zuckerman Forty pages of disturbing and maniacal

rantings about an equally disturbing obsession with

Kathleen Hanna of Bikini Kill fame. If I were

Kathleen, I’d get a restraining order just to be on the

safe side. Fun to read, scary to live. (CK)

$2, Molly Zuckerman, 1029 Legion Way Olympia, WA 98501

Send your zine in for review to;

Punk Planet Reviews

PO Box 6014 East Lansing, Ml 438826
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ALL THESE BANDS ARE ON TOUR, WEB SITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. FOR A CD FEATURING ALL OUR NEW BANDS, 1 7 TOTAL, SEND $1 FOR POSTAGE TO BWR.
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monthly
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for

new

punk
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releases

False Cathedrals

A sophisticated independent rock album of epic

proportions. On Tour Sept/Oct

Revelation / REV 95 out: 8/22/00

The Jealous Sound
Featuring members of Knapsack. Ten Foot Pole

and Sunday's Best!

Better Looking / BLR-003 out: 8/29/00

The Killingtons

"This is a band that will piss you off because

they are so damn good" - Sullivan Magazine

MEG / MEG 002 out: 8/8/00

The Mercury Project

Punk and pop like bile and honey. Two guys,

two girls. Amazing!

Fastmusic Label / FAST7012 out: 7/18/00

Samiam
Astray

A saucer of milk for lost kittens...Samiam deliv-

er 12 new songs which will even blow away the

finicky long time die hards.

Hopeless / HR647 out: 8/29/00

Screeching Weasel
Teen Punks In Heat
An uncompromising voice, acid-tongued and

irascible

Panic Button / PB 285 - LK257 out: 9/12/00

Strung Out
The Element of Sonic Defiance

Eight song Maxi-EP

FAT / FAT 606-2 out: 6/20/00

The Vandals
Look What I Almost Stepped In

Featuring high-speed ballads, sconches of Punk

riffs. & the single "Jackass."

Nitro / 15883 out: 8/29/00

www.punkrocMimes.com brought to you by Hopeless Records ^ ^

tnesnwn

SILENT MAJORITY
You Would Love To Know
5-song Compact Disc

$S.DO

INITIAL RECORDS • P0 BOX 17131 • LOUISVILLE KY 40217 USA
TEL 502.499. PUNK • FAX 502.499.7879 • WWW.INITIALREC0RDS.COM
SEND $2 FOR 80 PAGE CATALOG AND 25 BAND CD SAMPLER

THE ENKINDELS
CAN’T STOP THE ENKINDELS • 1 C-SONG COMPACT DISC • $ 1

The Enkindels bring you the follow up to 1998 s smash hit, “Buzzdip 2000.”

Produced bv Ed Rose (Get IJp Kids, Coalesce) at Red House studios in Eudora,

Kansas, The Enkindels settle into their most characteristic work yet. With

every release the EK's take the rock up a notch, and here they've blown off

the charts. From full on AC/DC style rock to self realized pop punk to honest

and personal softer songs, the Enkindels have created the ultimate summer

record. A staple of the underground rock scene for the better part of the past

decade, 2000 will undoubtedly be the year of The Snake!

ALSO AVAILABLE NOW:



The largest punk/hardcore/ska selection anywhere
Buttons

Patches

Stickers

Posters

Zines

Books

Babydoll Shirts

. Skateboards

I Wallet Chains

I Neckchains

CDs

Records

T-Shirts (S-XL)

Wristbands

Leather Belts

Shorts

Sweatshirts

Videos/DVD^;

Hair Dye
|

Beanies

iwtcio Over 20,000 items

Go to www.interpunk.com
KAHCin

Free MP3s, Tour Dates, Band News, Record Label News... ChokersCaps

We sell Punk Planet too!
We’ll even sell vour band’s music!

Hopefcjjty Dei/oted lo You Voll. 3

new LOW PRICED
Satnpten out OCT 3nd

Samiem, Mustand Plug The Omens, Against At! Authority.. Diffingin Turn,

Diggen Fiiftm The Weekenthans Pohdys, Sethy Tigens and Seemd Oi Cheka

lea tuninq unneteased tnacks Inam

FlErEEMSELBY TIGERS

CkaAm. City
HR64JMp/cd out OCT

ASTRAY Survivor
SC015-2xlp/cd out OCT 17th

order online at www.hopelessrecords.com [iZ SUB CITYCt]



The Outlaw Bible of American Poetry

Alan Kaufman, editor

Thunder’s Mouth Press

It’s hard to begrudge anyone success in the

world of poetry, because it’s not like peo-

ple are getting rich off it. At the same

time, there are a wealth of good writers out

there who have consistently fallen through

the cracks in the literary establishment,

whether because they live in the wrong

place or write for the wrong people.

It is poets who fall into this latter cat-

egory that predominate in The Outlaw

Bible ofAmerican Poetry—inhabitants of

the literary underworld who target their

work, not at critics or the classroom, but

at our society’s misfits. Bringing the word

to cafes, bars, music venues and the air-

waves, they attest to poetry’s transforma-

tive power. Like the "Archaic Torso of

Apollo” described by the almost too

famous German poet Rainer Maria Rilke—

now you know where the band got their

name—their poems confront you with a

persistent demand: "You must change

your life.”

To be sure, many of the contributors

to this anthology are "names:” William

Carlos Williams, Tupac Shakur, Allen

Ginsberg, Patti Smith, to name a few.

But, whether by inclination or necessity,

these luminaries occupy the outer limits

of the poetic firmament. In the face of

poetry’s long decline into irrelevance, they

insist that it should be a vital part of

everyday life. Even as our celebrity-

obsessed culture tells us that the stars are

not like ourselves, the work of these poets

breaks down the distinctions between

names and no-names. And that’s why it’s

not only appropriate, but necessary that

this anthology pair Jack Kerouac with Julia

Vinograd, Che Guevara with Philomen

Long, Diane diPrima with Susan Scutti.

The no-names come off very well in

the bargain. Consider David Lerner’s

address to the nineteenth-century French

poet Arthur Rimbaud, one of the medi-

um’s last true superstars:

I know you like I know my dick

the way you burned and fled

savaged by beauty

possessed by genius as kind as a

hangman’s noose

Id’ve liked to

share a number with you

as the late night glaze of North Beach

glowed over into the dawn

talking about everything at once

These lines deliberately recall Allen

Ginsberg’s famous poem to Walt

Whitman, but they stand firmly on their

own free-verse feet. Lerner isn’t trying to

outdo Ginsberg, but to prevent his legacy

from becoming a museum piece. In this

context, to write like Ginsberg or

Williams, or Kerouac or even Jim Carroll

is not derivative, but affirmative. It means

that those writers’ populist vision is very

much alive. An analogy with punk is

entirely appropriate here: Does the music

of Fugazi, Sleater-Kinney or the Promise

Ring signal an exhausted genre? Only if

you are listening with your ears closed.

And the same goes for all those bands out

there dishing out heartfelt rock and roll

with only the sparest hope of making it

big. In mocking them, we risk making a

mockery of ourselves.

I had the privilege of seeing many of the

"no-name” poets in The Outlaw Bible per-

form in the San Francisco Bay Area over the

past decade, to standing room-only crowds at

the much-lamented Cafe Babar, at nightclubs

in the South of Market area, and at indepen-

dent bookstores. At the time, I was a graduate

student at UC -Berkeley, steeped in an under-

standing ofwhat does and does not pass for

good poetry in the halls of the academy. As I

watched poets like David Lerner, Kathleen

Wood, Mel Thompson, and Kim Nicolini

strut their stuff, I would recognize all the ways

in which their poems were breaking the rules

of ivory tower discourse. They were too direct,

too emotional, too excessive, too "real.” But

they rocked my world. And so, after a few

minutes contemplating the spoken word scene

from a distance, I would invariably find myself

drawn in by its power and immediacy. I’m not

much of a poet. But the lesson I learned in

those smoke-filled, beer-drenched rooms

taught me a critical lesson about communica-

tion: Ideas need an audience. They come

alive, not in the "safe” spaces of a scholarly

journal with 500 subscribers, but in those

danger-filled places where a poem can still

provoke a tear or a fight.

Ironically, the editor of The Outlaw

Bible, Alan Kaufman, is the one person

my friends and I couldn’t stand in our

years of frequenting the poetry scene. It

wasn’t because he’s a bad poet—by the

populist standard of that set, his poetry is

perfectly accomplished, if rather limited

in emotional range. The problem was that

he always seemed to be seeking out the

spotlight for himself. When CNN showed

up to document the spoken word phe-

nomenon, Kaufman was there, trying to

push other poets off the stage so that he
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could be on TV. It left a bad taste in our

mouths. And I’m not at all surprised that

it is Alan Kaufman who gets credit for

The Outlaw Bible. But you know what?

I’m so happy that this book exists, that

people like David Lerner—who died

recently after a tragic battle with drug

addiction, mental illness, and poverty—are

finally making their way onto the shelves at

Borders and Barnes and Noble in subur-

bia, that I’m willing to look past my per-

sonal distaste for its editor. Score a copy.

And then go do some writing of your own.

—Charlie Bertsch

Empire

By Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri

Harvard University Press

When was the last time you met a commu-

nist who proclaimed, "The dominant

stream of Marxist tradition has always

hated the poor, precisely for their being

'free as birds,’ for being immune to the

discipline of the factory and the discipline

[deemed] necessary for the construction

of socialism’’? Continuing on, because as

with many other parts of this book, you’ll

want to regurgitate it in great paragraph-

sized chunks, like a mama bird feeding a

brood, "What was really prophetic was the

poor, bird-free laugh of Charlie Chaplin

when, free from any utopian illusions and

above all from any discipline of libera-

tion, he interpreted the 'modern times’ of

poverty, but at the same time linked the

name of the poor to that of life, a liberat-

ed life and a liberated productivity.’’

Now, ain’t that some shit? The

immanence of revolution glimpsed in

Charlie Chaplin, absent all those dead

papers this or that dyspeptic Marxist

insists on sliding under my door. Roll

over Spartacists; push out the way as many

-ists or -ites as you need to make room.

I’ll bar the crypt door and try to keep out

those grave-robbing Marxist Studies stu-

dents, so you may rest. Most of them are

moneychangers in the temple anyway.

The quoted passage, and others like it

in Empire
, refuse to romanticize the poor,

just as Antonio Negri, and translate)r/co-

author Hardt, refuse to be Jack Kerouac,

invoking the freedom of dusky-kneed gals

sitting out on porches on his walk through

the "dark side of town.” Negri and Hardt

have the self-consciousness of the post-’60s

generation to thank for avoiding that. But I

bet they dig Kerouac because, like him,

they bust moves across a wide terrain of

intellectual history, chopping up philoso-

phers who’d refuse to sit in the same room

at a university tea but are thrown together

in Empire. Its fusions of thought may drive

academics bananas, but thrills me (and, I’ll

venture, you too) with a compelling por-

trait of the New World Order—and ways of

challenging it that make sense.

Negri and Hardt are saying what folks

in the street at any of this year’s massive

demonstrations (WTO, IMF, May Day,

the DNC, etc.) are discovering: The king-

dom of god lies within us, and we have a

responsibility to each other to build it.

Lest that god talk seem too far out, the

authors begin Empire's revisionist history

of globalization with the medieval and

Renaissance philosophers who wrenched

the powers of creativity and generation

from the heavens and re-sited them on

earth. Against these powers rose capital-

ism, the genius of which was to create net-

works to strengthen itself and the state by

draining the masses and diffusing their

power. Negri and Hardt cite U.S. consti-

tutionalism—its checks and balances, or

networked power—as the platform for

Empire
, the key revving the engine of cap-

italism towards a globally unified world,

the base from which the multitude’s power

(represented by popular culture) was pro-

jected into air, then cyberspace.

To argue that America set the para-

digm for Empire , however, is not to say

that the US controls it. This where Negri

and Hardt begin to diverge from conven-

tional Leftist critiques of globalization.

Proclaiming "reality is not dialectical;

colonialism is,” the authors sweep away all

the false binaries—black/white,

man/woman, etc.—that have straitjacketed

human identity for centuries. In global-

ization’s erosion of national borders, sov-

ereignty, and identities, and its produc-

tion of a transnational, free-floating

working class, Negri and Hardt argue it

has never been more possible to realize

the spirit of proletarian internationalism.

The multitude that has never been so

empowered to create and project itself,

and imperial power, in its web-like dis-

persal has never been so potentially weak.

Elsewhere, Negri and Hardt note,

"constituent power upsets the dialectic,” by

which they mean the power of being—the

power to create—and from those creations

build alternative networks and ways of

interacting which can supersede the imper-

ial forces that constrain us. Celebrating the

passage from popular culture to people’s

culture, or from a representational culture

to a constituent culture, we make ourselves.

You’ll have to buy the book to buy the

argument, to see where it diverges from

Wired-style or indie rock entrepreneurial-

ism. But the real value of Empire
, besides

its restoration of people power to the cen-

ter of Marxism, lies in the intellectual cre-

dence and weight it gives the forms of

political organizing and protest emerging

now. When they hit you with Victorian

novels like Das Kapital, you hit them with

Empire. That is, if you have the time or

desire to stop building, to engage in such

conversation. —Aaron Shuman

All books reviewed in Punk Planet are independently published by small or academic presses. Due to space constraints and length requirements, not all books we recieve will be reviewed, as it takes

quite a bit more time to read & review a book (and write the corresponding review) than it does to plunk a needle down on a record and write a snappy capsule. If you’d like to have your book reviewed in

Punk Planet, please mail it to: Punk Planet attn: Book Reviews PO Box 464 Chicago IL 60690 if you want anything else reviewed, please mail it to the reviews address given at the front of the magazine.
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New from BRIDGE NINE

AMERICAN NIGHTMARE

AMERICAN NIGHTMARE 7”/MCD out now. $4pTO ppd.

Also Available: RIGHT BRIGADE / A POOR EXCUSE split 7”, $4 ppd,

RO. Box 990052, Boston, MA 02199-0052 www.bridge9.com^BRIDGE NINE

THE UNDECIDED CRIMES AND HORRORS!!!

UR1 0 Crush em’ All vol 1 : Boy Sets Fire / Shai Hulud split ep

UR1 1 Rise of the Great Machine: Supermachiner cd

UR12 Eiffel “Audiblenarcotic” deluxe digipak cd

UR13 Breaking Pangaea “Take Apart the Words" cd

UX01 As The Sun Sets “Each Individual Voice...” cd

THE TERROR YET STILL TO COME!!!

As The Sun Sets new cd

(brutal tech-metal insanity ala converge and rorschach)

New Idea Society one sided 12”/mcd

(cave in and eulcid members go sebadoh)

Crush em’ All vol 2: Indecision / Walls of Jericho split ep

(the next chapter in this tribute series)

Order Undecided direct: CO SlOppd usa / $12ppd world 7 "EP $3.50ppd usa / $5ppd world

Made payable to: Undecided Records 10695 Lake Oak way Boca Raton Florida 33498 usa

email: xundecided@aol.com visit our website @ Mtp /Awjw.unclecidedrecords.com

Send S2 dollars tor stickers and a catalog tilled with quality Undecided related releases and merchandise

AVAILABLE FROM ALL FINE INDEPENDANT RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

e/* £ caiwi 7” SL 7 conn MCD

=





DOGHOUSE RECORDS
DOGHOUSE RECORDS PO BOX 8946 TOLEDO OH 43623 WWW.DOGHOUSERECORDS.COM INFO@DOGHOUSERECORDS.COM

- FAVEZ ~

“Gentlemen, Start Your Engines " is the 2nd album available from Favez . This release shows more of the rock

side of this Switzerland based band while their 1st album ... ”Sad Ride.. " bears stripped down, beautiful pop.

~ HUSKING BEE ~

One ofJapan's biggest underground bands, now poised to conquer the world. Their “Sun and the Moon " ep &
“Put On Fresh Paint " cd/lp available on Doghouse. Lookfor their new full length studio album in early 2001.

~ RIVER CITY HIGH ~

Hailing from Richmond VA, RCH “The Southern Dandy " are about to take over the world. Their brand new ep,

“Forgets Their Manners " is out now. Fathers, lock up you daughters. River City High are in town.

~ MOODS FOR MODERNS ~

Detroit Rock City gives us, what will be, our next “pop" icons. Hated by boyfiends everywhere they go The

Moods give us “Rock" at its best. New album out February 2001 and 3 song cd & 12" ready to go now.



NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR CREDIT CARD TO BUY PUNK PLANET BY ORDERING ONLINE AT WWW.PUNKPLANET.COM

All issues before PP15 are all

black & white. Covers of PP15-21

are 2-3 color. All issues after 21

have full color covers. All issues

before PP29 are printed on

newsprint. Confused yet?

PP13 ADRIAN TOMINE, LIFETIME,

JON MORITSUGU, and SINKHOLE.

Article about VOTING. 112 pgs

PP15 20 pages of COVERAGE

FROM THE 1996 DEMOCRATIC &

REPUBLICAN CONVENTIONS.

Interviews with Sarah Dyer/ACTION

GIRL COMICS, RHYTHM COLLISION,

CHAMBERLAIN, and CHEESECAKE

120 pgs

PP17 ‘ALL PUNK CONS" a critique of

modem punk. Interviews with THE

DESCENDENTS, DAN O’MAHONEY,

SNAPCASE, RYE COALITION, and RAIN.

Article on LIVING WITH THE POSSIBIL-

ITY OF BREAST CANCER. 136 pgs.

PP19 "HEROIN AND PUNK": an in-

depth look at the dark side of the

punk scene. Also interviews with

LOOKOUT RECORDS, DILLINGER 4,

THE SOFTIES, TROUBLEMAN

UNLIMITED and the HAL AL

SHEDDAD. Articles on ALTERNATIVE

TENTACLES RECORD'S FIGHT WITH

THE PHILADELPHIA PD, the WHO'S

EMMA COLLECTIVE, JUDI BARI and

WORKING AT A TELEPSYCHIC LINE.

Plus much more. 164 pgs.

PP23 CHUMBAWAMBA: Has

mainstream success blunted their

anarchist ideals? Also inside are

interviews with GEARHEAD

FANZINE, LOVEITT RECORDS,

SUBTERRANEAN DISTRIBUTION,

THE VAN PELT and THE YOUNG

PIONEERS. Articles on the PIRATE

RADIO movement, on being an

OUTREACH WORKER FOR HOME-

LESS YOUTH, GURILLA POSTER-

ING and the RECENT CONTROVER-

SIES SURROUNDING THE

TEAMSTERS. 154 pgs

PP26 STEVE ALBINI, talks and

talks. Also interviewed in PP26:

AVAIL, SMART WENT CRAZY,

SERVOTRON, POLYVINYL RECORDS,

COMPOUND RED and RED

MONKEY. Ancles include a piece

about TOUCH & GO RECORDS*

RECENT LAWSUIT WITH THE

BUTTHOLE SURFERS, NEEDLE

EXCHANGE PROGRAMS, the POLI-

TICS OF WHOLE FOODS and THE

TRAGIC DEATH OF GRAFFITI ARTIST

TIE. Jam-packed at 156 pages.

PP27 A rare talk with Bikini Kill’s

KATHLEEN HANNA. Also inter-

viewed in PP27: DISCOUNT,

CHROM-TECH, ASSOCK, the

PEECHEES, and PRANK RECORDS’

Ken Sanderson. Articles include a

look at the GROWING HYSTERIA

SURROUNDING TEEN VIOLENCE;

BRINGING HUMANITARIAN AID

INTO IRAQ; A COLLEGE COURSE

BASED ON PUNK and TWO ANTI-

RACIST SKINHEADS WERE MUR-

DERED IN LAS VEGAS THIS JULY

—

Punk Planet investigates. 156 pgs

PP28 SHOCK TREATMENT takes a

look at the healthcare crisis

throught he eyes of musicians. This

revealing article exposes the major

label hypocracy in denying its

lifeblood health benefits. Also in this

issue, KEVIN SECONDS, THE GET

UP KIDS, JETS TO BRAZIL, RESIN

RECORDS, filmmaker PENELOPE

SPHEERIS, ATOM & HIS PACKAGE

and NEGATIVELAND. Articles includ

a look at RACE IN PUNK, 10 REAL

REASONS TO Hate CLINTON and a

RETURN To ISRAEL. 152 pgs.

PP29 checks in with SLEATER-

KINNEY. In addition to S-K, PP29

features a talks with KID

DYNAMITE, The Metro-shifter's K.

SCOH RICHTER, JESSICA HOPPER,

publisher of HIT IT OR QUIT IT Z!NE,

RAINER MARIA. Articles: Kim Bae

brings you aboard as LOS CRUDOS

TOURS SOUTH AMERICA. Author

Mimi Nguyen takes A PERSONAL

LOOK AT VIETNAM—as a home-

land, as a war and as a state of

mind. Also featured in PP29 is a

look at THE USE OF PEPPER SPRAY

BY THE POLICE; a FREE BIKE PRO-

GRAM and the GROWING UNREST

IN THE KOSOVO REPUBLIC. Plus all

the other goodies. 136 pgs.

PP30 THE MURDER OF IRAQ 18

pages to coverage of the horrible

destruction reaped on the Iraqi peo-

ple by the US and UN’s economic

sanctions. Also in this issue: BRAT-

MOBILE, TODAY IS THE DAY THRILL

JOCKEY RECORDS, SEAWEED,

WICKED FARLEYS, VINYL COMMU-

NICATIONS and BLUETIP Articles on

JESSE “THE BODY’ VENTURA’S VIC-

TORY IN MINNESOTA; the MISSION

YUPPIE ERADICATION PROJECT, a

militant group bent on ending gen-

trification in San Francisco; THE

GREEN PARTY IN ARCATA,

CALIFORNIA; and a UNION VICTO-

RY IN A NICARAGUAN SWEATSHOP.

Plus an expanded DIY section,

columns, reviews and much much

more. 136 pgs.

PP31 features a talk with FUGAZI

and DISCHORD RECORDS front-

man IAN MACKAYE. Also inter-

viewed in this issue is THE

AVENGERS' PENELOPE HUSTON.

Additionally, there are talks with

TED LEO, ICU, LIFTER PULLER, and

DALEK. Punk Planet #31 also

looks at the DEAD KENNEDYS

LAWSUIT—this article sheds light

on the bizarre situation that has

arisen to pit former bandmates

against each other. PP31 also

takes a look at THE POSSIBLE

CLOSING OF GILMAN STREET,

MAIL ORDER BRIDES FROM RUS-

SIA and LIVING WITH CHRONIC

CYSTITIS. Plus, columns, reviews,

DIY and much much more 136 pgs.

PP32 takes a personal look at the

Kosovo Crisis. A moving, troubling

and angering piece, LIFE DURING

WARTIME: LETTERS FROM THE

KOSOVO CRISIS will not allow you

to look at the news the same way.

In addition to these gripping letters,

PP32 also features an interview

with K RECORDS' CALVIN JOHN-

SON. Also interviewed in PP32 are

NEUROSIS, ORI, MURDER CAN BE

FUN FANZINE'S John Marr, THE

ETERNALZ, ASPHODEL RECORDS,

SUBMISSION HOLD, and ecclectic

art mailorder CATCH OF THE DAY

MAILORDER In addition to all these

interviews, Punk Planet #32 fea-

tures articles the COMMUNITY

RADIO MOVEMENT IN WASHING-

TON DC; MULTIETHNICITIES IN

MODERN CULTURE; and a reveal-

ing look at GENTRIFICATION IN

TODAY’S URBAN AMERICA. Plus

much, much more. 144pgs

PP33 Sept./Oct. 1999 takes a

peek at the GROWING HACKTIVIST

MOVEMENT. Hacktivism has

brought civil disobedience to the

Internet. Also in this issue, film-

maker JEM COHEN TALKS ABOUT

MAKING "INSTRUMENT", THE

FUGAZI DOCUMENTARY. In addi-

tion, PP33 features interviews

with JADE TREE RECORDS, THE

MELVINS, OLD TIME RELIJUN,

ALKALINE TRIO AND EUPHONE.

Articles in this issue include

"Growing Freedom," A LOOK AT A

COMMUNITY-BASED FARM IN

INNER-CITY WASHINGTON DC;

"Ghosts of Tienanmen," AN INSID-

ER'S LOOK AT TIENANMEN

SQUARE 10 YEARS AFTER THE

CHINESE UPRISING THERE;

"Broken Vows" A COMPELLING

ARGUMENT AGAINST MARRAIGE;

and "A WITCH HUNT IN PUERTO

RICAN CHICAGO," a gripping look

at the government's persecution of

Chicago's Puerto Rican communi-

ty. Plus much more! 144pgs.

PP34 Nov/Dec 1999 takes an in-

depth look at THE WARPED TOUR.

PP exposes the inner workings and

hypocrisy of the so-called "punk

rock summer camp." Also in this

issue, Punk Planet sits down with

WCW WRESTLER VAMPIRO, MANS

RUIN RECORDS' KOZIK, SONIC

YOUTH'S THURSTON MOORE, THE

REPLIKANTS, CADILLACA
,
OPER-

ATION IVYs JESSE MICHAELS and

PEDRO THE LION. Articles in PP34

include a look at WOMEN IN THE

ZAPATISTA MOVEMENT, a very

moving LETTER FROM PALESTINE,

the case against GENETICALLY

ALTERED FOOD, and a look at DIY

PORN ON THE INTERNET. Plus

much, much more—exceft fpr

reviews, which were missing from

this issue. Whoops! But hey, it’s

still a great read at 136 pgs.

PP35 Jan/Feb 2000 the ALL

INTERVIEWS ISSUE. Headlining

this special issue is a rare talk

with JOE STRUMMER, the front-

man of punk legends THE CLASH.

Also featured in this issue, is a

rare talk with LUNGFISH. Also in

the all-interviews issue, talks with

THE NEED, AMERICAN STEEL

MERGE
,

the LEFT BUSINESS

OBSERVER’S DOUG HENWOOD,

the MR. T EXPERIENCE’S DR.

FRANK, the mastermind behind

BIG WHEEL RECREATION

RECORDS, POSITIVE FORCE DC’s

MARK ANDERSON and much,

much more. 152pgs

PP36 March/April 2000 Punk Planet

#36 takes a long, hard look at THE

DEATH OF A PUNK IN AMARILLO

TEXAS. Punk Planet writer Chris

Ziegler travels to Amarillo, talks to the

people involved and writes about the

case and its aftermath. Also in PP36

is the story of the WTO PROTESTS in

words & pictures. In addition to these

two feature stories, PP36 features

interveiws with MATADOR RECORDS,

THE COUP AK PRESS, DENNIS

COOPER, AT THE DRIVE IN, TAPE OP

MAGAZINE, LIMPWRIST and SARGE’s

ELIZABETH ELMORE, and many

more. Articles in PP36 include mov-

ing PORTRAITS FROM IRAQ and a

look at the LUTHER PLACE SHELTER,

a shelter for homeless women in

Washington DC. Plus there are

columns, DIY reviews and much,

much more. 144 pgs

PP37 May/June 2000 CRIME AND

JUSTICE 2000. In three articles,

Punk Planet #37 takes a look at

the sorry state of the American

criminal justice system. POLICE

BRUTALITY is looked at in the arti-

cle "War in the Streets." YOUTH

ORGANIZING AROUND PROPOSI-

TION 21 is investigated in "No

Power like the Youth" and the

PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX is

exposed in "Crisis and Control.”

Interviews in this issue include

STELLA MARRS; J-CHURCH’S

LANCE HAHN; STEPHEN DUN-

COMBE, author of ZINES AND THE

POLITICS OF ALTERNATIVE CUL-

TURE; the EVOLUTION CONTROL

COMMITTEE; Q AND NOT U;

EXHUMED FILMS; HORACE

PINKER; and the story of STALAG

13, a Philadelphia-based punk

club that was shut down by the

city, fought to be reopened and

won. Finally, PP37 takes a look at

the SAD STATE OF THE PRESIDEN-

TIAL RACE and PP takes a peek at

the lawsuit between the RECORD-

ING INDUSTRY OF AMERICA AND

MP3.COM. Plus more. 144 pgs.

PP38 July/August 2000 VOICES OF

THE NEW LEFT. PP sits down with a

number of the organizations

involved in bringing new voices to

the streets as well as talking to a

couple of people who have been

there for quite some time.

Interviewed in the "Voices" series

are NOAM CHOMSKY JELLO

BIAFRA, DIRECT ACTION NET-

WORK, RUCKUS SOCIETY QUEER

TO THE LEFT and GLOBAL

EXCHANGE. Also interviewed in this

issue, BOY SETS FIRE, UNWOUND

talk about building their new record-

ing studio, post-hardcore label

HYDRAHEAD RECORDS, controver-

sial publisher SOFT SKULL BOOKS,

MELVINS bassist Joe Preston talks

about his project THE THRONES,

electronic artist LESSER checks in

and art rockers LES SAVY FAV yap at

you. Also, PP38 takes a look at the

growing RAPTIVIST movement.

Additionally, PP38 looks at the

GROWING ANTI-WALMART MOVE-

MENT. Much more. 156 pgs.

PP39 Sept/Oct 2000 Looks back at

the PUNK SIGNING BOOM OF THE

MID-‘90s in the article 'The Crash."

Six years after punk "broke" into the

mainstream, Punk Planet talks to

many of the bands involved, GREEN

DAY JAWBREAKER, JAWBOX, SAMI-

AM, GIRLS AGAINST BOYS, THE

SMOKING POPES, FACE TO FACE,

JIMMY EAT WORLD, TEXAS IS THE

REASON and more, to learn their sto-

ries—some good, many bad. Think

you know what happened? Think

again. Also in this issue: a lengthy

interview with KILL ROCK STARS

founder SLIM MOON; punk rock

upstarts THE EXPLOSION; crooner

MARY TIMONY; artist SUE COE; polit-

ical electronic artists ULTRA-RED;

and the mastermind behind the web-

site DISINFO.COM; and the woman

behind the CENTRAL OHIO ABOR-

TION ACCESS FUND. Articles in this

issue (beyond the massive cover

story) include a look at how groups

like the WTO ARE EFFECTING THE

LIVES OF THE GREAT APES; a report

on the CHICAGO POST-ROCK SCENE;

and economist Doug Henwood writes

"BOOM FOR WHOM" which puts a

new perspective on the "new" econo-

my. Also in this issue are all the

reviews, columns, DIY and much,

much more. 152 pgs

Mini pins & stickers Stick your

Punk Planet pride wherever you

want and wear a pin too! Available

to you for only $1.00

Punk Planet T-Shirts available to

you for only $10.00 ppd

I



Where to find more information about this issue’s features.

INTERVIEWED THIS ISSUE:

Insound

www.insound.com

John Zerzan

John's books are available from Autonomedia:

PO Box 568

Williamsburg Station

Brooklyn, NY 11211

www.autonomedia.org

Tim Green

The Champs official site:

www.sfo.com/~weakling/c4am95/index.html

New Champs album available from:

Drag City

P. 0. Box 476867

Chicago, IL 60647

www.dragcity.com

Nation of Ulysses albums are available from:

Dischord Records

3819 Beecher St NW
Washington DC 20007

Matmos

800 Hampshire Street

San Francisco, CA 94110

www. bra i nwashed .com/matmos

Marcelle Diallo

www.blackdotcafe.com

Milemarker

307 Blueridge Rd.

Carrboro, NC 27510

spynation@mindspring.com

www.stickfiguredistro.com/milemarker

Lovitt Records:

Post Office Box 248

Arlington, VA 22210-9998

www.lovitt.com

Verso Books

180 Varick Street

New York, NY 10014-4606

www.versobooks.com

Electrical Audio

To talk to someone about recording at

Electrical, call: (773) 539-2555

ARTICLES IN THIS ISSUE:

Meet the New Boss

Al Gore: A Users Guide is published by Verso

Books, 180 Varick St. NYC NY 10014-4606

www.versobooks.com

Jeffrey St Clair and Alexander Cockburn are also

the publishers of CounterPunch newsletter:

3220 N. Street, NW, Suite 346 Washington,

DC, 20007

www.cpu nterpunch .com

Fortunate Son is published by Soft Skull Press

100 Suffolk Street New York, NY 10002

www.softskull.com

For a real choice this election year, go to:

www.votenader.org

Fire From Big Mountain

For more information on how to help the Dine

as a volunteer, or with contributions, (very

urgently needed are food and supplies for the

Dine, and funds to keep the support office

running) contact:

Black Mesa Indigenous Support

RO. Box 23501, Flagstaff, AZ 86002

(520) 773-8086

http://www.blackmesais.org

Away from the Numbers

For more about prison issues, check out:

Prison Activist

www. prisonactivist.org

The Sentencing Project

www.sentencingproject.org

Prison Zone

www.prisonzone.com

Welfare 101

For more information about Welfare Reform,

check out:

Make the Road by Walking

301 Grove Street

Bushwick, Brooklyn, NY 11237

www.maketheroad.org

Kensington Welfare Rights Union

PO BOX 50678

Philadelphia, PA 19132

www.kwru.org
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Euphone
“Hashin’ It Out’
LP/CD JT1054

Joan of Arc
“The Gap”
LP/CD JT1053

Jets To Brazil

“Four Cornered Night’

DBL LP/CD JT1052

Jade Tree
“First Five Years’
CD (7" Comp) JT1050

The Explosion
“Flash Flash Flash’
LP/CD JT1051

Turning Point
“1988 - 1991

”

CD JT 1 049

The Promise Ring
“Electric Pink”
CDS JT 1 048

Pedro The Lion
“Winners Never Quit’

LP/CD JT1046

The Explosion
“The Explosion”
CDS JT1047



THE GAZA STRIPPERS THE MR. T EXPERIENCE VARIOUS PUNK BANDS
BRATMOBILE

LOOKOUT! FREAKOUT
BUDGET SAMPLER CD

1000 WATT CONFESSIONS
LP<D THE MIRACLE OF SHAME

CD-EP

LOOKOUT! RECORDS * 3264 ADELINE ST, BERKELEY CA, 94703 USA * TO ORDER CALL 510 450 8320 - WWW.LOOKOUTRECORDS.COWI




